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Investigation 6.1
INTRODUCTION TO OPTIMIZATION

The wordsoptimizeandoptimizationare relatively new to the English language.

optimize tr.v. 1. To make as perfect or effective as possible. 2. To make
the most of. (American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language,
Third Edition, 1992.)

optimization n. The procedure or procedures used to make a system or
design as effective or functional as possible, especially the mathematical
techniques involved. (American Heritage, Third Edition, 1992.)

What other words do you know that begin with “optim,” and how are their meanings
related?

People create mathematics to help find the best solutions to practical as well as the-
oretical problems. It is no wonder, then, that the theme of optimization shows up
repeatedly in mathematics. Much mathematics has been developed in attempts to
answer optimization questions like these:

• What’s the fastest way?

• What’s the shortest way?

• What’s the smallest that. . . ?

• What’s fairest?

• What’s the cheapest way?

• What’s the longest way?

• What’s the biggest that. . . ?

For example:

• Where should a straight highway be built to pass as close as possible to five
different towns?

• How much should a cookie company charge for each box of cookies if it wantsWhy wouldn’t it just charge
$100, or $1000, per box? to maximize its profit?

• The most expensive part of framing a house is constructing the walls. How can
I build a house with the most floor space if I can afford a perimeter of at most
128 feet? (How can I maximize floor space for a given cost?)

• What’s the shortest route for driving from New York to Chicago?
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Investigation 6.1 INTRODUCTION TO OPTIMIZATION (continued)

• How can a manufacturer of containers maximize the volume of a container whileThere is an interesting
article about this problem
in the journal Mathematics
Teacher. (Cunningham,
Robert F., “What
manufacturers say about a
max/min problem,”
Mathematics Teacher 87
(no. 3) 1994, pp. 172–175.)

minimizing the amount of material needed to make the container?

FOR DISCUSSION

What makes these problems “optimization” problems? Think of three
other optimization problems.

Here are some optimization problems to get you started.

1. A food pantry receives a donation of 17 pounds of peanut butter from the GoodA pound is 16 ounces.
and Nutty company, all in one big tub. It needs to pack the peanut butter into

Maximize what you pack
into the jars and minimize
the amount you have left
over.

two sizes of jars. The big one holds two pounds and the small one holds 9.5
ounces. How many jars of each should be packed so that the minimum amount
of peanut butter is left over?

2. A visiting friend from London needs to change British pounds to American
dollars. A currency exchange service will give you $1.55 for each£1 with no£ is the symbol for British

pounds. service charge. The bank down the street will give you $1.65 for each£1, but

Does it matter how much
money you have? What if
you have £10, or £300?

charges $2 for the transaction. Where should you go to change the money?

One of the most useful mathematical tools for solving optimization problems iscal-
culus. In fact, much of calculus was invented to solve optimization problems.

However, many optimization problems can be solved without calculus. Sometimes
algebra, arithmetic, and a little experimentation is enough. In this module, you willA beautiful book, Maxima

and Minima without
Calculus by Ivan Niven
(Dolciani Mathematical
Expositions No. 6;
Washington, D.C.: MAA,
1981), has an approach to
optimization that uses
algebra.

developgeometricandvisual techniques for solving some optimization problems.
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Investigation 6.2
MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION

Optimization often involvesminimizingsomething—making it as small as possible.
One might minimize rate, time, or the number of ways something can happen. In
geometry, the things to minimize tend to be measures like distance, length, area,
volume, or angle measure. Minimization problems occur in many fields such as
architecture, computer programming, economics, engineering, and medicine.

FOR DISCUSSION

Thedistancebetween two fixed points is the length of the shortest path
between them. It cannot be minimized or maximized; it just is what it
is. A pathbetween the two points can be as long as one wants, but can’t
be shorter than the distance between those two points.

Humble as the subject seems, there’s a lot to think about here. For
example, describe the shortest path between two points on a flat surface,What is the difference

between the terms distance
and length?

or plane. How many distinct paths have that shortest length? How long
might the longest path be? How might such a path look? How many of
these are there?

Now think about two points on a ball. Describe the shortest path on the
surface of the ball between the north pole and south pole. How many
distinct paths are that short? What about a shortest path between the
north pole and some point on the equator? Or what about such a path
between two points on a cylinder?

Write up the ideas that you generated in your discussion.

Finding the shortest path between two points might seem to be the simplest mini-
mization problem in geometry, but sometimes you can’t take the shortest path because
things are in the way.
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

1. Suppose you and a friend are at a corner of a parking lot and it’s raining fiercely.
All the spaces are taken, and you want to get to your friend’s car the shortestIs there more than one best

route to the car? way possible. You can walk or run around the cars or between them. What route
minimizes the length of your path to the car?

How do you get to the car quickly?

Does it matter which way
the cars are facing?

MINIMIZING DISTANCE

These problems help you develop some minimization strategies.

2. You are lounging on the beach atL, and you want to run to the shoreline and
swim out to your friends on a raft atK .

A run and a swim

This problem will come up
again. We’ll call it the
run-and-swim problem.
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

a. You want the swim to be as short as possible. To what point on the shorelineMake sketches to show
where you should hit the
shoreline.

should you run to minimize the path you swim? Why?

b. You want to reachK with the least running. At what point on the shoreline
should you enter the water now? Why?

c. You want to reachK in the least possible total distance.Nowwhere should
you hit the shoreline? Why?

Sometimes you can’t take the shortest path because things are in the way; sometimesIn the parking lot problem,
cars were in the way. you don’t take the shortest path because you care about the means by which you get

yourself there. Still other times you don’t take the shortest path from one point to
another because there is a third place you want to visit first.

Imagine, for example, that you’re motorboating on a river, and the boat is very short
on fuel. Youmustdrop a passenger off on one riverbank first, and then you can go to
refuel at a station on the other riverbank.

Here’s a picture of the situation. The boat is atA. You will drop off the passenger on
the lower bank (we’ll call that not-yet-chosen placeP), and then you will refuel on
the opposite bank atB. Youchoose the location forP (you can drop the passenger off
anywhere on that bank), but of course, you want to minimize total distance because
you’re low on fuel.

Should you land here? . . . or here?
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

. . . or maybe here?No . . . definitely not there.

3. Study what happens to the sumAP + P B asP moves along the riverbank, andBe sure that you keep
records as you work, and
write down your
conjectures even if you
later reject them. You might
look at what happens to AP
and PB separately.

find the optimal place forP by experimentation. Also, find a way to locate the
best spot forP that doesn’t involve trial and error. Explain and justify your
solutions.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WAYS TO THINK ABOUT IT

Imagine the sum of the two distances as a system that involves two
points A and B, that are fixed, and one point,P, whose position can
move along a line. (B is also pictured as on a line, but that’s irrelevant.
The refueling station’s position doesn’t move; it might as easily be on a
tiny island as on the riverbank.)

In this system, several things are changing. AsP moves, the lengthsAP
andP B change (whileP is “in between”A andB, one length grows as
the other shrinks). The sumAP + P B also changes. The relationship
connecting every position ofP to its associated sumAP + P B is an
example of afunction.This particular function can

be thought of as a little
machine that rides with P
along the riverbank, always
calculating AP + PB.

The previous pictures show the “setup” of the system. There are (many)
other ways of picturing the system’s behavior. Problem 4 shows one
way.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

4. On graph paper, draw a horizontal line to represent the lower riverbank. Place
points A and B above it to represent the original locations of the boat and the
refueling station. Now, for eachP that you select along the riverbank, plot a
point Q directly above it so that the distance fromQ to P is the same as the sum
AP + P B. The picture that follows shows two possible positions ofP and the
corresponding positions ofQ.

Geometry software can
display the numerical value
of the sum of the distances
as well.

After you have plotted enough of these positions forQ, you can sketch a curve
along them to suggest the behavior of the system. AsP moves along the riverbank
from, say, directly belowA to directly belowB, what happens to the height of
Q aboveP (the sum of the distances)?

You can use geometry software to make the same graph. This has the advantage
of being adynagraph(a dynamic graph): it allows you to dragP back and forth
to generate the graph and to get a sense of the continuous behavior of the system.

5. How do the positions ofA andB, relative to the lower bank, affect your answer
to Problem 3? For example, ifA andB are exactly the same distance away from
the lower riverbank, where is the best location forP? If A is half as far asB is
from the lower bank, where is the best location forP?

6. If you hold A constant, but widen the river to moveB farther away, does the best
location forP move nearer toA or farther fromA?
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

7. You’re in a rectangular swimming pool atK , out of reach of the sides of the pool.
Before swimming toL, you want to swim to a side of the pool to put down your
sunglasses. Explain how to find the place to put your sunglasses that minimizesDoes your method work for

any polygonal pool? the length of the path you swim.

Don’t lose your sunglasses.

What does polygonal
mean?

8. Returning from a hike while on a camping trip, you see that your tent is on fire.We’ll refer to this problem
again. Let’s call it the
“burning tent” problem.

Luckily, you’re holding a bucket and you’re near a river. Where along the river
should you get the water to minimize the total distance you travel to get back to
the tent? Justify your answer.

Where should you stop to fill the bucket?

Back and forth . . .

9. In the picture at the side, a canoe is in a river atR. It must first let off a passenger
on the left bank, then pick up a passenger who will meet the canoe on the right
bank, and finally deliver that passenger to an island atS. Explain how to find
the drop-off and pickup points that minimize the total distance traveled. Check
it using a compass and ruler, string, or geometry software.
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

CHECKPOINT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10. Define each of these words:

optimization

minimum

maximum

perpendicular

bisect

polygon

distance

length

path

11. What is the shortest way to get from one point to another?

12. What is the shortest way to get from a point to a line?

13. How would you find the shortest path to get fromA to:

a. the line
←→
BC?

b. thesegmentBC?

Explain your reasoning.
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

14. Describe your generalstrategyfor minimizing the total path from a point to a
line and then to another point not on that line.

15. Write what you know about perpendicular bisectors and describe how you can
use them to help you solve an optimization problem.

TAKE IT FURTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16. You are at an arbitrary pointM in a strange swimming pool with many sides.
How would you find the shortest way out of the pool? Would you go to a corner
or to a side?

How would you describe all
the points that are a given
distance away your spot in
the pool?

17. Can you draw a pool or a position forM in such a way that a person would
choose to swim to a corner as the shortest way out?

18. Mark two points on a basketball or some other sphere. What’s the shortest pathWhy would this be an
important problem for
navigators?

from one point to the other if you have to stay on the surface of the sphere?
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

19. PointsS andT are the endpoints of a diameter of the circleO. What are the
possible values form6 SPT? Where should you putP on the circle to minimize
SP× PT? To maximizeSP× PT?

TAKE IT FURTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20. Assume that pointsSandT are fixed in the positions shown below, and thatP is
free to roam around the circle. (6 SPT is called aninscribed anglein the circle.)
What are the possible values form6 SPT? Where should you putP to minimize
SP× PT? To maximizeSP× PT?

Connected Geometry
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

21. Again, pointsS andT are fixed, but this timeP is free to move off the circle.
Suppose thatP starts inside the circle and gradually moves to be outside the
circle. What happens to the size of6 SPT in the process? Why?

THEOREM 6.1 The Triangle Inequality

The sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle is always greater than
the length of the third side.

22. What does this theorem have to do with Problem 2 (the run and swim problem)
or with any of the other problems in this investigation? Restate the theorem in
your own words. Justify your statements.

23. Is the statement below true or false? Justify your answer.

In any quadrilateral, the sum of the lengths of the diagonals is
smaller than the perimeter of the quadrilateral and bigger than half
its perimeter.

Connected Geometry
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

24. A hungry spider sees a bug on the ceiling. The picture below shows the spider
on the left wall of the room. What would be the shortest path along the walls
between the spider and the bug? (No air travel is allowed.) Make a sketch to
show what you think is the shortest path, but make sure todescribe howto find
the shortest path as well.

Which way?

25. Electricians, computer scientists, and others look for optimal ways to connect
various points to make a network.A network is a diagram

consisting of a set of points
and the segments or arcs
connecting them.

a. Using the rectangular set of points below, can you create a network whose
connecting horizontal and vertical paths have a total length less than the one
shown?

b. What if the restriction to horizontal and vertical segments is removed? Find
another network that uses segments that are not necessarily horizontal or
vertical and that has a total length less than the one shown.

How many paths are there
if it matters where you start
(so that ABCD is different
from DCBA)?

Connected Geometry
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

•PERSPECTIVE ON STUDENT RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

Problems 24 and 25 are related to some of the questions Tonya McLean investigatedCan college students do
original research in
mathematics? What kinds
of career opportunities are
available for math majors?
In this essay, you will read
about one student’s
experiences and outlook.

at a summer mathematics research project for undergraduates. Tonya sent us those
two problems, along with the two problems at the end of the following essay, as an
introduction to the minimal networks topic that she and her colleagues researched.
The students worked on a lot of different problems to gain insight and experience into
their main challenge: finding algorithms that would help them create truly minimal
solutions after gettingapproximatesolutions (say, from a computer) for a minimal
network of connected points. A solution might involve minimizing distances, lengths,
or cost. Below is Tonya’s description of her experiences in finding and participating
in the research project.

“Throughout my first two years in college, I only rarely thought about how I would
use my education as a math major. My main choices were entering the job market
or continuing my studies with graduate school. I knew I might have a lot of job
opportunities with my undergraduate degree, even if I wasn’t sure what they might
be, yet somewhere in the back of my mind sat the question of graduate school. As
my junior year progressed, however, I found myself continually trying to decide
whether I should even consider going to graduate school—I wasn’t sure it would be
interesting or rewarding. No matter how much I thought about it, nothing ever seemed
to convince me of a decision. Luckily, I soon stumbled upon an opportunity to do
summer research at the undergraduate level; that was just what I needed to complete
my decision-making process.

“During each of the three summers prior to my junior year, I had worked at the grocery
store in my hometown. Now I was determined to find a better job, a job where I could
use my mind and finally get some reward for my three years of higher education. What
can a math major possibly do for summer employment? Plenty! Sadly though, I did
not know this yet. I didn’t even know where to begin looking for a new summer job.

“After asking around, I learned that the campus Career Development Office had a
binder with listings of summer opportunities available for math majors. I found
listings of colleges which had programs offering undergraduates an experience in
conducting research in mathematics. Each of the abstracts which described the re-
search to be conducted was intriguing, and most could be understood without looking
up any of the terms in a textbook. How perfect! Since conducting research is a key
ingredient in attending graduate school, not only would this experience provide me

Connected Geometry
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

with a challenging and rewarding summer, it would also help me decide what path to
pursue after college.

“I applied to several of the research programs, and was accepted at one called SMALL,
located at a school in Massachusetts. I was assigned to work with two research teams.
Each team consisted of five undergraduates and a faculty advisor. One undergraduate
for each team was selected to become the group leader, whose responsibility was to
facilitate communication among group members and ensure that the group’s research
was moving along in the desired direction. Each group met daily to discuss any
progress that individual members had made since the last meeting, and to determine
what the next step would be to bring the group closer to a solution. When we weren’t
meeting as a group, we worked alone on the problems, but if at any point a member
needed help, he or she would consult other members of the group for guidance.

“I was a member of both the Minimal Networks Group and the Symmetry Group, and I
was also the group leader for the Symmetry Group. Alice Underwood was the faculty
advisor for the Minimal Networks Group. We spent the first week of the program
working on a few introductory problems and deciding on a general direction for the
group. The central problem we addressed was finding a formula that would provide
the minimal solution of connecting a network, given an approximate solution for that
network. At the end of the program, it was exhilarating to have actually solved a
problem which we had seen for the first time only weeks earlier.

“Robert Mizner was the faculty advisor for the Symmetry Group. The project for this
group was built around the book by B. SaganThe Symmetric Group: Representations,Many parts of algebra are

concerned with the ways
various objects can be
combined. In symmetric
groups the “objects” are
the ways to rearrange
things—these are called
permutations. The results
of the possible
permutations on the
symbols a,b,c are
{abc, acb, bac, bca, cba, cab}.
See the example at the very
end of this investigation if
you want to know a little
more about symmetric
groups.

Combinatorial Algorithms, and Symmetric Functions. This was a graduate level
algebra text that we were reading. We read and discussed the text extensively, and
compiled a paper that was designed to be an introduction to symmetric groups—a
guide for students unfamiliar with the topic. We also added solutions to relevant
problems in order to aid the reader in solidifying concepts.

“Prior to participating in SMALL, if anyone had asked me what mathematics research
was like, I would have been speechless. Similarly today, when discussing what I
do, I often encounter people who are dumbfounded when they learn that there are
academics and business professionals who are currently conducting new research in
mathematics and making new discoveries. Some feel that mathematics is a lost subject
that doesn’t help us with anything but balancing our checkbooks. Nothing could be
more wrong. Mathematics is just as important as other sciences, like chemistry and
physics, and can be applied to solve most any problem.

Connected Geometry
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

“My experience at SMALL helped me decide to attend graduate school. I am currentlyThe “SMALL”
Undergraduate Research
Project (named after
participating professors) is
probably the largest in the
country. In this summer
program, undergraduates
spend nine or ten weeks
working on problems of
current research interest,
proving theorems, and
writing up results, often for
publication and
presentation.
Approximately seven or
eight groups of five or six
students each, work in
areas such as geometry,
dynamical systems, knot
theory, group theory, and
quantum mechanics (a new
physics component).
Funding from the National
Science Foundation’s REU
program (Research
Experiences for
Undergraduates), NECUSE
(New England Consortium
for Undergraduate Science
Education), individual
colleges, universities, and
other sources provides
some money for student
stipends and expenses.
Contact the National
Science Foundation for a
list of REU sites if you think
you might want to apply.

enrolled in a Master of Arts program. As a teaching fellow at my college, I have
encountered undergraduates who tell me they enjoy their mathematics courses, yet
they don’t choose to major in mathematics because they “can’t do anything but teach”
with a math major. It is wonderful to see some relief in their faces when I tell
them that mathematics majors literally can do anything and enter into any fields; that
the academic and professional worlds deeply respect the kind of training, curiosity,
and mental discipline that mathematics majors develop. (Law schools, for example,
actively recruit mathematics majors because of their training and the ways of thinking
they have developed.) I urge those who enjoy mathematics to speak to mathematics
professors, other professionals, and/or a career counselor or two before deciding on a
college or a job path, for I have found that mathematics does nothing but open doors
for one’s career.”

26. Assume that only horizontal and vertical paths may be used to connect the set of
points contained in the network below. Can you come up with abettersolution
(a shorter path) than the one depicted? Can you find a minimal solution? If so,
be sure to explain how you know it is minimal.

Connected points

27. Information may be transmitted only along the edges of the box shown on the
next page. The box has a square base, and a height that’s half the length of
either of the other two dimensions. The manufacturer of this device wants to
connect all of the vertices. Information sent along the path used should “visit”
each vertex once and only once. The solution shown here in solid lines could be
written asABC HGF E D.

a. Find a better solution (one that has a shorter total path) than the one shown.

b. What would be a worse solution (one that has a longer total path than the
one shown)?

c. Find a best (minimal) solution and explain why it is best.
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

d. If the connection between the vertices doesn’t have to follow a continuous
path from one vertex to the next (without retracing some part of the path),
is there a solution that is shorter in total length than the one you found in
part c? Explain.

e. How do your answers change if the box has a nonsquare rectangular base?

Here, information can
travel in any direction along
the edges.

In another “Student Research Experience” section in Investigation 6.21, you will find
an essay by Scott Greenleaf, who participated in the same summer research program as
Tonya McLean. One of the problems faced by Scott’s research team was to transform
shapes in a way that reduced the total perimeter without reducing the area. The
problem below illustrates a typical situation they came up against. In this one, the
team was actually concerned withtwo adjacent regions, the shape and position of
which could change, but not the area.

28. Suppose that a farmer has two kinds of animals and keeps them in two connected
rectangular pens. The farmer wants to rebuild the pens according to the following
constraints:

• The shape of each pen can change, but the pen must retain the same area;

• The sides of the pens must meet at right angles.

The shapes and measurements of the original pens are shown on the next page.
How should each pair of pens be rebuilt to minimize the amount of fencing
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

needed? Draw a picture of the new pens that minimizes total perimeter and
indicate the sidelengths. Explain in your own words how, or where, the new
combination of shapes reduces the perimeter.

a.

In this problem, the shapes
model adjacent pens. When
the perimeters are
minimized with regard to
area, however, the
solutions also model the
shapes in which certain
types of double crystals
grow.

b.

c.

d.

Connected Geometry
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Investigation 6.2 MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

WHAT IS A SYMMETRIC GROUP?

Mathematics is often concerned with finding a common underlying structure in things
that may appear quite different. For example, consider the four arithmetical operations
on integers: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. At one level they’re
all “the same”; they’re arithmetic operations. At another level, they’re all different.
There are a couple of useful ways to classify them as pairs, but there’s something that
applies to exactlythreeof them that is a particularly important mathematical idea.
That important property is calledclosure. For integers, closure means that applying
the operation to two integers always results in another integer. The set of integers is
“closed” with respect to three of the operations because you don’t have to look outside
the set for theresultwhenever you apply one of them. Which three operations do you
think they are?

When a set (like the integers) with one operation (like multiplication) has this closure
property and a few other properties, mathematicians call it agroup. Thesymmetric
groupsare an important class of groups that involvepermutations—rules (or functions)
that arrange and rearrange some objects. These groups arise naturally in algebra as
well as in geometry, in crystallography, and in physics.

There are many ways to shuffle a set of cards. For example, when you have, say, three
cards, every shuffle produces one of six possible arrangements of the cards. (What
are they?) Two shuffles can be “composed” by doing the first one and then doing
the second one. The mathematical system whose elements are the card shuffles, and
whose operation is this kind of composition, is an example of thesymmetric group
on three symbols. How many distinct shuffles are there on four cards? (Two shuffles
are considered the same if they produce the same arrangement of cards.) How many
distinct shuffles are there on five cards? Onn cards?
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Investigation 6.3
MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION

Just as you sometimes want to minimize things, there are times you want tomaximize
things—to make things as large as possible. In general, people want to minimize things
that cost money, require a lot of boring work, waste time, or make them uncomfortable.
People often want tomaximizethings that make food or money, involve a lot of
interesting work, save time, or make them more comfortable.

FOR DISCUSSION

Perhaps the most common thing geometers try to maximize is area.
Describe some situations where maximizing area would help in making
food or money, saving time, or providing more interesting work or more
comfort.

The most basic area-maximization problem is this:

For all shapes with the same perimeter, which one has theFor a historical discussion of
this problem, see
Investigation 6.20.

greatest area?

Many of the problems in this investigation can help you answer this
question. For now, make some conjectures and give explanations for
your conjectures. Don’t restrict your ideas only to polygons, because
“shapes” means figures formed by curves as well.

SOME MAXIMIZATION PROBLEMS

These problems will help you develop some maximization strategies.

1. Triangles of many different sizes may have two sides of lengths 5 and 6. Which
of these triangles encloses the most area?

2. Of all the parallelograms whose sidelengths are 20, 30, 20, and 30, which one
encloses the most area?

Connected Geometry
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Investigation 6.3 MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

3. Suppose you want to build a house with some sort of rectangular base. The most
expensive part of framing the house is the walls. Given your budget, you decide
you can afford a house whose base (or floor) has a total perimeter of 128 feet.
What dimensions should you choose for the floor of the house if you want to
maximize the floor area?

4. A friend came up with the following argument which shows that a square withThis is one of those
problems where you have
to read a proof and
understand it, so read
carefully.

sidelength 32 feet is the best solution to Problem 3:

I’ll show that a 32× 32 square is best by demonstrating that any
other rectangle with a perimeter of 128 has a smaller area than the
square. I’ll do this by showing that I can cut up such a rectangle
and make it fit inside the 32× 32 square with room to spare.

Suppose, for example, I have a 40× 24 rectangle.Is this a good example?
(What’s the perimeter of a
40 × 24 rectangle?)

First, I’d cut it like this:

Snip! Then rearrange these. . .

Then, I take the small strip off the side, turn it, and put it on top of
the 24× 32 rectangle:

. . . to get this. . . . . . which is not quite a square.
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Investigation 6.3 MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

See? The operationrearrangedthe area, but I didn’t add or loseSee the Connected
Geometry module The
Cutting Edge for more
examples of this technique.

any area. Meanwhile, my two pieces coversomeof the 32× 32
square, but not all of it. The shaded part isn’t covered, so the
square has more area! Therefore, the area of the 32× 32 rectangle
is bigger than the area of the 40× 24 rectangle.

This proof works for the 40×24 rectangle. Critique the proof. Does it generalize
to all rectangles of perimeter 128? The suggestions listed below may help. Use
them only if theydohelp.

a. Does the cutting argument for the 40× 24 rectangle really work? Rewrite
it in your own words; explain each step.

b. Try using a similar argument for a rectangle with different dimensions but
with the same perimeter of 128 feet.

c. Use the cutting argument to show thatanynonsquare rectangle with a perime-
ter of 128 feet has a smaller area than a square with the same perimeter.

5. Use the cutting argument to show that ana×b nonsquare rectangle has a smaller
area than a square with the same perimeter.

6. Suppose you have 32 m of fencing to build a rectangular pen. You can build
a bigger pen by building it against your barn, which is 25 m long, because the
fencing is needed for only three of the sides. What dimensions maximize theCan you relate this problem

to something you already
know?

area of this pen?

7. Suppose you have 32 m of fencing and you want to build a rectangular pen
against a not-so-long barn (one that’s only 13 m long). Again you plan to use
the barn as one side of the pen. What size rectangle maximizes the area of the
pen now?
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Investigation 6.3 MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

8. Challenge To score in soccer, one has to kick a ball between two goal posts.Geometry software is an
ideal tool for experimenting
with this problem.

Suppose you are running straight down the field toward the goal, but off to the
side because of the other team’s defense. As you run, you have various openings
on the goal posts. From what position should you shoot if you want the widest

We’ll look at this problem
again in Investigation 6.4.

angle for getting the ball between the goal posts?

9. What if you’re playing soccer and you’re moving the ball along some straight
line that is not necessarily perpendicular to the goal line? Describe how to locate
the spot that maximizes the angle in the picture.
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Investigation 6.3 MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

CHECKPOINT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10. Of all the rectangles with a given perimeter, which one has the greatest area?

11. Which of these two polygons has the greater area? Find a way to convince your
teacher or someone else that your answer is correct.What about tracing and

then cutting up the
polygons and comparing
the parts? What else might
you do?

12. You are in a gallery looking at a picture on the wall in front of you. Your eyeAt least two angles are
important—the one from
the bottom of the picture to
your eye to the top of the
picture, and the side-to-side
angle—and they maximize
in different places.

level is 5 feet, the bottom of the picture is 5.5 feet above the ground, and the
picture is 4 feet tall and 6 feet wide. How far from the wall should you stand for
the maximum viewing angle? Is this likely to be the best place to stand?

13. Which of the two marked angles is larger? Why do you think so?

14. Explain why the hypotenuse is the longest side of a right triangle.
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Investigation 6.3 MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

15. Define each of these words:

rectangle

square

perimeter

angle

polygon

inscribe

16. Write and Reflect Make a list of all the strategies you have used so far for
solving optimization problems. Illustrate each strategy with an example of a
problem that can be solved with it.

TAKE IT FURTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17. Describe a way to create a polygon with the same sidelengths as the polygon
below, but with greater area.

Imagine the vertices as
hinges.

THEOREM 6.2

Of all the polygons having a given perimeter and a given number of
sides, the regular polygon has the greatest area.What does “regular” mean

for a polygon?
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Investigation 6.3 MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

18. Solve the following generalization of Problem 6 using Theorem 6.2:You’ll prove Theorem 6.2
later. Right now you might
try proving it for a special
case: suppose the given
perimeter is 120 ft and the
given number of sides is 6.

Suppose you have 840 feet of fencing and you want to build a four-sided pen
(not necessarily a rectangle) against a very long stone wall, using the wall as
one side of the pen and your fencing for the other three sides. What shape and
dimensions maximize the area of the pen?

19. Suppose you have 840 feet of fencing and you want to build afive-sided pen
against the stone wall, using the wall as one side of the pen and your fencing forYou might want to use

Theorem 6.2 again. the other four sides. What shape and dimensions maximize the area of the pen?

20. Compare the area of the pen you found in Problem 19 to the area of the pen you
found in Problem 18. State your conjectures.

21. In the figure below, imagine thatA andB are fixed, butC can move anywhere
as long asAC + BC stays the same. As you moveC, 4 ABC changes shape.
For what position(s) ofC does the triangle have the greatest area? Why?

A
B

C

One way to model this situation is to take a piece of string—its length will
representAC + BC—and pin its ends atA andB. Pull out the slack so that the
string describes two line segments. The intersection of these two segments is
one place whereC can be.

A
B

Pull to remove slack.

You can do this as a
thought experiment if
there’s no string available.
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Investigation 6.3 MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

22. In Problem 21, what kind of a curve do you get if you dragC around while
keepingAC + BC constant?

23. Challenge Of all triangles of perimeter 24, which one has the greatest area?
Justify your answer. Does your finding relate to any conclusions drawn in
Problems 18–20?

24. In Problem 4, you saw that of all the rectangles with the same perimeter, the
square has the greatest area. Here is a related problem: Of all the rectangles ofHow is this a “related

problem?” area 64, which one has thesmallestperimeter?
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Investigation 6.4
CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

In this investigation, you will constructcontour plots. Contour plots provide a new way
for visualizing functions, and they can often be used to solve optimization problems.
A topographic map is an example of a contour plot.

Have you ever seen a topographic map? A topographic map usually depicts land
elevations and sea depths by curves or lines that represent points of about the same
elevation:All the points on the same

curve are about the same
distance above or below
sea level. Is this a map of a
mountain? A lake?

Although this diagram shows only closed curves, other maps may include open (par-
tial) curves. It depends on the size and scale of the map.

Contour plots are used extensively in mapmaking. The U.S. Geological Survey began
looking for mapping volunteers in the summer of 1994, and may continue to need
help updating the maps of your area. Volunteers can sign up for a specific map or a
part of a map. Volunteers of any age and background are accepted; in particular, the
USGS is looking for people with some hiking ability, basic mathematics skills (you
have plenty of those), and good vision. It will be helpful if you can learn how to
interpret contour lines.

Maps need to be updated because many changes can happen to the topography around
you, sometimes due to things such as the construction of roads or buildings, changesWhat does topography

mean? in the course of a stream or river, the digging or filling in of quarries or mines, and
the destruction caused by earthquakes or floods. In addition to the need for updated
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

information on changes, many of the existing features on current maps must be verified.
You can sign up as an individual or with a group of friends or relatives. Check yourIf you like being outdoors

and you’re interested in
interpreting maps, why not
give this a try?

library for recent address and telephone information for the U.S. Geological Survey.

1. Write and Reflect Find at least two ways in which contour plots are used by
weather forecasters. You may have to contact a local weather service for help.

2. Make a contour plot of your gym (with all the bleachers pulled out), your footballSee if people in your class
can guess the place
described by your map.

stadium (including stands, if there are any), a local sports stadium (include the
stands), an outdoor amphitheater (like Blossom in Ohio or Great Woods in
Massachusetts), or an auditorium or music hall that you’ve visited.

3. Suppose that the picture in the margin is the topographic map for a mountain
and that there is an increase of 1000 feet between contour lines.

a. If the lowest part of the mountain is 100 feet above sea level, sketch the
places on the mountain that are about 1600 feet above sea level.

b. The exact peak is unmarked here, but given what you know about these
contour lines, what is the maximum elevation that it could be?

c. What is the steepest part of the mountain? Explain.

4. If the dark curve on the contour map shows the path of some hikers on the
mountain, what is the highest elevation they reach on their hike?

5. This same picture could be a map of a pond for which the outer contour line
represents the edge of the pond and each inner contour line represents an increase
in depth of 10 feet. Imagine that a camp owns the property bounded by the
quadrilateral shown on the map on the next page and that the swim director
wants to rope off a children’s swimming area with water no deeper than 5 feet.
Trace the map on page 29 on another piece of paper and sketch a proposal for
such a roped-off area.
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

The individual curves in a contour plot are calledcontour linesor level curves. A moreWhy would people use the
words contour and level to
describe these paths?

precise definition of a contour line will come up soon, but for now you can think of a
contour line as a curve that shows where a particular feature of a situation is invariant.
When the contour lines make shapes that you recognize (circles or polygons, for
example), you may be able to use the geometry of those shapes to solve optimization
problems. For example, recall Problem 16 in Investigation 6.2.

You are atM in a strange swimming pool with many sides. How couldThe picture looked like this:
you find the shortest way out of the pool? Would you go to a corner or
a side?

One student, Pam, thought about doing it this way:

Wait until the water in the pool gets very calm. Then take your fist and
pound the water, right by your waist. Ripples will go out from where
you hit the water, and they’ll be circles. Swim to the first place where a
ripple touches a side of the pool.

6. Draw a picture that shows what Pam is talking about. Why does that method
work?

7. In Pam’s method, the ripples are contour lines. Exactly what is constant for all
the points on the same ripple?
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

8. Each ripple is an expanding circle. Even after it has expanded so much that it
touches a wall, it continues to expand. Draw a sketch to show what it looks like
a short time after touching a wall.

9. The ripple you’ve just drawn should intersect the wall in two places. Why are
those two points of intersection not the best places to which to swim?

A CONTOUR PLOT FOR SOCCER

Remember the previous soccer problems? Suppose that you are on a team, and your
coach wants you to learn how to find the best kicking spots for scoring a goal. This is
a complicated skill to learn, so first you look at some simpler cases.

10. The coach draws a line straight across the field, lines up the whole team on that
line, and then asks some questions:

a. Which player has the maximum kicking angle?The player’s position is the
vertex of the “kicking
angle” and each goal post is
on a side of the angle.

b. How does the angle vary as you cross the field?

c. How many players on the line have a kicking angle that is, say, 5◦ less than
the maximum? Approximately where are they?

d. Are there any players on the line with a kicking angle of 1◦? Approximately
where are they?

11. At the next drill, let’s say that everyone agrees that the player in the center hasThis problem is more
realistic than Problem 10
because players can kick
from anywhere on the field.

the best angle (let’s say it is 40◦). Now the coach asks, “Are there any other
places on the field where you can kick with a 40◦ angle?” Place yourself in one
of those positions. Sketch where the players could stand. (Your sketch will show
acontour line for a kicking angleof 40◦.)
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

12. The team developed a contour map for the kicking angles over thewholefield.
Make a sketch to show what this map could have looked like. Show both goal
posts and several contour lines. Are the contours straight, curved, irregular, or
circular? Explain.

As you move along any contour line in Problem 12, the kicking angle stays constant.
However, the contour map all by itself doesn’t tell you what that constant angle is.
Label the contour lines in your map with the measures of the kicking angles. Make
sure to include the 90◦ contour line.

13. How do the numbers behave as you move away from the goal in any direction?
If you add a contour line between two existing ones, what can you say about the
number attached to it?The number attached to a

contour line is also called its
value. 14. Suppose a player with the ball is crossing the field in a straight line, but not

parallel to the goal line. Draw such a line on your contour map. Explain how
the map can be used to determine the spot on the line from which the player has
the largest kicking angle.

In a real game of soccer, you wouldn’t be constrained to run in a straight line, nor
would you care about thebestangle, as long as it was good enough. And, depending
on your strength and kicking accuracy, you might be willing to sacrifice the width of
the angle a bit if it gave you a more open shot. But, the size of the angle can be one
important consideration.

It would hardly be a favor to your team to stop dead in your tracks, work out the best
angle, and then run on. Experienced soccer players just “see” the right place and do
their best. But what does experience teach you? It teaches you when the current angle
is not the best; it also teaches you whether going forward or backward will improve it.

15. Write and Reflect Invent another problem that uses some of the same math-
ematics as the soccer problem.

16. Write and Reflect As we look further into contour lines, it will be helpful for
us to use the idea offunction. What is meant by the wordfunction? How have
you used the function idea in mathematics? Is the word ever used in ways that
are different from its mathematical meaning?
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(continued)

WHAT IS A CONTOUR LINE?

So far, contour plots have been used like this:

The nature of the problem assigns a number to each point on the plane. The number
might represent temperature, barometric pressure, height above sea level, depth of a
pond, distance from a swimmer in a pool, measure of the kicking angle on a soccer
field, or a value of many other types.

A contour lineis a set of points (a curve of some type) whose assigned values are all
the same. Acontour plotis a collection of contour lines with enough information to
let you reason about the values of points in the regions between the lines.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WAYS TO THINK ABOUT IT

The process of assigning a number to each point on the plane is an exam-
ple of what’s known as a mathematicalfunction. We used this term in
the “Ways to Think About It” just before Problem 4 in Investigation 6.2.
One way to think about a function in this new context is to imagine a
point P moving around in the plane carrying a little calculator on its
back. The calculator is programmed to always do the same calcula-
tion (to measure the kicking angle, for example), and that calculation
depends solely onP’s current location. Sometimes there are many dif-
ferent points that cause the calculator to produce the same number (or
value, as it’s called). A contour line for the function is just the set of all
points for which the calculator produces the same value.

The next problem asks you to experiment with such a function.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17. Using geometry software, define three pointsA, B, and P, and consider the
function f that calculates the sum of the distancesP A+ P B. Ask your software
to measureP A + P B. (Remember that hereP A means the distance fromP
to A, not the product ofP and A.) Then, as you dragP around, the measure
will change, showing you the particular sum (thevalueof your function). On
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(continued)

a transparency taped over the screen, mark enough points to let you draw a few
contour lines forf .

Write a paragraph describing how you imagine this functionf in your own head.

Let’s make this a little more formal now. We can name a function, calling it, say,g.
Then the value ofg for any pointP is usually writteng(P).

g(P) is pronounced “g of P” and means “thevalueof g at P.” If you think of g as
a calculating machine,g(P) is the number produced by the machine when you “feed
it” the pointP, or it is theoutputof the machineg that you get when the pointP is the
input.

One sometimes asks, “What number doesg assign to this particular position forP?”
One can also ask, “At what positions forP doesg produce this particular number?”
The set of all positions forP that cause a particular value forg, such as 5 or 8, is a
contour linefor g corresponding to that number. Acontour plotfor g is a collection
of g’s contour lines (each corresponding to different numbers).

18. SupposeC is some fixed point on the plane, and supposeg is the function
that takes a pointP in the plane and calculates its distance fromC, that is,
g(P) = PC.

a. Make a contour plot forg.You might want to use your
geometry software or a
piece of string.

b. What shape is each contour line? Give a proof.

c. This contour plot would give more information if each contour line were
labeled with a number that told the value ofg. Label each contour line with
the appropriate number.

19. Supposè is some fixed line in the plane, and supposef is the function that
calculates a point’s distance from̀.

a. Make a contour plot forf.

b. What shape is each contour line? Give a proof.

c. Label each contour line with the appropriate number.

d. What would the contours forf look like if you were looking for all points
in space(not just in the plane)? That is, what is the set of points in space
that are a fixed distance from a given line`?
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(continued)

20. This is an extension of Problem 17. Put two pointsA andB on the plane. Let
f be the function that assignsX A+ X B (a number) toX (any point). Make aThat is, f(X) = XA + XB. To

find the value that f assigns
to a point X, measure the
distance from X to A,
measure the distance from
X to B, and then add.

contour plot for f .

a. Have you seen curves like these contour lines before? Describe them as
precisely as possible.

b. Label each contour line with the appropriate number.

c. Of course, your contour plot cannot showeverycontour line. Counting
your smallest contour line as “the first,” imagine drawing a new contour line
between your second and third contour lines. What are the possible numbers
that could belong to that new contour line?

d. Draw a straight line across your contour plot. Explain how to locate the
point on that line for whichf produces the smallest value.

e. On your contour plot, draw a circle that containsA and B in its interior.
Explain how to locate the point or points on the circle for whichf produces
the smallest value.

f. Can any number you pick be a value forsomecontour line? If so, explainWhat do people mean by
the range of a function? why. If not, give an example (a number that couldn’t possibly be a value for

f ) and explain why not.

21. Suppose that,E and F are fixed points in the plane, and thatf is a functionA gadget like this might
help: defined so thatf (Z) = Z E + 2Z F for any pointZ.

a. Make a contour plot forf . Label it appropriately.

b. Draw a straight line on your contour plot. Explain how to locate the point
on the line that minimizes the value off .

22. Challenge SupposeA, B, andC are three fixed points in the plane andj is a
function defined to measure the sum of the distances from a pointP to A, B,
andC:Try to invent a gadget using

string that will help you
draw the contour lines for j.

j (P) = PA+ PB+ PC.

Make a properly-labeled contour plot forj .
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(continued)

23. Suppose thatA andB are fixed points, and thatP is free to roam anywhere in
the plane (on both sides of

←→
AB). Supposeh is a function defined as

h(P) = m6 AP B.

a. Make a properly-labeled contour plot forh.You could use color-coding
to explain certain aspects of
your map.

b. Are there any points in the plane which seem to be oneverycontour line in
your plot? Are there any points that couldn’t be onanycontour line inany
contour plot forh? (That is, are there any points on the plane for whichh
producesnonumber?) Explain.

24. In Problem 23, what is the contour line thatP traces if P is above
←→
AB and

m6 AP B = 90◦? Describe howm6 AP Bbehaves ifP is inside this contour line
(and above

←→
AB). If P is outside?

25. Write and Reflect Explain how to draw a contour plot for a function that is
defined on the points in a plane. Illustrate with examples.

26. Write and Reflect Explain how a contour plot can sometimes help you solve
an optimization problem. Use an example in your explanation.

REVISITING THE BURNING TENT

Returning from a hike while on a camping trip, you see that your tent
is on fire. Luckily, you’re holding a bucket and you’re near a river.
Where along the river should you fill the bucket with water to minimize
the total distance you travel to get back to the tent? (See Problem 8 in
Investigation 6.2.)

When you first looked at the burning tent problem, you might have analyzed it using the
idea of symmetry and reflection. When you look into a mirror, an object’s reflection
appears to be the same distance from the mirror as the real object is, but on the opposite
side of the mirror from the real object. This makes the images and the real scenes that
cast the images symmetric with respect to the mirror.
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(continued)

Suppose there is a mirror
along the river bank. The
path from You to the river
to the Tent’s Reflection is
the same length as the path
from You to the river to the
Tent.

Clearly, the shortest path
from You to the river to the
Tent’s Reflection is
straight, and so. . . .

That tells us where the best spot is, but we can also get insight into the problem by
looking at some “wrong” answers. Let’s pick a non-optimal spot along the line, like
the one pictured in the first of the two figures above. Surely, there are other spotsP
(not necessarily on the river’s edge) that are exactly as bad as that spot—no better and
no worse.

27. What about those spots (not along the river) that are just as bad (an equal totalA set of points that satisfies
a set of conditions is
sometimes called a locus.
Find out how the words
locus, location, and locale
are related.

distance from You and the Tent) as some particular non-optimal point along the
river? That is, what is the set of points some constanttotal distance from You
and the Tent? Pick a total distance and perform an experiment to determine the
contour line for that value.

28. Devise an efficient way to draw contour lines like the one in Problem 27.Think “string.”
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(continued)

29. Devise a construction technique in your geometry software that allows you to
make contour lines like the one in Problem 27.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WAYS TO THINK ABOUT IT

Here’s an outline of a way to use geometry software to locate points in
a plane that are a particular (total) distance fromtwopointsA andB.

Decide on the total distance (it must be greater thanAB) and construct
it. A line segment will do well. Let us call this distancek.

Divide that total distance into two parts, which we’ll calld1 andd2. A
point (call it P) on the line segment will do.

Create a circle of radiusd1 with center pointA and a circle of radiusd2

with centerB. Any points that are onbothof these circles are therefore
. . . . (If there areno points of intersection between these two circles,
what must you change?)

As P is moved, it changes the values ofd1 andd2 without changing their
total. Tracing the intersection points of the two circles will produce an
ellipse. (If the circles don’t intersect, increasek.)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The contour lines we’ve been drawing are calledellipses:

DEFINITION

Begin with two pointsA andB and a positive numberk. The set of all points
P for which P A+ P B = k is called anellipse. A andB are called thefoci
of the ellipse (A is onefocusandB is the otherfocus).
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

So we can define an ellipse as a contour line:

DEFINITION

An ellipsewith foci A andB is a contour line for the functionf that is defined
by the calculation

f (P) = P A+ P B.

30. Are these two definitions of an ellipse equivalent? Explain.Two definitions are
equivalent if they define
the same object. 31. When builders need to construct elliptical shapes, they use a method like that

illustrated in the picture below: They drive nails in at the two foci of the ellipse
and then tie each end of a piece of string around the nails. With a pencil, they
trace around the nails, keeping the string taut.

Explain how this setup guarantees that all of the points drawn by the pencil are
the same total distance from the two nails.
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

Here is a set of drawings that we made for the burning tent problem. Each one shows
some path from You to the river to the Tent, and a curve containing all the other points
on the plane (not just on the river) that are the same total distance from the Tent and
You.

Here is a picture with many of the contour lines superimposed—a contour plot for the
burning tent problem.
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

32. Notice how these contour lines relate to each other and to the optimal spot onEven though people say
“contour line,” the word
“line” doesn’t mean
“straight line”—contour
lines are often curves.

the riverbank. Explain how the contour lines can be used to solve the burning
tent problem.

33. Explain how you could use the string-and-nails setup to solve the burning tent
problem.

34. Make a sketch in your geometry software that shows how ellipses can be used to
solve the burning tent problem. Check that the solution from your contour-line
method agrees with that from the reflection method discussed in Investigation 6.2.

35. Challenge Ellipses are interesting curves that have many wonderful properties.
For example, the celebrated “tangent property” for the ellipse says:

Suppose you have an ellipse with fociA and B, and you draw
tangentST to the ellipse atP. Thenm6 SP A= m6 T P B.What does tangent mean?

A

B

P

S T

Think of A as You, and B as
the burning tent.

Suppose you place a ball at each focus of an elliptical billiard table and shoot
one of the balls inanydirection. The tangent property implies that, if you hit
it hard enough, it would hit the other ball after just one bounce off the ellipticalThis is also why the focus is

called a “focus.” cushion without even aiming! Prove that the “tangent property” stated above is
true for any ellipse.
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

36. Natasha is in a circular swimming pool atK. She wants to swim toL but first she
wants to swim to the edge of the pool to leave her sunglasses. Explain how to find
the best place to put the sunglasses to minimize the total amount of swimming.

Here are two possible arrangements for this
problem.

37. a. Investigate topographic maps and relief maps; describe how they are differ-
ent.

b. SupposeO is a fixed point andf is defined so thatf (X) = O X. WhatIn mathematics, relief maps
are called surface plots.
Surface plots are supposed
to be three-dimensional;
what you see in this module
are two-dimensional
drawings of surface plots.

would a relief map forf look like?

c. Let A andB be fixed andg be defined so thatg(X) = AX + B X. Describe
g’s relief map.

d. Below is a depiction of a three-dimensional relief map for a function. What
might the contour plot look like?
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

38. Suppose you’re on (yet another) camping trip and your tent is (yet again) on fire.Look at Problem 21 in
Investigation 6.3. Luckily (again) you have a bucket and you’re near a river. Where should you

get the water to minimize thetime it takes to get back to your tent? Justify your
answer.

CHECKPOINT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

39. Define the following words:

contour line

contour plot

function

ellipse

focus

tangent
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

40. Imagine that you’re driving through the country, and that the views are so beau-
tiful that you hardly mind the relentless straightness of the road. A building to
your left, which was quite plain in appearance from the rear, has a beautiful front
façade that you are eager to photograph. You figure that you are now about asWhat does façade mean?

How is it pronounced?

In “real world” problems,
things are rarely crystal
clear. Here, there are
several possible meanings
for “best”: nearness, widest
angle, least perspective
distortion, personal taste
. . . . Think about (and
perhaps discuss) the
possibilities and make (and
explain) your decision.

closeto the building as you will ever be on this road, but because the building is
not set parallel to the road, perhaps you’d get a betteranglefarther along. What
is the best viewing position along the road?

A

B

X

S T

You

TAKE IT FURTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

41. Do you remember Problem 7 in Investigation 6.2? “You’re in a rectangular
swimming pool atK , out of reach of the sides of the pool. Before swimming to
L, you want to swim to a side of the pool to put down your sunglasses.” Explain
how to use contour plots to find the place to put down your sunglasses in order
to minimize your swimming.
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

42. Rafael was lounging on the beach atL, thinking about how to minimize the total
time it would take him to run to the shore and swim out to a raft atK . He could
run twice as fast as he could swim; where should he hit the shore to minimizeSome people can swim

faster than they can run. thetime it takes to get to the raft?

43. Here is a problem and a proposed answer. Read both carefully. Then critique
the problem and support or refute the answer. (Note: there are some ambiguities
in the problem and some weaknesses in the answer.)

Problem: Two citiesAandB, separated by a large wildlife refuge,
decide to pool their resources to build a recreation center. By
agreement, the new center cannot be located in the refuge, nor can
the traffic generated by the center cross the refuge. New roads
must be built, and the cities want to find a location that minimizes
that cost. Where should the recreation center be placed?

Answer: Clearly, to do theleastroadbuilding to connect the two
cities with the same point, we would have to build the roads along
the line segmentAB. But we can’t, because that would cross the
refuge, so the total roadbuilding must be some length greater than
AB. All the locations with that very same total distance fromA and
B lie along an ellipse, so the best places to locate the recreation
center would be anywhere on the smallest ellipse that hasA andB
as foci and does not cross the refuge.

44. Challenge Supposè is a fixed line,E is a fixed point not on the line, andf is
a function that assigns a numerical value to each pointP this way:

• f finds the distance fromP to E;

• f also finds the distance fromP to `;

• f adds the results and assignsthat number toP.
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Investigation 6.4 CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS

(continued)

Make a contour plot forf . Label your contour lines with the appropriate values
calculated byf .

45. Suppose you have a functiong that calculates the distance between a pointThis is a 3D version of
Problem 18. P in three-dimensional space and some fixed pointO. What would a picture

analogous to a contour plot look like for such a function?
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Investigation 6.5
USING OPTIMIZATION

1. Write and Reflect Discuss the techniques you used to solve problems in the
previous investigations in this module. How did you systematize what you knew
about a problem? How did you visualize alternative pathways? What ideas
helped you combine your experimental data with logical deduction? How did
you invent new theories? What helped you reduce a complicated problem to a
more manageable, but equivalent, problem?

2. Define each term:

conjecture

theorem

equidistant

vertex (or vertices) of a triangle

midpoint of a segment

3. In the following figure,NL andQM are perpendicular to line
←→
L M .

a. What is the measure of6 N L P ?

b. What is the distance fromQ to
←→
L M?

c. What is the length ofLP?

d. Is P equidistant fromN andQ? Explain.

e. Is NL parallel toQM? Explain how you know.

f. If P were free to move to the right alongLM, what would happen toNP?
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Investigation 6.5 USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

4. Now assume that in Problem 3,P is a point that is free to move alongLM.
Evaluate each of the following statements as true or false. Correct any false
statements.

a. No matter whereP moves onLM, N P + P Q < N Q.

b. No matter whereP moves onLM, N P + P Q will be the same.

c. If P is at the midpoint ofLM thenL P = M P.

d. If P is at the midpoint ofLM thenN P = P Q.

e. WhereP is currently located,N L + L P = N P.

f. If 6 N P Q is a right angle, thenN P = P Q.

g. If N ′ is the reflection ofN acrossLM, thenm6 N PL = m6 N ′ PL.

5. Swimming lessons are being given at a local pool this summer. To get the
Swimmer’s badge, a student must swim the length of the pool under water. This
is the last test:

Dive into the pool and swim under water until you get to the other
end of the pool. You must touch the bottom of the pool once during
the swim.

Of course, the swimmers want to swim by the shortest possible route, especially
the ones who aren’t sure how long they can hold their breath. Carol, who is a
careful thinker, takes a starting position, then dives in. The pool is 50 feet long,
20 feet wide, and 8 feet deep. Draw a diagram of the pool showing where Carol
must have stood to start, and the best path under water. (Assume a constant speed
for the entire path.) Explain why this is the best path. How far did she swim?
At what angle did she dive into the pool? At what angle did Carol emerge?

6. In studying the burning tent problem, many students make this false conjecture:
“It doesn’t matter where you stop at the river; the distanceAP+ P B will always
be the same.” Write an explanation or proof of why this is false. How can we be
sure that the total distance (AP + P B) will not be the same everywhere along
the river, and that, in fact, thereis some pointP which minimizes the total travel
AP+ P B? Your explanation must use logic and mathematics to show why this
is true. Simply measuring some number of points is not a sufficient response,
although you may want to use the information you gain from doing so in your
explanation.
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Investigation 6.5 USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

7. Given any4 ABC, let M1 be the midpoint ofABandM2 be the midpoint ofBC.
Find the shortest path fromM1 to AC to M2. Label the point where the path hits
AC asX. Will X always, sometimes, or never be the midpoint ofAC? Explain
your answer.

8. A farmer owns a square farm and wishes to buy adjacent farms for her children.
Because of highways and natural borders such as rivers, the adjacent farms are
triangles. (To keep our examination of the situation simple, let’s assume the
triangular farms are equilateral and congruent.) See the diagram shown here,
and answer the questions that follow.

a. If another square were drawn adjacent to the first farm so that it shared side
NP, would pointT be inside, outside, or on the border of the square?

b. Assume that the perimeter of the first farmNPMQ is 8 km.

i. What is the area of the first farm?

ii. What would be the perimeter and area of each child’s farm?

iii. What would be the total perimeter and area of the land owned by the
entire family?

iv. What is the maximum land area the farmer could acquire if she could buy
as much land surrounding her farm as possible, given the restriction of a
total perimeter no greater than that just calculated in part b iii? Assume
there are no restrictions on the shape of her children’s farms.

v. What would be the shape of the family farm then?
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Investigation 6.5 USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

c. Write a paragraph or two about why, if you were the farmer, you might
choose the configuration shown on the previous page in expanding your
farm to include land for your children, or why, given your calculations, you
might choose another shape for the land and how you would divide it among
your four children.

9. What if the farmer’s main concern is not the shape of the children’s farms but the
cost of fencing? Let’s assume that the first farm is still square, and that the farmer
will purchase four adjoining plots of land for her four children. The children’s
farms can be any shape, but they must all be the same shape, and each one must
have an area equal to1

4 the area of the original farm. What shape should the
farms be now to minimize the amount of fencing around the entire family farm?
Explain and justify your answer.

10. Drink boxes are a fairly new type of packaging. A typical boxed juice contains
about 250 milliliters (ml) and measures 10.5 cm× 6.5 cm× 4 cm. What is the
volume of this box in cubic centimeters?

a. Is this the best box size? Suppose that you are the manufacturer, and you
want to maximize your profit by reducing the packaging costs. What size
rectangular drink box will hold 250 ml and use the least cardboard?

b. Design a drink container (of any shape) that would hold 250 ml of juice, using
the least cardboard. (Be sure that it could be held comfortably by a child or an
adult and could be packaged, shipped, and stacked on a store shelf.) Explain
your choice with enough information to convince a packaging engineer that
this is the best shape.

11. Draw a circle and a line tangent to the circle. Which point on the tangent line
is closest to the center of the circle? When you draw a radius from the point of
contact to the center of the circle, how are the radius and the tangent line related?
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Investigation 6.5 USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

12. Take an acute triangle andinscribe another triangle in it. Here’s one example:What does it mean to
inscribe a polygon in
another polygon?

Of all the possible triangles inscribed in4 C AT, which has the smallest possibleThis is a type of minimal
path problem. perimeter?

13. In 4 ABC, P is a point onAB, PD ⊥ AC, andPE ⊥ BC. Where shouldP be
located onAB in order to make the length ofDE as small as possible?
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Investigation 6.5 USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

14. Challenge In 4 ARF, P is a point onAR, PD ‖ RF, andPE ‖ AF. Where
shouldP be located onAR in order to makeDE as small as possible?

RA

F

P

D

E

15. Cut wood is often sold by thecord and thehalf-cord. A cord is a stack that
measures 4 feet× 4 feet× 8 feet. The wood can be bought in logs which are
8 feet long (“log lengths”), cut into smaller logs, or cut and split into easy-to-
manage pieces. For firewood, many people buy a cord or half-cord of cut and
split logs. Paper and lumber mills, however, often purchase wood in log lengths.

This picture shows one way to stack a
cord of log lengths.

Of course, wood doesn’t
come this way; there are
many different diameters in
a pile. But this is a way to
start thinking about the
problem. Should Jamal buy
one big log? Many small
logs? Does it matter that
small logs burn faster than
large ones?
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Investigation 6.5 USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

Suppose that, when Jamal orders a cord stacked like this, he may choose the
diameter of the logs. What diameter should he pick if he wants to maximize the
amount of wood in the stack and minimize the amount of air he buys?

16. Point P moves around the interior of equilateral4 ABC. From P, perpendic-
ularsPD, PE, andPF are drawn to the sides of the triangle. Where shouldP
be located to make the sum of the distances to the sides of the triangle (that is,
P D + P E + P F) as small as possible?
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Investigation 6.6
INTRODUCTION TO THE MAGICAL MIX

Who would ever have thought there were so many different ways to define “the shortest
path from here to there?” What is the shortest path from pointA to point B? What is
the shortest path from pointC to line ` to pointE? Or what is the shortest path from
Fall River to Grand Rapids, if you have to stop in Houston and Juneau and Kathmandu
along the way?

In solving optimization problems such as those in Investigations 6.1–6.5, you probably
found it necessary to use a lot of the geometry you know and to learn a lot more.
Properties of triangles, circles, polygons, angles, ways of finding distance, reflections
and rotations of objects, even trigonometry: all of these topics could have come up
as you worked your way through optimization problems. But just as important as
the contentare themethods, the mathematical habits of mind you develop to deal
with these problems. For example, how did you systematize what you knew about
a problem? How did you visualize various alternative pathways? In what ways did
you combine your experimental data with logical deduction? How did you invent
new theories? In what ways did you reduce a complicated problem to a simpler, more
manageable but similar problem?

A year from now, you may not remember exactly how to solve every problem you
worked on, but if you’ve developed a mathematical way to look at things, you will
always be able to reconstruct solutions.

In studying mathematics, you solve problems and learn mathematical facts and rela-
tionships. But youalsolearn how to create, invent, conjecture, experiment, and prove.
All of that is just what you’ll do in this section of the module, where you’ll explore
many aspects of one problem. We’ll also look at one high school student’s clever way
of thinking about it.
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Investigation 6.7
A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST

Some years ago, a student of one of the authors faced this problem on a standardized,
multiple-choice achievement test:

PROBLEM

Given an equilateral triangle of sidelength 10, and a pointD inside the triangle,
what is the sumDR+ DQ + DP of the distances fromD to the sides of the
triangle?

This student’s name was
Rich. From then on, in the
spirit of professional
mathematicians, the
students in that class
referred to the function
that calculates the sum of
the distances from an
interior point to the sides of
an equilateral triangle as
“Rich’s Function.”

A. 10

B. 5
√

3

C. 30

D. 8.6

1. Before reading further, think about this problem and see if you can find a strategyRich had no ruler and no
computer. See what you
can do with the problem
without those tools.

for solving it. (Remember that the distance from a point to a line means the dis-
tance along theshortestpath. In the diagram, this means thatDRis perpendicular
to AB, DQ is perpendicular toAC, andDP is perpendicular toBC.)

Perhaps the writers of the test question above intended to find out if the students knew
a particular theorem. As it turns out, our student didn’t know it. But Rich either
outwitted the test or demonstrated something else the testers may have been looking
for: the ability to explore and solve a problem through the mixing of deduction,
experimentation, and reasoning by continuity. Here’s how he went about it:What does deduction

mean?
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Investigation 6.7 A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

First, Rich decided thatoneof the four numbers listed had to be right because there
was no choice like “not enough information.” Then he tried to imagine placingD at

D could go almost any-
where.

several different spots inside the triangle in order to compare the sums of the distances.
Yet there were no tools with which to measure anything during the test. That’s when
Rich realized that the location of pointD within the triangle must not matter; in fact,
the problem said nothing specific about where inside the triangleD is located. This
was crucial: thatno matter where D is placedinside the equilateral triangle, the sum
of the distances fromD to the sides of the triangle must be the same.

By drawing this conclusion, Rich got another good idea: imagine moving pointD
close to a vertex to see what that does to the three distances.

Right next to a vertex, two of the shorter distances were almost zero, and the third
distance was almost the height of the triangle. Therefore, the answer must be the
height of the triangle, which is easy to find in an equilateral triangle. So Rich came
back to class after that test with the following conjecture:

The sum of the distances fromanypoint inside an equilateral triangle
to the sides of the triangle is equal to the length of an altitude of the
triangle.

2. Write and Reflect Teachers who looked at this clever solution said that the
student used “reasoning by continuity.” What do you think that means?

3. If you have not already found the sum of the distances to the sides of the triangleThese facts will help: the
triangle has sides of
length 10, and the altitude
of an equilateral triangle
bisects the base.

in Problem 1, do so now by using Rich’s reasoning, what you know about
equilateral triangles, and the Pythagorean Theorem. See if Rich’s reasoning
leads to one of the answers given on the multiple-choice test.
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Investigation 6.7 A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

Rich made the conjecture about the altitude of the triangle during the test, under
pressure, and didn’t have time then to prove whether the conjecture was true. But, as
it turned out, the method of experimenting with the position forD and of looking at
unusual spots or extreme cases helped solve the problem. The class spent the next
couple of days discussing the student’s insight and the kind of mathematical thinking
that led to it. Students wondered whether they couldprovethe conjecture and turn it
into a theorem.

4. Before going on to the proof of the conjecture, use geometry software to make
a sketch and a dynagraph of the situation as pictured below. (Save both for use
in future explorations.)

The dynagraph allows you to see the contributions of each length to the total sum
of the distancesx, y, andz. As you moveD around, think about the following
questions: What happens to each individual length? What happens to thesum
of the lengths?

5. Design amechanical device(you can use string, nails, washers, weights, and so
on) that lets you experiment with a model of the situation.
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Investigation 6.7 A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

Here is one way to prove the conjecture. In this proof, the area of4 ABC is calculatedReading proofs is one way
to begin learning how to
make your own proofs.

in two different ways: as one triangle, and as the sum of the areas of three small
triangles. Read through the proof. Important keys to understanding this proof are the
two area formulations:

A common geometric habit
of mind: Calculate area in
more than one way.

Area(4 ABC) = 1

2
bh

and

Area(4 ABC) = Area(4 ADC) + Area(4 C DB) + Area(4 B D A).

Here’s the proof, using the diagrams above:

1

2
bh = Area(4 ABC)

= Area(4 ADC) + Area(4 C DB) + Area(4 B D A)

= 1

2
bx + 1

2
by + 1

2
bz

= 1

2
b(x + y + z).

Since1
2bh = 1

2b(x + y + z), b 6= 0, thenh = x + y + z.To divide both sides of an
equation by b, we must be
sure that b 6= 0. If b were
zero, we wouldn’t have a
triangle.

6. Referring to the material above as little as possible, rewrite the preceding proof
in your own words.

There are other ways to prove Rich’s conjecture. “Proofs without words” are designed
to prove something or convince you of something using only pictures.
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Investigation 6.7 A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

Here’s a proof without words of the conjecture which appeared on the cover of theA popular section of
Mathematics Magazine is
called “Proof Without
Words.”

Mathematics Teacher(Vol. 85, No. 4, April 1992). Study the pictures and try to make
sense of what’s going on from one step to the next. After you’ve looked at the pictures,
try to write the words that justify each step.

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4

Step 5
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Investigation 6.7 A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

7. For each step starting with Step 2, write down exactly what changed betweenFor Step 1 you might write:
“We’re given an equilateral
triangle with point D in the
interior. The perpendiculars
have been drawn from D in
order to mark the distances
from D to the sides of the
triangle.”

that step and the previous one. Make sure to supply reasons that explain why
each transformation is valid. (For these pictures to be accepted as a proof, each
step must make sense as a true statement. The steps should follow in logical
sequence, and should be based on previous steps or known mathematical facts.
No magical, mysterious, or trick moves are acceptable.)

Now, rather than just a conjecture, we finally have a theorem:

THEOREM 6.3 Rich’s Theorem

The sum of the distances from any point inside an equilateral triangle to the
sides of the triangle is equal to the height of the triangle.

One way to describe the situation we have here is to say that it isstableor invariant
on the interior of the triangle. Another less fancy way to describe it is to say that the
function(the process that starts with a point inside the triangle and then calculates the
sum of the distances to the sides of the triangle) takes ononly one value. Whatis that
one value that the function produces inside the triangle? The function here takes point
D, which is roving inside the triangle, and assigns to it the sum of the distances from
D to the sides of the triangle.

Functions that assume only one value no matter what you give them as input are called
constant functions. So, here’s a mathematical way to state the theorem:

THEOREM 6.3A Rich’s Theorem Restated

The function that measures the sum of the distances to the sides of an equi-
lateral triangle is constant for any point in the interior of the triangle.

On the other hand, theburning tent functionis a process that takes a point along the
river (a line) and calculates the sum of the distances from you to the point and from
that point to the tent. Unlike Rich’s function, the values for the burning tent function
vary.

This theorem can be used to establish inequalities. The next problem gives an example.
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Investigation 6.7 A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

8. In the picture below,4 E FG is equilateral, and perpendiculars fromD to the
sides of the triangle are drawn, going to pointsA, B, andC. W is some other
point inside the triangle. Show that

W A+ W B+ WC > D A + DB + DC.

(Hint: Draw perpendiculars to the sides fromW, too.)

CHECKPOINT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9. Given an equilateral triangle of sidelength 8 cm, and a pointG inside the triangle,
what is the sum of the distances fromG to the sides of the triangle?

10. Define each of these words:

translation

rotation

function

conjecture

theorem
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Investigation 6.7 A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

TAKE IT FURTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11. Use the strategy of calculating area in more than one way to find the length of
BN if AB = 5 andBC = 12.

12. In the triangle below,AB = 5, BC = 12, andSB = 4. Find the length ofST
by calculating area in more than one way. (Recall that the area of a trapezoid isDo you know another way

to find the length of ST? half the product of the height and the sum of the lengths of the bases.)

13. Draw a “proof without words” to show that the sum of the lengths of the per-
pendiculars to the sides of an equilateral triangle from a point anywhere on the
triangle is equal to the height of the triangle. (Do not trivialize the problem by
using one of the vertices.)
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Investigation 6.7 A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

14. Challenge Transform the following picture in the manner of a “proof without
words” to prove the Pythagorean Theorem. That is, draw another frame like
the one below of sidelengthj + k, and rearrange the shapes inside to show thatNote that q2 is represented

by the area of the
(nonshaded) internal
square.

j 2 + k2 = q2. Write a sentence or two to explain why you are allowed to make
the transformations you did, and why that proves thatj 2 + k2 = q2.

All four shaded triangles are congruent.

See the Connected
Geometry module The
Cutting Edge for more
wordless proofs of the
Pythagorean Theorem.
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Investigation 6.8
VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM

The problem in Investigation 6.7 was about the sum of the distances from a point inside
an equilateral triangle to the sides of the triangle. The major result was that this sum
was constant (and equal to the height of the triangle). You looked at it geometrically,
and you also thought about it as a function that assigns a number to a point. The majorWhat would a contour plot

for this function look like? result says that the function assigns thesamenumber to every point inside the triangle.

One often gets insight into a problem by looking closely at the problem’s componentsLearning to ask yourself
“What if things were a bit
different?” helps you to
break free from narrow
ways of thinking, get out of
ruts, and solve problems.

(its elements and assumptions) and also by investigating other closely-related varia-
tions on the problem, those ones that make slightly different assumptions. So what
werethe components of Rich’s problem?

Rich’s problem included the following five components:

a. the sum of distances

b. from a point

c. inside

d. an equilateral triangle

e. to the sides of the triangle.

1. Suggest one or two reasonable alternatives for each of the five components above.
For example, you might replace “sum of distances” with “longest distance.”

2. Select one of your alternatives, and say what you can about how it might alter
the problem. Make a conjecture about how the major result might be affected.

WHERE TO PROCEED FROM HERE

The obvious next step is to investigate one or more of the problems you’ve just
posed. There are at least two ways to proceed: working independently (generally
with colleagues like your teacher and one or more classmates) or working with the
guidance provided in this module.

In the remainder of this investigation, we will explore two variations on the original
problem: What happens to the values of the function on theexteriorof the equilateral
triangle? What happens when the triangle is not equilateral?

The third section of this module, “The Airport Problem,” guides an extensive inves-
tigation of a function that measures distances to the vertices (rather than sides) of a
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

triangle. A great deal of mathematics has grown up around this particular problem
and its implications; related research continues today.

MOVE OUTSIDE THE TRIANGLE

Earlier, when using dynagraphs made with geometry software to explore the function
for the sum of the distances to the sides of an equilateral triangle (let’s call the function
R), did you ever let pointD stray outside of the triangle? Make a dynagraph or use
your previous construction to try that.

3. Describe what happens when the point strays outside the triangle.

What’s the height ofthisequilateral triangle?

If your dynagraph works like ours, strange things start to happen when you moveD
outside the triangle. For someD’s, things look fine:
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

But for other points,D loses a “connecting arm”:

One arm gone. . . or two . . .

. . . or even three.

What’s wrong here? Why doesD sometimes lose some or all of its arms outside the
triangle? How does the software you are using handle the calculation of the sum of
the distances whenD loses an arm? Is what it does reasonable? Is there a reasonable
alternative?
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

One way to preventD from losing arms is to think of the sides of the triangles as lines
instead of line segments:

That way you can putD anywhere you want andD will have three arms. You can put
it

here. . . or here. . .
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

. . . or even here.

4. If D lost arms in your sketch, build a new improved sketch by changing the line
segments to lines.

5. Experiment with the dynagraph for your new sketch, a generalized version of
the functionR for the sum of the distances to the sides of the equilateral triangle,
and investigate the function’s behavior whenD moves outside the triangle.

a. Is the function constant on the outside?

b. Are there any places outside the triangle that produce a value smaller than
the value on the interior of the triangle? Is there a minimum value for the
function?

c. Is there a maximum value for the function if you letD roam over the entire
plane? Why?

d. PutD somewhere that produces a “nice” value for the function (say, a whole
number like 10). Find and draw what you believe to be the contour line for
the function at the value you just chose.

6. Make a conjecture about the behavior of the functionR outside the triangle.
What evidence do you have to support your conjecture?
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

CONTOUR PLOTS AND SURFACE PLOTS

Do you remember the contour plots and surface plots from the problems in Investiga-
tion 6.4?

7. Describe the connection between a contour plot and a surface plot. If you have a
contour plot, how can you visualize the corresponding surface plot? If you have
a surface plot, how can you visualize the contour plot?

8. Imagine or draw a picture of a dartboard or archery target with a bull’s-eye in
the middle. If that were a contour plot, what would the corresponding surface
plot look like?

9. In Problem 5, you drew what you believed to be a contour line for the function
R. Draw three or four more of these contour lines so that you have a simpleYou may want to use graph

paper. contour plot for functionR. Describe this contour plot as if you were writing to
a friend who cannot see it.

TAKE IT FURTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10. Prove that the functionR is indeed constant along any one of the contour lines
you drew.

11. In writing and with a sketch, describe the surface plot (the three-dimensional
model) for the functionR. Explain the shape of the surface plot. How might
you use the surface plot to explain to a friend that the function is constant on the
interior of the equilateral triangle?

WHAT IF THE TRIANGLE ISN’T EQUILATERAL?

Theorem 6.3 (Rich’s Theorem) says that from any point inside an equilateral triangle,
the sum of the distances to the sides of the triangle is always equal to the height of the
triangle. How can this theorem be generalized to include any triangle?

12. How can you decide, by looking at the wording alone (and with no other experi-
ments) whether “the sum of the distances to the sides of anonequilateral triangle
will always be equal to the height of the triangle?”
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

13. If the triangle isn’t equilateral, will the sum of the distances to the sides still beThere is a way that you can
figure this out without any
measuring at all. Think of
Rich’s original method.

constant?

14. Often, you can obtain a general feeling for a system by investigating its behavior

What are the important
special cases for this
problem?

in special cases. Make a dynagraph or a paper drawing to experiment with the
function for the sum of the distances to the sides of a nonequilateral triangle.

Of course, your
measurements will
probably be different from
the ones shown here.

a. List some important special cases to be sure to investigate.

b. Check the special cases, including special points within the special cases.

c. Write a paragraph or two describing what you learn about the behavior of
this function.

In Investigation 6.7, you looked at two proofs that the sum of the distances to the sides
of an equilateral triangle is equal to the height of the triangle. One proof used algebra
and calculated the area in two different ways:

1

2
bh = Area(4 ABC)

= Area(4 ADC) + Area(C DB) + Area(4 B D A)

= 1

2
bx + 1

2
by + 1

2
bz

= 1

2
b(x + y + z).

Thus,h = x + y + z.
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

The other proof used geometry and the transformations of smaller equilateral triangles
and their altitudes:

15. Write and Reflect What goes wrong with each of these proofs when you no
longer assume the triangle is equilateral?

What you’ve done in Problem 15 is another use of proof. By studying what goes
wrong with a proof when you change what is given, you can often find new results.
You can develop a conjecture for this problem by experimenting, and that’s a good
thing to do. But by looking at the proofs and what goes wrong with them, you may
actually see a way to prove your conjecture.
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

So, in the case of functionR, if the triangle isn’t equilateral, the function is no longer
constant on the triangle’s interior. We’ll have to call the function by some other name,
say,S (for the Sum of the distances to the sides of a nonequilateral triangle).

16. a. Where is this new function,S, smallest?

b. Where is it largest?

Here is a better, more precise way to ask these questions:

PROBLEM

At what point(s)D (inside or on the triangle) is the sum of the distances toHow do you know there is
even one point inside or on
the triangle at which the
sum of the distances is as
small as possible?

the sides of the triangle as small as possible? As large as possible?

Why aren’t these the same
questions as those
immediately above?
Learning to solve problems
often involves learning to
ask yourself the right
questions, questions that
will help pinpoint the most
important parts of the
problem.

17. One more thing: What is that minimumvaluefor the functionSon theinterior
of the triangle? What is the maximum value? (Does the interior include the
triangle itself?)

18. In Problem 16, you looked for the minimum value and the maximum value for
the function on the interior of a nonequilateral triangle. In what kinds of triangles
are these two values equal? For these triangles, what does that say about the
function?

19. Here’s a different function:

D is a point moving only alongAB of 4 ABC. The perpendiculars are drawn
so that, at each position, the function calculates the sum of the distances to the
other two sides of the triangle. What position forD minimizes the sum? What is
the minimumvaluefor this function? What position forD maximizes the sum,
and what is that maximum value? For what kinds of triangles is the function
constant alongAB? Prove or support all your conjectures.
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

20. Here’s yet another function:

Again D moves only alongABof 4 ABC, and perpendiculars are drawn to the
other sides to calculate the distance, but this time the value of the function isHave you seen this problem

before? given not by the sum of the distances but byc, the length ofQR.

a. What position forD minimizes the value of this function, and what is that
minimum value?

b. What position forD maximizes the value of this function, and what is its
maximum value?
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Investigation 6.8 VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

CONTOUR AND SURFACE PLOTS FOR THE NONEQUILATERAL CASE

You probably know the question that’s coming next: What does a contour plot and
a surface plot look like for the functionS (that is, when the defining triangle isn’t
equilateral)?

21. Invent a method thatyoucould use to find the contour lines for this function overYour method should not
rely on already having a
surface plot.

a nonequilateral triangle. Use that method on different triangles to investigate
the contour plots for a scalene triangle, an isosceles triangle, and a right triangle.

22. Sketch a surface plot for the function over a nonequilateral triangle. Try jotting
down a few notes to yourself first in order to keep all your information straight.
Which three points might be the easiest ones to start with to get yourself going?
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Investigation 6.9
MAKING CONNECTIONS IN
MATHEMATICS

•PERSPECTIVE ON DR. FAN CHUNG

Dr. Fan Chung is a mathematician who worked for 20 years at AT&T Bell Labora-
tories (Bell Labs) and Bellcore; she works now as a professor of mathematics at the

At the end of this essay
there’s a problem to solve
about the sum of the
distances to the vertices of
a triangle. The problem
was a very important one
to Bell Labs.

University of Pennsylvania. In one interview she spoke about the excitement and
power of making connections among various branches of mathematics. Previous in-
vestigations in this module looked at the sum of the distances from a point to the sides
of an equilateral triangle, and two different proofs gave you an opportunity to make
connections between geometric and algebraic solutions to the same problem. Just
thinking about the problem in terms of afunctionthat assigns a number to a point on
the plane makes a strong connection between geometry and other mathematics.

The following remarks by Dr. Chung are adapted from an interview with her by DonThe original interview
appeared in Math Horizons,
September 1995. c© The
Mathematical Association
of America. All rights
reserved.

Albers, editor ofMath Horizons, a journal of mathematics intended for undergrad-
uate students, but accessible to high school students interested in mathematics. Its
purpose is “to expand both the career and intellectual horizons of students.”Math
Horizonsis published four times during the academic year in Washington, D.C., by
the Mathematical Association of America. The MAA is devoted mainly to the in-
terests of college mathematics students, but there are MAA student chapters which
work with high school students to sponsor student workshops, mathematics career
conferences, conferences in which students present their own papers, and many other
student activities.

“Don’t be intimidated!” is Fan Chung’s advice to young women considering careers in
mathematics. “I have seen many people get discouraged because they see mathematics
as full of deep incomprehensible theories. Yet there is no reason to feel that way. In
mathematics, whatever you learn is yours and you build it up—one step at a time.
It’s not like a real-time game of winning and losing. You win if you benefit from
the power, rigor, and beauty of mathematics. It is abig win if you discover a new
principle or solve a tough problem.”

Chung regards herself as luckier than many mathematicians. “As an undergraduate
in Taiwan, I was surrounded by good friends and many women mathematicians. We
enjoyed talking about mathematics and helping each other. A large part of education
is learning from your peers, not just the professors. Seeing other women perform well
is a great confidence builder, too.” By that logic, Fan has built up the confidence of
many other women, for she has performed extremely well as a student and researcher.
She enjoyed twenty years of successful and productive work at Bell Labs and Bellcore;
she has since returned to academic life as a professor of mathematics.
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Investigation 6.9 MAKING CONNECTIONS IN MATHEMATICS

(continued)

Chung recalls having fun with combinatorics during high school and only later discov-Combinatorics is the branch
of mathematics that deals
with counting techniques.
It is sometimes called
“counting without
counting.” For example,
combinatorics can tell you
how many different poker
hands can be dealt from a
standard 52-card deck.

ering connections to other branches of mathematics, in addition to many applications.
She is convinced that students profit enormously from establishing connections to
other branches of mathematics, saying mathematics can be “like playing a game of

Go is a two-person board
game that originated in
China. In this game, one
player captures territory
from the other by
surrounding the other
player’s pieces. It is
generally considered to be
more complex than chess.
Hex might be thought of as
a kind of extended
tic-tac-toe on a board that
is a tiling of hexagons.
Players alternately claim the
spaces on the board, trying
both to block the other
player’s chain and to build
their own chain of pieces all
the way across the board.

Go or Hex. If your territory is all connected together, then every piece is strong and
useful. On the other hand, if the parts are separated, then they are weak and not effec-
tive.” She aims to make students aware of the power of connections and applications.
“If you learn lots of theorems without actually using them, it is like a rich man who
never spends his money. There is no difference between that and having no money
at all.” She argues that such experiences will make students more employable—as
better researchers, better teachers and learners, and better problem solvers.

Her own appreciation for making connections in mathematics dramatically increased
when she started working in information technology in 1974. With her new doctorate
in hand, she joined the technical staff of Bell Labs, which was richly populated
with research mathematicians and scientists, including Nobel Prize winners. She
remembers being intimidated by “all of those great name tags” during her first days
on the job. “But I got over it, and very soon I discovered that, if you just put your
hands out in the hallway, you’d catch a problem.”

How did Fan Chung “catch problems in the hallway?” She says that the hardest part
was establishing communication. “You need to have a willingness to find out what
problems others are working on. Finding the right problem is often the main part of
the work in establishing the connection. Frequently, a good problem from someone
else will give you a push in the right direction and the next thing you know you have
another good problem. You make mathematical friends and share the fun!” Over the
past 20 years, she has been remarkably successful working with others. Nearly half
of her 180 papers have been done in collaboration.

Collaborating with others to produce a paper often means making many revisions to
reflect the ideas of everyone involved. Fan Chung believes such care and attention
is very important. When she arrived at Bell Labs and wrote her first paper under the
supervision of Henry Pollak, she realized “it was absolutely clear that he was reading
my paper with care. I really appreciate what he’s done for my papers and for the
example he set.”

Many years later, when Chung reminded Pollak that her first paper was rewritten eight
times, Pollak replied that his first paper had been revised 24 times. It’s no surprise
Chung believes that both faculty and students would profit greatly from increased
attention to writing and reading.
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(continued)

Chung has continued to make connections with new mathematicians and with new
mathematics. Along with the growth in technology during recent decades, there
also has been significant growth in mathematics, particularly in discrete mathematics.Discrete mathematics deals

with phenomena that do
not change
continuously—for example,
the number of diagonals in
a polygon is a function of
the number of sides, but
that function changes in
integral jumps (which are
discrete) rather than
changing continuously.

“Mathematics is more important than ever in dealing with all the hard problems arising
from the advances of technology,” says Chung. “The interaction of combinatorics and
other areas of mathematics opens up many exciting directions. It is like opening an old
treasure box at the same time that you find modern power tools. So you have precious
crystals in one hand, a laser gun in another, and the light can go much further.”

“There are many wonderful ideas from discrete mathematics that students need to
know about. Because we live in the information age, many challenging problems
arise in our binary universe. It is essential for students to be able to connect the

What do you think Fan
Chung means by “the
binary universe?”

mathematics they learn in the classroom to problems we face in this information age!”

In spite of spending most of her professional life working in an applications envi-
ronment, Chung says that a large part of her drive to solve problems comes from the
beauty of mathematics. She says that “the dividing line in mathematics is not ‘pure’
versus ‘applied’; it is ‘good’ versus ‘bad.’ Bad mathematics is cooked up artificially
and will vanish from view very quickly.” Good mathematics, according to Chung, is
characterized by its impact and longevity.

A PROBLEM FOR BELL LABS

The problem below, one that Bell Labs had to solve, is very much like some of the
shortest path problems you have seen in earlier parts of this module.

Telephone companies have traditionally provided a special rate for corporations that
make a large number of phone calls between branch offices located across the country.
When this system was first introduced, the phone company provided what it called
“dedicated telephone lines” and set up the system so that the rate it charged a client
was based on the minimum amount of wire needed to connect the various offices. The
amount of wire needed to connect two offices was easy to figure out, but when there
were three or more offices involved, it got a little more complicated.
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(continued)

Here’s an example to think about involving three cities:

1. Suppose a company had offices in New York City; Miami, Florida; and Kansas
City, Missouri.Find a map that will tell you

the mileage between these
cities. a. Would you run telephone lines from each city to both of the others?

b. Would you run lines from New York to Miami and then to Kansas City, or
from New York to Kansas City and then to Miami, or from Miami to New
York and then to Kansas City?

c. How many miles of telephone line do you think it would take to connect all
three offices?

One client found a way to make the “minimum distance” (amount of wire needed)
between its three offices even smaller by setting up a (false) fourth office.

2. Write and Reflect Approximate and draw the location of the three cities above,
or set up the situation on a computer and experiment with some locations for
that fourth office. Can you find a location through which the three telephone
lines could be routed? The sum of thosethreedistances should be less than the
minimum sum of thetwo distances that could be used to directly connect the
three offices (withoutusing the fourth office).

3. Write and Reflect If so, is this location inside or outside the triangle formed
by the three cities? Do you think there’s a spot that minimizes that distance?
Explain.
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Investigation 6.10
USING THE MAGICAL MIX

1. TriangleFG H is isosceles, with GF = HF.GK andHJ are medians.

Choose the correct symbol to compare the relative sizes or values of each pair
of objects named. You may use=, >, <, or ng (not enough information given).

a. GJ FJ

b. GJ GH

c. FK FJ

d. F J + J H F K + K H

e. Area(4 G J H) Area(4 H K G)

f. 6 K HG 6 JGK

g. Area(4 F K G) Area(4 H K G)

h. Distance fromG to K Distance fromG to FH

i. JK GH

2. What if4 FG H were scalene andGK andHJ were still medians? Which of the
relationships in Problem 1 would stay the same and which would change? For
example,G J = F J in Problem 1a. Is this still true if4 FG H is not isosceles?
For each relationship in Problem 1, write “same” if the relationship stays the
same, or choose the correct new symbol if the relationship changes. Try to do
this exercise without drawing; instead try to visualize the scalene triangle. When
you have finished, you can draw by hand or use geometry software to construct
a scalene triangle to see if you are right.
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Investigation 6.10 USING THE MAGICAL MIX (continued)

3. Define each of the following terms.

equilateral triangle

isosceles triangle

scalene triangle

obtuse triangle

acute triangle

parallel

angle bisector

altitude of a triangle

4. Write and Reflect Make a list of everything you know that is true about
equilateral triangles. Once you have a complete list, decide which characteristics
are true for all triangles; which are true for some, but not all, other triangles;
and which are true only for equilateral triangles. Find a way to present this
information so that other students can read and understand it easily. The format
is up to you.

5. The termfunctionhas appeared many times in this module (“the functionR,”
“constant function,” “a function that calculates the sum of the distances. . . ”).
Explain what a function is. Since this term has not been officially defined for you
in this module, write what you understand it to mean, give some new examples
if you can, and write any confusions or questions that you have about the term.

6. Pictured on the next page is a circle with centerO, diameterAB, a pointP on the
circle, chordsAPandPB, andAO = 2 cm. Assume thatP can move around the
circle, but that the circle itself is a fixed size. AsP moves to each new location
on the circle, some things change and some are invariant. For example, asP
moves around the circle, the length ofAPchanges, at times increasing in length,
and at times decreasing. AsP moves around the circle clockwise fromA to B,
which measures change and which are constant?
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Investigation 6.10 USING THE MAGICAL MIX (continued)

a. For each of the measures listed below, indicate whether the measure is con-
stant or changing.

b. For each of the measures in part a that are constant, state what that constant
value is or how it could be found.

c. For each of the measures in part a that are changing, explain how they
change—use a graph or a clear written explanation.

Measures:

i. m6 AP B

ii. the distance fromP to O

iii. the perimeter of4 AP B

iv. the area of4 AP B

v. the ratio of the circumference of the circle to the diameter of the
circle

vi. the sum of the distancesAP + P B

vii. the ratio ofAP to BA

viii. the ratio ofAP to PB

ix. the distance fromM to N, whereM is the midpoint ofAPandN is
the midpoint ofPB
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Investigation 6.11
GETTING STARTED

Three neighboring cities, all about the same size, decide to share the cost of buildingStructure your group like
you think such a consulting
group might be structured.

a new airport. They hireyour groupas consultants to find possible locations for the
airport.

1. On a map of your state, find three cities of about the same size. Makethis your
airport project. In your group, discuss where you think the airport should go and
why. Then write a short preliminary report describing your conclusions.

In the following investigations, you will develop the mathematics to determine someWhy bother with a theory
that ignores such realities
as topography, politics, and
land use? In fact, such a
theory is essential. One
must have a way of saying,
“if all else were equal, the
best spot would be . . . .”
Then, and only then, can
one have a standard from
which to evaluate plans
that (almost inevitably)
depart from the model.

theoretically-best spots for the airport (ignoring things like lakes, mountains, waste
dumps, and so on). After you’ve developed your conjectures and proved your theorems
(there’ll be plenty), you’ll write a final report to the city councils explaining how you’ve
chosen the airport location and why it’s best. When you write that final report, you
should show where sometheoretically-best spots are located and also include practical
concerns or reasons (if any) fornot recommending these mathematically-determined
spots.
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Investigation 6.12
WHAT IS MEANT BY BEST?

In locating the best spot for the airport, you have to determine what the people in the
cities care about. For example, they might want the location of the airport to be “fair”
in the sense that each city should be approximately the same distance from the airport.

FOR DISCUSSION

Come up with some other possible meanings or definitions for “best.”
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each definition.

1. Which of the definitions of “best” would you recommend? Why? Are any of
them the same? Which would be acceptable to a city council?

2. Explain how to locate the best spot for the airport if the cities agree to the “fairness
solution” suggested above.

3. Give an example of locations for three cities where the “fair” location for the
airport seems just plain silly.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTION

The environment is probably best served by minimizing the total distance traveled
by all users. If the cities make roughly equal use of the airport, this environmentalWhy only “if the cities make

roughly equal use . . . ”? solution is also the most economical, as it minimizes the amount of roadway that
must be constructed. Not only can roadbuilding costs be substantial at the outset, but
maintenance costs can be high since the highway department charges for every mile
of roadway that must be maintained. The shorter the roads, the lower the total cost
for building and operating the airport.

4. How is the “environmental solution” different from the “fairness solution?”
Would they ever be the same? If so, under what conditions?

This environmentally- and economically-best spot turns out to be more difficult to
locate than the “fair” spot, but it is far more practical. To locate it, we also must develop
and use some beautiful mathematics. So, we have anotheroptimizationproblem,
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Investigation 6.12 WHAT IS MEANT BY BEST? (continued)

the airport problem. We want to minimize the sum of the distances from the airport
to the three cities. If we label the cities as vertices of a triangle, then our problem can
be stated the following way:

PROBLEM The Airport Problem

Where should we put pointD if we want to makeD A + DB + DC as small
as possible?

Should it go here? Or here?

Or here? Or here?

Or maybe even here?

No . . . definitely not there.
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Investigation 6.12 WHAT IS MEANT BY BEST? (continued)

The airport problem can be thought of as a system that has three fixed points (the three
cities) and a moving point (the variable site for the future airport). When you think
about it this way, you imagineD, the variable, moving around the plane. At each
spot, you check the value ofD A + DB + DC, trying to find the spot that makes the
sum as small as possible.

5. This kind of image—here the image of a continuously-varyingD coupled to a
varying “sum of distances”—comes up again and again in mathematics. Give
an example of another problem that could be viewed as a continuous system.

6. Sometimes you can get a sense of a system by investigating its behavior in special
cases. Draw4 ABC on a piece of paper so thatAB= 9 (inches, say),AC = 6,
andBC = 8. PlaceD at several points and calculate the sum of the distances toFor example, what is

DA + DB + DC if D is at A?
At B? At C? What if D is at
the midpoint of BC or at the
foot of the perpendicular
from C to AB? What if D is
at the intersection of the
two lines you just drew
(from A to the midpoint of
BC, and the perpendicular
from C)?

the vertices. Of all the possible positions forD that you try, which one makes
D A + DB + DC smallest?

A 6–8–9 triangle

7. Write and Reflect What do you think? Develop a conjecture about where to
put the airport to minimize the total distance to three cities (foryour three cities
or for anythree cities). Justify your conjecture with an argument.

Finding the point inside a triangle that minimizes the sum of the distances to the
vertices is not an easy problem. Just coming up with a reasonable conjecture may take
some time. In addition to working on a conjecture by yourself for awhile (always a
good way to start), you might try looking through some books to see if you can find
any ideas that might apply. You also might exchange your ideas with other people to
test or fine tune them, or to get new ideas.

The next investigation suggests three different ways of thinking about this difficult
problem: analyzing special cases, using mechanical models, and using geometry
software to experiment with the problem.
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Investigation 6.12 WHAT IS MEANT BY BEST? (continued)

So, if you get stuck and are looking for new ideas, browse through one or more of the
sections in Investigation 6.13. The object is for you to find your own way to come upIf you already have some of

your own ideas about how
to solve the problem, you
may not need to look at
these sections.

with a reasonable conjecture about where to put the airport.

A LONG-RANGE PROBLEM

The real problem, though, is not finding the conjecture. You might well be able to
look that up somewhere. Thereal problemis . . . .

8. Present a plausible explanation of how you or any other reasonable person, doingDid you ever see an
invention, understand
completely how it worked,
but wonder how anyone
ever thought of it in the
first place?

reasonably-expectable things, might come up with the conjecture on your own.

This is a problem that you cannot complete until you’ve finished some other work
(like coming up with the conjecture). We place it here to alert you, in advance, that
part of your task is tokeep track of your thinking. Later, after you’ve had a chance to
investigate the airport problem, you will come back to this question (about the process
of coming up with the conjecture) and write about what led you to your ideas.
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Investigation 6.13
SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS

Here are three ideas for directions you might take in working on the airport problem:
1) explore special cases, 2) make a mechanical model, and 3) make a computer
simulation.

IDEA 1: LOOK AT SIMPLER PROBLEMS AND SPECIAL CASES

1. What if there are only two cities? Where could the airport go?Your results may surprise
some people. Talk it over in
your group until you are all
prepared to show anybody
in class the best spot or
spots for the airport in this
situation.

2. What if there are three cities, but they donot describe a triangle? (That is, what
if they are collinear?) Make an argument for an airport site that minimizes the
total distance. Can you find a “fair” solution (a spot that is equally distant to
each city)?

3. What if the cities arealmostcollinear? Make a first guess based on the resultsWill the best spot move
very far if you move one of
the cities only a little bit?

from Problem 2, and find the total distance for your guess. Then check some
other spots that are nearby (and a couple of farther ones) to see if your first guess
seems to be the best one.
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Investigation 6.13 SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

Looking for special and extreme cases is a very useful way to think about problems.Small diagrams make it
difficult to measure the
effects of different choices
for locating the airport. We
recommend using a whole
sheet of paper and
measuring carefully. If
you’re using technology,
then use the entire screen
for your diagram.

Putting the cities in a line was a special case that made it easier to find a best location.
Now try some special kinds of triangles in the hope that the special cases will help you
make good guesses about the general case. Here are two ways that might simplify the
three-city problem.

4. What if one city is very far away from the other two? The sketch below doesn’t

What is it that makes this a
simpler case? Are there
other triangular “special
cases” that you’d expect to
yield insights?

necessarily show the best position for the airport. Where (roughly) would that
position be? Explain your reasoning. How would the best position change if
City C were twice as far away fromAB? This may be a good question to
investigate using geometry software.

This result seems surprising—shouldn’t the airport location be pulled along when youIn this case, the surprise
seems to be telling us that
distance is not the thing
that matters.

move City C? Surprises are often good sources of clues.

Also, in most triangles, the airport ends up in the “middle” of the cities. Is there a
special-case triangle that would put the airport in a precise “middle”? Special-case
triangles might include ones that are short and fat, long and skinny, and maybe right,
equilateral, or isosceles triangles.
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Investigation 6.13 SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

5. What if the cities form an equilateral triangle? The center of the triangle looksWhat does an equilateral
triangle have going for it in
this case that other
triangles don’t? What
exactly is meant by the
“center” of an equilateral
triangle? Do other triangles
have centers?

like a good spot for the airport. Test enough locations to see if the center spot
really minimizes the total distance when the cities are equidistant from each
other.

Here the cities form an equilateral triangle.

Now consider the general problem—foranytriangular arrangement of the three cities.

6. a. Find a way to locate the spot for the airport that is a minimum total distanceThis may require you to
measure other things like
angles, distances from the
sides of the triangle made
by the cities and so on.

from the three cities. Check to see if your method works for isosceles,
obtuse, or other special triangles. (If it works for most but not all triangles,
that’s OK. Just describe what’s different about the cases where it fails.)

b. Explain why your method works, and include examples. Be prepared to
Describing your method is
one thing; convincing
others that it really does
locate the best point is
another. That’s where some
more mathematics comes
in.

convincepeople that your method of choosing a spot really does minimize
distance.

The guess-and-check method makes some strong assumptions about the nature of a
problem:

You can’t checkeverypoint in a region, even in a tiny one. Between any two points,
no matter how close, there is always another point. Perhaps, tucked in somewhere
among the very worst of locations will be one that is far better than the best spot you’ve
found in a good-looking region! If small changes in the location of the airportcould
make such a big difference, then the process of checking your best guess with some
nearby spots wouldn’t be reliable.

Some situationsare that messy. Isthisone of them?
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Investigation 6.13 SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

7. Experiment enough to get a sense for how the total distance changes with loca-
tion. Give an argument to support this claim:

“If I move the airport just a little bit, the sum of the distances to
the cities won’t change much.”

Or, stated more formally:

“The sum of the distances varies continuously with the location of
the airport.”

8. Could there be more than one spot where the sum of the distances to the verticesMaybe a contour plot
would help here. is as small as possible? Defend your answer. After all, there weremanybest

spots in the two-city airport problem.

IDEA 2: LOOK AT A MECHANICAL MODEL

Sometimes a machine or physical model can help you experiment with a system. ThreeThe more ways you have
for thinking about a
problem, the more ways of
checking whether a method
gives reasonable results.
When people are quick to
recognize reasonableness,
we often say they have
“common sense.” Common
sense comes from
experience and from
thinking about things in
flexible and various ways.

physical models for investigating the airport problem are described in this section of
the investigation. If you already have a conjecture, a model can help you test it. If
you don’t have a conjecture, one of these three models may help you come up with
one.
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Investigation 6.13 SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

MODEL 1: STRING AND NAILS

Take a flat piece of wood and pound nails into it, more or less in a circle.

With enough nails in your circle, you can choose three to represent cities in a triangleYou could also use three
push pins in wood or
cardboard, but it isn’t quite
as strong. Rearrange the
push pins to represent
different configurations of
the cities.

of almost any shape.

Pick three nails that give you the shape you want.

The model is completed with a small metal ring to represent the airport and a strong,A model can be crude and
still help you think about a
problem. As your ideas
develop, you can improve
the model if you want.

slippery thread or string (nylon works well) whose length represents the sum of the
distances from the airport to the cities (actually twice the sum, because the thread must
be doubled to loop around the nails). The following sketch shows how the thread is
passed through the ring and is looped around the nails.
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Investigation 6.13 SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

9. Explain how this device can be used to locate the best airport location for three
cities. Why does it work?

10. Use the model for several arrangements of three cities. Record each experiment
by placing a piece of paper inside the circle of nails and tracing out the roads to
the best airport for each arrangement.

11. For a given set of three cities, could there be more than one spot where the sum
of the distances to the cities is as small as possible? Defend your answer.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WAYS TO THINK ABOUT IT

The thing we want to minimize is the sum of the distances to the cities.
This is anumber, and you can calculate it foranypoint.

So, we have a new function. Let’s call it theairport functionand name
it a. We’ll call the variable pointU . The cities are labeledA, B, andC.
For any pointU ,

a(U ) = U A + U B + UC.

The notationa(U ) is read “a of U ” or “ a evaluated atU .” In other
words,a(U ) is the output of the functiona whenU is the input.

We can now restate the airport problem:

The Airport Problem : What pointU produces a minimum value for
the airport functiona?

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12. Use the string and nails device to make a contour plot for the airport functiona.
Use your contour plot to defend your answer to Problem 11.

13. Explain how the contour plot could be used to solve the problem of locating anThis technique might be
useful for the cities you
chose in Problem 1 of
Investigation 6.11.

airport for three cities where an obstacle (such as a power plant) prevents using
the best spot.
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Investigation 6.13 SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

14. Experiment with the two-city airport problem using this model. What do theA big part of doing
mathematics is learning to
ask the right kinds of
questions.

contour lines look like this time?

MODEL 2: SOAP FILMS

Clamp together two pieces of clear plexiglass, and drill three holes through them.
Remove the clamps, and install “spacers” in the holes (use nuts and bolts) so that the
plates are at least1

4 inch apart and parallel to each other.

Dip the frame in a soap solution. The network of soap film will settle into a favored
position.

15. a. What might make it reasonable to expect that this position is the solution to
the airport problem? That is, why should soap films produce the same kind
of minimum distance that solves the airport problem?
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Investigation 6.13 SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

b. Try a similar soap-film technique with four posts arranged in a quadrilateral.
Most likely, the result will not look like a single-point location that solves
an “airport problem.” What kind of problemis being solved, or modeled,
by the soap film?

MODEL 3: STRING AND WEIGHTS

Drill three holes in a board, arranging the holes where your cities would be. TakeDo NOT drill holes in your
desk! three strings, each about a yard long, and tie equal weights to one end of each. Pull

each string up through a hole in the board; each weight should hang below the board.
Tie the three free ends together, then raise the board enough to let the weights dangle
freely. Adjust the knot until the system feels in equilibrium.

16. a. Clearly, any physical system doessomething. Why is it reasonable to expect
that the equilibrium point for this system solves the airport problem?

b. How does the behavior of a four-hole system of strings and weights differ
from that of a four-post system of soap films? What problem does the
four-hole system of strings and weights seem to solve?

IDEA 3: USE A COMPUTER

You can also use geometry software to model the airport problem.

Build a dynagraph that lets you see the value of the airport function both numerically
and geometrically. Here is such a dynagraph:
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Investigation 6.13 SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

As you moveD around, the total distance increases and decreases. The lengthQP is
the value of the airport function for the pointD. Because you are trying to minimize
this length, have the software trace the locus ofP. As you moveD, what will happen
to P when the total distance is minimized?

17. Use your geometry software to draw the contour lines for the airport function.Work patiently and plot a
lot of points.

18. Write and Reflect State any conjectures you have so far for the airport problem.
Provide evidence for your conjectures.

19. You can also use your computer to keep track of angles in the airport problem.
Try it; the pattern(s) you find here might support a conjecture or two.
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Investigation 6.14
TESTING THE CONJECTURE

The experiments in the previous sections make it seem reasonable to state the following
conjecture:

CONJECTURE The Airport Conjecture

If three cities are arranged in a triangle, and no angle of that triangle is tooWhat does “too big?”
mean? If it means “bigger
than 60◦,” then the
conjecture is true but of
very limited value.

big, then the best place for the airport is the spot where the roads to the cities
form 120◦ angles with each other.

1. Write and Reflect Take timenowto return to Problem 8 in Investigation 6.12:

Present a plausible explanation of how you or any other reasonable
person, doing reasonably expectable things might come up with
the conjecture on your own.

120-DEGREE GADGETS

Before attempting to prove the conjecture, it seems reasonable totestthe conjecture.
Jim Sandefur, a mathematician from Georgetown University, proposed the following
device for locating the 120◦ spot and thus testing the conjecture.

Represent the three cities with three pins stuck in a shoe box and label themA, B,
andC. Draw three 120◦ angles about a point on an overhead transparency, and then
make slits in two of the “arms” of your drawing—from the ends to a spot close to the
common vertex.
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Investigation 6.14 TESTING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

To find the 120◦ spot, slide one slit over the pin atA, the other one over the pin atB,
and then “wiggle” the transparency until the third arm lines up withC.

A

B

C

Slide this 
arm over B.

Slide this arm 
over A.

Then adjust until this 
arm  aligns with C.

2. Construct a “120◦ gadget” that has three legs radiating out from a center at 120◦

from each other. It could be toothpicks in a ball of clay, a bent paper clip, a
shoebox device, a drawing on a transparency, or a computer construction that
can be moved about the screen.

toothpicks in
clay

bent
paper clip

construction with
geometry software
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Investigation 6.14 TESTING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

3. Try your gadget.

a. Does the gadget always find an airport site?That is, is italwayspossible“Does it always . . . ?” “Does
it ever . . . ?” Questions like
these require careful
thinking. Clearly, you
cannot check all possible
configurations. What
experiments might lead you
to make reasonable
conjectures about these
questions? How might you
support (not necessarily
prove) your conjectures?

to adjust your 120◦ gadget on a diagram of three cities until each leg passes
through one city, regardless of the configuration of cities?

b. Does the gadget ever find more than one airport?That is, is there ever a
configuration of cities for which there might bemorethan one location for
the center of your gadget—the intersection of its three legs—from which
each leg passes through one city?

c. Does the gadget find the same airport site(s) that you would find with
your other methods? Does a site found with the gadget lie where your
other methods tell you it should?

4. One of our students proposed a construction to locate the 120◦ spot. The con-
struction takes two steps: (1) build equilateral triangles on two sides of the
original triangle; (2) connect the new vertices of the equilateral triangles to the
opposite vertices of the original triangle. According to the student, the intersec-
tion D of those two connecting lines is the 120◦ spot, that is,6 ADB, 6 ADC,
and 6 C DB are all 120◦.

Step 1 Step 2

Does this method work? Why?

5. Things look good for the 120◦ conjecture, but why does it fail for triangles with
wide angles?Is there a 120◦ spot in all triangles? When the 120◦ spot doesn’t
work, whatis the spot that minimizes the airport function?
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Investigation 6.14 TESTING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

CHECKPOINT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6. Define each of the following words.

contour line

contour plot

function

equilateral triangle

conjecture

collinear

7. Give an algorithm for locating the “fair solution” (where the airport would beWhat does algorithm
mean? There’s quite a
history behind the word. It
evolved from the public
name, al-Khwarismi, of a
mathematician whose real
name was Jafar
Mohammed ibn Musa.

equally distant from each city) in any triangle.

TAKE IT FURTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8. Explain how the contour lines for the airport function might be thought of as
generalized ellipses. How would you define an “ellipse” withfour foci? How
could you tie some string to draw one?

9. Suppose the airport for three cities had to be placed on a specific line (there’s
an existing highway that must be close to the airport). Now the problem is to
locate, among the pointson the line, the one that minimizes the airport function.
Propose and explain a method for finding that spot.

10. What does the airport function’s surface plot look like?
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Investigation 6.15
ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE

•PERSPECTIVE ON FERMAT

For the last 300 years, dozens of mathematicians have looked at the airport problemIn this essay, you will learn
about the long history of
the airport problem and
about the life and work of
Fermat. Do you think he
called it the “airport
problem”?

and have attempted to glean new insights from it. Fermat, Steiner, Gauss, Toricelli,
Viviani, and Fesbender are just a few of the people who have played important roles
in the history of the problem. Along with many others, these mathematicians have
produced results that are both beautiful and practical.

The first recorded version of the airport problem occurs in the writing of Pierre de
Fermat. In an essay on optimization, he appears to have posed the problem as an
application of his work. He worded it in this way: “Let [they] who do not approve of
my method attempt the solution of the following problem: Given three points in the
plane, find a fourth point such that the sum of its distances to the three given points is
a minimum!”1

Fermat is one of the most famous names in mathematics, but he never considered his
relationship to mathematics as anything more than a hobby. He never published any of
his work, and he never wrote any long treatises on his mathematical ideas. Yet he was
clearly one of the most original thinkers in mathematics. He made major breakthroughs
in number theory and contributed to the beginnings of analytic geometry, calculus,
and probability theory. Fermat was born in 1601 in Beaumont de Lomagne, France.
He followed the family profession of law, eventually becoming a King’s councilor
in the local parliament at Toulouse. His mathematical work consists almost entirely
of correspondence with other mathematicians of his day and of notes written in the
margins of the many mathematical books he read for his consuming hobby.

In 1641, Fermat scribbled one of his cryptic messages in the margin of a copy of a
text on number theory. The message was that he had proved that there are no positive
integersx, y, andz that satisfy the equationxn + yn = zn if n is a whole number

1Kuhn, H. W., “Steiner’s Problem Revisited,”Studies in Optimization, Dantzig, G. B. and B. C.
Eaves, eds: Washington D.C., Mathematical Association of America, 1993.
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Investigation 6.15 ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

greater than 2. This was quite surprising, because ifn is 2, there are infinitely manyIf n = 2, the equation
becomes x2 + y2 = z2,
which should remind you of
the Pythagorean Theorem.
Any set of three integers
that satisfy this equation
can be used as sidelengths
of a right triangle. For this
reason, a set of such
integers is called a
Pythagorean triple.
Pythagorean triples and
ways to generate them are
discussed in the Connected
Geometry module The
Cutting Edge.

triples x, y, andz that work (such as 3, 4, and 5). Fermat claimed he could prove
this conjecture (that no whole number solutions toxn + yn = zn exist if n > 2), but
that the proof was too long to fit in the margin of his book. For close to 400 years,
no one was able to produce a proof, and it’s quite likely that Fermat’s proof (if he had
one) was flawed. Although it remained unproved for centuries, Fermat’s conjecture
has long been known as “Fermat’s Last Theorem.”

Attempts at finding a proof led to the development of a whole branch of mathematics,
algebraic number theory, and occupied the entire careers of dozens of people. A
breakthrough came in 1983 from Gerd Faltings, a German mathematician, but it didn’t
settle the problem. Faltings’s work implied that forn > 2, the equationxn + yn = zn

had at most afinite numberof solutions for anyn. All that remained was to show
that the finite number was always 0, but that was no small task. On the experimental
front, researchers used computers to show that, if there were an exponentn and some
integersx, y, andz that satisfied the equationxn + yn = zn, thenn would have to be
bigger than 300,000.

Andrew Wiles, a mathematics professor at Princeton University, read about Fermat’sThe PBS series Nova
presented a fascinating
program about Wiles and
his work called “The Proof”
(Program #2414, broadcast
October 28, 1997). A
complete transcript of this
program, an interview with
Wiles, and related
information about Fermat’s
Last Theorem can be found
on the Internet at
www.pbs.org/wgbh/
nova/proof.

Last Theorem in a book in his public library in Cambridge, England when he was
10 years old. He was determined to prove the theorem some day, but he knew that
he would need to learn a lot more mathematics. At Princeton, he worked for seven
years on this problem. On June 23, 1993, back in his hometown of Cambridge, he
announced to the world that he has proved Fermat’s Last Theorem! An error was
later discovered in his work. After a year of work with the Cambridge mathematician
Richard Taylor, Wiles fixed the error and repaired the proof.

The proof that Wiles created is very long (150 pages!) and complex. It is based on
very advanced 20th century mathematics. So if Fermat had a valid proof (which
most mathematicians, including Wiles, doubt), it must have been very different. The
famous conjecture has finally been proved, but we are left with the mystery of whether
Fermat really had a proof, and, if so, what it was.

ONE PROOF OF THE AIRPORT CONJECTURE

We can’t prove Fermat’s Last Theorem here, but we can certainly look at a proof of
the solution to his “airport” problem.

A proof often requires a new insight, a new strategy, or a new way of looking at
things. The process can look quite mysterious from the outside, where the bizarre
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turn of thought that made the proof possible seems to come completely out of the blue.
In fact, these ideas do not come out of the blue: no one invents a proof out of thin
air. People walk into situations with a lifetime of experience and with a collection
of habits of mind developed over a lifetime. These experiences and habits include
general principles. Here are some examples:

• If a system varies continuously, and at one point its value is 5 and at another point
its value is 10, then, somewhere between these two points, its value must be 8.

• The shortest way to get fromA to B is to travel along the segment fromA to B.

Some people believe it helps to memorize things like this and then apply them ac-
cording to some problem-solving strategy. The development of good habits of mind
doesn’t work that way. Habits are things you do routinely. You don’t even have to
think about them. You develop habits over time. Good habits of mind are essential
ingredients, but rarely the only ones. Proofs arise from a combination ofgeneral
habits andspecificexperience with the problem.

Following someone else’s proof to see how it works often provides a good picture ofMost people improve their
ability to create proofs by
studying the proofs of
others.

the inner workings of a complex problem. The proof outlined here was invented by
the German mathematician J. E. Hoffman in 1929. As you’ll see, Hoffman essentially
applied the strategy outlined in the “burning tent” problem, but with a few more
complications.

Recall the setup: You have a system of three fixed points and a moving pointD. You
want to minimize the sumD A+DB+DC. In the picture below (and all the following
ones)D is picked not as thebestspot, but justsomespot that will later be improved
upon.
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Step 1 Hoffman thought of a similar problem that is easier to solve using an equivalent
system (a system of three lengths). In this new system, the best spot is simpler to
locate. Hoffman’s ingenious construction rotates the smallest triangle,BDA, 60◦Hoffman must have had the

120◦ conjecture in mind
before doing the rotations.
Maybe something special
about the 120◦ point made
this construction look
reasonable.

counterclockwise aroundB. It’s not clear how Hoffman thought of this, but it’s the
trick that makes the proof work.

Think carefully about the parts in the construction.A′ is the result of rotatingAaround
B through 60◦. So, the position ofA′ is in no way influenced by our arbitrary choice
for placingD. If D had originally been placed somewhere else, say atD2, its image
D2

′ after rotation would have been different, but the location ofA′ would not have
been affected.

A

B

CD
D′

A′

D2

D2

′

New D1(D2) means new D′(D2
′) but the same old A′.

Now look again at the picture above.4 BDD′ is equilateral becauseD ′B is a 60◦

rotation of DB. (An isosceles triangle where the angle between congruent sides
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measures 60◦ is also equilateral.) Below, the equilateral triangle is completed to make
it more visible.

Triangles ABA′ and DBD′ are equilateral.

Because4 BDD′ is equilateral, the distance fromD to D ′ is the same as fromD to
B. Look at that a couple of times, because that’s the fact that makes the proof work:
DD ′ = DB.

The last thing to notice is thatD ′ A′ = D A becauseD ′ to A′ is the rotated version of4 ADB is congruent to
4 A′D ′B. Rotation doesn’t
change any of the original
triangle’s measurements.

D to A. So keep track of these two things:

DD′ = DB andD ′A′ = DA.

In the following picture, segmentsCD, DD ′, andD ′A′ are dashed. No matter where
we putD, the construction ensures thatDD ′ = DB andD ′A′ = DA.

So what does all this have to do with the distance from the cities to the airport? The
sum of the distances from the airport to the cities isDC + DB + DA. But that’s the
same asCD + DD′ + D ′A′:

DC + DB + DA = CD + DD′ + D ′A′
.
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That means that the dashed line has the same total length as the sum of the distances
to the airport. So finding theminimumvalue for the airport function is the same as
finding a place forD whereCD + DD′ + D ′A′ is as small as possible.

Step 2 A geometry software construction of the above setup helps show what to do
next. Draw4 ABC, create a pointD, and rotate4 BDA 60◦ aboutB. Then mark the
segments as shown in the previous picture.

You can now moveD about, looking for a place that makesCD+DD′ +D ′A′ as small
as possible. But notice that the segmentsCD, DD ′, andD ′A′ form a path fromC to
A′. We must putD in a place that minimizes the total trip fromC to A′.

Should I put D here?

. . . or here?
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No . . . definitely not there.

What abouthere?

That’ll do it. The shortest path fromC to A′ is along a straight line, so if we can line
things up in such a way thatCD, DD ′, andD ′A′ all lie along a straight line, then we’veRemember, the construction

is set up to keep
CD + DD′ + D ′A′ =
DC + DB + DA.
Hoffman was pretty clever!

minimized the sumCD + DD′ + D ′A′. And that means thatCD + BD + DA is also
as small as possible.

Now think about the angle made byB, D, andD ′. That’s inside the little equilateral
triangle we made by rotating4 BDA. If 4 BDD′ is equilateral,m6 BDD′ has to be
60◦.

D

C

B

A

A′ D′

60°
? °
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1. If A′, D ′, D andC are all collinear, what is the measure of6 CDB?

2. Does this prove what we want to prove? In particular, is the measure of6 ADB
also 120◦?

3. Copy the figure above (build another equilateral triangle using adifferentside),
and connect its outer vertex with the opposite vertex of4 ABC. The proof says
that the best location for the airport is somewhere on that connecting line. If the
proof is valid, that line will go through the pointD already created by the proof.
Check it out.

SUMMARY OF THE PROOF

When you see a proof in a mathematics text or in a mathematics paper, usually many
details are left out, as are explanations of the steps. In fact, if you saw Hoffman’s
proof in a journal, you might see something like this:

SupposeD is any point interior to4 ABC. Rotate4 BDA 60◦ counter-
clockwise as in this figure:

It can easily be seen that

DA + DB + DC = D ′A′ + D ′D + CD,

and the right side of this equation is minimized whenA′, D′, D, andC are
collinear. This happens precisely whenm6 BDC is 120◦. By symmetry,
the other angles aroundD also have measure 120◦, establishing the
result.

4. Explain this summary of the proof in your own words, filling in all the gaps.
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5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of presenting proofs in a way that
leaves out many of the details and the explanations for the steps?

6. Write and Reflect Prepare a presentation for the class in which you explain
Hoffman’s proof in your own words.

7. Write and Reflect How do you think Hoffman might have thought of the main
idea for the proof?

We can’t close this investigation without stating the theorem we have just proved.
Here’soneway to say it:

THEOREM 6.4

The best place to put the airport is where the roads make 120◦ angles withThe point is known as
Fermat’s point in honor of
the inventor of the
problem. People who pose
good problems are often
more famous than people
who solve them.

each other, unless there is no such place inside the triangle.

8. Improve the statement of the theorem by putting it into your own words and by
making it more precise; that is, tell exactly when there is no such point and what
to do in those cases.

USING THE PROOF

Having the proof of something can make you feel good. It can make you think you
really understand something; it lets you knowwhysomething is true. But proofs are
used in mathematics for more than making people happy. Coming up with a proof can
be a useful research technique in the sense that it helps you find new facts and do and
learn new things. In the case of the airport problem, Hoffman’s work was designed to
prove that the best airport location within the triangle will have 120◦ angles between
the roads around it (if there is such a place). But it does more than that. It also provides
a method forfindingthat point without hunting around for it.
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9. Invent a construction for the best airport location.If you need ideas, look back
at Problem 3 in this
investigation, and
Problem 4 in
Investigation 6.14.

10. Review the construction in Problem 4 of Investigation 6.14. Use the Hoffman
proof to explain why this construction produces a point such that all the angles
around it have measure 120◦.

11. Go back to some of your earlier diagrams, and compare this construction’s “best”
place to the “best” place you had found earlier.

12. You’ve performed the Hoffman construction ontwosides of the original triangle
(Problem 3). Predict what would happen if you did the construction for the
third side. Give a reason for your prediction. (Then check it by performing the
construction.)

13. The proof also explains why the 120◦ conjecture won’t work for triangles with
very big angles. The picture below shows what happens when one angle made
by the cities is too big.

a. Why would D be a silly location for the airport in this case?

b. What is the best spot for the airport in this case?

c. For what kinds of triangles (be precise) will the Fermat point lie outside the
triangle made by the location of the three cities?
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TORICELLI’S CONSTRUCTION

In 1993, a student of one of the authors discovered an elegant construction. (See
Problem 4 in Investigation 6.14.) Compare it to the following, similar construction
usually attributed to the Italian mathematician Toricelli, who gave the first knownDespite the fact that

Toricelli proposed this
solution before 1640, it was
not published until
1659—by Viviani, one of
Toricelli’s students.

simple geometric solution to the problem.

Step 1 Toricelli constructed equilateral triangles on the outside of each of the sides
of the given4 ABC.

Step 2 Next, Toricelli circumscribed circles around each of these equilateral triangles.
The three circles intersect at the desired point.

The book,Exercitationes Geometricae, published in 1647, showed that, when you
construct lines from any two of the given points to the Fermat point, the angle formed
has a measure of 120◦. (This is the way we stated the airport theorem in this book.)

14. Show that Toricelli’s circle construction really does produce the Fermat point.The book Doctrine and
Application of Fluxions was
published in 1750. It
contained a proof that the
three lines joining the
outside vertices of the
equilateral triangles to the
opposite vertices of the
given triangle also
produces the Fermat point.
This is what you proved if
you did Problem 4 of
Investigation 6.14.

That is, show that the circles really meet atonepoint and that point is the 120◦

spot.

15. Write and Reflect How might Toricelli havecome up withthe construction in
Steps 1 and 2? That is, whatreasonablethings might have led to this approach?
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THE AIRPORT REVISITED

One thing leads to another. In mathematics, when one result is used to prove another,Lemma comes from Greek
for proposition or
statement. The German
word for theorem is satz
and the word for lemma is
hilfsatz, a
“helper-theorem.”

the first result may be called alemma. This investigation presents a chain of ideas
that uses a theorem we studied earlier (Theorem 6.3 in Investigation 6.7) as a lemma
to prove the 120◦ result for the airport problem. This time, you’ll have to fill in a few
links in the chain.

But why anotherproof? Hasn’t Hoffman’s proof (see Investigation 6.15) already
elevated the airport conjecture into the Airport Theorem? Isn’t it convincing enough?

Yes and no. Yes, the Airport Theorem is established. But a proof is more than
a convincing argument. In fact, many theorems are proved long after people are
convinced of them (Fermat’s Last Theorem is an excellent example). One of the most
important and useful functions of proof in mathematics is that proofs establish logical
connectionsbetween results. These connections can be used to gain insights into
established facts and to invent new conjectures and facts.

It works the other way, too. Looking for logical connections among established results
is a good habit of mind for finding new proofs. So, pretend you haven’t seen a proof
and that we’re back in the situation where we have a conjecture that the Fermat point
is the best place to put the airport. Let’s see if we can find a new reason to believe
this.

. . . to the sides of
an equilateral triangle.

. . . to the vertices
of any triangle.

1. Write and Reflect The problem in Investigation 6.7 (“Rich’s Problem”), deals
with the sum of the distances to thesidesof a triangle (an equilateral one at that).
The airport problem, however, deals with the sum of the distances to thevertices
of a triangle. How might these problems be connected? Why might it be helpful
to consider the connections?

One way to connect the two problems is to use the same point with different triangles.
Start with the airport problem (with CitiesA, B, andC). Then, at each city, construct
a perpendicular to the road that goes to the airport. Now the sum of the distances to
theverticesof 4 ABC is the same as the sum of the distances to thesidesof 4 E FG.
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If 4 E FG were equilateral, we could now make a connection to Rich’s Problem.

2. Show that it is sometimes possible to make4 E FG equilateral by movingD
around. Is italwayspossible?

3. Show that, if the outside triangleis equilateral, thenD must be the Fermat point
(the alleged best spot for the airport) for the small triangle.

4 E FG is equilateral.

So, now we have the situation in which, whenD is at the Fermat point for the airport,
the big triangle is equilateral. How can we use that to prove the airport conjecture?
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One way is to use a kind of indirect reasoning. According to the airport conjecture,Indirect reasoning is
another important strategy
in mathematics. If we can
show that every other
point is worse than the 120◦

point, then we have proved
the 120◦ point is best. Does
this sound reasonable?

the sum of the distances from any pointother than Dto the cities is greater than the
sum of the distances fromD to the cities. LetW be such a point:

Is W worse than D?

We want to show that the sum of the distances fromD to the three cities is less than
the sum of the distances fromW to the cities. In symbols, we want to show that

W A+ W B+ WC > D A + DB + DC.

4. Reconstructing the big equilateral triangle by sketching perpendiculars to the
roads toD at the cities, we have this situation:

The figure on the right
ignores the triangle
connecting the cities.

Complete the argument to show thatW A+ W B+ WC > D A + DB + DC.
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TAKE IT FURTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5. Make a diagram with cities in a triangle that has one angle greater than 120◦.
Investigate the above construction in this case (this is especially easy if you use
geometry software). Is Theorem 6.3 (from Investigation 6.7) any more helpful
than Hoffman’s proof of the 120◦ conjecture in deciding where to put the airport?

6. Now you know how to locate the point that minimizes the airport function. Find
a simple way to describe the actualvalueof the airport function at the best spot.
That is, find a simple way to describe the actual sum of the distances to the cities
from the Fermat point.

•PERSPECTIVE ON THE STEINER PROBLEM

No historical sketch of the problem would be complete without mention of the factWhat is Mathematics? by
Richard Courant and
Herbert Robbins (Oxford
University Press), New York,
1941.

that the Fermat problem has been widely popularized by Courant and Robbins (1941)
under the name of “Steiner’s Problem”. Steiner’s contribution to the story is the
proof of the theorem contained in this activity. Without ever thinking about airports
and without knowing our student Rich, Steiner came up with a proof that connected
Theorem 6.3 (from Investigation 6.7) to the airport problem.

Courant and Robbins popularized the more general problem, which allows for the
addition of many intersection points. They called these the Steiner points, and they
called Fermat’s problem the Steiner problem. However, Steiner had considered only
one point. Gauss may have been the first to consider more than one Steiner point.

THE RESEARCH CONTINUES TODAY

Frank Hwang is a mathematician working at Bell Laboratories. He was born in
Shanghai on August 24, 1940. Two months before his 20th birthday, he earned a B.A.
degree in modern languages. In 1962, he passed the TOEFL (Test of English as a
Foreign Language) and came to the United States to study. The only problem was that
he didn’t know what to study. His uncertainty was reflected in one year of studying
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International Relations at City College of New York, followed by two years earning
an M.B.A. at the Baruch School. While earning his M.B.A., he was required to take a
statistics course. This became his next major, and he worked toward a Ph.D. at North
Carolina State University.

Dr. Hwang has worked at Bell Labs since 1967. His mathematical interests changed,
gradually shifting from statistics to discrete mathematics. He has published about
300 research papers (one tenth in Chinese), written three books (one in Chinese), and
edited two books. His major extracurricular activity is bridge, the card game. He
has been on the Republic of China’s national bridge team several times, the first time
when he was seventeen. The pinnacle of his bridge achievements took place in 1969;
he was the runner-up at the World Bridge Team Championship.

Dr. Hwang’s work at Bell Labs often has put him in contact with the “airport prob-
lem.” In fact, he coauthored a book (The Steiner Tree Problemby Hwang, F. K.;
D. S. Richards; and P. Winter; New York: North-Holland, 1992) which gives some of
the modern applications of the result and its generalizations. We asked Dr. Hwang to
give us a few examples. He sent us the following summary:

Here are some modern developments associated with the Steiner prob-
lem:

In 1934, two Czechs, Jarnik and Kossler, first studied the Steiner problem
in its full generality, (withn points). Unfortunately, their work was only
published in a Czech journal and did not receive the attention it deserved;
it was not even referenced in the Courant and Robbins book.

Since 1960, the Steiner problem has picked up full steam, not only as aA metric is a measure of
how far apart things are.
The distance between two
points as measured by the
distance formula is one
example.

plane geometry problem, but also for higher dimensions and for other
metrics. One metric of special importance is the rectilinear metric, some-
times called the Manhattan metric, which superimposes a rectangular
grid through the given points and measures the distance between two
points by their vertical and horizontal distances on the grid. This is the
metric used in routing the VLSI (Very Large Scale Integrated circuit)
chips. The wires interconnecting a given set of electrically commonTonya McLean and Scott

Greenleaf used this metric
in their work at SMALL. Do
you remember the minimal
network problems and the
farmer’s pens problem in
Investigation 6.2?

points on the chip are allowed to bend or to meet only in angles of 90◦.
The two sets of wires, vertical and horizontal, are usually routed in dif-
ferent layers of the chip so that two wires in the same layer maintain
a constant distance (wires getting too close can cause electrical prob-
lems). An interconnection with minimum length indicates in general an
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interconnection realized in a small area of the chip, which is desirable
in our never-ending effort to shrink the chip.

Sometimes the cost of connecting two points is not proportional to the
distance between them. Then we need a graphical model to represent
the more general cost structure. For this version of the Steiner problem,In this model, length

corresponds to cost, not
distance.

the set of given points is connected by variousedges(line segments),
and each edge in the graph can be assigned an arbitrary length which
represents the cost of connecting the two endpoints. The absence of an
edge between two points either indicates that it is not feasible to connect
them physically or that the cost would be exorbitant. Again we want to
minimize the total length of such an interconnection.

The Steiner problem also rears its head unexpectedly in biology. For
more than 100 years, biologists have attempted to inferevolutionary
trees. These trees provide information on basic classifications, on when
divergence occurred, and on how far apart one species is from another.
These questions can be represented by a Steiner problem. The input is a
set of species, together with information about each species and relations
between the species. The output is a tree (a form of interconnection) that
best fits this information. The species are at the leaves of the tree. TheAll these different types of

Steiner problems, their
theories and methods of
solution, are discussed in
Dr. Hwang’s book, The
Steiner Tree Problem.

internal nodes of the tree, corresponding to Steiner points, are inferred
ancestral species.
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PROJECTS RELATED TO
THE AIRPORT PROBLEM

This investigation gives you some ideas about various projects you can do that are
related to the airport problem.

PROJECT 1: MAKE A PRESENTATION

Prepare a presentation for the mayors and city councils of your three cities. Justify
your choice of the airport site by showing where the theoretically-best spot is (dazzle
them with Hoffman’s proof and computer demonstrations), and then explain why you
either do or do not recommend this mathematically-determined location. Use and
explain the contour plots for the airport function.

PROJECT 2: LOOK AT FOUR CITIES

An interesting conjecture arose from the following question posed in one class that
studied the airport problem:What if there are more than three cities?The situation
is more complicated than with three cities, but you can handle it. Four cities leads to
an interesting possibility, and the conjecture leads to another problem altogether.

1. Make a diagram with four cities, and try three airport locations. For each location,
measure the distance to each city, and calculate the total distance to the cities.
Would contour lines help you?

2. Explain how the models used in the three-city problem could be extended to the
four-city case. When using four cities, it seems to make a difference whether you
want the vehicles to travel the least total distance, which might keep pollution
to a minimum, or you want to require the least road building. It appears that,
for this case, minimizing roads and minimizing driving are two very different
problems.
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THE AIRPORT PROBLEM (continued)

PROJECT 3: INVESTIGATE A RELATED PROBLEM

Minimizing the sum of the distances to a set of points has applications to situations
other than locating airports. Investigate how the ideas you’ve developed and the results
you’ve established in your study of the airport problem can be applied to areas like
the methods used by a telephone company to charge people for long distance service
and minimal surfaces such as soap bubbles.
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USING IDEAS FROM
THE AIRPORT PROBLEM

1. What makes a proof good or bad? Correct or incorrect? Elegant or awkward?
These are questions students and mathematicians think about. Write about one
or more of the following questions. Be sure to include examples.

a. What makes a good proof?

b. What are some things that are “illegal” in a proof?

c. Several proofs of different types are presented in the module. Choose one
that you particularly liked or understood well; write about what makes it a
good proof.

d. You may have heard someone say, “That is a really elegant proof.” What
makes a proof “elegant”?

e. Take a statement that was proved in this Student Module, and prove it another
way. (Check with your instructor about your choice of statement.)

2. Define each of these terms:

rotation

center of rotation

angle of rotation

3. The figure below shows a 60◦ rotation of4 L P M.

a. What appears to be the center of rotation?

b. We were given the angle of rotation (60◦). Name all the angles in the sketch
that must be 60◦. Be sure to explain why each must be 60◦.
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THE AIRPORT PROBLEM (continued)

c. Given that rotating a triangle does not change the lengths of its sides or the
size of its angles, decide which of the following statements are true. If a
statement is false, correct it by changing the measures, points, or segments
that make it false.

i. LP = L′P′

ii. MP = MP′

iii. 4 M P P′ is isosceles.

iv. m6 M P P′ = m6 M P′ P = 60◦

v. MP + PN = PP′ + PN

vi. L′P′ + PP′ + PN = L′N

4. The following figure also pictures a rotation. Here,m6 DBD′ = 45◦ andD is the
midpoint ofAC.

a. What has been rotated in this figure?

b. What is the center of rotation?

c. What is the angle of rotation?

d. Name seven or eight pairs of congruent objects in the figure. For example,
becauseD is the midpoint ofAC, AD ∼= AC.

e. Suppose thatm6 AB D = 35◦, m6 DBC = 20◦, andm6 ADB = 50◦. What
other angle measures can be determined? Find as many as you can.

f. What if D is the center of rotation and4 AB D is rotated 180◦? Draw and
describe what you think the picture would look like.
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THE AIRPORT PROBLEM (continued)

5. Here is another variation on our drawing. Could this be a picture of a rotation?
If it is, what are the angle of rotation and center of rotation and what is being
rotated? If it is not, explain why.

6. The various “centers” of triangles listed below are also calledpoints of concur-
rency.

a. Define each of the following “centers,” and provide a simple sketch to show
what each one is. (You may need to refer to a mathematics textbook or
dictionary.)

centroid

circumcenter

incenter

orthocenter

Fermat point

b. Which of the points of concurrency listed above would you use in the fol-
lowing situations:

i. Find the location for an airport so that it would be the same distance
from each of three cities.

ii. Find a location for an airport so that it would be the same distance from
already existing highways that connect each of the cities to the other
two.
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THE AIRPORT PROBLEM (continued)

c. Write your own question (whether about the airport situation or some other
triangular configuration) for which the correct answer iscentroid.

7. 4 ABCbelow is equilateral. PointsD, E, andF are midpoints;G is the centroid.

a. Which other points of concurrency (see Problem 6) doesG represent?

b. Listed below are some objects that might be found in4 ABCby connecting
any of the given points,A throughG. Indicate which of the items can be
found by connecting various points. How many of each can you find?

i. median

ii. equilateral triangle

iii. isosceles triangle

iv. trapezoid

v. rhombus

vi. kite

vii. other convex, 4-sided polygons

viii. convex, 5-sided polygons

ix. concave, 5-sided polygons

x. regular polygon

xi. congruent right triangles
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THE AIRPORT PROBLEM (continued)

8. Suppose that4 ABC from Problem 7 is drawn on anx-y coordinate grid, with
A at the origin andB at (4, 0).

a. What is the slope of
←→
AC?

b. What is the slope of
←→
B D?

c. Write equations for
←→
BC and

←→
AF .

d. What are the coordinates of pointsC, D, andG?Hint: The centroid of a
triangle is 2

3 of the way
from each vertex to the
midpoint of the opposite
side.

e. What is the length ofAF?

9. Relate a strategy used in the Hoffman proof (see Investigation 6.15) to a strategy
that might be used to solve the burning tent problem in Investigation 6.2. Explain
what is similar and what is different in the use of that strategy for each of the
two problems.
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Investigation 6.19
THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM

In Problem 3 in Investigation 6.3, you looked at the problem of finding the largestThe answer was to make
the floor of the house a
square.

rectangular house with perimeter 128 feet. This is an example of what’s called an
isoperimetric problem. In general, isoperimetric problems involve looking at all
geometric figures of a certain type (for example, rectangles) with the same perimeter
and then finding one that encloses the most area.

Suppose the house didn’t have to be a rectangle; suppose it could beany shape, as
long as theperimeterof the house remained 128 feet. What shape would you make it?

Or suppose you had a rope of some fixed length, and you joined the ends to makeIt is probably the most
famous because it is the
most general: it allows you
to use any shape.

a loop. The loop can be put down on the floor to form many shapes—things that
look like polygons, curves, or even figure eights—all with the same perimeter. Which
of them has the greatest area? This is the most famous isoperimetric problem. It is
known asthe isoperimetric problem:

The word isoperimetric
comes from three Greek
word pieces:

iso- means “equal,” as in
isobars, isosceles, isotope,
isometric, and isomorphic.
(How are isobars and
contour lines related?)

peri- means “around.” Look
up pericardium, and think
how periodical and
peripheral might be related.

Meter or metri- means
“measurement.” You see it
in meter (as an instrument
and as a unit) and
thermometer and
barometer. (Remember the
isobars?) What is a
metronome? What is
geometry? Why are
isometric exercises called
that?

PROBLEM The Isoperimetric Problem

Of all closed curves with the same perimeter, which one encloses the most
area?

You may have already thought a bit about the isoperimetric problem in considering
some of the first “For Discussion” questions back at the beginning of this module.
The following sections ask for a closer and more careful look at the problem.

1. Make up an isoperimetric problem for triangles.

2. Experimentally—with rope, pencil and paper, a computer, or otherwise—come
up with a conjecture for the isoperimetric problem. Explain what you did to
convince yourself of your conjecture.

3. How would you go about proving your conjecture? You don’t have to prove
it, actually, just make a plan. How would you start? What intermediate results
would you try to establish? What techniques would you use?

4. The isoperimetric problem asks whichonecurve encloses the most area. Could
there bemorethan one best curve? Could there benobest curve at all? Explain.
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WHAT YOU WILL DO IN THIS INVESTIGATION

The isoperimetric problem is not an easy one. Experimenting with and conjecturing
about which shape maximizes area for a given perimeter is not the hard part. The hard
part is toproveyour conjecture is true.

From your experiments, you may have decided a circle is the best shape. Let’s state
this as a working conjecture:

CONJECTURE The Isoperimetric Conjecture

Of all closed curves with the same perimeter, the circle encloses the most
area.

In this investigation, you will study one plan for a proof. You will look at a sequence
of partial results which, if they were established, would imply that the conjecture is a
theorem. And, you will establish all but one of these partial results. So, by the end of
the investigation, you will have a good idea of how the isoperimetric conjecture can
be proved.

5. Write and Reflect The role of proof: some people say that they can become
convinced of a fact without a mathematical proof. Others say theyneveradmit
that something is true unless they can supply a proof or logical argument for it.
Still others say that, even if they are already convinced of something, finding a
proof for it gives them a deeper understanding. Some say that, if they aresure
of something, a proof that it’snot true won’t change their mind. What doyou
think? Write an essay about the role of proof in the wayyouwork. Include some
concrete examples.

THE PLAN

Here are the main steps in one plan for establishing the isoperimetric conjecture. Don’tThe particular plan we’re
laying out here follows the
one described in Courant
and Robbins (1941).

worry about completing these steps right now. We’ll look at them more closely soon.

Step 1 For a fixed perimeter, show that there isat least onecurve that encloses the
most area.
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Step 2 Given a curve that encloses the most area, show that any line that cuts its
perimeter in half also bisects its area. Call such a line of symmetry a “diameter” ofHow do you define

“diameter” in a circle? the curve.

Step 3 Given a curve that encloses the most area and given one of its diameters, show
that, if you pick any point on the curve not on the diameter and draw segments from
it to the endpoints of the diameter, the angle you get is a right angle.

FOR DISCUSSION

How do the three steps above imply that a circle encloses the most area
for a given perimeter?

The ideas in this investigation, and especially the three steps outlined in “the plan,”
took centuries to evolve. (See the historical notes in Investigation 6.20 for an account
of this history.) When reading a plan like that above, many people might say, “I’d
never think of that. Either mathematics is a collection of facts from out of the blue or
it’s done by people much smarter than me.” Neither of these is true.

The truth is that mathematics is an enterprise carried out by a whole community of
people, each one contributing small insights and occasional breakthroughs. “The
plan” wasn’t created by any one person; it emerged from the work of dozens of
mathematicians and from the efforts of teachers and students over the centuries. As
an English teacher might say, it’s the result of a great deal of “polish.”

But an important part of learning to do mathematics is learning toreadandunderstand
mathematical expositions like the one in this investigation. Think of this proof as a
“finished product,” here for you to study. No one person came up with the design
of the gasoline engine, but many people become good mechanics and designers by
studying how the finished product works.

THE STEPS—A CLOSER LOOK

Step 1 As it turns out, this step is the one that can’t be proved using only the methods
we have developed so far. This is the step in which you are supposed to show that,
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Investigation 6.19 THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

given a fixed perimeter, thereis a curve of a given perimeter that encloses the most
area.

How could therenot be a solution to an optimization problem? Examples come from
the next problem set.

6. Give an example of an optimization problem that has no solution. That is, find
a situation where you are asked to minimize (or maximize) something that can’t
be minimized (or maximized)—there isn’t any way to make it as big or as small
as possible.

7. Trace the figure below, includingA andB. The object of this game is to draw
the shortest possible path fromA to B without touching the circle. Try the gameA path can be made up of

segments or curves, but
you have to be able to
draw it without lifting your
pencil from the paper.
What flexible material
could you use to measure
the path you drew?

with a partner.

8. Challenge Many positive numbers are smaller than 1. Examples include1
2, 3

4,
This is one of those
problems where you have
to read and understand a
proof, so read carefully.

√
2 − 1, and 0.897. But is there alargestpositive number less than 1? Here’s

an argument which shows that such a largest number can’t exist.

Suppose therewerea largest number smaller than 1; call itx. Sincex < 1, 1− x
If something exists, you can
name it anything you like.

is a positive number, sox + 1−x
2 is a number larger thanx.

But x is already thelargestnumber less than 1, andx + 1−x
2 is a number larger

thanx. So,x + 1−x
2 must be greater than or equal to 1:

x + 1 − x

2
≥ 1.

Now use algebra to solve this inequality:

• Multiply both sides by 2. 2x + 1 − x ≥ 2

• Simplify. x + 1 ≥ 2

• Subtract 1 from both sides. x ≥ 1
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But we started by assuming thatx is lessthan 1. How can a number be less
than 1 and greater than or equal to 1 at the same time?

a. Restate the above proof in your own words.Why do you think this is
called an “indirect proof”?

b. Draw a number line showing 0 and 1, and possible positions forx andx+ 1−x
2 .

c. Why does this argument show that the optimization problem “find the largest
number less than one” doesn’t have a solution?

FOR DISCUSSION

Problems 7 and 8 show how optimization problems can have no solu-
tions. What did you and your classmates come up with for Problem 6?
Problem 8 shows how you can get into trouble if you assume that there
is a solution when there isn’t.

But why worry about that in the case of the isoperimetric problem? After
all, in some of the earlier problems in this module, you simply located
a spot and then showed that every other spot was worse. The key is that
you located this best spot without assuming it existed in the first place.
In the burning tent problem, for example, you could just reflect your
position over the shore and connect what you got to the tent’s position.
Something like thatcould happen in the isoperimetric problem, but it
doesn’t.

• Look at Steps 2 and 3 in the plan for establishing the isoperimetric
conjecture. Point out the places where these stepsassumethat there
is a best curve.

Because Steps 2 and 3 assume that a best curve exists, the proof of the
isoperimetric conjecture isn’t complete until Step 1 is established.

• See if you can make a plan for a proof of the isoperimetric conjecture
(different from the one given here) that wouldn’t need to assume that
a best curve existed.
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For the rest of this investigation, we’ll assume that Step 1 can be established; we’llIn 1838, Steiner assumed
the existence hypothesis
when proving the
Isoperimetric Theorem. For
more details, see
Investigation 6.19.

call this the “existence hypothesis.”

HYPOTHESIS The Existence Hypothesis

For any given perimeter, there is a closed curve that encloses the most area.

Assuming the existence hypothesis, we’ll derive Steps 2 and 3. The proof of the
conjecture will be complete when you prove the existence hypothesis.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WAYS TO THINK ABOUT IT

Once we agree that thereis a best possible curve, we can start to figure
out some of its properties. Remember, we want to prove the conjecture
that the best possible curve must be a circle. So, little by little, we’ll
rule out curves that aren’t circles. What follows will be a little like aFor a “curve,” we’ll allow

things like polygons and
figures made up of both
segments and arcs.

detective story: We’re on the hunt for a mystery curve, and we’ll try to
figure out what it is by nailing down its properties.

Maybe you won’t prove the existence hypothesis today; maybe you
won’t prove it this year. It would be nice if you could prove itsomeday.

But it doesmatter that the existence hypothesiscanbe proved. Assuming
that something exists and then determining its properties on the basis
of these assumptions is a dangerous trap that should be avoided. This
is true everywhere, not just in mathematics. It has had some serious
consequences in the social sciences. One book that discusses this in
depth isThe Mismeasure of Manby S. J. Gould (New York: Norton,
1981).

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9. Write and Reflect Explain how the “detective method” described above is a
different approach than the one used to solve other optimization problems (like
the run-and-swim problem or the burning tent problem).
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10. Let x be the sum of all the positive powers of 2:

x = 2 + 4 + 8 + 16+ . . . .

Factor out a 2:
x = 2(1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + . . . ).

The expression in parentheses is just 1+ x, so

x = 2(1 + x).

Solve this forx. How can this be?

11. Show that the best possible curve for the isoperimetric problem can’t look like
this:

Think of the vertices as
hinges.

12. Show that the best possible curve for the isoperimetric problem can’t cross itself
like a figure eight does.

13. Suppose we knew that the best possible “curve” for the isoperimetric problem is
some kind of quadrilateral. What could you conclude about that quadrilateral?

14. Now show that the best possible curve for the isoperimetric problem isn’t a
quadrilateral.

15. The existence hypothesis is concerned with ensuring that a curve enclosing the
maximum areaexists. Could there be more than one? Give an example of anIf your problem involves

geometry, and if your
solution is a geometric
figure, a congruent figure
doesn’t count as a
“different” solution.

optimization problem that has several solutions. That is, find a situation for
which there is more than one way to maximize or minimize something.

16. Write and Reflect Write a clear explanation of what you’ve shown in Prob-
lems 11 through 14. Be sure to explain why what you’ve shown is true.
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Step 2 We want to show that any line that bisects the perimeter of a best possible
curve also bisects its area.

Take a look at any line that cuts the perimeter of a curve in half.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WAYS TO THINK ABOUT IT

Transform a curve in a way that keeps the perimeter the same and in-This strategy will show up
throughout the rest of this
module.

creases the area.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

If the top part has the same perimeter as the bottom part but has morearea, you could
replace the bottom half by the reflection of the top half. This wouldn’t change the
perimeter and wouldincreasethe area.

17. How do you know thereisa line that cuts the perimeter of the best possible curve
in half? Give a method for constructing such a line.
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CHECKPOINT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18. Define each of the following words.

congruent

symmetry line

isoperimetric

perimeter

diameter

convex

concave

19. State the existence hypothesis in your own words. Why do we need to assume
it in order to establish the isoperimetric conjecture? Again, answer in your own
words.

20. Make a list of everything you currently know about a curve that encloses theIf noncircles satisfy your
properties, we haven’t
established the
isoperimetric conjecture
yet. Why?

most area for a given perimeter. Give examples of several curves that satisfy all
the properties on your list.

FOR DISCUSSION

Because of Step 2 and Problem 17, we know that there is a line that
divides the best possible curve into two pieces with the same area. In
light of this, explain why the isoperimetric conjecture is equivalent to
the following conjecture.

CONJECTURE The Reduced Isoperimetric Conjecture

Take a linè . Of all the curves that have two endpoints on` and have the same
perimeter, the one that encloses the most area is a semicircle whose diameter
lies along̀ .
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The reduced isoperimetric problem is very reminiscent of the “fence against the wall”
problem (Problem 6 of Investigation 6.3): You have a long wall, and a fixed length
of fence. You want to make a pen from the fence using the wall as one side of the
pen. What shape fence maximizes the area of the pen? The next pictures show some
possible shapes for the pen (all the curved parts are supposed to have the same length):

We want to show that the semicircle answers the question.

21. Can you use the same method you used to solve the fence problem (Problem 6
in Investigation 6.3) to solve the reduced isoperimetric problem? Why or why
not?

Step 3 Here the goal is to show that if you pick any point on the best possible curve
and draw segments from it to the endpoints of a diameter, the angle you get is a right
angle.

22. In light of the reduced isoperimetric conjecture, we only have to consider half
of a curve. If the condition in Step 3 is met, does this guarantee that the curve
will be a semicircle? Explain.
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WAYS TO THINK ABOUT IT

One way to think about establishing Step 3 is to imagine that you have a
candidate for the best curve. Draw a diameter and connect the endpoints
of the diameter to some pointP on the curve.

The idea is to show that the angle atP should be a right angle. If it isn’t,
you can show how to build another curve with the same perimeter and
morearea. Imagine that the pieces between the segments and the curve
are made of cardboard.

They look somewhat like crescent moons.

Also imagine that there’s a hinge atP, so that the size of the angle can
change. As the angle opens and closes, the pieces of cardboard don’t
change at all:
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P

P

P

P

You can turn this thought
experiment into a real
experiment using geometry
software.

Since the cardboard pieces don’t change, the perimeter will remain the
same. Yet the area changes. The question that arises is the one you are
asked in Problem 23 below.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

23. For which angle is the area a maximum? Explain.You might want to look at
Problem 1 in
Investigation 6.3. 24. Write and Reflect You now have everything you need to prove the isoperi-

metric conjecture (assuming the existence hypothesis). Write out a careful proof
in your own words, using examples and pictures, and explaining every step.

We can now state the conjecture as a theorem:

THEOREM 6.5 The Isoperimetric Theorem

Assuming the existence hypothesis, the circle is the curve that encloses the
most area for a given perimeter.
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Investigation 6.20
A PROBLEM WITH A LONG HISTORY

According to legend, Phoenician Princess Dido was fed up with theThe source of this legend is
Virgil’s Aeneid. scandals and divisions within her royal family. One day, having become

so unpopular that she feared for her life, she gathered together some of
her still faithful friends and relatives and fled her home in Tyre. She
boarded a ship to North Africa and eventually landed just west of Libya
on the shores of modern-day Tunisia, where she decided to set up a new
home. The princess signed a contract with local landowners to buy a
small plot of land there. Thinking that they could get the best of this
newcomer, the landowners wrote into the contract that she’d get only
as much land as she could surround using the hide of a bull. But the
princess was much shrewder than they.

Princess Dido cut the bull’s hide into very thin strips, practically like
threads. Using the Mediterranean Coast as a straight boundary of her
land, she laid out the thin strips of bull’s hide in the shape of a semicircle.
Within this plot of land she built a new city to be called Carthage.

This ancient legend is not a verified history. But Carthage was quite real, and the story
of its founding over 3000 years ago—true or not—is the earliest known instance of
stating and attempting to solve the isoperimetric problem.

1. State in a precise way the optimization problem that Dido is said to have solved.

The next recorded development in the history of the isoperimetric problem took place
around 330B.C. in the writings of the great philosopher Aristotle. All we have left is a
tantalizing glimpse of the problem in a single sentence found in Aristotle’sPosterior
Analytics: “It is the physician’s business to know that circular wounds heal more
slowly; it is the geometer’s business to know the reason why.”

2. Connect Aristotle’s statement with the isoperimetric problem. Be the geometer
and explain why shape might have anything to do with the rate of healing. Why,
if indeed it is true, might the circular wound heal most slowly?

Almost a century later, around 240B.C., Archimedes solved a variety of isoperimetric
problems. Archimedes lived in Syracuse, then Greek but now a part of Italy. He was
well known, both in his own time and today, for his accomplishments in science and
engineering as well as in mathematics.

We know with certainty that Archimedes proved a three-dimensional analog of Dido’sWhy would a sphere
maximize volume for a
given surface area? (Think
about balloons.)

version of the isoperimetric problem, demonstrating that the hemisphere contains the
greatest volume of all spherical segments with a fixed surface area. Some say—
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although it is not known for sure—that Archimedes also proved the theorems that
were later referred to by Ptolemy.

Writing aroundA.D. 150, Ptolemy stated in his bookSyntaxisthat “of the different
figures that have equal perimeter, the more polygonal ones are greater, so that the
circle is greater among the plane figures, while the sphere is greater among the solid
ones.” He did not include a proof of this proposition—at least in his works that survive
today—so we cannot be sure whether he had one or not.

3. In modern terminology, figures are either polygonal or they are not. One cannot
be “more polygonal” than another. Judging from the conclusion that Ptolemy
came to, what must he have meant by “more polygonal”?

Reportedly, anothermathematician, Zenodorus, wroteanentirebookcalledOnIsoperi-See The Ancient Tradition
of Geometric Problems by
Wilbur Richard Knorr
(Boston: Birkhauser, 1985).

metric Figures, in which several important theorems were proved. One was that of all
polygons with a fixed perimeter and fixed number of sides, theregular polygon has
the greatest area. A second was that a circle with that perimeter (circumference) has
an even greater area. A third was that of segments of circles with a fixed perimeter,
the semicircle has the greatest area—a variant of Dido’s problem.

4. Three of Zenodorus’s theorems are listed above. For each one, illustrate what it
says with a specific example. Use pictures and words for your examples.

5. Explain how the theorem about the fixed-perimeter segments of circles is aWhat is a segment of a
circle? variant of Dido’s problem.

6. Do these theorems imply that Zenodorus proved the isoperimetric conjecture?

Historical records show no further development of the isoperimetric problem for many
centuries. It appeared again in 1697—which suddenly seems very close to the present
when we look at the scope of the history of Western mathematics! In May of that
year, the Swiss mathematician Jakob Bernoulli constructed an especially complicated
isoperimetric problem.

After the move from ancient Greece to modern Switzerland, the saga of the isoperi-
metric problem remained quite active. In the 1700s, a number of mathematicians were
making use of the recent development of calculus to analyze a great many optimization
problems. But the Swiss mathematician Jacob Steiner was working on solving such
problemswithout calculus. He attempted to provide rigorous proofs of the isoperi-
metric theorem. Steiner’s proofs were indeed rigorous and accurate—but with one
small difficulty. Steiner assumed that a curve containing maximum areaexists. (This
is our “existence hypothesis.”)
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Despite other mathematician’s attempts to persuade Steiner that the proofs were
thereby incomplete, he continued to claim that the existence of a curve containing
maximum area was “self-evident.” You, yourself, have seen what troublethat can
cause (recall, for example, Problems 7 and 8 in Investigation 6.2). Finally, in 1842,
Steiner admitted that this unstated assumption should at least be explicitly stated (as
we did in this investigation), and he added a comment that “the proof is readily made
if one assumes that there is a largest figure.”

In his 1842 papers, Steiner provided a rigorous proof of another variant of the earlierThis can be generalized to
other polygons—the one
with the greatest area is
regular.

claims of Zenodorus: that the equilateral (that is, regular) triangle has the greatest
area of all triangles with the same perimeter.

Over the years from 1870 to 1909, the hole in Steiner’s 1838 proof was gradually
filled by the work of a variety of mathematicians who proved that a curve that contains
maximum area must indeed exist. The first complete proof dates to 1901. But the
story isn’t over. The isoperimetric problem led to other questions, and the research
continues today.

7. Write and Reflect Write an essay about what you learned about the isoperi-
metric problem in this investigation.

RELATED QUESTIONS

There are many questions suggested by the isoperimetric theorem. For example:

8. The theorem says that, for a given perimeter, the circle “fences in” the most
area. What about the related question: Of all the curves that enclose a fixed area,Why is this a related

question? which one has the smallest perimeter?

9. Suppose you had to fence in an area of 100,000 square feet, and the cheapestSee Problem 4 of
Investigation 6.3. way to install the fence was to use straight segments that go either from north

to south or from east to west. What is the size and shape of the fence enclosing
the area that has least perimeter?
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Here is another problem suggested by the isoperimetric theorem:

Suppose a farmer has two kinds of animals and keeps them in two connected fenced-inHow is this different from
Problem 28 in
Investigation 6.2?

pens. The fence must be replaced, and the farmer wants to rebuild the pens subject
to the following constraint: the shapes of the pens can change, but the area of each
pen must stay the same. What shapes for the two pens will minimize the amount of
fencing?

The question can be stated more precisely as the “two-area problem.”

PROBLEM The Two-Area Problem

How can you enclose two given areas with the least perimeter?

FOR DISCUSSION

What are some possible solutions to the two-area problem? How would
you begin to work on it? What are some special cases that might get
you started?

Surprisingly, the two-area problem wasn’t settled until 1990, when a group of college
students worked on the problem as part of the summer program called SMALL. TheThe results of these

students were published in
the Pacific Journal of
Mathematics, vol. 159,
No. 1, in 1993.

students showed that the best way to enclose the two areas is to use the two-dimensional
version of the “standard double bubble,” a figure that is made up of three arcs of circles.
(You could also describe it as two circles that have collapsed, or combined, into one
compound figure.) In such a figure, the three arcs all meet at 120◦ angles:

Three angles of 
120° join here.
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1. You know how to measure angles between lines. What might “the angle between
two arcs of a circle” mean?

2. Construct a standard double bubble using geometry software or figure out how
to make a rough sketch of one by hand.

The two-area problem suggests the three-area problem:

PROBLEM The Three-Area Problem

How can one enclose three given areas with the least perimeter?

What do you think a
standard triple bubble
looks like? In 1992, another team of students and their advisor at SMALL found the solution of

this problem (assuming connected regions) to be the two-dimensional version of the
“standard triple bubble.”

Another question suggested by the two-area problem is the two-volume problem:What do you think the “one
volume problem” is? What
would be a reasonable
solution? PROBLEM The Two-Volume Problem

How can you enclose two given volumes in three-dimensional space with the
least surface area?

In 1995, two mathematicians announced a proof that the double bubble is the mostThese questions about the
optimal enclosures for
various connected areas
and volumes represent
another instance of a set of
problems with a long
history for which communal
effort was involved in their
solution.

efficient for the special case of enclosing twoequalvolumes. An undergraduate who
had been involved with the 1992 team at SMALL and who had later narrowed down the
possible solutions for the case of equal volumes, continued working on other volume
ratios as a graduate student. The findings introduced new mathematical techniques
which can be put to use in the field of geometry and optimization theory. Perhaps a
proof of the general solution for the minimal enclosure ofanytwo given volumes will
be discovered.

These findings also shed light on interesting practical applications, most visibly wher-
ever efficient containment is necessary. One suggestion is in engineering, particularly
aerospace engineering: the double bubble might be used to minimize the mass of
satellite or flight tanks that need to hold two gases or liquids that must be stored
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separately—ideal for something like liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. Such a con-
tainer could minimize space used as well as mass.

•PERSPECTIVE ON STUDENT RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

The following is Scott Greenleaf’s description of his experience in 1993 at an un-In this essay, a student
describes original
mathematics research in
which he participated at a
summer program for
college students. His work
was closely related to
problems you have solved
in this module.

dergraduate research program. Scott was part of the team that solved the two-area
problem specifically for the “taxicab” perimeter—meaning the perimeter must consist
only of horizontal and vertical line segments. (See the farmer and the two connected
pens problems in Investigation 6.2.)

“During my junior year as a mathematics major, I decided that I wanted to write a senior

Scott applied and was
accepted to an
undergraduate research
program in mathematics
and physics for the summer
before his senior year at a
college in Maine. While
there, one of the projects
he worked on included a
related isoperimetric
problem.

See Investigation 6.2 to
read Tonya McLean’s essay
about the same program
and to take a look at a few
problems similar to those
the students worked on.

year thesis. At my school, students in many majors are required to complete a thesis.
For mathematics majors, a thesis is optional, but I viewed extended independent work
in my field as a challenging experience very different from any offered in a typical
course.

“Many topics interested me, but I didn’t know what mathematicalresearchwas about.
I just assumed that a thesis in mathematics would involve writing about an interesting
branch of mathematics discovered long ago. Like many people, I thought of mathe-
matics as something that was basically “finished”; I didn’t realize that there are people
actively involved in discovering new things in mathematics today.

“To get ideas for a thesis and to have a more meaningful summer than I would have
bagging groceries, I decided to look for research opportunities for undergraduate
mathematicians. I was pleased to find that there were several programs to choose
among, all over the country, and that descriptions of many of these programs were
posted in the mathematics department lounge at my school. I applied to one and was
accepted.

“The program gave me my first experience in looking at open questions in mathematics.
Before the summer I spent in the program, I thought that any unsolved questions in
mathematics are unsolved because they are too difficult for anyone to solve. However, I
soon learned that there are mathematical ideas that haven’t been examined very closely
and there are many interesting discoveries one can make with some mathematical
background (sometimes no more than high school mathematics) and a little cleverness
or perseverance.
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“Each of the students in the program was a member of one or two of the eight groups
that comprised the program. One of the groups that I joined was the Geometry Group.
Our group examined two main questions. One problem was to find the shape enclosing
two regions of prescribed area while minimizing the perimeter.

3. What shape encloses such an area and minimizes the perimeter if there are no
restrictions on the type of shape?

4. What shape encloses such an area and minimizes the perimeter if the shape is
created using only horizontal and vertical paths?

5. Why do you think the perimeter in Problem 4 is sometimes called the “taxicab”
perimeter?

“The other problem was to find the smallest surface joining a pair of semicircular wire
frames connected at their centers. To get ideas, we would dip wire frames into soap
solution and gaze at the resulting soap film shapes.

“I was also a member of the Minimal Surfaces Group. The Minimal Surfaces Group
thought about this question: Given a network that isapproximatelythe shortest one
connecting a set of points, can we find out how close this network is to the one which is
truly the shortest? (Investigation 6.2 presents some introductory problems we looked
at in analyzing the general formulas for that problem. The shortest network connecting
three points is the subject of the third section of this module, “The Airport Problem.”)
To find the shortest network connecting more than three points, a computer is needed!
Even then, it might take an unreasonably long time to find an exact solution. So
computers often are asked only to provide approximate solutions. We were searching
for a general formula to tell us how good those approximate solutions are.

“Before I participated in this summer program, I didn’t really enjoy group projects. I
would become impatient and had a tendency to want to do all the work myself, because
in most ofmymathematics classes, we were given problems which had a predictable
method of solution. In the program, however, we were dealing with problems that no
one had really explored, so we had to consider several possible ways to find a solution.
Thus, it was much more helpful to be able to discuss ideas with others than to isolate
ourselves. We’d meet on our own and with our faculty advisor, talk about what we
had discovered and about related research we’d found. Often, when our groups met,
someone would bring up something that she was thinking about, and someone else
would mention something related he had pondered, and by the end of the meeting, we
had all kinds of new ideas that each of us was eager to sit down and think about on
our own.
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“One important part of our experience was presenting our research to people outsideOne of the best ways to
understand something is to
explain it to someone else.

our group. At the beginning of the summer, the groups explained to everyone the
mathematical ideas they would be looking at for the rest of the summer. Then, at
the end of the summer, each group presented its results to everyone involved in the
program. In addition, each undergraduate was asked to give a talk about his or herThis student’s work was

presented at a meeting of
the Mathematical
Association of America in
Newport, Rhode Island in
1994. The results from the
student work by The
Geometry Group was
published in the Journal of
Geometric Analysis.

research at a conference sometime in the next year. Explaining mathematical ideas
to my peers really aided my understanding. Because I had to help familiarize others
with these concepts, I had to be very comfortable with the ideas myself.

“The last two weeks of the program were the busiest. As the program wound to a
close, the groups focused on writing up their progress for the summer rather than
thinking about new research. This was a very hectic time, but it was very satisfying
to see the finished products come together.

“I am very glad I had the opportunity to take part in this program. The experience
gave me a whole new perspective on mathematics. I now realize that mathematics is a
continuously growing field, rich with new ideas. It is very empowering to feel that in
some way I am part of the frontier of mathematics. I very enthusiastically encourage
anyone who might be interested in a summer research program to give it a try. I am
sure you will be glad you did.”

TAKE IT FURTHER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6. a. Show how to construct a circle that passes through the vertices of any givenSuch a circle is called the
circumcircle of the triangle.
Its center is the triangle’s
circumcenter.

triangle.

b. Can you pass a circle through the vertices of any quadrilateral? Explain.

7. A polygon is calledcyclic if its vertices lie on a circle.

a. Show that every triangle is cyclic.

b. Draw a picture of a quadrilateral that isn’t cyclic.

c. Find a way to tell whether or not a quadrilateral is cyclic just by looking at
its angles.
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8. Suppose you have four sticks of different lengths joined together to make a
quadrilateral with hinges at its corners. You can make all kinds of quadrilaterals
with most sticks:

Maybe these quadrilaterals
all have the same area.
Could that happen?

Which one encloses the most area?
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ABOUT THE MODULE

This module focuses on optimization problems—finding maxima and minima—but
no calculus is used. Some algebraic manipulations are necessary, but most of the
problems can be solved with strictly geometric techniques. The module is problem-
based. You will notice that many of the notes in this guide refer to specific problems
and the outcomes from students’ investigations of them.

Optimization problems are traditionally reserved for calculus. And yet, while most
of the problems in this module can indeed be solved with calculus, you may be
surprised at how approachable they are with geometric methods, and at how elegant the
geometric solutions can be. Moreover, these problems are specifically designed to help
students get at the big ideas behind optimization problems—thinking about extreme
cases and boundary conditions, and using a mixture of deduction, experimentation,
and reasoning by continuity. Thus, they provide the context for the kind of thinking
teachers of mathematics (and specifically of calculus) want from their students. In the
“Mathematics Connections” section of the Teaching Notes, however, you will find that
some of the notes about mathematical connections include connections to calculus.

This module is ideal for:

• an advanced geometry class

• the final 3–6 weeks of a year-long geometry class

• a precalculus class

• a “special topics” class for juniors or seniors in high school

• a course for preservice teachers who have already studied calculus

The module is broken into four sections. The first is an introduction to optimization
and some useful geometric techniques. The last three are each extended investigations
of a particular optimization problem.
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MAIN TIMELINE PLANNING CHART

To do the complete module, you will probably spend 9–12 weeks of class time (de-
pending on how much of the geometry your students already know, and how much is
developed in the course of investigating the problems).

Investigation Description Key Content Pacing

6.1 Introduction to
Optimization

This is a reading investigation that contains a couple
of discussion problems to introduce the meaning of
the wordoptimization. It gives students an idea of
what represents an optimal solution and the kinds
of problems that call for one.

• meaning ofoptimization
• numerical optimization

problems

1–2days

6.2 Making the Least
of a Situation

This investigation focuses on minimizing distance:
from a point to another point, from a point to a
line, and along other constrained paths. It in-
cludes an optional reading activity (with problems)
about undergraduate students doing research in
mathematics.

• straight lines
• perpendicular bisector
• reflecting a point over a line
• minimizing distance

4–5days

6.3 Making the Most
of a Situation

This is an introduction to the isoperimetric prob-
lem: for all curves of a given perimeter, which one
maximizes area? It focuses on the question for
quadrilaterals and other polygons. It also explores
using circles to maximize angles.

• maximizing area
• square as maximal

rectangle
• inscribed angles
• ellipses

4 days

6.4 Contour Lines and
Contour Plots

This investigation explores functions on the plane
(R2 → R) and the use of contour lines to find
minimal values for these functions along a path. It
includes some formality about functions that could
be skipped by classes of less-experienced students
(geometry rather than precalculus, for example) or
by classes taking a shorter path through the module.

• function
• ellipses, circles, arcs
• contour lines and surface

plots

4–7days
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Investigation Description Key Content Pacing

6.5 Using Optimization All of these problems might be used together as an
assessment after students have completed Investi-
gations 6.1–6.4. Alternatively, each of Investiga-
tions 6.2–6.4 includes notes on when some of these
problems might fit in as homework or assessment.

• homework and assess-
ment problems

resource

6.6 Introduction to the
Magical Mix

This is a reading activity designed to set the tone
for the extended investigation.

partial
day

6.7 A Student Outsmarts
the Test

This investigation introduces Rich’s problem (what
is the sum of the distances from a point inside an
equilateral triangle to the triangle’s sides?), and de-
velops two proofs of the result.

• reasoning by continuity
• functions
• proof

5 days

6.8 Variations on a
Problem

First, students are asked to come up with variations
on Rich’s problem by changing one or more of the
problem’s elements. Next, students explore one
possible variation on Rich’s problem: what if the
point can be anywhere in the plane, not just inside
the equilateral triangle? Finally, students explore
the variation in which the triangle is not equilateral.

• extending problems
• asking “what if” and

“what if not”
• changing the domain of a

function
• contour lines
• maximum and minimum

values of a function
• analyzing proofs

6–8days

6.9 Making Connections
in Mathematics

This is a reading activity that connects the inves-
tigation of the past few investigations to research
done at Bell Laboratories.

• connections to one
mathematician’s work

1 day

6.10 Using the Magical
Mix

The problems are suitable for homework and as-
sessment. They might all be used together as an
assessment after students have completed Inves-
tigations 6.6–6.8. Alternatively, each of Investi-
gations 6.7 through 6.8 includes notes on when
some of these problems might fit in as homework
or assessment.

• homework and assess-
ment problems

resource
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Investigation Description Key Content Pacing

6.11 Getting Started This investigation presents students with the airport
problem (how to find the best location for an airport
to be shared by three cities). Students select three
cities on which to base their investigation.

1 day

6.12 What is Meant
by Best?

This investigation asks students to consider various
mathematical meanings for “best spot,” including
“fair” (equidistant from each of the three cities) and
“environmental” (minimum total distance from the
three cities).

• continuous variation 1–2days

6.13 Special Cases and
Models

Students are shown some good ways to explore
problems, including simplifying the problem and
exploring special cases, making a mechanical
model, and constructing a computer model. The
goal is to use reasoning by continuity in develop-
ing a conjecture about the airport problem. You
may want to use one, two, or all three of these
approaches.

• simplifying problems
• mechanical models
• computer models
• continuous variation
• contour lines

1–3days

6.14 Testing the
Conjecture

The 120◦ conjecture is stated explicitly. Students
develop methods to locate the 120◦ spot.

• conjecturing
• 120◦ spot or “Fermat point”

1–2days

6.15 Establishing the
Conjecture

This investigation presents two proofs of the airport
conjecture: one that is carefully worked out, and
one for students to work through.

• proof
• rotation
• straight line as minimal

distance

6 days

6.16 The Airport
Revisited

This investigation connects the airport problem to
Rich’s problem (from Investigation 6.7), providing
a third proof of the airport conjecture.

• connections to previous
work

• proof using previously-
established results

1 day

6.17 Projects Related to
the Airport Problem

Three student projects are suggested. resource
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6.18 Using Ideas from the
Airport Problem

These problems are suitable for homework and as-
sessment. They might all be used together as an
assessment after students have completed Inves-
tigation 6.11–6.16. Alternatively, each of Inves-
tigations 6.12–6.16 include notes on when some
of these problems might fit in as homework or
assessment.

• homework and assess-
ment problems

resource

6.19 The Isoperimetric
Problem

With guidance, students create a proof that for a
fixed perimeter the circle is the curve that maxi-
mizes area.

• proof
• area and perimeter
• convex and concave
• symmetry

6 days

6.20 A Problem with a
Long History

This investigation contains essays on the history of
the isoperimetric problem as well as related prob-
lems for students to solve.

• historical connections 3 days

6.21 The Research
Continues Today

This investigation presents two-area, three-area,
and two-volume problems (all related to the isoperi-
metric problem). It includes an essay about an un-
dergraduate student’s experience doing mathemat-
ics research.

• extending problems
• area, perimeter, surface

area, and volume
• connections to modern

mathematics research

3 days

ALTERNATE TIMELINES

We offer here four alternate paths through the module, each with a specific emphasis,
and all considerably shorter than the main timeline plan. If the full 9–12 weeks is too
long for your class, we hope one of these alternatives will suit your needs. These four
were chosen to meet the most frequent requests from field test teachers.

Introduction to Geometric Optimization (3–4 weeks)Optimization Introduction
• 6.1–6.5 (3–4 weeks) This is our shortest timeline; it’s a good choice for end-of-year geometry (or integrated

mathematics) classes. This plan has less of a focus on functions and proofs, and more
of a focus on problem solving and reasoning strategies.
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One Extended Investigation (5–6 weeks)One Investigation
• 6.1–6.5 (5–6 weeks)
• Choose one of the

last three sections:
6.6–6.10, 6.11–6.18,
or 6.19–6.21.

Spend three weeks on Investigations 6.1–6.5 and the remaining 2–3 weeks ononeof
the last three sections of the module. You may want to have your students read the
introduction to each section, where the problem is stated, to decide which of the three
problems appeals to them the most. This is a good plan to follow if you want your
students to get a taste for an extended mathematical investigation but do not have 9–12
weeks to cover the whole module.

Two Extended Investigations (7–9 weeks)Two Extended
Investigations
• 6.1–6.5 (3 weeks)
• Choose two of these

three sections:
6.6–6.10, 6.11–6.18,
or 6.19–6.21
(2–3 weeks each)

The class could cover two of the three extended investigations (Investigations 6.6–
6.10, 6.11–6.18, and 6.19–6.21). Spend 3 weeks on Investigations 6.1–6.5, and then
2–3 weeks each on two of the extended investigations. The second and third sections
are closely related and are connected explicitly in Investigation 6.16, so they would
make a good choice for this plan.

Focus on Proof (8 weeks)Proof-Focused
• 6.1–6.5
• 6.6
• 6.7
• 6.8
• 6.12 (1 day)
• 6.13 (1 day)
• 6.14 (1 day)
• 6.15
• 6.16
• 6.19

This timeline is for those who wish to take the fullest possible advantage of the mod-
ule’s compelling offerings on proof. Students will work through all of the problems
in Investigations 6.1–6.5 and briefly investigate each of the three extended problems.
Less time spent on the investigations will leave more time for a heavier focus on the
(sometimes multiple) proofs of each result and for comparison and reflection on the
various methods of proof.

ASSESSMENT PLANNING

Suggestions are provided below for different types of assessments. You will not want
to use all of these, but rather pick and choose ones with which you are comfortable or
with which you want to experiment.

What to Assess

• The student knows how to find minimal distances: from point to point (using a
straight line), from point to line (using a perpendicular), and from point to a line or
other boundary and then to a second point (using the “reflection principle”).
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• The student knows that for a given perimeter the square maximizes area over a
rectangle. The student can use cutting arguments or area calculations to compare
areas of other figures.

• The student understands that contour lines are curves of fixed value for a function
on the plane and can explain how to use them and tangency to solve optimization
problems.

• The student can identify circles as curves of constant distance from a single point,
ellipses as curves of constant distance from two points, and arcs of circles as curves
of constant angle between two points.

• The student can explain the idea of continuous variation in terms of “small changes
in input produce small chages in output.” The student reasons about extreme cases
(or boundary cases) in solving problems.

• The student pursues an extended investigation: defining a problem clearly, investi-
gating it, conjecturing, proving a result, and exploring extensions.

• The student understands the difference between an initial conjecture, a conjecture
supported bya lot of evidence, and a theorem that has been proven.

• The student can use reasoning about a continuously varying system to find an
approximate solution to a problem. Students investigate special and extreme cases
of a problem.

• The student can locate the Fermat point of a triangle and explain why for most
triangles it minimizes the sum of the distances to the three vertices.

• The student can articulate the result of the isoperimetric theorem.

• The student can follow a logical argument and, with guidance, construct his or
her own proofs. The student can, in specific cases, identify what is necessary and
sufficient for a complete proof.

Notebooks

Throughout the entire module, students should be required to keep a notebook that
contains:

• daily homework and other written assignments

• a list of vocabulary, definitions and theorems that emerge during classwork and
homework
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QUIZZES AND JOURNAL ENTRIES

Investigation Journal Suggestion or Presentation Quiz Suggestion

6.2 CheckpointProblem 14: Describe strategies for mini-
mizing distance.

Use any of Problems 3, 4 andCheck-
point Problems 11–14.

6.3 Problem 4: Analyze a cutting problem. Use any combination ofCheckpoint
Problems 10, 11, 13, andTake It Fur-
ther Problems 23 and 24.

Write and ReflectProblem 16: List and illustrate strate-
gies for solving optimization problems.

6.4 Write and ReflectProblems 25 and 26: Explain how
to draw a contour plot for a function and how contour
plots can be used to solve optimization problems.

UseCheckpointProblem 40 andTake
It Further Problem 41. Solve by using
contour lines.

6.5 As a final assessment for Investigations 6.1–6.5, have
students choose one of the following sets of problems
to investigate and to present their findings to the class.
If students work in groups, ask for individual write-ups
in addition to the group presentation. This is a good
opportunity for students to start finding ways to conduct
experiments and to present their findings.

6.2 Problem 28: There are four different two-area/
minimal perimeter problems. Students should find and
articulate general methods for reducing and minimizing
total perimeter for two enclosed adjacent spaces, not just
solve the set of problems given.

6.3 Problems 18–21: To extend the investigation
about maximizing area for rectangles and start students
thinking about the more general Isoperimetric Theorem,
have students make general conjectures about maximiz-
ing area. For example, students might find that increas-
ing the number of sides of a regular polygon while hold-
ing perimeter fixed will increase the area.
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Investigation Journal Suggestion or Presentation Quiz Suggestion

(6.5) Problems 12–14: These vary in difficulty and are best
explored with geometry software. Outcomes should in-
clude descriptions of the method of investigation and
any general conjectures.

6.7 Write and ReflectProblem 2: What does “reasoning by
continuity” mean?

Problems 6 and 7: Students should work through two
proofs of the solution to Rich’s problem and present
one of the proofs to the class, explaining details and
answering questions.

6.8 Problems 1 and 2: Students select and investigate a vari-
ation on Rich’s problem of their own devising. They
present the statement of the problem, method of inves-
tigation, conjectures, and work toward proof of their
conjectures.

Problems 9–11: Students investigate the contour lines
of the function that measures the sum of the distances
from any point in the plane to the three sides of an equi-
lateral triangle, and attempt to prove that the value of
the function is constant along the curves. This is a diffi-
cult proof and may be best done by a group with a good
background in writing proofs.

Write and ReflectProblem 15: Students investigate the
proofsof thesolution toRich’sproblemtofindwhatgoes
wrong when the triangle is not equilateral. The answer
provides ideas about where the value is a maximum and
where it is a minimum.

Problems 18 and 19: Students investigate problems
similar to the extension of Rich’s problem to a nonequi-
lateral case. They make conjectures about other func-
tions on a triangle and try to prove them. Students might
want access to geometry software.
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Investigation Journal Suggestion or Presentation Quiz Suggestion

6.10 Test 6.6–6.10: Include Problems 9 and
12 from Investigation 6.7. Explain
why reasoning by continuity helps to
solve Rich’s problem. Also include a
few questions comparing Rich’s prob-
lem with the extensions. For exam-
ple, show four pictures of triangles and
pointsD: one equilateral triangle with
the point inside, one equilateral trian-
gle with the point outside, one scalene
triangle with the point inside, and one
scalene triangle with the point outside.
Questions: True or False—In each
case, the sum of the distances fromD
to the sides of the triangle is equal to
the height of the triangle. If false, ex-
plain why. Can you approximate the
sum, saying whether it is greater than
or less than the height of the triangle?

6.12 Write and ReflectProblem 7: Where should the airport
go? (Initial conjecture)

6.13 Write and ReflectProblem 18: Where should the airport
go? (Second conjecture)

State your conjecture as clearly as pos-
sible. What are the special triangles
where your conjecture doesn’t work?

6.14 Problems 9 and 10: Revisit ideas on contour lines in a
new context.

6.15 Write and ReflectProblems 7 and 15: Students specu-
late about where Hoffman and Toricelli got their ideas.
Students examine a proof or a construction in order to
think about where the idea may have come from.

Problems 3 and 4
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6.17 This investigation provides three ideas for final presen-
tations. Students choose on to work on and then present
their results to the class. In addition, you may want
students to:
Present Hoffman’s proof of the airport conjecture.
Present a construction technique for the 120 spot and
explain why it works.
Present the proof of the airport conjecture based on
Rich’s function.

6.18 Problem 1: This problem addresses various topics re-
lated to proof; students pick one or more to answer.

6.19 Write and ReflectProblem 5: Write about the role of
proof.

Write and ReflectProblem 9

CheckpointProblem 18: Summarize what the four pre-
vious problems have shown.

Have students answer the question
posed after “The Plan”: How do the
three steps imply that a circle encloses
the most area for a given perimeter?

6.20 Problem 1: State the problem Princess Dido solved,
understanding the story and connecting it to the mathe-
matics students have been learning.

Problem 2: Explain Aristotle’s statement about circular
wounds, connecting the reading to the mathematics.

Problems 4–6: Understand the three theorems of Zeno-
dorus and how they connect to, but do not prove, the
Isoperimetric Theorem.
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1Investigation
6.1

INTRODUCTION TO
OPTIMIZATION

Student Pages 1–2

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This section of the module introduces the notion of optimization and provides practice
using geometric techniques to solve maxima and minima problems. There are lots of
problems here, and your students don’t need to solveall of them. Key problems are
pointed out in the notes for each investigation. We also note particularly challenging
problems.

There are several “framing problems” in this section that are revisited in later investi-
gations and are solved using more than one technique. These problems help students
to see connections between the various methods they are learning.

This is mainly a reading activity with a couple of discussion problems to introduce theMaterials: Calculators are
invaluable for solving the
two problems in this
investigation if students
don’t use a spreadsheet.

meaning ofoptimization. It also gives students an idea of what represents an optimal
solution and of the kinds of problems that call for one.

Technology: The problems
in this investigation are
ideal for spreadsheet
software, but it is not
essential.

The main ideas in this investigation are:

• Understanding what is meant by the phrase “optimization problems”;

• Understanding how to solve some numerical optimization problems through trial
and error.

One discussion that might weave its way throughout this module, beginning with
this investigation, is the difference between finding a maximum or minimum value
experimentally and finding that value through theoretical analysis. For example, see
the sidenote for the solution to Problem 20 of Investigation 6.2 in the Solution Resource
and/or the solution to Problem 9 of Investigation 6.19.The night before: You

might want to have
students bring in the
current exchange rates
from the most recent
Sunday travel or business
section of the newspaper.

No specific prerequisites are needed here. The only preparation required is to decide
ahead of time whether you want to use something like a spreadsheet to model the food
pantry and money conversion problems.

You might also want to use tables, graphs, or graphing calculators to model some of
the sample optimization problems listed on the first page of the investigation. Another
possibility is to bring a map to look at a shortest route for driving from New York to
Chicago. None of these examplesmustbe explored; they are provided in case you
wish to use them.
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Student Pages 1–2

INTRODUCTION TO OPTIMIZATION (continued)

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This investigation should only take 1 or 2 days of class time. If your students don’t
read the investigation the night before, you might start the first class by asking them to
read the first page (perhaps even out loud). Then hold the suggested discussion about
optimization problems.

The two problems can be solved individually or in groups, but students will likely
need some guidance to know when they’re “done,” that is, when they’ve found the
optimal solution. This would be a fruitful topic for a closing discussion or for a final
write-up by students.

In the peanut butter problem (Problem 1), students most likely will use an experiment
to check all possible reasonable cases. This approach cancombineexperiment with
analysis: analysis to limit the search to reasonable cases, and exhaustive experiment
to pick the right one. Guess-and-check is a reasonable method when there are only a
finite number of possible answers.

In the exchange-rate problem (Problem 2), students might set up and solve an equation
to find the break-even point: 1.55 × p = (1.65 × p) − 2. It is clear from a little
experimenting that, if you have less thanp pounds, you should go to the currency
service, and if you have more thanp pounds, you should go to the bank.

Again, the difference between this algebraic method and an experimental approach
using a spreadsheet is important, and should be emphasized in class discussions.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• This investigation could be assigned as reading homework. You might have
students try to solve the two problems on their own at home. Then spend some time
in class looking at the problems after a discussion on the nature of an optimization
problem.

• Alternatively, if you do the investigation in class, you might assign write-ups of
the two problems, along with a reading of the first page of the next investigation,
for homework.

• A closing writing topic could be “How can you be sure you’ve found the best
solution to the peanut butter problem?”
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Student Pages 1–2

INTRODUCTION TO OPTIMIZATION (continued)

USING TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

These are some Logo programming ideas for Problem 1.

Programming Idea 1:

Here the amount of peanut butter tofill large jars, the amount tofill small jars, the
total amountpacked, and the amountremaining are all separate functions.

to FilLarge :lnum to FillSmall :snum
output :lnum * 32 output :snum * 9.5

end end

to Pack :lnum :snum
output (fillarge :lnum) + (fillsmall :snum)

end

to Remainder :lnum :snum
output 272 - pack :lnum :snum

end

Typeprint fillarge 8 or print fillsmall 4 to find out how much peanut butter can be
packed into 8 large jars and, independently, how much peanut butter will fit into 4 of
the small jars. Alternatively, typeprint pack 8 4 to get the total amount packed into
8 large and 4 small jars. Typeprint remainder 8 4 to see the amount remaining
unpacked of the original 272 ounces.

Programming Idea 2:

The Logo procedure can be translated directly from the algebraic expression for the
problem:r (l , s) = 272− (32l + 9.5s).

to Try :lnum :snum
output 272 - (:lnum * 32 + :snum * 9.5)

end

Typeprint try 8 4 to see the value ofR(8, 4), and then try other values to find the
lowest.
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Student Pages 1–2

INTRODUCTION TO OPTIMIZATION (continued)

Programming Idea 3:

This is an embellishment that will appeal to some students’ sense of elegance (and
desire to program), but goes beyond what is necessary for solving the problem. Using
this approach, students can specify a number of, say, large jars only, and let Logo tell
them how many small jars can be filled with the remaining peanut butter as well as
how much peanut butter is left unpacked. There are many ways of doing this. The
program suggested below makes use of all the procedures from Idea 1 and adds some
new ones.

to AfterLarge :lnum
output 272 - (fillarge :lnum)

end

to HowManySmall :pbutter
output int (:pbutter / 9.5)

end

To SmallWLarge :lnum
output HowManySmall AfterLarge :lnum

end

to FigureItOut :lnum
print (sentence [If I fill] :lnum [large jars,])
print (sentence [then I can fill] SmallWLarge :lnum [small jars,])
print (sentence [and have] remainder :lnum SmallWLarge :lnum

[ounces left over.])
end

AfterLarge tells how much is left over after filling thelnum large jars.
HowManySmall tells how many small jars can be filled (an integral number) with
a given amount of (remaining) peanut butter.SmallWLarge puts these together to
calculate how many small jars can be filled given a certain number of filled large jars.
Typingprint SmallwLarge 5, for example, should result in the computer typing 11
as the number of small jars filled.FigureItOut 6 does its own printing (no need to
type “print FigureItOut 6”), and the result is:

If I fill 6 large jars,
then I can fill 8 small jars,
and have 4 ounces left over.
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5Investigation
6.2

MAKING THE LEAST OF A
SITUATION

Student Pages 3–19

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Materials:
• balls for the discussion

(The Léonárt SphereTM

is ideal; see “Additional
Resources”)

• string and nails models
(optional; see
“Without Technology”)

Most of these problems ask students to find methods to minimize paths: from point
to point, from point to line, or along a path given certain constraints. The outcomes
of these problems, to be used frequently in later problems, should articulate of some
basic minimizing principles in geometry:

Technology: One way to
experiment with the
various situations is to
build dynagraphs in your
geometry software to
model the changing
lengths. See “Using
Technology”.

• The shortest path from a point to a line is along the perpendicular from the point
to the line.

• The shortest path between two points is along the segment between them.

• Every point on a perpendicular bisector is equidistant from the two endpoints.

• Reflecting a point over a line forms a segment for which the line is a perpendicular
bisector.

Each of the problems can be investigated experimentally, with the geometric content
coming from the investigation. There is no prerequisite knowledge, but students will
encounter the terms perpendicular and perpendicular bisector, and they will need to
reflect a point over a line.

The reflection method will be used frequently in later problems.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

You can ask students to read the first page of the investigation and do Problems 1 and 2
for homework the night before you begin the investigation.You might point out to

students that the word
“distance” is not defined so
rigorously in everyday life.
When we talk about the
distance from Boston to
New York, we usually mean
the length of the shortest
path that we can travel by
car between the two cities.
There may not be a road
which follows the actual
shortest path.

The opening class discussion is optional. You may want the students to discuss the
questions in small groups and then hold a short whole-class “reporting session.” That
way, if you have balls available, more students will get the opportunity to play with
the notion of shortest path on a sphere before hearing the answer.

After students work on Problems 1 and 2, there should be a short discussion in which
ideas about shortest distance between two points and shortest distance from a point to
a line are clarified. Likewise, after working on Problems 3–6 the “reflection principle”
should be discussed. Problems 7–9 can be done in class or for homework; they ask
students to apply the reflection principle in other contexts.
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Student Pages 3–19

MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

The outcome of Problems 3–4 is the “reflection principle:”What’s coming up? The
reflection method will be
used frequently in later
problems, which provide a
key insight for one of the
proofs in the section “The
Most Area.”.

I can takeA and reflect it over the line to makeA′ (so that the line is the perpendicular
bisector ofAA′): Then, going fromA to the line toB is the same as going fromA′ to
the line toB, becauseAP = A′P for any pointP on the line. So, just connectA′ to B
and that’s where you should putP.

A

B

A′

A

B

P

A′

A

B

P

A′

Getting to a conjecture in Problem 5 depends on students asking themselves the right
questions. If they only try the two examples given in the Student Module, urge them
to experiment with others, such asA being 1

3, 1
4, 3

4 as far from the riverbank asB.

Problem 13b introduces the idea that the minimum value of a system sometimes occurs
at a boundary point. This is the “edges of the domain” situation that calculus students
learn about. A theorem studied in calculus states that a function that is continuous and
differentiable on a closed interval always assumes its maximum and minimum values
either at the endpoints of the interval or at the points where the derivative is zero. In
other words, the extreme values of a function occur at special places or at the edges
of the domain.

Problems 20 and 21 can be used to apply or develop the classical formulas that connect
sizes of angles and the corresponding sizes of their intercepted arcs. (IfP is outside
the circle, the size of6 SPTis smaller than ifP is on the circle.)

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• Problems 8 and 9 will make good assessments of whether the students see the
related geometry within these slightly-different contexts.

• The “Checkpoint” problems ask students to state explicitly (in their own words)
the minimizing principles mentioned above. These would make a good final
homework or quiz.
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7Investigation 6.2
Student Pages 3–19

MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

• “Take it Further” Problems 20, 24, and 26–28 are particularly good problems that
are related to earlier problems, but with a twist.

• Problems 3–6 and 16 from Investigation 6.5 could all be done after this investi-
gation is completed.

WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

To model the situation for Problem 2 with string and nails, use two nails and a stationary
piece of string to represent the shoreline. Include a washer on the string to represent
the point on the shoreline; loop a second piece of string from pointL through the
washer to pointK to represent the varying possible paths over land and in the water.
The washer could be alternately fixed at several places with a thumbtack, and the
length of the string needed to reach pointK marked with different colored markers
for each place fixed with the thumbtack.

USING TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

If you model the situation for Problem 2 in a geometry software environment, you can
dragP back and forth and observe how the total trip distance changes. To do this, you
might want to measureKP + LP. Another way to do this is to build adynagraphof
the functionP 7→ KP + LP. For example, we erected a perpendicular stick up from
P and found pointsF andG so thatPK = PF andPL = FG.
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8Investigation 6.2
Student Pages 3–19

MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

So, the total length ofPG is the length of the trip. As you dragP back and forth,
you can observe the height ofG, and the minimum trip will be at the spot whereG is
lowest. If you put atraceon G, then draggingP back and forth produces a graph of
the functionP 7→ KP + LP:

L
P

F

G

K

You can verify that the minimum point on the dynagraph occurs whenK, P, andL are
collinear. What happens if you put a trace onF? See the “Mathematics Connections”
section for further scenarios applicable to this problem.

Problems 3 and 8: If students built a dynagraph for Problem 2c, you could ask them to
think about some way they might alter that setup to represent Problem 3 or Problem 8.
By taking the “inland” point (it was calledL in that problem) and simply flipping itYou might want to give this

technique a name (the
“reflection principle,” for
example). It’s useful in
solving Problems 7 and 9.

(by using the “reflect” command) over the shore into the water, they’ve got the setup
they need. (This action might also provide a key insight for making the theoretical
analysis of the problem.)

K

L

P

F

G

K

L

P

F

G
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Relabeling and running the dynagraph, we get a picture like this:

P
Optimal Point

A

B

G

F

5.337 cm

River
•

•

•

•

•

MATHEMATICS CONNECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Problems 3 and 8: The graph of the function can, of course, be generated without ge-
ometry software. Students who have had some coordinate geometry and the requisite
algebra can write the analytic description of the distance as a function ofP’s position,
starting with a diagram like this:

(b, c)

(0, 0)

(0, a)

(x, 0) (b, 0) x

y

The distance from(0, a) to (x, 0) is
√

a2 + x2, and the distance from(x, 0) to (b, c)
is

√
(b − x)2 + c2. Thus, the total distanceD(x) is

√
a2 + x2 + √

(b − x)2 + c2.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

You might want to discuss other optimization scenarios relevant to Problem 2 orSometimes people who
have physical handicaps
that don’t allow them to
run very fast can swim very
fast instead.

Problems 3 and 8. For Problem 2, for example, suppose you can run faster than you can
swim. Then any line segments through the water have a different “cost” (or “weight,”
or “angle”) than do line segments over the land. An analagous situation comes up in

Maybe you could ask a
science teacher to come
into your class and discuss
Snell’s Law.

optics, where a light beam traveling in air “bends” (its direction isrefracted) when it

(In France, Snell’s Law is
known as “Descartes’
Law.”)

enters water. The description of this phenomenon is given in Snell’s Law.

Field-tester/teacher Jane Gorman posed the burning tent problem to her class. Several
students observed that if you want to get to the tent in as short atimeas possible (time
is crucial if your tent’s on fire), then you might want to take into account the fact that
you can probably run faster with an empty bucket. Where should you hit the river in
this case? It turns out that if you can runr times as fast empty, then the best place
to land is at the spot where the cosines of the angles of incidence and reflection have
ratior . This problem will come up later (see Problem 38 of Investigation 6.4), where
students will use contour lines to obtain a qualitative solution. But we thought you’d
enjoy seeing a simple solution that uses calculus and that generalizes the “unweighted”
case nicely:

bak
j

x 1  – x

D

C

EK L

Suppose the lengths are as given in the figure (there’s no loss of generality in assuming
thatKL = 1). Notice thatk and j are constants, buta andb depend onx. Suppose
that you can run1

r
times as fast fromE to D (the tent) as you can fromC to E. So,rIf your rates are r1 empty

and r1
r full, then the time it

takes to get to the tent is
a
r1

+ rb
r1

.

might be 2 or 3, or any number greater than (or equal to) 1. Then ifs = a + rb, s is a
positive constant times the total time taken to get to the tent, so we want to minimizes.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Since everything depends onx,

ds

dx
= da

dx
+ r

db

dx
,

and, since
a2 − k2 = x2

and
b2 − j 2 = (1 − x)2,

we have

2a
da

dx
= 2x

and

2b
db

dx
= 2(x − 1),

so
da

dx
= x

a
and

db

dx
= x − 1

b
.

Substituting, we have
ds

dx
= x

a
+ r

x − 1

b
.
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Student Pages 3–19

MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

But a dynagraph experiment shows thats is one of those functions that has a minimum
when its derivative is 0:

C

k

K x

a

E 1–x L

D
jb

•

• •
•
•

•

•

CE + 3 * DE

H

so we have

0 = x

a
+ r

(
x − 1

b

)
,

or
x

a
= r

(
1 − x

b

)
.

But, in terms of trigonometry, this just says that

cos6 CEK = r cos6 DEL.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

For example, if you can run with a full bucket1
3 times as fast as you can run with an

empty one, you should land at the spot where

cos6 CEK = 3 cos6 DEL.

C
k

K x
a

E 1–x L

D

jb•
• •

•

•

•

•

CE + 3 * DE

H

EC = 4.865 cm
EK = 4.783 cm
EK/EC = cos(CEK) = 0.983

      cos(CEK)/cos(DEL)=3.055

ED = 2.938 cm
EL = 0.646 cm
EL/ED = cos(DEL) = 0.322

      CE + 3*DE = 13.680 cm= 3.055

3

Notice that ifr = 1 (as we intended in the original burning tent problem), we can use
the fact that the angle of incidence wants to be the same as the angle of reflection.
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14Investigation 6.2
Student Pages 3–19

MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

If this problem comes up in your class discussions before students get to contour lines,
you might suggest (if they don’t) that if you run half as fast on the last leg of the trip,
you really want to minimize the sum of the distances from you to the river andtwice
the distance from the river to the tent. This insight could be part of a nice digression
into rate, time, and distance, and it also means that the problem is open to experiment
with geometry software.This experiment requires

geometry software.

C
D

K L

E

D ′

Minimize CE+ ED′ as a function of E.

It comes as a surprise to many students that the best spot isn’t simply the one that
minimizes the amount of bucket carrying (that would be at the foot of the perpendicular
from the tent to the river), but it’s just a bit off from this position. Wrestling with this
counterintuitive fact could be very productive. In any case, you’ll want to help students
make as much progress as they can, stating as many conclusions as possible, without
saying too early that the complete solution to the problem requires more mathematics
than they have right now.

By the way, this same solution applies to the “weighted” version of the run-and-swim
problem (Problem 2 of Investigation 6.2).

If you can runr times as fast as you can swim, then you should land at a place where

cos6 WPL= r cos6 KPV.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

This is analagous to the situation where a light beam travels fromL through water at
P, is refracted, and then travels on toK. In optics, Snell’s law says that

sin 6 YPL

sin 6 KPX
= r,

wherer is the “index of refraction.” Is this equivalent to our formulation?

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The Léonárt SphereTM is available from

Key Curriculum Press
P.O. Box 2304
Berkeley, CA 94702
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6.3

MAKING THE MOST OF A
SITUATION

Student Pages 20–27

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Materials:
• graph paper
• string and nails models

for ellipses
• scratch paper and

scissors

This investigation includes several problems related to the question presented in the
class discussion on page 20: “For all shapes with the same perimeter, which one has
the greatest area?” This is known as theIsoperimetric Problem, and dates back to
antiquity. The main result is that the circle maximizes area for a given perimeter. The
proof of this will be presented in the section “The Most Area”.Technology: Geometry

software is helpful for
Problems 1–3 and 8–9. Main ideas that students should get from this investigation:

• For all rectangles of fixed perimeter, the square has the greatest area.

• In general, for a polygon with a given number of sides and fixed perimeter, the
regular shape encloses the greatest area.

• For fixed perimeter and regular polygons, increasing the number of sides increases
area.

• Properties of angles inscribed in circles

Students need to know some general notions about area, as well as some area formulasIf students have worked
through the module The
Cutting Edge, that work
will help tremendously
with these problems.

(triangles and rectangles, and methods for approximating other regular polygons).
Some algebraic manipulations (using variables in perimeter and area calculations) are
necessary as well.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

After the opening discussion, students could work on Problems 1–3 in class. They
will need either geometry software or graph paper to compare areas of various figures.

Problem 4 is important and deserves a lot of attention. You may want to have students
read over the proof for homework. In class, you can ask students to present theSee the “Assessment and

Homework Ideas” below
for another way to work
through Problem 4 with
your class.

argument orally (or do so yourself). If they have not worked on cutting problems
before, they should actually make the rectangles, cut them as shown, and rearrange
the pieces. Students can work on the three parts of the problem in class and for
homework, and the next day they can present their solutions for part c. Problem 5
generalizes Problem 4. Students may need some guidance with the algebra, but the
point is to understand the cutting argument.
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Problems 8 and 9 involve a different kind of optimization (maximizing an angle
rather than an area). Before going on to this topic, you may want to do the relevant
“Checkpoint” problems to assess the area maximizing techniques.

Problems 1–3 are closely related, and the similarities should be made clear to students.
If they can solve Problem 1, they can solve Problem 2 by thinking about parallelograms
as two congruent triangles joined at one of their identical sides (the diagonal of the
parallelogram).

In Problem 18, your students may end up faced with comparing the areas of threeDoing these problems sets
the stage for students’
work on the isoperimetric
problem in the last section
of the module.

polygons: a square with sidelength 210, a regular pentagon with sidelength 168, and a
regular hexagon of sidelength 140. You can ask them toapproximatethe areas of each
of these figures. They are different enough (rough calculations show areas of about
44,000, 49,000, and 51,000, respectively) so that students can see that the hexagon
wins. The situation is similar for Problem 19.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS. . . . . . .

• Problem 4 is a good assessment problem to have students present to the class. Have
the class work in groups, assign each group a particular rectangle of perimeter 128Give each group the

dimensions of their
rectangle in an envelope.
This adds to the drama.

(30× 34, 28× 36, and so on), and have each group present their proof. This will
get tedious, but that’s the point. Ask the class to describe the common features
of all the proofs, and use these features to construct a generic argument that will
work for all rectangles of perimeter 128.

• Once students have solved Problems 8 and 9, an interesting follow-up question
would be: Can youconstructthe desired circle (either in your geometry software
or with hand construction tools)? “Checkpoint” Problems 12 and 13 are good
follow-up questions for these ideas.

• “Checkpoint” Problem 11 is a good way to see if students have understood the
use of a “cut-up-and-rearrange” argument.

• “Take It Further” Problem 24 is a good way to get students thinking about what
they know. Why does it make sense for the answer to this question to also be a
square?

• From Investigation 6.5, Problems 8–10 could be done after this investigation
is completed. (Problem 10 asks students to think about surface area/volume
relationships instead of perimeter/area relationships.)

Connected Geometry
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

USING TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Here is a way to approach Problem 3 with geometry software.

A BC

F

G

H

J
FH = 6.696 cm

FG = 1.319 cm

Area = 8.832 cm2

The figure above is a scale drawing of the house, in whichAB is half the perimeter
(its measure is 8 cm in the sketch).C is a movable point onAB. The rectangle is
constructed to remain a rectangle, soFH = AC andFG = CB. When you measure
FH andFG and calculate their product, the values can be displayed on the screen. As
C slides back and forth acrossAB, the rectangle changes—its area changes, but its
perimeter stays at 16 cm:

• • •
A C B

• •

••

F H

G JArea = 10.501 square cm

FH = 1.649 cm
FG = 6.366 cm
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

A more elaborate way to visualize the situation is to make a dynagraph of the situationOn one axis, copy a length
equal to FH. On the other,
copy a length equal to
FG ∗ FH (FG · FH).

as in the next figure.

•
•

•

•
•R

N

FH
M

K FG
1

Q FG*FH

• • •
S T U

• • •
A C B

• •

••

F H

JG

Area = 15.691 square cm

  FH = 3.398 cm
  FG = 4.618 cm

V
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Depending on your software, you may have to construct the lengthFG × FH using
the Euclidean method for multiplying lengths.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

An entire book has been written about ideas associated with the arithmetic-geometric
mean inequality,Pi and the AGM: A Study in Analytic Number Theory and Compu-
tational Complexity(John Wiley, 1987).
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CONTOUR LINES AND
CONTOUR PLOTS

Student Pages 28–46

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Materials: String-and-nails
models (described in the
Student Module) provide a
physical representation of
contour lines.

The idea of function is central to this investigation. Students will explore functions on
the plane (R2 → R) and use contour lines to find minimal values for these functions
along a path. The investigation has 45 problems; your students don’t need to do all
of them. Key problems are pointed out in “Teaching the Investigation” below. Key
ideas:Technology: Geometry

software is extremely
helpful in this investigation
and is assumed for
Problems 17 and 34. The
investigation can be done
without technology by
using physical models and
skipping or altering those
problems.

• Contour lines represent all the places with the same value for a function (“equally
good/equally bad places”).

• The minimal value for the function along a path is at its tangent point to the
contour line with the smallest value.

• Circles are contour lines of constant distance from one point.

• Ellipses are contour lines of constant distance from two points.

• Arcs of circles are contour lines of constant angle.

• Surface plots are three-dimensional plots of contour lines. They show the value
of the function along a contour line by their distance from thex-y plane.

Several problems from Investigation 6.2 are revisited here. This gives students another
way to look at minimization problems, so it is important that they’ve done the earlier
work. Vocabulary and ideas about functions are introduced here, particularly in the
“Ways to Think About It” reading, so your students do not need to know about them
previously.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

You can have students read the first page and answer Problems 1 and/or 2 as homework
the night before you begin the investigation.

If students have not read the beginning of the investigation, you may ask them to
read it aloud in class so that they can ask questions as they go along. Problems 3
and 4 are important for the rest of the investigation and need some focused class time.
If students don’t understand the answers, they will have difficulty with the rest of
the investigation. Problem 5 is a good follow-up/assessment to see if students can
reinterpret the map in a new context.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

Problems 6–9 are really all one problem and would be good for homework with aLooking for patterns or
invariants: Contour lines
are invariants. They all
have the same value for a
given function. If your class
uses the language of
invariants, you should use
it here to make that
connection.

brief in-class discussion afterwards to be sure that students understand that a circle is
the set of points a constant distance from a fixed point (this is familiar to most high
school students). Problems 10–15 focus on arcs of circles as curves of constant angle.
This is less familiar to most students, and the early problems may be difficult. These
should be done in class so that you can provide guidance and hints. Marking points
of constant angle with the model described in “Without Technology” or with software
may provide key insights.

What’s coming up?
Problems 17 and 20
reintroduce ellipses as
contour lines of fixed
distance from two points,
using the language of
function. Problem 22
extends this to the idea of
fixed distance from three
fixed points. If you plan to
do the extended
investigation on “The
Airport Problem,” you
should be sure to preview it
with the problems here.

The “Ways to Think About It” reading introduces the concept of function and ties it to
what students have been doing. It should be read carefully and discussed. Problem 18
is one they have already solved (the circle as constant distance from a point), but
phrased in the language of functions. It is important for students to make the connection
between this problem and Problems 6–9.

“Revisiting the Burning Tent” is a good section for tying together minimization strate-
gies your students learned in Investigation 6.2 and working with contour lines. If you
want to shorten this section, and your students already know a bit about ellipses, you
can just do Problems 31–33 or 34 with your class.

In a full investigation of Problem 14, students will find the maximum value for the
kicking angle at the point of tangency between the player’s running line and a contour

When the running path is
not parallel to the posts,
the graph of the angle
change is not symmetric.
Here is a picture (generated
in The Geometer’s
Sketchpad®) of the change.

line. The notion of tangency of contour lines maximizing (or minimizing) some value
is revisited often in mathematics. The horizontal tangent to the curve that students
study in calculus is an example of this idea. Horizontal lines are “contour lines” along
which the value ofy does not change asx changes. Where a horizontal line is tangent
to the graph ofy = f (x), we see local (or global) maxima or minima off (x). Here
we see circles performing the same function. Circles are the contour lines along which
the value of6 AU B does not change asU changes. Where a circle is tangent to some
path thatU might take,6 AU B is at its maximum.

This idea reappears in Problem 17, where the contour lines will be ellipses. In the
escape-from-the-crazy-pool problem, the level curves were concentric circles with the
swimmer’s original position at their center. All points along any circle are equally
distant from the swimmer. The smallest circle that is just tangent to the pool determines
the direction by its point of tangency. Larger circles that are tangent to other parts
of the pool show local minima—swimming to their point of tangency is shorter than
swimming to other points near that point of tangency—but are not the global minimum
identified by the smallest tangent circle.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

In Problem 23, the fact that pointsA and B cannot be included on the contour plot
may be missed by many students.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS. . . . . . .

• If you cover Problems 10, 11, and/or 12 in class, any combination of Problems
12–14 would be a good homework assignment or assessment.

• Problems 36 and 41 are good follow-up assessment problems to the “Revisiting
the Burning Tent” section.

• Problem 45 is a relatively-easy problem that asks students to extend the notion of
contour lines to three dimensions. It would be a good check of both their concept
of contour lines and their visualization.Any problems from

Investigation 6.5 could be
done now; some will
function as reviews of
earlier investigations.

• From Investigation 6.5, Problem 7 (ask students to solve it using contour lines)
and Problem 11 are good choices.

WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

You do not need to build all of the string-and-nails models yourself. Your students
can do that during class one day. Even the stiff angles described below can be made
by students in class using stiff cardboard, protractors, and good scissors.

Students can also perform the experiment in Problems 10–14 with physical manip-
ulatives, using a stiff “angle” (a plastic triangle or a carpenter’s L), and two nails in
wood. Slide the “angle” around with its sides against the nails. The vertex traces out
a circular arc.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

USING TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

For Problems 10–14, students may use geometry software to find the points exper-
imentally. They can set up two points as goalposts and a third point as the player.
Measuring the appropriate angle, they can move the player to some location at which
the angle is 40◦ and mark that position softly on their screen (or a transparency taped
over the screen) with an erasable marker. After they have found and marked enough
such points, they may be ready to make a conjecture. If everybody uses goal posts the
same distance apart, their transparencies may be superimposed to combine their data.

Alternatively, students may useTrace Locus to leave a trace of the player’s position
as they move it while watching vigilantly to keep the measured angle between, say,
39.9◦ and 40.1◦. Even with this technique to capture the data, students may want to
transfer their results (with a felt tip marker) to a transparency or tracing paper.

By varying the position of the player while maintaining a constant angle, you are
generating the arc in which all those angles are inscribed.

DRAWING CURVES WITH GEOMETRY
SOFTWARE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .This section is quite long.

You may want to come
back to it when you need it,
or just skip it if you’re
already familiar with these
software packages.

In this investigation and for the rest of the module, students will be asked to construct
contour lines for various functionsf : R2 → R. We encourage you and your students
to devise mechanical devices for constructing such curves (the famous pin-and-string
construction for an ellipse is such an example).

Powerful media like Mathematica®, which have built-in facility for drawing contour
plots, may or may not be available to you. Essentially, there is a primitive (it’s
calledContourPlot in Mathematica) that takes a function defined by you (usually in
algebraic notation) and several other parameters, and then produces a contour plot for
the function.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

You can write your own program to do this in Logo. One easy way is to instruct theFor example, if you have
four colors, color the pixel
red if the value of the
function is less than 3, blue
if it’s greater than or equal
to 3 and less than 10,
yellow if it’s greater than or
equal to 10 and less than
100, and black if it’s greater
than or equal to 100. You
end up with “contour
bands” and then you can go
back to adjust the intervals
to get better pictures. The
boundaries between bands
are contour lines.

computer to scan the screen, pixel by pixel, and at each data point, to evaluate the
function at hand on the coordinates of the pixel, and color it accordingly. This tedious
process (tedious for the computer, not for you) pieces together local information about
the function and produces a picture of the global behavior of the function.

Another method, one that really builds habits of algorithmic thinking, performing
thought experiments, reasoning by continuity, and visualization, is to use geometry
software to generate contour lines. This can’t always be done, and the capabilities will
vary from system to system, but simply being able to answer the question “Can I figure
out how to make the software generate the contour lines for this function?” is a valuable
skill for students to develop. In the rest of this section, we give some methods for
generating curves described by various geometric constraints, using common features
of many geometry software environments.

The idea is to bring back the old notion of “locus of a point”: if a point moves in
such a way that it satisfies certain constraints, what path does it trace out? GeometrySetting up the constraints

involves functional thinking
in the sense of constructing
algorithms. Manipulating
the sketch involves
functional thinking in the
guise of reasoning by
continuity. Gathering up
the points in the path into
an object that itself
depends on parameters in
the sketch is a good
example of abstraction.

software environments allow students to set up the constraints and then to trace the path
of a point that is subject to them. This “tracing point” moves as a result of the direct
manipulation of one or more features of a sketch; in other words, it is afunctionof these
features. When students construct such sketches, they are constructing computational
models for functions, and the behavior of such functions can beexperiencedin a very
kinesthetic way when students experiment with their creations. In addition, some
geometry software allows students to gather up the image points of such functions
into asetthat can be manipulated by other functions.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

Let’s start with the typical construction of an ellipse. Given a positive constantk
and two pointsA andB, the ellipse with fociA andB and major axisk is the set of
pointsP so thatPA+ PB = k. Draw a segmentCD with length k, and place a “slider
point” E on CD that breaks the segment into two parts. The sum of the lengths of
these two parts is alwaysk.

C E D

A B

F

G

PA+ PB = CD

Circles of radiiCE andED are constructed with centersA andB. As E is slid backThis slider point method is a
computational equivalent
of the pin-and-string
construction of an ellipse,
which is made easier with
the aid of a small ring:

Tie the string to one pin,
lace it through the ring,
around the second pin, and
tie it to the ring. Now trace
the curve by putting a
pencil in the ring.

and forth alongCD, pointsF andG (the intersections of the two circles) trace out the
upper and lower halves of an ellipse with foci atA andB and whose major axis has
lengthCD (why?).

This “slider point” method is quite general. For example, rather than looking at all
the pointsP so thatPA+PB is constant, students can construct functions that produce
the set of pointsP so thatPA+ 2PB is constant:

PA+ 2PB = CD

Connected Geometry
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

In this sketch, pointsP (andP′) are functions ofE that are constructed in the following
way: Circles of radiiCE andEM = 1

2ED are drawn aroundA andB respectively,
intersecting atP. AsE is dragged alongCD, Pmoves in a way so thatPA+2PB = CD
is constant.

The slider point breaks a segment into two parts, the sum of whose lengths is constant.
These parts can be used to generate figures other than circles; the set of possible loci that
students can build depends only on the available primitives. In Cabri Geometry IITM,
for example, conic sections are built in primitives, so that loci defined as intersections
of conics are possible. For example, “a generalized ellipse with three foci,” the locus
of pointsP so thatPA+ PB+ PC is constant can be obtained from the intersection of
an ellipse and a circle:

PA+ PB+ PC = RS

In the above, sketchCD is divided atE. An ellipse with major axisESis constructedTo generate the locus, slide
E back and forth along RS. on foci A andB, and a circle with radiusRE is constructed with centerC. P is the

intersection of the ellipse and the circle.

The continuous dependence of the locus on the “sliding” pointE in the above examples
is just the beginning. Once the locus is obtained, students can ask howit depends on
the parameters in the sketch. In most geometry software environments, it’s possible
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

to “encapsulate” loci into objects that can be manipulated via other functions. ForThis encapsulation of
isolated events into objects
that can then be input to
higher-order processes is a
fundamental abstraction
mechanism in mathematics.

example, the next pictures show families of ellipses, “quasi-ellipses,” and “generalized
ellipses” that grow and shrink as a function of the “length of the string”:

A family of ellipses
A family of “quasi-
ellipses”

A family of “generalized
ellipses”

One final class of examples: In all the examples so far, we have been worrying about
the distances between points. If we include distances between points and lines as part
of the allowable constraint definitions, we get different kinds of contour lines.You can make a dynamic

sketch of this, where k is
the length of some
segment in the sketch. By
changing k, the lines on
either side of ` move closer
and farther away.

The simplest example: Suppose` is a line. If f is the function that measures the
distance from its input tò, then the contour line forf (P) = k is the union of two
parallel lines, eachk away from`, on either side of it.

How about this one: Given6 BACand a positive numberk, what is the locus of pointsP

Assume f is defined on the
interior of the angle and
f(P) = r + s. For which
point P is f(P) = k?

in the interior of the angle so that the sum of the distances fromP to the sides of the
angle isk?

You can generate the locus by using the slider-point method. Try it: take a segment of
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

some fixed lengthk and break it into two pieces of lengthsr ands with a slider point.
Then make two parallels to

−→
AB, a distance ofr away, and make two parallels to

−→
AC, a

distance ofk away. These four constructed lines will intersect once inside the angle.
Call that pointP, put a trace onP and move the slider back and forth.

k
r s

A

B

C

P

s

s

r

r

•• •

Does P trace out a line segment?

It looks like P traces out a line segment. Is that true? One way to locate some possible
values ofP is to imagine what happens ifr or s is very small. Ifr is small,P is close
to

−→
AB; in the limiting case,P is right on

−→
AB at the spot where the distance fromP to−→

AC is k:

r

s

A

B

C

P

r is almost 0; s is almost k.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

Another special case is at the other extreme:

r

s

A

B

C
P

•

•

s is almost 0; r is almost k.

This gives two points,L on
−→
AB (a distance ofk from

−→
AC) and a corresponding point

M on
−→
AC (a distance ofk from

−→
AB):

•

A

B

C

k

k

L

M

•

Notice that4 LMA is isosceles. From this, it’s straightforward to prove that a point
P in the interior of the angle is onLM if and only if the sum of the distances fromP
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

to the sides of the angle isk (see the solution for Problem 10 of Investigation 6.8 of
the Solution Resource for inspiration).

The sides of angles are rays. But suppose we extend the rays to get two intersectingA theorem about
quadrilaterals: “A
quadrilateral whose
diagonals are congruent
and bisect each other is a
rectangle.”

lines. What is the locus of points, the sum of whose distances from two lines is
constant? Work the argument above across the interiors of the four angles that are
formed, use some theorems about quadrilaterals, and we have a surprising theorem:

THEOREM

The locus of points whose sum of distances to two fixed lines is constant is a
rectangle.

Finally, applying the slider point method again, you can generate the locus of points
the sum of whose distances fromthreefixed lines is constant.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

In this picture, a segment of lengthk is broken into segments of lengthn andm with
a slider point. A rectangle is constructed—the rectangle of points the sum of whose
distances from

←→
AB and

←→
AC is n, as is the pair of parallels, eachk away from

←→
BC.

This pair of parallels will intersect the rectangle at different points (depending on the
position of the slider). Put a trace on each of these, move the slider, and watch what
happens.
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USING OPTIMIZATION

Student Pages 47–53

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This is a set of problems designed to be used in conjunction with Investigation 6.2–
6.4. They can be used for additional problems as you teach the investigations, for
homework, or for a final assessment. Some of the problems here are particularly
challenging and would be good for advanced classes, for projects or presentations, or
for individual students who need an extra challenge.

Students should be working through, or should have completed, Investigations 6.2–6.4
when they work on these problems.What’s coming up?

Problem 16 previews the
extended investigation in
the next section:
“A Magical Mix.”

Problem 11 serves as a mechanism to help those students having trouble with some
of the ideas in Investigation 6.4 (for example, the difference between lines that are
tangent to and lines that cross contour lines.)

Problems 13 and 14 are particularly challenging. If students are stuck on Problem 13,
ask them to solve the special case in which6 C is a right angle.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS. . . . . . .

• Each of Investigations 6.2–6.4 includes notes in the section “Assessment and
Homework Ideas” about appropriate problems for use with that investigation.

• As a final assessment for the first section of the module, “Introduction to Opti-
mization,” you might choose from the following problems: 3–9 and 11.

MATHEMATICS CONNECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Problem 10: The Solution Resource provides a proof that given a fixed volume, the
cube minimizes surface area for all rectangular boxes. That proof makes use of the
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality (AGM); some students may wish to see a proof
of the inequality.
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USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

It turns out that, in order to prove the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality for three
variables, it’s easier to first prove it for four variables, and then use that case in the
proof for three variables.

We first want to prove that, ifa, b, c, andd are positive integers, then

4
√

abcd≤ a + b + c + d

4
.

What we will do is make some substitutions for the variablesa, b, c, andd, keeping
track of what happens at each step. So we substitute the following:The idea for this proof is

due to the French
mathematican Augustin
Cauchy (1789–1857).

a → a + b

2

b → a + b

2
c → c

d → d.

Notice that, after making these substitutions, the sum of the variables is still the same:

a + b

2
+ a + b

2
+ c + d = a + b + c + d.

The product, however, has increased or remained the same. To see this we apply the
inequality in two variables toa andb and get

√
ab ≤ a + b

2

ab ≤
(

a + b

2

)2

.

Thus, we see that

abcd≤
(

a + b

2

) (
a + b

2

)
cd.

We will make a series of further substitutions, but at each step the same reasoning
shows that the sum stays the same, while the product increases or remains the same.
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USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

Next make these substitutions:

a + b

2
→ a + b

2
a + b

2
→ a + b

2

c → c + d

2

d → c + d

2
.

Then, make the substitutions:

a + b

2
→ a + b + c + d

4
a + b

2
→ a + b

2
c + d

2
→ a + b + c + d

4
c + d

2
→ a + b

2
.

Finally, substitute:

a + b + c + d

4
→ a + b + c + d

4
a + b

2
→ a + b + c + d

4
a + b + c + d

4
→ a + b + c + d

4
a + b

2
→ a + b + c + d

4
.

Denote the quantitya+b+c+d
4 by T . Since at each step the sum of the four terms stayed

the same while the product increased or stayed the same, we have

abcd ≤ (T)(T)(T)(T)

abcd ≤ T4

4
√

abcd ≤ T
4
√

abcd ≤ a + b + c + d

4
.
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Student Pages 47–53

USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

So we have the inequality in four variables. Now for the proof in three variables.
Suppose thata, b, andc are positive integers. We want to show that

3
√

abc≤ a + b + c

3
.

Apply the inequality for four variables toa, b, c, and 3
√

abc:

4

√
abc 3

√
abc≤ a + b + c + 3

√
abc

4
.

The left-hand side above is actually equal to3
√

abc(this is easiest to see if you convertTry using the argument to
establish an AGM for eight
numbers, and then use it to
derive an AGM for seven
numbers.

everything to fractional exponents and simplify). Thus,

4 3
√

abc ≤ a + b + c + 3
√

abc

3 3
√

abc ≤ a + b + c.

We’ve shown that
3
√

abc≤ a + b + c

3
.
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37Investigation
6.6

INTRODUCTION TO THE
MAGICAL MIX

Student Page 54

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This section of the module focuses on an extended investigation of one problem and its
variations. The problem is stated at the beginning of Investigation 6.7 in the Student
Module. The introductory problem really was encountered on a multiple-choice exam
by one of our students named Rich. He solved it as described, and brought it back to
class to talk about. Students in your class might have examples of their own of how
they outsmarted a test.

This problem is not itself an optimization problem, but extensions to it—changing
the triangle from equilateral and moving the point outside the triangle, for example—
generate more optimization problems. The way Rich solved the problem—using a
mixture of deduction, reasoning by continuity, and looking for invariants, along with
some test–taking skill—combines very useful habits of mind for solving optimization
problems.

This is a reading activity to set the tone for the extended investigation that is the focus
of this section of the module. You may want to ask students to read it the night before
beginning this section or you can have them read it aloud in class. As a follow–up,
you may want to discuss just what is meant by “mathematical habits of mind” and
why they are so important.
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38Investigation
6.7

A STUDENT OUTSMARTS
THE TEST

Student Pages 55–63

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Materials: If you plan to
build a mechanicial model,
you will need:
• a hanger
• some string
• a washer.

See the Solution Resource
(Problem 5 notes) for details
on the mechanical model.

This investigation introduces Rich’s problem, describes his method of “reasoning by
continuity” to solve the problem, and develops two proofs of the result that the sum of
the distances from any point inside an equilateral triangle to the sides of the triangle
is equal to the length of the triangle’s altitude. Along the way, students will learn
about functions (and constant functions), similar triangles, equilateral triangles, and
inequalities.

Students need to use the Pythagorean Theorem to calculate the height of an equilateral
triangle.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

You might want to assign Problem 1 for homework the night before starting the
investigation.

This investigation contains several sections of reading material with problems inter-
spersed. If your class is used to reading mathematics, the various readings can be
done for homework, and the problems can be solved and discussed in class. If your
students have difficulty with the reading, you may want to read and discuss in classTechnology: Geometry

software is suggested for
Problem 4, but you may
have students experiment
with a mechanical model
instead. See “Without
Technology” below.

and use the problems as homework.

The investigation can be broken down as follows:

• Introduction to Rich’s problem and Problem 1

• Explanation of Rich’s solution and Problems 2 and 3

• Using software and/or a mechanical model to investigate the problem (Problems 4
and 5)

• Two proofs of the result, one algebraic and one more visual (Problems 6 and 7)

• Statement of the theorem and follow-up questions (Problem 8 and “Checkpoint”
problems)

For Problem 6, it’s important that students see the potential power in mathematics of
doing something like calculating area in more than one way. In this particular case,
they can use the technique to prove that the sum of the distances to the sides of the
triangle fromanyspot inside the triangle is equal to the height of the triangle. They
may use such a technique, again, for any number of other purposes.
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A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

Problem 14 is difficult. See the moduleThe Cutting Edgefor several “proofs without
words” of the Pythagorean Theorem, including this one.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• Problem 7 assesses understanding of what students are trying to prove (just what
is the conjecture anyway?) and the students’ ability to interpret pictures and “put
the words on them.”

• Problem 9 is a basic assessment question that asks students to resolve the same
problem with different numbers.

• Problem 13 asks students to prove a special case of Rich’s conjecture, and should
involve just adapting the proof presented in Problem 7. This would be a good
assessment of their understanding of that proof.

WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Problem 5 suggests building a mechanical device to model Rich’s problem. One
such device is shown in the Solution Resource. If your class does not have access to
geometry software, this is a way they can experiment with and come to understand
the situation.

MATHEMATICS CONNECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rich’s function is another example of a function defined on the plane (in this inves-
tigation, we only look at it on the interior of a triangle): It calculates the sum of the
distances to thesidesof the triangle. The fact that the function is constant on the
triangle’s interior is quite surprising, but, can be proved by calculating the area of the
triangle in more than one way. In Investigation 6.8, we move the point outside the
triangle and see that the function is no longer constant. Can you think of an “ordinary”
function (that is,y = f (x), “number-in number-out”) that is constant for awhile and
then starts growing? In the language of calculus, such functions can’t be differentiable
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A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

at the places where things start growing. In our case, this happens on the sides of the
triangle. The surface plot of the function looks like this:

So there are distinct folds where there are no well-defined tangent planes.
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6.8

VARIATIONS ON A
PROBLEM

Student Pages 64–74

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Materials: If you plan to
build a mechanicial model,
you will need:
• a hanger
• some string
• a washer.

See “Without Technology”
below for more about the
mechanical model.

Technology: Geometry
software is used in several
problems.

This investigation begins by asking students to come up with variations on Rich’s
problem by changing one or more of the elements of the problem.

Students next explore one of many possible variations on Rich’s problem—what if
the point from which you measure the distances moves outside the triangle? This
involves more work with functions and contour lines.

Finally, students explore a second variation of Rich’s function: Suppose we change the
triangleon which we measure the sum of the distances to the sides. Specifically, what
if we use a scalene triangle? Then the function that calculates the sum of the distances
to the sides isn’t constant anymore, but that makes it all the more interesting: Where
does the function attain its smallest value? Its largest value? Whatare its smallest
and largest values? The important point here is that these questions can be answered
by analyzing what goes wrong with any of the proofs of the equilateral result when
you remove the equilateral condition. This interplay between proof and experiment
is one of the driving forces behind mathematical invention.

In the course of this investigation, students will learn more about altitudes in triangles,
area of triangles, and proof.

Familiarity with geometry software is necessary for this investigation. Students should
be able to construct equilateral triangles, make a perpendicular from a point to a line,
drag points, and measure distances. Students who have worked through Investiga-
tion 1.13 in the moduleHabits of Mindor equivalent activities will be adequately
prepared.

Knowledge of contour lines and contour plots gained in Investigation 6.4 is also
assumed.

To complete the proof of the generalization of Rich’s conjecture, students will need to
know that in a triangle, the largest altitude goes from the smallest angle to the smallest
side. This fact could be developed when needed.
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A class discussion around Problems 1 and 2 would be a quick way to transition
from the previous problem (Rich’s problem) to the new problems presented in this
investigation.

The first half of the section “Move Outside the Triangle” should be done in class
because of the reliance on geometry software.

Problem 10 is difficult, and it would be an ideal challenge for a class that’s working
hard on ideas about proof.

Problem 15 is the key to the section “What If the Triangle Isn’t Equilateral?” and
should get lots of time. Problems 12–14, with some investigation on 14, could be
used to set the stage for the investigation. Problem 15 should take at least one night of
homework and one full class of presentations and discussion. If students work on it in
groups (each group taking on only one of the proofs), they may need two class periods:
one for solving the problem and one for preparing a presentation. Problems 16–18
are ideal follow-ups to these presentations; if students understandwherethe proofs go
wrong, they should be able to apply that to questions about maxima and minima.

The central mathematical message in this investigation is that seeing what goes wrong
in a proof when the hypotheses are relaxed gives you some insight into how the
statement of the result needs to be modified. But there is another mathematical
connection here: Students see that, if the triangle isn’t equilateral, Rich’s function
always assumes values between the shortest and longest heights of the triangle (as
long as you stay inside the triangle). What if these two heights are the same? Then,
on one hand, the triangle is equilateral; on the other hand, the function is constant on
the triangle’s interior, recovering the student’s original result. So often in mathematics,
a result is noticed in a special case, and an explanation is constructed that makes use
of the features of the special case. This leads to a consideration of more general
cases, and experimentation shows how the result must be modified to accommodate
more generality; new conjectures arise. Then the actualmethodsused to establish
the special result can be studied, and, with a little perseverance, one can modify the
arguments to establish the more general results. These general theorems, in turn,imply
the original result that motivated the whole investigation, providing deeper insights
into it and placing it in a more general context.
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• Problems 7–9 could be done for homework after the earlier problems are done in
class.

• Problem 11 is difficult but would make a good final assessment, especially if
students could work together on it.

• Problems 1, 2, and 3 of Investigation 6.10 are appropriate to do as homework or
assessments after this investigation.

• Problem 6 of Investigation 6.10 is appropriate now, as well, but would be better
done in class.

• Problems 12 and 13 can be done for homework, followed by investigation of
Problem 14 in class the following day.

• Problem 15 is an ideal group project for presentations. Individuals should read
over both proofs as homework, work in class for one or two days to find where
the proofs go wrong and to prepare their presentations, and make posters and do
a write-up for homework the night before their presentations.

• Problems 16–18 are good individual assessments of students’ understanding of
Problem 15. These could be done for homework or in class.

• Problem 19 is a special case (it limits the placement of the point to one side of
the triangle). This one could be done as a quiz after Problems 15–18 or as a
homework assignment. A complete write-up of this problem, including how it
relates to the work students have been doing, could go in a portfolio.

• Problem 20 would make a good project. If students are having difficulty making
progress, they could start by just looking at the case wherem6 C = 90◦.

WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The mechanical model described in the Solution Resource notes for Problem 5 of
Investigation 6.2 could be adapted to explore the nonequilateral case.
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6.9

MAKING CONNECTIONS
IN MATHEMATICS

Student Pages 75–78

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This is primarily a reading investigation, with three problems at the end that relate
both to the reading and to the mathematics of the second and third sections of this
module. It is a story about Fan Chung, a mathematician who has worked on similar
problems.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

You may ask students to read Fan Chung’s story and then have a short discussion
about “what does a mathematiciando?” This discussion does not need to be limited
to careers as research mathematicians, but more generally, “what do people who study
mathematics do?” The idea that people solve problems for a living is likely new and
surprising.

If you plan to do the third section of the module, “The Airport Problem,” with your
students, you may want to have a quick exploration of Problem 1 so they connect this
with their own work later. If you plan to skip “The Airport Problem,” you may want
to spend a little more time on the Bell Labs problem.
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45Investigation
6.10

USING THE MAGICAL
MIX

Student Pages 79–81

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This is a set of problems designed to be used in conjunction with Investigations 6.7
and 6.8. They can be used for additional problems as you teach those investigations,
for homework, or for a final assessment. Some of the problems here are particularly
challenging and would be good for advanced classes, for projects or presentations, or
for individual students who need an extra challenge.

Students should be working through, or should have completed, Investigations 6.7
and 6.8.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• The Teaching Notesfor Investigations 6.7 and 6.8 include notes about which
problems are appropriate to use with those investigations.
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6.11

GETTING STARTED

Student Page 82

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This section of the module (Investigations 6.11–6.18) focuses on an extended inves-
tigation of one problem and its variations. The problem has a long and interesting
history; some readings about it are included here and in the student materials.

PROBLEM

Three neighboring cities, all about the same size, decide to share the cost of
building a new airport. They hireyour groupas consultants to find possible
locations for the airport.

As stated, this problem is not yet an optimization problem, but the track the investiga-
tion takes—trying to find the spot that requires the minimal new roadwork (with the
admittedly-problematic assumption that no existing roads are being considered)—
turns it into one. In teaching this investigation, we have found that some students
really enjoy the purely-mathematical exploration of minimizing distance in this pre-
tend world. Others (perhaps future engineers?) are annoyed by the detachment from
reality. They prefer to work with a real map and take existing roads, lakes, and other
potential obstacles into account. This may be a much more difficult problem. The
projects suggested in Investigation 6.17 are the ideal place to let these students run
with their ideas.

In this introduction, students are presented with the airport problem. They locate threeMaterials: maps
cities on a map that they will use for a final presentation and make conjectures, based
just on the problem and their map, about where the airport should go.The day before: Bring in

photocopies of maps—you
may want to choose several
different states or countries
so that each group can
work with a unique
situation.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This is a good first-day activity. If you want students to work in groups, give each
group a map, ask them to mark their cities, and give them time as a group to discuss
where the airport would go. You can end with a whole-class discussion about the
decisions made and what features they took into consideration.
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GETTING STARTED (continued)

If you want to downplay the “consulting group” aspect of the investigation, you could
ask students to do this investigation as homework the night before beginning discussion
of the airport problem in class, or you could skip this investigation altogether and just
present the airport problem at the opening of Investigation 6.12.
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48Investigation
6.12

WHAT IS MEANT BY
BEST?

Student Pages 83–86

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In this investigation, students explore the possible “best spots” for the airport. One
of the possibilities, finding a place that minimizes the total length of roads that must
be built, is chosen as the theme for Investigation 6.13. This goal can be stated in
mathematical language: Given three pointsA, B, andC, for what pointD is the sum
D A + DB + DC as small as possible?

In the process of beginning the investigation, students will learn about continuous
variation, specifically the system of the triangleABC with its internal, continuously
varying pointD.

Problem 2 asks students to explain how to find the airport location assuming that the
airport is to be equidistant from the three cities. This is the circumcenter of the triangle.
Students need not know about circumcenters ahead of time, but a small diversion into
what they are and how to find them may be appropriate either before or after students
work on that problem.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

If you want to begin the investigation with the class discussion, Problems 1–3 could
be done in class (preferably in groups) with write-ups and/or Problem 4 assigned for
homework. Alternatively, Problems 1–3 could be done for homework the night before
beginning the investigation, with the class discussion and work on Problem 4 taking
up the first day of class.

The framing of the airport problem in theStudent Moduleand the first paragraph of
text following that problem are important; these should be read aloud in class.

Problems 7 and 8 are designed to lead into the next investigation. You can just touch on
them briefly, explaining that the goal of the next few investigations will be to answer
them. Or you could ask students to write up answers to these questions based on what
they know, with the understanding that these answers will be revised later.

The important idea in this investigation is thatD can be thought of as amovingpoint,
and, as it roams around the plane, it carries with it a process (calculate the sum of
the distances to the vertices of the triangle) that produces avalue(the actual number
you get when you sum the distances). This process view of mathematical functions
is something that many high school students never develop. Using the language of
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WHAT IS MEANT BY BEST? (continued)

functions and processors in contexts like this (where we never actually write down an
explicit formula for the process) can help students begin to see functions as machines.

For Discussion(Student page 83): In the discussion of the definition of “best,” several
possibilities will probably emerge. In addition to the fairness one mentioned in the
Student Module, make sure to include:

• Economy: The total cost of the roads built from the cities to the airport should beThe economy solution will
be the focus of this
investigation and the next
one.

as small as possible.

• Pollution Reduction: There should be as little total driving as possible in order to
reduce exhaust emissions and traffic.

Students should understand that, in answering Problem 7, they are not expected to
come up with the “right” conjecture at this point. The idea is to come up with something
reasonable to explore and refine during the next investigation.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• Problems 1–3 could be done for homework the night before beginning the inves-
tigation.

• Problem 5 could be done for homework.

• The early conjectures and explanations that are written up in Problems 7 and 8,
followed by conjectures and explanations from later in this section of the module,
would make ideal portfolio items.
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6.13

SPECIAL CASES AND
MODELS

Student Pages 87–95

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This investigation presents three ideas for investigating and developing a conjecture
about the airport problem:

1. Look at simpler problems and special cases;Materials: Depending on
which model(s) you decide
to build, you will need:
• wooden board, nails,

and a hammer
(or a circular geoboard);
string (or fishing line);
and a small metal ring.

• clear plexiglass, a drill,
nuts, and bolts;
dishwashing liquid,
water, and a pan.

• a wooden board, a drill,
lots of string,
and equal weights.

2. Look at a mechanical model;

3. Use a computer.

Overviews of each idea follow.

In the first one, “Look at Simpler Problems and Special Cases,” students use ideas
about continuous change. Special cases are investigated: if there are only two cities,
the airport can go anywhere between them; if there are three collinear cities, the airport
should go at the middle city; if the middle city is moved off the line between the other
two by just a little, the ideal spot for the airport shouldn’t move by very much; if one
city is very far from the other two, the airport should be close to the segment containing
the two close cities; and, if the cities form an equilateral triangle, the airport should
go at the “center.”

The first model gives a
simple way (that is
completely analogous to
the pin and string
construction of the ellipse)
to draw the contour lines
(the curves on which the
sum of the distances to the
cities is constant) for the
airport function.

In “Look at a Mechanical Model,” three devices are suggested that allow students to
invent and check conjectures. These models have the potential to help students think
about the “sum of the distances function” as a continuously-varying system. They
also help convince students that there is a unique best spot for the airport. The three
devices are:

• a circle of nails in a wooden board (or a circular geoboard), with string to model
the total distance between three cities and a fourth point modeled with a small
metal ring;

• soap films;

• holes drilled in a board, with string passing through the holes and pulled taut with
weights.Technology: Geometry

software is useful for “Look
at Simpler Problems and
Special Cases” and
necessary for “Use a
Computer.”

In “Use a Computer,” students use geometry software to model the airport problem.
Essential to this technique is the building of a dynagraph so that students can observe
the sum of the distances to the airport both numerically and geometrically. The model
is also used to approximate the contour lines for the airport function.
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

The night before: Do you
need to reserve a computer
lab? Do you want students
to build mechanical models
in class, or will you build
them before class?

Familiarity with geometry software is necessary for part of this investigation. If
students are to model this situation with a computer, they should be able to measure
and calculate with distances, drag points, and copy distances to build a dynagraph.
Students who have worked through Investigation 1.13 in the moduleHabits of Mind
or equivalent activities will be adequately prepared.

Two of the suggested experiments assume the knowledge of contour lines and contour

Even if you decide to use
computers, think about
using the mechanical
model, too. In this case, the
mechanics adds a feel for
the problem that geometry
software environments
can’t match.

plots gained in Investigation 6.4.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Depending on your class, on the materials available, and on the time you want to
spend, you may want to do one, two, or all of these activities. We have found in field
tests that students are often convinced of their conjecture after just one experiment and
they don’t see the point of performing another to come up with the same conjecture.

If you have the resources, you may want groups of students to investigate just one of
the ideas, making sure that each idea is covered by at least one group. One day of class
presentations should be enough for everyone to get the idea of the other investigations
and to see that they all came up with similar conjectures through different methods.

Alternatively, you may want students to investigate either the mechanical model or the
computer model in class and use the “Look at Simpler Problems and Special Cases”
problems as homework assignments. Teaching suggestions for each activity follow:What’s coming up? In the

next investigation, students
construct 120◦ gadgets to
find the best spot, so they
should have come up with a
conjecture about 120◦

angles before moving on to
that. Also, Investigation
6.15 presents two proofs of
the solution to the airport
problem.

Teaching Idea 1. The focus of these problems is to get students to see the continuity
in the situation and to use it in developing a conjecture. The problems can be done
either on a computer or with pencil and paper. Problems 1–3 could be done the first
day (or night), Problems 4–5 the second day (or night), and Problems 6–8 are a way for
students to write up their conjectures at this point and could be used as an assessment
before moving onto the next investigation.

Problem 5 is a good place to bring up the transition from one case to another. With
three collinear cities, the airport is best located at the center city. In an equilateral
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

triangle, the airport goes in the center. If you start with three collinear cities, with one
city at the midpoint of the other two, and gradually move the middle city out along
the perpendicular bisector of the segment between the other cities, at what point does
the airport “leave” the middle city and move into the triangle’s interior?

Teaching Idea 2. This activity should be done in groups; it’s too difficult to handle the
models on an individual basis. After students have built the first model, they should
try several combinations of three cities, keeping track of their data in different-colored
pens or on separate sheets of paper. Students could answer Problems 9–11 in class or
for homework. They can then move ahead to the contour lines (this should take one
additional day of class time), one of the other mechanical models (one day each of
class time, plus time to build the models), or answering Problems 6–8.

Teaching Idea 3. Students should first draw the three cities, connect each to a move-
able pointD, and sum the three distances toD. (This sum can be seen visually with a
dynagraph, but the investigation can also be done just by watching the numbers.) As
they moveD around, they should notice that the sum changes continuously—there
are no big changes in the sum for small changes in the location ofD. That’s useful for
approximating the best location. Once students think they have found the best spot
for D for a given configuration, they should change the triangle and start movingD
again.Students will probably need

guidance to know when to
change D and when to
change the triangle.

To make a conjecture, students will need to keep track of the best location ofD for
various configurations. This can be done with printouts or by placing tracing paper
on the screen and copying the final setup.

After gathering data about best locations forD, students can answer Problem 18.
If they have no conjectures, they can go on to Problem 19 (which provides a big
hint). Problem 17 is a way for students to become convinced that there is a unique
solution, but they may have difficulty finding the points if they have not used the first
mechanical model. At the end of the computer investigation, students should answer
Problems 6–8.

As engaging and enlightening as these “analog gadgets” are for many people, there
are two caveats that need to be made explicit:

• Many students (and adults) have a difficult time dealing with mechanical devices.
They get bogged down in the details of the string and nails, and they have a difficult
time manipulating the physics of the situation. For these students, descriptions of
the mechanical devices are sometimes more effective (as are computer simulations
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

like the one in the next investigation). They can then conduct thought experiments
to get at the essential messages that the physical experiments try to convey.

• Although we have much anecdotal evidence from our own classes, we are unaware
of conclusive research that shows that devices like this help students construct the
essential mathematics involved in the continuity properties of functions.

For Problem 6, students should just explain what work they have done so far and
perhaps present the experimental evidence they have. If their method only works for
certain triangles at this point, that is fine; they should just make a note of that here. In
some sense, the purpose of this problem is for students to take time to organize their
thoughts and their work.

For Problem 7, students might argue something like this: “If you moveD closer toA,
the distance toA gets shorter, but the distances toB andC each get bigger by a bit,
so things won’t change by much.” That’s the appropriate level of precision for this
problem. As they build mechanical and computational models in the next investiga-
tions, their feeling for the continuous nature of this problem should strengthen, and
you may want to revisit this problem.

Problem 8 is difficult. In the section “Look at a Mechanical Model,” students might
develop a plausible argument for their position. Over the course of this section of
the module, students willprovethe existence of a unique minimum and show how to
locate it.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• If you are using portfolios, Problems 7 and 8 would be a good “midpoint” entry,
after Problems 7 and 8 from the last investigation.

• Any of the mechanical models could be built at home by enterprising students as
a project or for extra credit.

• For Ideas 2 and 3, students can do the investigations in class, keeping notes,
drawings, and printouts. The problems can be done as homework.

• Problems 6–8 should be answered as a midpoint assessment, no matter which
investigation students carried out. The methods students used in Problem 6 should
not rely on the mechanical models or on the computer. If they do, students will
need to refine their method in the next investigation.

• Problems 7 and 8 of Investigation 6.18 could be done during this investigation.
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

MATHEMATICS CONNECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Problems 7 and 8 get at some important and subtle mathematical ideas. Problem 7
asks students to argue that the airport function is continuous on the plane. The precise
definition in this case would demand that you can make two values of the function
(that is, two different sums of distances to the vertices from two different points) as
close as you like (on the number line) by making the points at which you calculate the
sums close enough on the plane. So, by making two airport locations close enough,
you can make the associated sums of distances as close as you like (say, making
their difference less than 1

1,000,000). In analysis classes in college, students spend their
time calculating things like justhowclose you’d have to make the airports in order to
make the sums of distances to the vertices within11,000,000 of each other (to complicate
matters, the answer to this question probably depends on where you are on the plane
relative to the cities).
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TESTING THE CONJECTURE

Student Pages 96–99

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Materials: Depending on
which of the 120◦ gadgets
you want to make, you will
need:
• transparencies,

scissors, and pushpins,
• toothpicks and clay,
• paper clips.

At the beginning of this investigation in the Student Module, an explicit conjecture is
stated, not in complete generality, but precise enough to deserve a theoretical investi-
gation.

Technology: Geometry
software can be used to
build one of the 120◦

gadgets.

Students discuss the conjecture (and how to make it more precise) and then they
develop several methods tolocatethe theoretically-best spot in any triangle. One of
the ways to do this is a consequence of (and, perhaps, actually motivated) a proof that
the Fermat point is usually the best spot to put the airport. This proof is taken up in
the next investigation.

We want the students to have come up with their own 120◦ conjecture before beginning
this investigation. In fact, their conjectures may be stronger than the one presented in
the Student Module, but we didn’t want to give away too much.

Problem 4 requires building equilateral triangles on the side of a given triangle (either
with geometry software or with pencil and paper).

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This is a short, 1 to 2 day investigation. Students build “120◦ gadgets” and practice
finding the best airport location in several different triangles. They may need some
guidance to look at obtuse triangles and to try to find the cutoff point—where does
the 120◦ spot no longer seem best?

The “Checkpoint” problems provide a review of work done so far on the airport
problem.

Locating the theoretically best place for the airport can be suggested by mechani-
cal devices, but the construction in Problem 4 deserves special attention because it
provides the basis of the proof of the conjecture in the next investigation. Work on
Problem 4 might be enhanced by the various devices for locating the Fermat point.
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TESTING THE CONJECTURE
(continued)

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS. . . . . . .

• Problem 5 (asking students to refine the conjecture) is a good assessment to see
whether students have been following the experiments and to watch for places
where things go wrong.

• Problem 9 is a good assessment of the students’ understanding and use of contour
lines.

• For a class working on proof, proving the conjecture in Problem 4 is a good
challenge. It requires triangle congruence, angle sums in triangles, and some
persistence.
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ESTABLISHING THE
CONJECTURE

Student Pages 100–110

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Technology: Using
geometry software makes
the key ingredient to the
proof seem more natural.

This investigation presents two proofs of the airport conjecture, one worked out care-
fully and the other left for students to work through. The first proof is used to give an
algorithm for locating the Fermat point. Its construction also sheds some insight on
why the Fermat point is not the best spot for the airport if one angle of the triangle
is bigger than 120◦. (The Fermat point falls outside the triangle in these cases.) This
proof sets up a construction in which the airport’s location is found by drawing a seg-
ment between two points in order to minimize the distance between them. This useful
habit of mind is reminiscent of many shortest path problems from Investigation 6.2.

The following knowledge is needed for understanding the proofs: facts about equi-
lateral triangles, angles about a point (especially vertical and straight angles), facts
about congruence (rotating a triangle produces a congruent one, for example), and
measures of inscribed angles. Any of these facts can be developed or postulated (for
later analysis) during the course of this investigation without causing a serious detour.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This investigation involves a great deal of reading, beginning with the historical es-
say and continuing through the two proofs. We have found that students who have
difficulty reading mathematics do better if they take turns reading aloud (either as a
whole class or in a small group) clarifying questions as they go. This investigation
may therefore take several days. Here’s one possible lesson plan:

Day 1: Ask students to read the “Perspective on Fermat” the night before. On the
first day, read the introduction to Hoffman’s proof aloud as a whole class. As a wholeMake sure students recall

their solutions to the
burning tent problem, since
Hoffman’s proof is
compared to it.

class or in smaller groups, have students read through Hoffman’s proof. End with
discussion and questions. For homework, assign Problems 1–3.

Day 2: Discuss Problems 1–3 and Hoffman’s proof as a whole class. In small groups,
work on Problems 4, 6, and 7. At the end of class, discuss problem 5. For homework,
students prepare their presentations.
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ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

Day 3: Students make presentations of Hoffman’s proof. For homework, assign Prob-Depending on the time
available, you may want
some groups to present
Hoffman’s proof and others
to present Toricelli’s. Those
presenting Toricelli’s have
more of the proof to
construct on their own, but
they have the benefit of
having worked through
another proof first.

lems 8–10, 12, and 13. (11 is optional.)

Day 4: In groups, work on Problem 14. Homework is Problem 15 and preparing
presentations of Toricelli’s proof.

Day 5: Students make class presentations of Toricelli’s proof. For homework, assign
Problems 3–5 of Investigation 6.18.

Day 6: In-class assessment about the airport problem: What is “the answer” to how
to find the spot that minimizes total distance from three fixed points? Explain how to
find this spot. Explain how you know this method works.

There is a long-standing tradition in graduate schools of mathematics in which graduate
students study famous proofs of theorems and then present the proofs to classmates.
This is very beneficial. Just as studying a piece of music is an important ingredient in
developing skill at composition, studying the proofs of others helps one develop skill
at constructing proofs. Simply memorizing the proof presented here is useless, but
reworking the proof and presenting it in your own words could be quite valuable. An
especially important exercise is to give some scenarios that might have led Hoffman
and Toricelli to theinventionof these proofs in the first place.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• See “Teaching the Investigation” above for specific ideas, including a final as-
sessment (under “Day 6”).

• Any of the problems in Investigation 6.18 can be used by the end of this investi-
gation.

• There are any number of research questions you might ask the students to work
on. Here are three examples:

1. Diophantus authored the number theory text Fermat was reading when he
wrote his famously cryptic message. Find out and report upon some of the
work for which Diophantus is famous.

2. Besides Fermat, Steiner, and Hoffman, a few of the many other known mathe-
maticians who worked on the airport problem are Gauss, Toricelli, Fesbender,
and Viviani. Recorded history reports results for these men. Find out who
some of them are.
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ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

3. Do you think there may have been other people, whose names do not appear
in our history books, who worked on and arrived at original results for the
problem? Speculate on some of the reasons why any one person’s work
might not have been recorded or might not have received enough recognition
to receive a place in the research of that time.

USING TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

You may want students to use geometry software while working through Hoffman’s
proof. While not essential, this isvery effective, especially if done on an overhead
projector screen.
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THE AIRPORT REVISITED

Student Pages 111–116

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This investigation connects the airport problem to Rich’s function (from the second
section of this module), which gives the sum of the distances to the sides of an
equilateral triangle. The idea here is for students to see connections between the
two results. (If you skipped the section “A Magical Mix,” you should skip this
investigation, too.)

Students should have already worked through both the second and third sections ofTechnology: Geometry
software is useful for
Problems 2 and 5.

this module. The sum of the angles in a quadrilateral is a key piece of a proof in this
investigation.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Students can read the first page of the investigation either the night before or the first
day of the investigation. Problems 2 and 3 are not difficult, but students working
in groups are more likely to come up with the key insight. Problem 4 is the key to
connecting the ideas from Rich’s problem and the airport problem. If students do
Problem 4 for homework, you will certainly want to discuss it in class the next day.
Problem 5 could be done as an in-class assessment. Reading the “Perspective on the
Steiner Problem” in class is a nice way to end the investigation.

Problems 2 and 3 may appear harder to students than they actually are once students
are involved in them. The key insight is that the angle sum in any quadrilateral is
360◦, and that 180◦ of that is taken up by two sets of perpendicular segments.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS. . . . . . .

• If students have worked through all of “The Airport Problem” up to this point,
any of the problems in Investigation 6.18 is appropriate, particularly Problem 1.

• Problem 4 can be done for homework.

• Problems 5 and 6 make good in-class assessments.
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PROJECTS RELATED TO
THE AIRPORT PROBLEM

Student Pages 117–118

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Materials: Whatever
materials students used in
their previous
investigations should be
available to them now.

This investigation includes three project ideas. Students (individually or in groups)
can select one of the ideas and explore it on their own, using some of the techniques
they’ve learned while investigating the airport problem. These are not the only possible
projects, and students should be encouraged to come up with their own question to
investigate.

1. Students prepare a presentation to the city councils of their three cities, explaining
how to locate the mathematically-best spot for the airport, giving a proof of this
fact, demonstrating computer experiments, and then explaining whether they
chose to put the airport at the theoretically-determined optimal point and why.

2. Students explore the following question: What is the best place for an airport
serving four cities? The first thing that’s necessary is that students reassess their
concept of “best.”

3. Students investigate related problems, like networks and soap bubbles.Technology: If students
have been using geometry
software, they may want to
continue using it here.

Students should have worked through Investigations 6.11–6.16 before beginning this
one.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Teaching a “project” unit presents special challenges—providing the right amount of
direction without giving too much, helping students decide on a final product, and
keeping a class together and moving forward when students aren’t all working on the
same thing. Here are some tips:

• Set deadlines for rough drafts. If students have one week to complete the project,
they should give you an outline that includes their idea for a final product within
two or three days.

• Have all materials out and available. That way students can help themselves, and
you don’t need to spend time finding materials in the middle of class.

• Check in with each group every day, even for just a minute, to make sure they’re
making progress.
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PROJECTS RELATED TO THE AIRPORT PROBLEM
(continued)

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• This entire investigation is an assessment. A final, polished product (presentation,
paper, etc.) should be the goal. This may require two or three drafts with feedback
from you.

WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Another project idea would be for students to build and explain any of the mechanical
models from Investigation 6.13 that the class hasn’t already used.
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USING IDEAS FROM THE
AIRPORT PROBLEM

Student Pages 119–123

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This set of problems has been designed to be used in conjunction with Investigations
6.12–6.16. They can be used for additional problems as you teach these investigations,
for homework, or for a final assessment.

Students should be working through, or have completed, Investigations 6.12–6.16.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS. . . . . . .

• Each of Investigations 6.12–6.16 includes notes in the “Assessment and Home-
work Ideas” section as to which problems are appropriate to use with that inves-
tigation.
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC
PROBLEM

Student Pages 124–135

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This section of the module focuses on one of the most famous optimization problems:

PROBLEM The Isoperimetric Problem

Of all closed curves with the same perimeter, which one has the most area?

Investigation 6.19 helps students to construct a proof that the solution to this problem
is a circle. Investigation 6.20 presents problems based on the long and interesting
history of this problem. Investigation 6.21 presents some modern mathematics in
related problems.

Depending on the time you want to spend on this section, you might decide to do only
Investigation 6.19, or to do Investigation 6.19 and either Investigation 6.20 or 6.21.
Doing all three investigations could take between two and three weeks of class time.

The goal of this investigation is for students, with some guidance, to create a proof
of the isoperimetric conjecture. This involves taking a three-step outline of the proofMaterials: Rope or string

make ideal manipulatives
for exploring Problems 2
and 14.

and proving the last two steps. (The first step will be a hypothesis of the proof.)

Students need to be able to calculate and compare areas in various ways. These include
counting grid squares, fitting one shape inside another, and using area formulas.
Students will also reason about the effect or lack of effect on the comparability of
the areas of two shapes given certain properties, such as the variability of perimeter,
or convexity, concavity, and equal perimeter.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This investigation involves a lot of reading and has an emphasis on proof. Depending
on your students, this may mean that much of the investigation will be covered in class
and perhaps less will be assigned for homework. Here is one possible plan for a class
that needs moderate guidance in the reading:
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

Day 1: Read the first page and work in groups on Problems 2 and 3. For homework,
do Problem 4 and read “The Plan.”

Day 2: Discuss the role of proof (Problem 5) and “The Plan.” Read the section
following the “For Discussion” on page 126 aloud (either in small groups or as a
whole class). Begin work on Problems 6–8. For homework, finish and write up
Problems 6–8.

Day 3: Read and discuss the “For Discussion” on page 128. Read through “Ways to
Think About It,” and begin work on Problems 10–14. For homework, do Problem 9
and finish (and write up) Problems 10–14.

Day 4: Discuss “Step 1” (see “Notes” below for important ideas in this discussion).
Work on Problems 15 and 16. For homework, write up Problems 15 and 16. Read
“Step 2.”

Day 5: Work on Problems 17–20. Discuss the “For Discussion” on page 132. For
homework, write up Problems 17–20. Also do Problem 23.

Day 6: Read “Step 3” in small groups, and do Problems 22 and 23. For homework,
start Problem 24 (see “Assessment and Homework Ideas” below).

One way students might approach Problem 5 is to think about how this emphasis
on proof in mathematics is different from their other classes. Do they prove their
conjectures in an English paper, or does it suffice to provide facts which support
their opinions? Is it OK to make conjectures in a math class? Questions such as
these may help students to think about the role of conjectures, theorems, and proofs
in mathematics. They may not have even realized, in fact, that there are always
new mathematical proofs being produced. It is not uncommon for students to see
mathematics as a finished subject, where there’s nothing left to discover or prove.
This is far from true!

A theorem from calculus is relevant to Problem 6: A continuous function on a closed
and bounded interval must obtain a maximum and minimum value. If the interval is
open, however, the function may or may not have a maximum or minimum.

The idea in Problem 8 is for students to look beyond the algebraic details and get the
idea behind the proof: We assumed thatx was the largest number smaller than 1, then
used this to perform some calculations, and discovered thatx must then be bigger than
or equal to 1. This doesn’t make sense, so it must be that no suchx really exists; thus,
there is no largest number less than 1.
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

For Discussion(Student page 128): It’s important that students understand the way
we are treating Step 1. We don’t want them to have the mistaken assumption that
Step 1 is an unsolved problem; we just want them to understand that the proof of this
step is most likely too difficult for them at this time. Here’s an opportunity to point
out to them that this is often how mathematicians work; if a certain step is too hard to
prove right away, mathematicians will assume the result, proceed with their work to
see where it gets them, and come back to prove that step if it is indeed needed.The main technique

throughout the proof will
be to suppose this best
possible curve is some curve
other than a circle, and then
to find another curve with
the same perimeter but
more area, contradicting
that the original curve was
the best one.

To see how Step 1 is used, look back at the way Steps 2 and 3 are worded; they
both say “given a curve that encloses the most area.” The statements assume a best
curve exists; to prove these steps, we take advantage of the fact that the curve under
consideration is the best possible curve.

Any plan for a proof which doesn’t require showing the existence of a best curve would
have to be set up differently. In the proof we present, we start with the knowledge that
the curve exists, and then we discover more and more information about the curve
until we can conclude that it’s a circle. A different method for a proof would start
out with a circle of a given perimeter and then make use of the properties of a circle
to prove it contains more area than any other curve with the same perimeter. As is
mentioned later in the Student Module, our proof requires more of a detective method;
we want to deduce that the best curve is a circle.

For Problem 10, the following theorem explains what goes wrong:

THEOREM

A geometric series converges if and only if the absolute value of the ratio is
less than 1.

In this example, the series diverges, sox is not a finite number which you can work
with. Thus, all the remaining calculations are invalid. The class does not need to be
introduced to the notion of a geometric series, but see “Mathematics Connections”
below if you are interested in taking a detour into this territory.

Problem 13: Refer back to the Student Module for problems related to the following
theorem: “Of all the polygons with a given perimeter and a given number of sides,
the regular polygon has the most area.” Students are asked to apply a theorem from
the Student Module for this problem—but they can discover the answer themselves.
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

Ask them to play around with several quadrilaterals to try to understand this theorem
for themselves. An example is shown below:

Recall that you already know that, given a fixed perimeter, the rectangle with that
perimeter which encloses the most area is a square.

Consider a parallelogram of sidelengthsa andb (remember that opposite sides of a
parallelogram are congruent), and compare it to a rectangle of sidelengthsa andb.
Both polygons have perimeter 2a + 2b. The area of the rectangle isab.

Consider the parallelogram. Call the heighth. We know thath < b becauseh isGiven any parallelogram,
the rectangle with the same
dimensions encloses more
area.

the length of a side of a right triangle, whileb is the length of the hypotenuse of that
triangle. So the area of the parallelogram is

Area= ah < ab.

But this says that the area of the parallelogram is always less than the area of the rectan-
gle. This means that, given any parallelogram, the rectangle with the same perimeter
encloses more area, so the best curve can’t be a parallelogram which is not a rectangle.
We also know that the square with the same perimeter as the rectangle encloses more
area, so an oblong rectangle can’t be the best curve either. The conclusion is that “if
the best curve is any type of parallelogram then it must be a square.”

We only looked at parallelograms above, but students should do similar experiments
on their own. For example, you can also employ a piece-of-string argument to show
that, given an arbitrary quadrilateral, a rhombus with the same perimeter is better.
Take a quadrilateral, fix two sides and think of the sum of the lengths of the other
two sides as a piece of string pinned down at two vertices. Where can you put the
remaining vertex to maximize area? It turns out that the area will be the largest if you
place the vertex so that you form two congruent sides. Continue this way, looking at
two sides at a time and showing they have to be congruent. Hence, you will show the
largest area is enclosed by an equilateral quadrilateral, which is a rhombus.
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

For Problem 14, students can show that a square is less optimal by computationally
comparing squares to circles (which they conjecture are better). Pick the radius of the
circle r = 1. The area isπ , and the circumference is 2π . A square with perimeterOf course, these can all be

done in general for radius r
or sidelength s, but
students may feel more
comfortable working
through examples with
numbers first. A single
example is enough to show
that squares are not, in
general, the best shape.

2π would have sidelengthπ2 and areaπ2

4 , and π2

4 < π . Alternatively, pick a square
of sidelength 1. Then the area is 1, and the perimeter is 4. Similar computations will
show that a circle with circumference 4 will have area4

π
> 1. Note these examples

do not show that a circle is best, just that it is better than a square.

For Discussion(Student page 132): Suppose we have a closed curve which is the
solution to the isoperimetric problem. Then the top portion of the curve must solve

If it didn’t, there would be a
curve of the same length
with endpoints on the
diameter but enclosing
more area. Well, then we
could flip this curve about
the diameter to obtain a
closed curve with more area
than our best closed curve,
which isn’t possible.

the reduced isoperimetric problem. Likewise, suppose we have a curve with endpoints
on a given line which is a solution to the reduced isoperimetric problem. Then the
closed curve that’s formed by flipping this curve about the line is a solution to the
isoperimetric problem. This means that, given a solution to one of the conjectures, we
can obtain a solution to the other. The utility of the reduced isoperimetric conjecture
is the fact that it allows us to look only at curves with their endpoints on a given line,
as opposed to working with closed curves.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

Problem 24 is the obvious final assessment for this investigation. You may want to
allow students to write more than one draft of this proof, with feedback from you
between drafts, so that they can present a polished final product. A list of elements
students should have in their proofs is included in the Solution Resource. Students’
proofs should contain complete sentences, pictures, and formulas as needed. Here is
an outline for such a proof:

• State the problem.

• State the existence hypotheses.

• Eliminate curves which are concave or which are not simple. (Here students can
use the arguments and pictures from Problems 11 and 12.)

• Show that the best curve has a diameter which bisects the area. (Students can use
Problem 17. The argument on page 131 in the Student Module shows why this
diameter must also bisect the area.)

• Explain the reduced isoperimetric conjecture.

• Explain the right angle argument. (Basically students need to repeat the work and
pictures from Problem 23.)
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

• Show that the best curve is a semicircle. (Students must show why Step 3 implies
that a semicircle is the solution to the reduced isoperimetric problem.)

• Conclude the proof. (This is where students explain that the solution to the
reduced isoperimetric problem is a semicircle, and why this implies the answer
to the isoperimetric problem is a circle.)

See “Teaching the Investigation” for a possible homework plan. The idea is that
students will do reading and work on problems in class. For homework, they will
write up problems, perhaps do one or two problems on their own, and do small
amounts of reading. If your class is comfortable reading mathematics, you may want
to change things around so that more of the reading happens at home.

MATHEMATICS CONNECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In Problem 11, students should be willing to accept the idea that “an infinite number
of numbers added together doesn’t necessarily yield an infinite number.”

It’s unfortunate that mathematics has adopted the phrase “infinite sum”; students are
quite right to be suspicious of a process that requires an infinite number of steps. What
wemeanwhen we say “an infinite sum is such and such a number” is that thepartial
sumswe can obtain can be made as close as we want to that number by adding on
enough terms. So, saying that

1

2
+ 1

4
+ 1

8
+ 1

16
+ · · · = 1

is the same thing as saying that you can make the sum of

1

2
+ 1

4
+ 1

8
+ 1

16
+ · · · + 1

2n

as close to 1 as you want by makingn large enough. All the talk about “infinitely
many terms” and “infinite sums” is poetic shorthand for looking at sequences of finite
sums. (Mathematics can be fond of using fancy language for simple things.)

If students are familiar with geometric series, an interesting exercise is to reflect on
why, in some cases, the partial sums approach a finite number, no matter how many
terms are added on. After all, this seems to be a very counterintuitive idea. Below is
a quick classroom activity that may provide some insight on the idea:

Ask each student to start with a regular sheet of paper. You can model the process
in front of the class, so have a piece yourself. In the following few paragraphs, the
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

directions are written as you might say them to your class:

Tear your sheet into three pieces, to represent thirds. (There’s no need to be really
precise about the relative sizes.) Place two of the pieces in front of you a few inches
away from each other, so you can begin to make two separate piles of paper. Take
the third piece and tear it into thirds (each of which is now1

9 of the original sheet).
Again, place one piece each on top of each of the1

3 pieces in front of you, and keep
one piece in your hand.

After two iterations, there
are two piles of two pieces
each.

Now tear this remaining19-size piece into thirds. As before, place one piece on top of
each of the piles you’ve started, and keep the last piece to tear into thirds again. Keep
going until the pieces are too small to work with.

Describe what’s happening to the piece in your hand—what size or fractional part is
it approaching? And what’s happening to the two piles in front of you? (Look at just
one of the piles; describe the fractional parts each piece in the pile represents, and
write an expression for the sum of those pieces.)

This is a very geometric (and very convincing) argument thatProvided, of course, that we
know what we mean by

1
3

+ 1
9

+ 1
27

+ 1
81

+ · · · .

Again, it’s just the limit of
the sequence of partial
sums.

1

3
+ 1

9
+ 1

27
+ 1

81
+ · · · = 1

2
.

Similar paper-ripping arguments can show that

1

2
+ 1

4
+ 1

8
+ 1

16
+ · · · = 1,

1

5
+ 1

25
+ 1

125
+ 1

625
+ · · · = 1

4
,

2

5
+ 2

25
+ 2

125
+ 2

625
+ · · · = 1

2
,

and so on.
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

This could turn into a multiday investigation if you are willing to spend some time
on geometric series. Your students could work on coming up with a formula for the
sum, based on the size of the pieces you tear and how many of that size go into each
pile. This can also be used to explain the difficulty with Problem 11. Ask students to
explain what the paper ripping tells them about what happens with geometric series
when the ratio between terms is greater than or equal to 1.
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A PROBLEM WITH A
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Student Pages 136–138

OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This investigation presents short essays on the history of the isoperimetric problem,
which was solved by students in Investigation 6.19. Each essay is followed by related
problems.

Students should have worked through all of Investigation 6.19 about the isoperimetric
problem.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This investigation, like the previous one, requires a fair bit of reading, though in this
case it comes in smaller “chunks.” Here is one possible teaching plan:

Day 1: Read Dido’s story and do Problem 1; read Aristotle’s story and do Problem 2.
For homework, write up Problems 1 and 2; read Archimedes’s and Ptolemy’s stories
and do Problem 3.

Day 2: Discuss Problems 1–3. Read Zenodorus’s story and do Problems 4–6. For
homework, do the last reading and Problems 8 and 9.

Day 3: Write an answer to Problem 7 in class.

For Problem 3, students should find that given any polygon, you can always find
another one that has the same perimeter, more sides, and larger area. See theSolution
Resourcenotes for Problem 16 in Investigation 6.19.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• See “Teaching the Investigation” above for one homework plan.

• Any of these problems can be used for homework. You might base your choice
on the amount of reading required and how your class responds to reading math-
ematics.

• Problems 8 and 9 can be done for homework at any time during the investigation;
they are not tied to the essay.
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A PROBLEM WITH A LONG HISTORY (continued)

MATHEMATICS CONNECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A Little More History In the 6th century, Simplikios wrote a commentary on Aris-
totle’s De Caelo. Referring to writings that were already lost even at that date, he
reports that Archimedes (287–212B.C.) and Zenodorus (around 200B.C.) proved
that “of [three-dimensional] isoperimetric figures, the more spacious one. . . [is] the
sphere.” In fact, Archimedes and Zenodorus considered only a small class of solids,
including, of course, the Platonic solids. SeeThe Ancient Tradition of Geometric
Problemsby Wilbur Richard Knorr (Boston: Birkhauser, 1985).

In May of 1697, Jakob Bernoulli (1654–1705) published an especially complicated
isoperimetric problem, apparently with the deliberate aim of embarrassing his brother,
Johann (1667–1748). The Bernoullis were a family that produced many great mathe-
maticians, most of whom (some say) fought bitterly with each other on both personal
and mathematical grounds. So it is said that Jakob Bernoulli published his problemA whole book has been

written about their
arguments; the English
translation of its title is The
Polemic Writings of Jacob
and Johann Bernoulli on
the Calculus of Variations.

as a challenge to Johann, who proceeded to solve it, but his solution, unlike Jakob’s,
turned out to be flawed. In 1718, however, Johann Bernoulli was finally vindicated,
when he developed and published an improvement to Jakob’s original solution. The
problem is quite complicated, but it’s a generalization of the isoperimetric problem
we considered in Investigation 6.19. The Bernoullis eventually used the recent devel-
opment of calculus to analyze a great many optimization problems.

Another mathematician, who attempted several times to persuade Steiner that his
proofs for the isoperimetric theorem were incomplete without a proof that a largest
curve exists, is the German-born Dirichlet (1805–1859). He was interested in many
other questions as well. He showed that sequences like 3, 7, 11, 15,. . . (arithmetic
sequences whose members don’t all share a common factor) contain infinitely many
prime numbers. To do this, he had to develop some mathematical ideas that are
important research tools even today.

Despite Dirichlet’s attempts to persuade Steiner that his proofs were incomplete,
Steiner continued to claim that the existence of a curve containing maximum area was
“self-evident.” Finally, in 1842, Steiner admitted that this unstated assumption should
at least be explicitly stated, adding that the proof is thereby “readily made.” Over the
years from 1870 to 1909, the hole in Steiner’s 1838 proof was gradually filled by a
variety of mathematicians who proved that a curve that contains maximum area must
indeed exist. The first complete proof was due to Hurwitz (1859–1919) in 1901.
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A PROBLEM WITH A LONG HISTORY (continued)

For Problem 3, we include below an algorithm which was written by several stud-
ents at the University of Kansas in Professor Judy Roitman’s class. The students
were Stephanie Childs, Hannah Fitzsimmons, and Vincent LaVergne. This algorithm
shows how to start with an arbitrary polygon and construct a series of new polygons
which have more sides and greater area, but the same perimeter as the original. This
demonstrates that a polygon cannot be the best curve, as new polygons are always
found which enclose more area. This method is also nice because, after a few steps,
it becomes clear that these polygons with greater area are starting to look more and
more like circles. It is easy to play with this algorithm using geometry software; this
would be a fun activity for students. Here’s the algorithm:

Start with any polygon with a small number of sides. Find a line segmentl which
bisects the perimeter of the polygon. This segment will divide the polygon into two
pieces. Now we have two cases:

Case 1: If one of the two pieces has larger area than the other, reflect that portion of
the polygon aboutl . This will yield a new polygon with the same perimeter as the
original, but with more area and possibly more sides. Now go back to the beginning
and repeat the process on this new figure.

Case 2: If line segmentl bisects the area as well as the perimeter, see if reflecting
either one of the two pieces of the polygon aboutl will result in a new polygon which
has a concavity. If it does, construct the new polygon resulting from this reflection.
It will have the same perimeter as the original and possibly more sides. We know
that we can then remove the concavity to obtain yet another polygon with the same
perimeter and more area.

If neither of the two cases applies, that is, if line segmentl bisects the area and you
can’t reflect either half aboutl to get a concave polygon, then choose a different line
segment which bisects the perimeter and try again. Even if every line which bisects
the perimeter also bisects the area, it should always be possible to find a line bisecting
the perimeter with the property that reflection of one of the two pieces about the line
will yield a new polygon with a concavity. All that is needed is that the line segment
must intersect a side of the polygon at some angle greater than 90◦.
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OVERVIEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Materials: If you don’t use
geometry software, you
will need some materials
for Problems 2 and 8.
Problem 2 can be done with
compass and ruler
constructions. Rods of fixed
length, preferably with
hinges, would be ideal for
Problem 8.

This final investigation presents problems designed so that students can see the type
of work mathematicians do, and how this work, though very difficult, is related to the
problems that they have been thinking about. Don’t be confused by the purpose of
the research problems mentioned, such as the two-area, three-area, and two-volume
problems. They are not meant to be solved by the students. The numbered problems
are for them to do, as always, but that is all.

Technology: Geometry
software is recommended
for Problems 2, 7 and 8.

Students should have worked through all of Investigation 6.19. The content covered
in the student problems includes angles between arcs and cyclic polygons. Students
need not know about these things before beginning the investigation.

TEACHING THE INVESTIGATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This investigation, like the previous two, is relatively heavy on reading. Here is one
possible teaching plan, which allows students to do some of the reading in class and
some on their own:

Day 1: Read the introduction and discuss Problem 1 as a whole class. Individually
or in small groups, work on Problem 2. For homework, read up to the “Perspective
on Student Research Experience.”

Day 2: Discuss Problem 2 and the reading. Read through the “Perspective on Student
Research Experience” and answer Problems 3–5. For homework, work on Prob-
lems 6–8.

Day 3: Complete Problems 6–8.

ASSESSMENT AND HOMEWORK IDEAS . . . . . .

• If students know the answer to Problem 1, then Problem 2 can be done for home-
work using compass and ruler instead of geometry software.

• Problems 3–5 are good homework problems.
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THE RESEARCH CONTINUES TODAY (continued)

• As a final assessment for this section of the module, have the students reread
Investigation 6.19, restate one of the problems, and write up a detailed solution.
This would be an ideal item for a portfolio. (You might use the discussion
question that follows the outline of “The Plan,” Problem 9, the discussion question
immediately after that, or Problems 18 or 26.)
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INTRODUCTION TO
OPTIMIZATION

Student Pages 1–2

Problem 1 (Student page 2)By trial and error, it looks like the best way to packA spreadsheet, Logo, or
other software
environment that allows
you to make tables
(graphing calculators, for
example) would be helpful
in this problem.

the greatest amount of peanut butter (given the two jar sizes) is to fill 7 of the large,
2-pound jars and 5 of the 9.5-ounce jars. This leaves only 0.5 ounce.

Expressed formally, the problem is to find nonnegative integer values ofl (the number
of large jars) ands (the number of small jars) so thatR (the function that calculates
the remaining amount of peanut butter) assumes a minimum nonnegative value. The
function R is described here by the mathematical expression

R(s, l ) = 272− (32l + 9.5s).

In this situation, there is a fairly small number of possible cases to check because
the problem only makes sense whenR is nonnegative andl ands are nonnegative
integers. You can find the answer by exhausting all possible values forl (since its
values are larger than those fors). By doing so, you can get an algorithmic feel for
the process of choosing values forl (and subsequently, each largest possibles) and
calculating the remainders to see how close one can get to 0.A Logo program could be

used to compute the
answers. It’s the process of
creating the procedures in
the program, rather than
just using them, that helps
one understand the
calculations that are being
made. Three programming
alternatives are suggested
in the Teaching Notes.

But this can become tedious. Alternatively, you could write a program to compute
each remainder for you. Or, by creating a program for a “peanut butter remainder”
table, sort of like a multiplication table, you can see many computations at once and
scan it quickly for an answer.

A table of “leftovers” is an ideal job for Logo or a spreadsheet. Below is just part of a
spreadsheet solution. Select the number of large jars across the top, and the number of
small jars down the side. Each entry contains the appropriate value ofR, the amount
of leftover peanut butter for that particular set of jars.

Large Jars → 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Small Jars ↓
0 272.00 240.00 208.00 176.00 144.00 112.00 80.00 48.00 16.00
1 262.50 230.50 198.50 166.50 134.50 102.50 70.50 38.50 6.50
2 253.00 221.00 189.00 157.00 125.00 93.00 61.00 29.00−3.00
3 243.50 211.50 179.50 147.50 115.50 83.50 51.50 19.50−12.50
4 234.00 202.00 170.00 138.00 106.00 74.00 42.00 10.00−22.00
5 224.50 192.50 160.50 128.50 96.50 64.50 32.50 0.50−31.50
6 215.00 183.00 151.00 119.00 87.00 55.00 23.00−9.00 −41.00
7 205.50 173.50 141.50 109.50 77.50 45.50 13.50−18.50 −50.50
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14 139.00 107.00 75.00 43.00 11.00−21.00 −53.00 −85.00 −117.00
15 129.50 97.50 65.50 33.50 1.50−30.50 −62.50 −94.50 −126.50
16 120.00 88.00 56.00 24.00 −8.00 −40.00 −72.00 −104.00 −136.00
17 110.50 78.50 46.50 14.50−17.50 −49.50 −81.50 −113.50 −145.50
18 101.00 69.00 37.00 5.00−27.00 −59.00 −91.00 −123.00 −155.00
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

27 15.50 −17.50 −49.50 −81.50 −113.50 −145.50 −177.50 −209.50 −241.50
28 6.00 −26.00 −58.00 −90.00 −122.00 −154.00 −186.00 −218.00 −250.00
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INTRODUCTION TO OPTIMIZATION (continued)

There are many numerical patterns to be explored in such a table, and there are many
ways of creating a spreadsheet solution. The important part is understanding how to
set up the mathematical expressions necessary to compute the entries.

Problem 2 (Student page 2)One approach begins with a qualitative analysis:
Where should you go if you have a little bit of money to change? What if you have
a lot of money you want to change? Is there a “break-even” point, and if so, where?
Once again, a spreadsheet can be used here to obtain an experimental solution. Or, in
looking for a break-even point, you could just write an expression for the number of
dollars you’d get at each place, set the two expressions equal to each other, and see
if there’s a solution that makes sense: Letting` be the number of pounds your friend
has,

1.65̀ − 2.00 = 1.55̀ .

When you solve this equation, you find that, when` = 20, you’ll receive the same
number of dollars no matter whether you go to the bank or the exchange service. If
your friend has less than£20, the exchange service is a better deal; more than that,
and you’ll find a better deal at the bank.

If you’ve studied functions, however, another approach involves graphing and compar-
ing the functions. We could call themC, for currency exchange, andB, for banking.
For example,

C(n) = the number of pounds you get at the currency

exchange for $n.

The bank function would be defined similarly.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A
SITUATION

Student Pages 3–19

Problem 1 (Student page 4)The problem doesn’t specify, but if the cars are
parked so tightly that you have to walk along straight, orthogonal lines, then it reallyMany famous problems are

studied in a system called
taxi-cab geometry, in which
you can move or draw lines
only orthogonally (along a
grid of lines that meet at
right angles).

makesno differencewhether you walk along the outside row and turn right at the last
column before the car, or whether you turn right immediately, then left, then right,
and so on until you reach the car.

But if there’s a fair amount of space between the cars, a better strategy would be to
approximate a “straight shot” as best you can by weaving around the cars along a
snake-like path of elongated curves. Another strategy would be to take the longest
diagonal possible down the closest column in that parking-lot grid, and then follow
the longest diagonal from there down the last row before the car.

Problem 2 (Student page 4)If you want to minimize the amount of swimming,
you should run fromL to the point on the shore that’s the foot of the perpendicular
from K :The shortest path from a

point to a line is along the
perpendicular from the
point to the line.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Or, if you want to minimize the amount of running, run straight toward the water:

And if you want to minimize the distance of the total trip, head right towardsK:The shortest path between
two points is the segment
between them.

Is the location for P in
Problem 2c ever halfway
between the locations for
Problems 2a and 2b?

Problems 3–4 (Student pages 6–7)These two problems are meant as opportunities
to experiment, to make and test conjectures. In this case, you might use pencil and
paper and tools such as a ruler and protractor. Or, you might set up a “river” made of
a wooden dowel with a large washer on it to represent movable pointP, tie a piece of
string to a nail atA, slip it through the washer atP, and pull it taut atB to find the
spot forP on the river that results in the shortest distance. Or you might construct the
situation with geometry software.

See Problem 8 for a full solution. In brief, to minimize distance, the optimal location
for P is at the spot wherem6 APC = m6 B P D, whereC andD are at the intersections
of the perpendiculars fromA and B to the river. (See the figure in the solution for
Problem 5.)

Trial-and-error experimentation is a perfectly reasonable way to find a solution to
a problem, up to a point. The purpose of doing such experiments is not just to
come up with an answer, but to come up with a conjecture you can justify or prove
mathematically. Here for example, what do the two congruent angles have to do with
minimal total distance fromA to the river toB?
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Problem 5 (Student page 7)The distances fromA and B to the river (atC and
D) are proportional to the distances fromA andB to the optimal position forP (as
are the distances fromP along the riverbank toC andD).

A

B

PC D

So, whenP is at the best spot,CP
PD

= AC
BD

because4 ACP∼ 4 BDP. Therefore, when
A andB are the same distance from the river,AP = B P. If A is half as far from the
river asB, thenAP = 1

2 B P.

Problem 6 (Student page 7)As B’s distance from the river increases, the best
location forP on the river moves closer toA. (See the solution for Problem 5.)

Problem 7 (Student page 8)The best spot is shown below:
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

This problem is identical to Problems 3 and 8 except that it also requires choosing
the best pool side to use. In the special case when both pointsK andL happen to beSometimes this is the way

things work in optimization
problems: You use
theoretical considerations
to narrow things down to a
few cases, and then you
compare these cases with
each other by using an
explicit calculation.

closest to the same side, then clearly that’s the side to use. When this is not the case,
however, as in the figure in the Student Module, the problem is solved by finding the
best place on each of the edges (perhaps using the “reflection technique” described
below for Problem 8) and then finding the best place among these four points. (Another
approach, using contour lines, will show up later in Investigation 6.4.)

Problem 8 (Student page 8)Here we have one of the more well-known versions
of a classic minimization problem. Unless the locations for you and the tent (or, for
Problem 3, the ship and the refueling station) are the exact same distance from the
riverbank, the best place to land isnot at the midpoint of the segment joining the feet
of the perpendiculars from you and the tent. You can reason out where the best spot
mustbe by making use of the “perpendicular bisector” theorem (or half of it, as stated
here; the other half is its converse):

THEOREM Perpendicular Bisector Theorem

Any point on the perpendicular bisector of a segment is equidistant from the
endpoints of the segment.One way to prove this

theorem is to use congruent
triangles. Another is to use
properties of reflections.

The problem: I need to minimize the sumAP+ PB, butP needs to stay on the line.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

If A were on theotherside of the line (ifA weren’t on the same side of the line asB)
it would be easy. I could just connectA to B and locateP whereAB crosses the lineIf A were on the other side,

this would be just like the
run-and-swim problem.

of the river. Then any other choice ofP, such asP′ below, would make a longer trip
because the shortest way to get fromA to B is along the segment fromA to B.

A

B

P

P′

Well, A isn’t on the other side of the line. But I can takeA and reflect it over the line
to makeA′ (so that the line representing the river is the perpendicular bisector ofAA′):

We could call this the
“reflection technique.”
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Now, going fromA to the line toB is the same as going fromA′ to the line toB, becauseThere’s another habit of
mind: Often it’s possible to
change a problem into an
equivalent problem that’s
easier to solve.

AP = A′P for any pointP on the line:

So, just connectA′ to B and that’s where you should putP:
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Another way to describe the solution is to say thatP is the point on the line that makesThis is how people think of
it in optics, where they
reflect light rays, and in
billiards where they bounce
a ball off the edges of a
pool table. High school
physics students often learn
that “the angle of incidence
equals the angle of
reflection” without having
a really clear idea of what
that means. Why does this
imply that the triangles
discussed in the solution for
Problem 5 are similar?

congruent angles with the shore.

Problem 9 (Student page 8)This problem extends Problem 8 by requiring its
methods to be applied twice.

In this picture,R andShave been reflected over the left and right shores. Then any
trip

R 7→ Left Shore7→ Right Shore7→ S

is the same as
R′ 7→ Left Shore7→ Right Shore7→ S′.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

But the picture above doesn’t show the shortest path. That’ll be found by drawing a
straight line fromR′ to S′, and finding where it intersects with the shorelines:Can you prove that this is

the best path?

Problem 10 (Student page 9)Here are definitions for the last three terms on the
list: Between any two points on the plane, there exist many different paths. Apath is
simply a way to get from pointA to point B, and of course, there are many different
ways. Each path has alengthassociated to it, measured by various methods, with
varying degrees of accuracy. Thedistancebetween two points is the tricky one—it
is defined to be the length of the shortest path between the two points. (Therefore, it
doesn’t make sense to talk about the “shortest distance” betweenA andB.)

Problem 11 (Student page 9) In Euclidean space, there is only one shortestAll of the questions in this
module assume Euclidean
geometry as the context
unless specifically noted.
For Problem 18 below, we
provide some information
about how to find the
distance between two
points on a sphere, but if
you’d like to find out more,
search for books on other
geometries such as elliptic
or hyperbolic geometry.
One book that’s fairly
accessible is The Shape of
Space by Jeffrey Weeks
(New York: Marcel Dekker,
1985).

path from one point to another: the line segment between the two points. In other
geometries lines are defined differently. A perfectly straight line from New York to
Anchorage, for example, would pass through the Earth, while the shortest path on the
surfaceof the earth (or slightly above, to avoid the bumps) is better approximated by
an arc (a segment) of what’s called a “great circle” in spherical geometry. (Lines are
often called “great circles” in spherical geometry, but the more general term for an
intrinsically straight line inanygeometry is ageodesic.)

Problem 12 (Student page 9)The shortest path from a point to a line (in a
Euclidean plane) is along the perpendicular to the line.

Problem 13 (Student page 9)

a. The answer is the same as that for Problem 12—the shortest path is along
the perpendicular fromA to the line that passes throughB andC.

b. Since the perpendicular does not fall on the segmentBC, you must take
the “best you can get,” that is, the closer of the two endpoints (in this case,
B). This idea that the minimum value of a system sometimes occurs at a
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

boundary point comes up over and over in optimization problems (as well
as in calculus).

Problem 14 (Student page 10)This must be ageneralstrategy—meaning it must
take into accountanysituation where you have two points and a line. There are two
cases to consider: (1) when the two points are onoppositesides of the line; and
(2) when the two points are on thesameside of the line. So suppose the two points
are on opposite sides of the line. Then the line segment connecting the two points will
do the job.

Now suppose the two points are on the same side of the line. In this case, to minimize
the total trip from the first point to the line and then to the second point, the general
strategy would be to construct the equivalent of a straight segment by using the re-
flection technique (see the notes for the burning tent problem). By reflectingA over
the line and creatingA′, you find the spot forP that minimizes total distance at the
intersection ofA′B and the line (because the distance fromA to P to B is the same as
the distance fromA′ to P to B).

Problem 15 (Student page 10)There are many notable attributes of perpendicular
bisectors. A key fact about perpendicular bisectors is the theorem stating that any point
on the perpendicular bisector of a line segment is equidistant from the endpoints of
the line segment. This is used in the burning tent problem when you reflect pointA
over the shore line to pointA′ and state that the distanceAPequals the distanceA′P.

Problem 16 (Student page 10)This is another problem that can be solved by first
using theory to narrow things down to a few cases and then using explicit calculations
to discriminate among the cases. Theory tells us the shortest way out of the pool is
along one (or more) of the perpendiculars to the sides of the pool. Experimenting
(here that’s just measurement and comparison) will tell us which one or more of those
perpendiculars is shortest. Whether to swim to a corner or a side, however, is more
easily solved theoretically than experimentally. If the swimming pool is convex, the
shortest path would always lead you to a side, never a corner. Why?

Try assuming that the shortest path out of the poolcould take you to a corner; then
follow the logic to show a contradiction. So suppose, in that convex swimming pool,
that the shortest path tooneof the sides is actually at a corner of that particular side.
(This would be the case when the path to the corner from your spot in the pool atM
is perpendicular to one of the sides or is the next best thing because no perpendicular
exists from your spot to that side.) Because the pool is convex, the path to that corner
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

will be the hypotenuse of a right triangle. In the picture below, both angles,6 M RS
and6 MST, are right angles. The distanceMSis longer than the distanceM Rbecause
the hypotenuse of a right triangle will always be longer than either of its legs. Another
approach, using contour lines, will be introduced in Investigation 6.4.

Problem 17 (Student page 10)One way is to make the pool a concave polygon.
If you insist that the pool is a convex polygon, it can’t be done.

Problem 18 (Student page 10)For any two general points on a sphere, the shortest
path between them is along an arc of the great circle, or geodesic, that passes through
them. Great circlesare those circles that are as big as possible on the surface of aA great circle on a sphere is

the intersection of the
sphere with a plane that
passes through the center
of the sphere. You can find
the great circle that passes
between any two points on
a sphere by pulling a piece
of string taut between
them.

sphere. Any great circle will define the boundaries of two hemispheres; from the
surface of the sphere a great circle will appear to be a straight line. Any other circle
on a sphere bends or curves off to one “side” of the sphere.

However, if the two points are on opposite ends of a sphere (if they areantipodal, such
as the North and South Poles), there will be many shortest paths between them. Points
that are exactly halfway around the Earth from each other can be reached equally
well in any direction; thus there are an infinite number of equally-minimal distances
between two such points.

Problem 19 (Student page 11)There is no minimum value forSP×PT, although
it gets smaller and smaller asP gets closer and closer to eitherSor T . (That smaller
and smaller value approaches 0, but whenP is actually at one of those endpoints, you
can’t talk about the angle atP.)
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The maximum for the product occurs whenSP= PT. Think of it this way: The area
of 4 SPTis half the product ofSTand the length of the perpendicular fromP to ST.
So, this area is biggest when the altitude is longest, and that happens whenP is “at the
top” (that is, whenSP= PT). But the area is also half the productSP× PT, because
the triangle is a right triangle and we can useSPas the base. So,1

2SP× PT is biggestThis habit of calculating the
same area in more than one
way and comparing results
shows up quite a bit in
geometry.

whenSP= PT, and thereforeSP× PT is biggest whenSP= PT.

The measure of6 P never changes; it’s always a right angle. Would the measure of
6 P also be invariant if the measure of arcSPTwere 90◦, or 45◦ instead of 180◦?

Problem 20 (Student page 11) Problems similar to Problems 19, 20, and 21 are
often used to apply the classical formulas that connect the measures of central angles,
inscribed angles, and the corresponding measures of their intercepted arcs. Here they
are meant as experiments, to make conjectures and develop ideas or theorems about
the relationships between the angles and the arcs they intercept.

BecauseS andT are fixed, there are only two possible values for6 SPT. The angle
measure remains fixed as long asP remains in one of the arcs formed bySandT . If
P crosses overS or T into the other arc, thenm6 SPT is 180◦ minus the first value.
To minimizeSP× PT, placeP at S or T ; to maximizeSP× PT, placeP across
from SandT so that the bisector of6 SPT intersects the center of the circle.

The proof of this fact is similar in spirit to the proof outlined in the solution for
Problem 19, but it uses trigonometry. Calculate the area of4 SPT in two ways:
it’s half the product ofST and the length of the altitude fromP to ST, and it’s also
1
2PS× PTsin P where “sinP” means the sine of the measure of6 SPT. But sinP
is constant asP roams around the circle, except at the two points whereP meetsS
or T (and these aren’t allowed, anyway). (This takes some thought: supplementary
angles have the same sine, andm6 P is always one of two supplementary values.) So,
PS× PT is largest precisely when12PS× PTsin P is largest, and

1

2
PS× PTsin P = the area of4 SPT,

which is largest whenP is as far away fromSTas it can be.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

As we’ve seen in many
previous problems, there’s
an important difference
between results that have
been found experimentally
and results found
theoretically. Sometimes
there seems to be no choice
in the matter; all or part of
an answer must be found
experimentally, by
exhausting all possible
cases (for example,
Problems 2 and 16 of this
investigation). In this
problem, however, we can
never be really certain of
the results described unless
a theoretical basis is found.
(Otherwise, every circle and
angle must be checked.)

One way to show that all the angles inscribed in the same arc have the same measure
is to show that the measure of any such angle is half the measure of the associated
central angle. You can use what you know about isosceles triangles and angle sums
in a triangle to show that the measure of the inscribed angleSPTin the figure below
is half the measure of the central angleSOT:

In the figure above, becausem6 SO P+ m6 SOT= 180◦ and m6 SO P+ m6 O PS+
m6 PSO= 180◦, we can conclude thatm6 SOT= m6 O PS+ m6 PSO. Next, since
4 P OSis isosceles, we have thatm6 O PS= 1

2m6 SOT. In the figure below, we use
two isosceles triangles becauseP is not on one of the lines containingOSor OT.

m6 SPF= 1
2m6 SOF

m6 TPF = 1
2m6 TOF

Now add.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

m6 TPF = 1
2m6 TOF

m6 SPF = 1
2m6 SOF

Now subtract.

Problem 21 (Student page 12)If P follows a straight path away fromS andT
as shown in the Student Module,6 SPTbecomes smaller and smaller. Thus, for any
point P′ outside the circle,m6 SP′T is always smaller thanm6 SPT, whereP is on
the circle. This result will come up again in Investigation 6.4 on contour lines.

To show that this is indeed always true, there are only two cases to inspect: 1) when
P′ is outside the circle and collinear with eitherSPor TP; and 2) whenP′ is outside
the circle but not collinear with either of these segments. In the first case, pictured
below,m6 SP′T is less thanm6 SPTbecausem6 P P′T + m6 P′T P = m6 SPT.In other words, 6 SPT is an

exterior angle of 4 PP′T .
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

In the second situation, (below), you can reduce it to a case you already know about:

m6 P = m6 P′′

Mark the intersection of
−→
SP′ and the circle (call itP′′). We know that all anglesYou could summarize all the

formulas by the rule “the
measure of the angle is half
the sum of the measures of
the intercepted arcs.” This
rule allows for angles that
aren’t inscribed in a circle,
but then you have to allow
for arcs that have negative
measure and measure 0.

inscribed in the same arc have the same measure (see Problem 20). This implies
that m6 SP′′T = m6 SPT, and the first case examined inthis problem implies that
m6 SP′T < m6 SP′′T.

Problem 22 (Student page 12)The Triangle Inequality could be used to justify
the answers to Problem 2 (the run-and-swim problem), but, because we already know
that the shortest path between two points is defined as the segment between them,
and because no proof is provided in the Student Module for the Triangle Inequality, it
makes sense to use the definition of the shortest path and the example of the run-and-
swim problem to prove the Triangle Inequality:
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Let P be a point on anyKL. Then L P + P K = L K , andLK is defined as theOne student reworded the
Triangle Inequality like this:
“The length of any one
particular side of a triangle
will always be less than the
sum of the other two
lengths.” And another
wrote: “This theorem is just
like saying that two sides of
a triangle are one way to
get from one point to
another, but not the
shortest way because they
take you to a third place in
between. The shortest way
is to draw the straight line
segment between the two
points, which is really just
the third side of that
triangle.”

shortest possible path betweenL andK . Now considerany otherpoint P′ not on the
line throughL and K . Three noncollinear points define a triangle; hence we have
4 L P′K . Now L P′ + P′K is another path fromL to K , but not the shortest. Thus
L P + P K < L P′ + P′K , meaning thatL K < L P′ + P′K . Therefore, the sum of
the lengths of two sides of a triangle are always greater than the length of the third
side.

Problem 23 (Student page 12)True; this is one of those inequalities that can be
established by writing the Triangle Inequality in as many ways as you can find.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

To explain the result that the sum of the lengths of the diagonals issmaller than
the perimeter of the quadrilateral, use the Triangle Inequality on4 AC B, 4 AC D,If the quadrilateral is a

parallelogram, then the
sum of the squares of the
lengths of the diagonals is
equal to the sum of the
squares of the lengths of
the sides. Can you write a
proof of this?

4 B DC, and4 B D A (use each diagonal as the “lonely” third side of a triangle). To
find that the sum of the lengths of the diagonals isbigger than halfthe perimeter, use
the Triangle Inequality on4 ABE, 4 BC E, 4 C DE, and4 D AE (here, use each
side of the quadrilateral as the third side of a triangle).

Problem 24 (Student page 13)Because the problem in the Student Module doesn’t
specify where the spider and bug are located, there really isn’t any one answer to
this problem. Depending on the shape of the room and the two locations under
consideration, the shortest path might be for the spider to crawl up to the edge shared
with the ceiling, or, it might be that the spider should crawl to an edge shared with
either the front or back walls, and from there go on toward the bug. Perhaps the most
important part of such a problem is understanding or figuring out a method by which
to solve for any particular location.

Consider this method: imagine the room is a box made of paper. Then you could cut
or unfold the paper along the edges and lay all the sides of the room out flat. In two
dimensions, then, the shortest path will be the distance between the two points. But
finding the shortest path may also depend upon comparing two or three different waysAre there any locations for

the spider and the bug
which result in more than
one shortest path?

to unfold the box: along the top edge, or along the two side edges.

For example, if the spider and the bug were at the centers of their respective walls, the
spider would take the shortest path by crawling along the perpendicular to the shared
(top) edge. On the other hand, take the case where the spider is on the side wall as
pictured in the Student Module, but is also somewhere very close to the shared edge
with the front wall, and the bug is on the ceiling anywhere along the shared edge with
the front wall. In this case, the Triangle Inequality comes in handy because thetwo
shortest paths for the spider approximate 1) the sum of the lengths of two sides of a
triangle, and 2) the third side. The shortest path, in this instance, is the second—the
diagonal across the front wall.

Problem 25 (Student page 13)

a. If you have to stayon the rectangle, then the only possibility for a shortest
path connecting all four points is to use the two shorter sides with one of
the longer ones (that is, deleteAB or DC, and addAD). This response is
perfectly reasonable: you could write a one- or two-line proof of it.

b. A more complicated situation, however, arises when that restriction is lifted,
and you’re allowed to come up with some other network, that is not neces-
sarily on the rectangle. If you experimented with this, you would find there
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

are networks of shorter total length, such as that pictured below. Given that
6 AP Dand6 BQCare each 120◦, you could use 30–60–90 triangles to prove
that the length actually is less than the path on the rectangle described in the
first paragraph of this solution.

Problem 26 (Student page 16)To produce a set of paths connecting all of the
points, but with shorter total length, remove all vertical segments but the first one, and
replace all the horizontal segments with two long horizontal segments, one connecting
all the top points, and one connecting all the lower points.

Problem 27 (Student page 16)

a. The solution shown in the Student Module (ABC HGF E D) makes use of
two short lengths (the heightsCH andED) and five long ones. There are
a number of better solutions. One, which uses three short segments, is
ABGF E DC H.

b. A worse solution is one that uses only one short segment, like that pictured
below.

c. There are eight vertices, so there have to be seven connecting segments. The
best we could hope for is to look for a path that uses all four short segments,
and three of the long ones. One such path isAF E DC HG B.
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MAKING THE LEAST OF A SITUATION (continued)

d. The shortest noncontinuous path would still only have four of the short seg-
ments, since there aren’t any others. One example is to connectE FG H with
the four perpendicular segments at those vertices. The sum of those seven
lengths is the same as the best solution for part c. However, a good question
to ask, if travel is allowed in any direction, is whether this noncontinuous
path provides for a total of less travel when you consider the sum of all paths
from any one of the vertices to any one of the others.

e. If the box has a nonsquare rectangular base, assuming the shorter side of the
base is not exactly the same length as the height of the box, then you have a
third set of segments to consider. It doesn’t matter whether the shorter side
of the base is longer or shorter than the height, because there are now three
sets of four equal lengths. You need seven to connect all the vertices, so you
find a way to use four of the shortest lengths, two of the medium lengths,
and one of the long ones.

Problem 28 (Student page 17)Here are some solutions. (They aren’t the only
ones.)

a.

b.
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c.

d.

There are some general strategies here. For example, “zig-zags” can be replaced
with straight line segments to save an entire horizontal or vertical. More generally,
savings can be realized whenever the pens can be made to share an unshared side,
or to lengthen a previously-shared side. The last example is a foreshadowing of the
upcoming “pen against the wall” problem (see Problem 6 of Investigation 6.3 in the
Student Module).
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Student Pages 20–27

Problems 1–2 (Student page 20)Of all triangles with sidelengthsa andb, the
one with the greatest area is the one with a right angle included betweena andb. To
see this, imagine a dynamic experiment starting out with the sides close together. InHere we use reasoning by

continuity again. the figures below, created by the software Geometry InventorTM, let AB represent the
side of lengtha, andAE represent the side of lengthb:
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The dynamic experiment helps to visualize what we might deduce from thinking about
how area is calculated: that the area of the triangle will be half the product of one of
the given sides and the height, and the height is at a maximum when it coincides with
the other given side. (That is, when the given sidesa andb are the height and base of
the triangle, and the included angle, therefore, is 90◦.)

Problem 2 can be solved by thinking of the parallelogram as made up of two congruentConversely, you might see
this problem as the “easier”
of the two, and convince
yourself it’s the right
triangle that maximizes
area because the right
triangle is half of a
rectangle.

triangles and reducing the situation to the one in Problem 1. Because the right triangle
maximizes area, of all parallelograms of sidelengthsa andb, it is the rectangle that
will have maximum areaab.

Problem 3 (Student page 21)The best rectangle for a given perimeter is a square.
There are several ways to investigate this, including experimental, numeric, algebraic,

This is a classic optimization
problem in which “best”
means “greatest area.”

geometric, and analytic techniques:

• Use some string of fixed length (tie it together at, say, 128 cm or inches, and
then experiment with other lengths). With a partner, look at different rectangular
shapes and their respective areas, or set up a sketch using geometry software.

Some methods yield a
precise answer, others may
yield a conjecture to
motivate the search for a
reason, a proof, or
precision.

• Because the perimeter of any rectangle is twice the sum of the lengths of two of
its nonparallel sides, look at pairs of numbers whose sum is 64 and that yield the
greatest product. (Some of these pairs are “symmetric,” like(32+ 1)(32− 1),
(32+2)(32−2), (32+3)(32−3), and so on. Or, for a more theoretical approach,
represent any sum with(x + a)(x − a), (x + b)(x − b), (x + c)(x − c), and so
on.)

• Set up an algebraic expression which gives the area of the rectangle as a function
of one dimension (the perimeter). Then graph the resulting expression and locate
its maximum either by estimation or by analytic techniques.

• Work through a geometric proof of the fact that the square is the best rectangle for
a given perimeter. At least try this before working on Problem 4. Such a proof is
provided in Problem 4 of the Student Module because an important part of doing
mathematics is to be able to read and make sense of another person’s argument.

Problem 4 (Student page 21)

c. One student’s answer goes like this: “I’ll show that a 32× 32 square is best by
showing that any other rectangle with perimeter 128 has area smaller than the
area of the square. I’ll do it by showing I can cut up such a rectangle and make
it fit inside the square with some pieces left over.
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“Suppose, for example, the base of the rectangle isa, anda is smaller than 32.If the rectangle isn’t a
square, one of its
dimensions has to be
smaller than 32.

“First, I’d cut it like this:
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“Then, I take the top strip off like this:

“And I put it beside thea × 32 rectangle:This picture makes use of
the fact that a < 32.

“This operationrearrangedthe area, but I didn’t add or lose any. Now, my two pieces
cover some of the square, but not all of it. So the square definitely has more area than
any nonsquare rectangle of the same perimeter!”
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Problem 5 (Student page 22)This is a problem that has many good solutions.
Here are two solutions:

• Go through a construction like the one outlined in the solution for Problem 4, but
this time do it in full generality. Suppose the rectangle has dimensionsa×b with
a < b. The side of the square in this case isa+b

2 . Follow the argument presented
in the solution for Problem 4, replacing 64 bya+b

2 . This will work.

• If p is the perimeter of the rectangle with sides of lengtha andb, thenp = 2(a+b).
The side of the square with the same perimeter isp

4 . Now,a + b = p
2 implies

b − p

4
= p

4
− a.

(If a < b, both sides of this equation are positive.) Letc = b − p
4 , then also

c = p
4 − a. Therefore,

area of rectangle= ab

=
( p

4
− c

) ( p

4
+ c

)
=

( p

4

)2

− c2

= area of square− c2

< area of square.The area of the shaded
region in the figure on
page 25 is exactly c2. Another proof uses a result that comes up over and over in mathematics: thearithmetic-

geometric mean inequality. It says simply that ifa andb are positive real numbers,
then √

ab ≤ a + b

2
The arithmetic mean of two numbersa andb is their average. It is the numberm thatCould the geometric mean

ever equal the arithmetic
mean?

makes the sequence
a, m, b

anarithmeticsequence (m− a = b− m). The geometric mean of two numbersa and
b is the numberr that makes the sequence

a, r, b

ageometricsequence (so thata
r

= r
b
). The arithmetic-geometric mean inequality saysWhat would be a good

definition for geometric
mean of three numbers?

that the geometric mean is never bigger than the arithmetic mean. To establish the
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, argue like this: Ifa andb are real numbers,
then

(a − b)2 ≥ 0.

because the square of any number is never negative. Thus,

a2 − 2ab+ b2 ≥ 0,
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and so
a2 + 2ab+ b2 ≥ 4ab.

(This comes from adding 4ab to both sides.) Therefore,

(a + b)2

4
≥ ab.

Since both sides are nonnegative, we can take square roots, yielding the arithmetic-
geometric mean inequality.

Now, back at the rectangle problem:

area of rectangle= ab

≤
(

a + b

2

)2

= area of square,

where the inequality is obtained by squaring both sides of the arithmetic-geometric
mean inequality.

Problem 6 (Student page 22)With a few modifications, Problem 6 can be ap-
proached by the methods discussed for Problem 3. One student reasoned through it
like this: “Imagine the pen is first made freestanding. To maximize the area for the
given perimeter of 32 meters, you make it a square. It has an area of 64 square meters.
Now consider the restriction that this pen must be constructed along one side of the
barn. You have to take away one whole side of the square pen (8 meters long) and
redistribute it among the remaining three sides in such a way that you still have a
rectangular pen, but also have maximum possible area.

“Well, if you redistribute any part of the 8 meters to a side that is perpendicular to the
barn, then you have to redistribute that same amount to the other side perpendicular
to the barn in order to retain the desired rectangular shape. Say you add 4 meters to
each, this adds a total area of 8× 4 or 32 square meters. But if instead you add all of
the 8 meters to the one side that’s parallel to the barn, then you just shift the sides that
are perpendicular to the barn, and your area grows by a full 8×8, or 64 square meters.
Anything else you can do would be something in between these two possibilities—it
would involve adding some to the side that’s parallel to the barn and some to the two
perpendicular sides, and every time you add length to the two perpendicular sides you
have to use some of your 8 meters onboth of these sides to retain the rectangular
shape. So it’s most efficient to add it to the side that’s parallel to the barn.”
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Another way to look at this problem is to consider it as a variant of the “reflection
technique” (see the solution for Problems 3–9 from Investigation 6.2), which might
be better renamed here the “symmetry technique.”

For example, for any pen of perimeter 32 meters with one side against the barn, you
can imagine a pen of perimeter 64 meters made completely out of fence, by thinking
of the union of the 32-meter pen you already have and its reflection image over the
barn’s wall (and suspending, temporarily, the barn’s existence).

The largest-area pen with a perimeter of 32 meters will occur when you have the
largest-area pen for a perimeter of 64 meters (because the area of the 32-meter pen is
half the area of the 64-meter pen). But, by Problem 3, the 64-meter pen has maximum
area when it’s a square; that is, when it has sides of length 16. Therefore, the pen
against the wall has maximum area when its dimensions are 8× 16.

Problem 7 (Student page 22)This is one of those problems where endpoints come
into play. If your barn were long enough, you’d use 16 meters of it for a side of the
pen and have an area of 128 square meters for 32 meters of fencing (see the solution
for Problem 6). But it’s not that long, so in this case you’ll build a pen that’s 13×9.5,
for an area of 123.5 square meters, again using your 32 meters of fencing.
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

One student had the clever idea that maybe we aren’t covering all the bases with this
argument:

“What if you use a bit of the fence to extend the wall?

Maybe you can pick up more area that way.” In the picture above, the wall has been
extended by some positive numberx, so the other lengths are as marked (remember,
you only have 32 feet of fence). Then the area of the pen is

(9.5 − x)(13+ x) = 123.5 − 3.5x − x2 = 123.5 − (3.5x + x2).

But, if x is positive, so is 3.5x+x2, so this area will always be 123.5 minus something,
which is less than what we can make the area by using all the fence on three sides.It was a good idea, though.

Problems 8–9 (Student page 23)Geometry software allows you to experiment
with these problems. If you want to maximize the angle from one goal post to you to
the other goal post, you might pass a circle through the goals and you:
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Then the angle is largest when the circle is tangent to the kicking line:

This is because anyother point on the kicking line isoutsidethe tangent circle, so
it makes an angle that is smaller than the one formed at the point of contact (see the
solutions for Problems 19–21 from Investigation 6.2). In fact, this argument shows
where to kick the ball if you are running alongany line that doesn’t intersect the
segment between the goals (solution to Problem 9).

For Problem 9, the following are a few other examples:

The art gallery problem: You are in a gallery looking at a picture which is hanging
in front of you. Your eye level is 5 feet, the bottom of the picture is 6 feet above the
ground and the picture is 4 feet tall. Where should you stand so that the angle from
the bottom of the picture to your eye to the top of the picture is a maximum?

The hockey problem: A hockey player skates toward the goal net along a line per-
pendicular to the net (but off to the side, so that the skating path doesn’t intersect the
segment between the ends of the net). What is the best place from which to take a
shot?

Jon Choate, a teacher at Groton School in Connecticut who also coaches hockey,
says that players develop an intuition for finding the place that maximizes the angle
between the puck and the goal ends. Jon has thought about the following situation:

When players warm up, they skate out on various lines that are perpendicular to the
goal. If each player shoots from his or her “best” spot, what is the locus of these
shooting positions?
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Can you describe the curve? The area “beneath” this shooting curve is referred to as
the “gray area” by hockey enthusiasts.

Problem 10 (Student page 24)A square is the rectangle of greatest area for a
given perimeter.

Problem 11 (Student page 24)There are several strategies here, all of them
approximate. For example, you can:

• Triangulate each figure and approximate its area.

• Cut one figure up and show that it fits inside the other with some left over.

Here’s an example of the second strategy mentioned above:

Call the polygons I and II. We’ll show that I is the larger of the two. Notice that, if
we draw a line segment through II and call the resulting pieces A and B, piece A also
fits inside polygon I as shown below. In fact, I can be divided into piece A and two
other pieces; call them C and D. Thus I= A + C + D and II = A + B. Again by
cutting and comparing, we can see that piece D fits inside B, but there is not enough
room inside B for both D and C. This means D+ C is larger than B, implying that
A + D + C is larger thanA + B, so I is larger than II.
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Problem 12 (Student page 24)Assuming that you are standing “head on” to the
picture (so that you are somewhere on the plane that is the perpendicular bisector of
the bottom edge of the picture), this is another version of the soccer problem. Here’s
a side view of the situation:

You want to maximize the angle from the top of the picture to your eye to the bottom
of the picture. In this case (head-on in front of the picture), there is one place along
the line that represents the possible positions for your eye where the angle is inscribed
in a circle tangent to that line. That location offers the maximum viewing angle.

Problem 13 (Student page 24)The larger angle is the one inscribed in the smaller
circle, because the vertex of the angle inscribed in the larger circle isoutsidethe smaller
circle (see Problems 19–21 from Investigation 6.2.)

Problem 14 (Student page 24)There are a lot of ways to explain why the hy-
potenuse is the longest side of a right triangle. One reason is thatAC ⊥ BC. The
perpendicular is the shortest distance from a point to a line, so any other path fromA
to BC (like AB) has to be longer.
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Another way to get this result is by using the Triangle Inequality. Suppose that we
have a right triangle with sides of lengtha, b, andc, wherec is the length of the
hypotenuse. Place two copies of the triangle together like this:

Notice that we do indeed get a new triangle (adjoining the two 90◦ angles produces
a straight line at the base), which has sides of lengthsc, c, and 2a. By the Triangle
Inequality,

c + c > a + a

2c > 2a

c > a.

This shows that the hypotenuse is longer than the side of lengtha, but the same
argument witha replaced byb will show that the hypotenuse is also longer than the
side of lengthb; hence it’s the longest side.

A third and simple way to show that the hypotenuse is the longest side of a right
triangle is to apply the following theorem:

THEOREM

If two sides of a triangle are not congruent, the angles opposite them are not
congruent, and the larger angle is opposite the longer side.

The right angle is the largest angle in any right triangle, so the side opposite the right
angle, which is the hypotenuse, must be the longest side.
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Problem 16 (Student page 25)Here we have compiled a list of strategies that
have come up so far in solving optimization problems. Yours may be different.

• When working with area, use the fact that given two shapesA andB, if shapeA
can be cut and rearranged into pieces which fit inside shapeB thenA has smaller
area thanB. (See Problems 4, 5, and 11.)

• Use geometry software to see all possibilities for a certain situation, and thenBut understand that this
only produces experimental
evidence.

decide when the situation is optimal. (See Problems 1 and 2.)

• Use the symmetry principle (see Problem 6). Sometimes it’s easiest to maximize
or minimize two times (or one half times) a certain quantity instead of the quantity
itself.

• Use the reflection principle. (See the burning tent problem, which is Problem 8
of Investigation 6.2.)

• When working with angles, relate the size of an angle to the position of its vertex
relative to the circle (inside, on, or outside the circle→ bigger, smaller, smallest).

• Use the Triangle Inequality. (See Problems 22 and 23 of Investigation 6.2, and
Problem 14 of this investigation.)

• Use the fact that the shortest path between two points in the plane is a straight
line segment, or that the shortest path from a point to a line is the perpendicular
from that point to the line. (See Problem 2 of Investigation 6.2.)

Problem 17 (Student page 25)The given polygon has only one concavity, and
it can be removed in a way that keeps the perimeter constant and increases the area.
Suppose thatA, B, andC are three consecutive vertices of a part that “sticks in.” Then
reflectABandBC overAC, keeping the perimeter the same and increasing the area.
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Problems 18–19 (Student page 26)In Problem 18, the greatest area is enclosed
by half of a regular hexagon of side 280:

How do we know this shape maximizes area? Theorem 6.2 says that a regular polygon
maximizes area for a given perimeter. Problem 18 says that you want to build a pen
in the shape of a quadrilateral—any kind of quadrilateral, as long as you maximize
area. Assuming you worked through Problem 6, you know that a rectangle with sides
in the ratio of 2:1 maximizes area for a rectangular pen against a wall. Such a pen
is half a square—the regular polygon of four sides. In this case, however, your pen
needn’t be a rectangle. You can obtain more area by thinking of swinging out the
two sides that are perpendicular to the wall. (Use the vertices these sides share with
the length of the pen parallel to the wall as hinges—this is similar to the strategy
just used in Problem 17.) Now you have a trapezoid of slightly greater area than the
half-of-a-square rectangle from Problem 6. Adjusting your trapezoid so that the three
sides created by fencing are all of the same length creates half of a regular hexagon
and maximizes the area.

Let’s make this precise by using the “symmetry technique.” Suppose you were free
to make this pen against the wall withanythree sides that add up to 840:
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Then you could reflect the pen over the wall to get a hexagon with twice the perimeterThe symmetry technique
for the rectangle against
the barn is described in the
solution for Problem 6.

and twice the area:

Maximizing the pen’s area is the same as maximizing the hexagon’s area, and that
happens when the hexagon is regular. So, the best pen is half a regular hexagon.

Similarly in Problem 19, the best five-sided pen with one side made from an existing
wall is half a regular octagon.

There is, however, a subtle flaw in our argument. Suppose, for the four-sided figure
in Problem 18, you happened to start with a figure like this:
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

Then when you reflect it, you end up with a pentagon, rather than a hexagon:

A regular pentagon
maximizes the area for this
case.

What’s worse is that you could have started with two sides of the fence perpendicular
to the wall, so that when you reflect it you would get a quadrilateral.

So, in Problem 18, we’re faced with comparing the areas of three polygons:These polygons are built
from the respective pens
and their reflections over
the wall. So all these
polygons have perimeter
1680.

• a square with side 420;

• a regular pentagon with side 336;

• a regular hexagon of side 280.

The actual candidates for thepenswe are after are each “half” of these figures (the half
that lies on one side of the wall), but if we maximize the area of the whole polygon,We got these

approximations using the
formula A = 1

2 Pa for the
area of a regular polygon,
where P is the perimeter
and a is the apothem (the
distance from the center of
the polygon to one side). In
most cases, a has to be
approximated using
trigonometry. See the
Connected Geometry
module A Matter of Scale
for more details.

we maximize the area of the pen. Whether the answer is found by approximation, or
by using area formulas, the hexagon has greatest area. Our approximations show that
the area of the square is 176,400, the area of the pentagon is about 194,200, and the
area of the hexagon is about 203,700.

Similarly, in Problem 19, there are three cases to consider:

• a regular hexagon with side 280;

• a regular 7-sided polygon with side 240;

• a regular octagon of side 210.

Approximation (or formulas) will show that the octagon wins (its area is about
212,900). We’ll leave the area of the 7-gon for your enjoyment.
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Problem 20 (Student page 26)Will the regular polygon (of a given perimeter)
with the largest number of sides always win at this game? Your conjectures in this
matter foreshadow some of the work you may do in the last section of this module,
“The Most Area.”

This problem asks you to compare the areas of half a regular octagon of side 30 and
half a regular hexagon of side 40. If you know some trigonometry, this can be a very
nice calculation (the half-hexagon is made up of three equilateral triangles of side 40,
and the half-octagon is made up of 4 isosceles triangles, each with base 30 and a 45◦Be careful: The “bases” of

the two figures look the
same length, but they
aren’t quite equal.

vertex angle). If you don’t know the necessary trigonometry, you might do a cutting
experiment.

Problem 21 (Student page 26) The area of a triangle is half the product of itsNote the difference
between this problem, (one
side and the sum of the
other two are fixed), and
Problem 1 of this
Investigation (two
individual sidelengths are
fixed and the third is free to
be as short or long as
possible). In Problem 1, the
right triangle maximizes
area.

base and height. If the base is held constant, the area will be as large as possible
when the height is as large as possible. That’s what’s happening here: The base,AB,
remains constant asC moves around, so the area of the triangle will be largest when
the height is largest. The largest possible height for this triangle happens along the
perpendicular bisector of the base, when4 ABC is an isosceles triangle.

Problem 22 (Student page 27)The resulting curve is an ellipse. Ellipses will
also come up in a central way, as contour lines, in Investigation 6.4.
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One way todefinean ellipse is as the set of all points where the sum of the distancesAnother way to define an
ellipse is as the curve you
get when you slice a cone
with a plane in a certain
way. An ellipse is one of
the curves called a “conic
section.” These two
definitions are essentially
the same.

from those points to two fixed points is a constant value. The two fixed points are
called thefoci of the ellipse.

Problem 23 (Student page 27)Theorem 6.2 states that the triangle with the
greatest area will be a regular triangle, which means in this case an equilateral triangle
with sidelength 8. Note that the theorem specifies a fixed perimeter, but no particular
sidelength is fixed. (Note, however, that this theorem was never proved. Try solving
the problem using a few applications of the ideas in Problem 21.)

Problem 24 (Student page 27)The logic here is a bit subtle. The answer is thatGiven a rectangle of fixed
perimeter, the square
provides maximum area;
given a rectangle of fixed
area, the square provides
minimum perimeter.

the square (with sides equal to 8) will have the smallest perimeter of any rectangle
with fixed area (in this case 64). Below are a couple of solutions provided by students
and teachers.

• Take a rectangle with sides of lengtha andb and area 64. We want to minimize
the perimeter, 2(a + b), so we might as well just minimize the quantitya + b.
By making a chart of different values ofa + b (with the given condition thatLooking at data is a good

method to use to begin to
attack a problem such as
this one.

ab = 64), you find thata + b is smallest whena = b = 8.

• More precisely, we can use thearithmetic-geometric mean inequality, discussed
in detail in Investigation 4.16 in theConnected GeometrymoduleA Matter of
Scale. This inequality says that ifa andb are positive numbers, then

√
ab ≤ a + b

2
,

and the two sides are equal precisely whena = b. Now, if the sides of our rectangle
area andb, its area isab; soab isconstant(that’s what we are assuming: constant
area). This implies that

√
ab is also constant; call itK . Then the perimeter of

our rectangle, 2(a + b), is always bigger than 4K (multiply both sides of the
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality by 4). And, in fact, 2(a + b) is equal to
this smallest possible value precisely whena = b; that is, precisely when our
rectangle is a square.

• We want to make the suma+b small. But if we decreasea too much, thenb will
have to be pretty large to make sure thata × b = 64. For example, ifa = 1, then
we must haveb = 64; thena + b = 65, which is quite large. So we want botha
andb to be relatively small, and close to each other in size. This might lead us to
guess (and then check) thata = b = 8 is what we want.
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MAKING THE MOST OF A SITUATION (continued)

• We want to show that, of all rectangles with area 64, the square has the smallestThis particular technique,
using proof by
contradiction, will be seen
again later, in the last
section of this module.
Notice how it assumes that
there is a best possible
rectangle. How can we be
sure of that?

perimeter. Suppose thatR is the rectangle of area 64 with the smallest perimeter.
Let’s call its perimeterk. Now let S be the square whose perimeter is alsok, in
other words, the square with sides of lengthk

4. SinceSandR are both rectangles
with the same perimeter, we know thatS has greater area because it’s a square
(recall Problem 4). Therefore,

Area(S) > Area(R)

k2

16
> 64

k2 > 1024

k > 32.

This means thatR, the rectangle of area 64 with smallest perimeter, has a perimeter
larger than 32. But the square of area 64 has perimeterexactlyequal to 32,
contradicting thatR’s perimeter is supposed to be smallest! The only way this
could happen is ifRandSare equal, that is, if the square has the smallest perimeter.
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CONTOUR LINES AND
CONTOUR PLOTS

Student Pages 28–46

Problem 2 (Student page 29)It might be simpler to make a contour plot of an
outdoor amphitheater than of a gym with all the bleachers pulled out. Amphitheaters
usually have simple staircase-like platforms for people to sit on, while bleachers have
seats as well as footrests in between each row of seats. If you make a contour plot of
a gym, you might choose to represent only the seats.

There is an important distinction between the contour plot for something like bleachers
or a staircase and the contour plot for something like a hillside—the bleachers rise in
discrete steps, whereas a hill or mountain peak most often exhibit a more continuous
change in height. In later problems, you’ll see how a surface plot would reveal these
differences better than a contour plot.

Problem 3 (Student page 29)

a. If the outermost contour line represents 100 feet above sea level, then one
place where the mountain will be approximately 1600 feet is halfway be-
tween the second and third contour lines. Of course, in a few places between
the third and fourth lines, the mountainmightdip down again to 1600 and
then rise steeply to 3100 feet, but we can be sure it doesn’t rise to 1600 feet
between the first contour line, which represents 100 feet above sea level, and
the second, which represents the place where the mountain has first risen to
1100 feet.

b. The contour lines show 100, 1100, 2100, 3100, and 4100 feet, respectively.
As the highest contour shows 4100 feet, the peak is greater than that but less
than 5100 feet.

c. As you approach the peak from the “south,” you pass contour lines packed
more closely together than anywhere else (although one particular spot in the
southwest comes pretty close). Said in another way, more vertical distance
(number of contour lines) is passed for a given distance toward the peak than
elsewhere. This is especially true in the middle of that journey, where the
contour lines are packed most closely.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

Problem 4 (Student page 29)The dot marks the highest point on the path, roughly
3100 feet.

Problem 5 (Student page 29)Assuming the outer contour marks the edge of the
lake, there are many possible places. The lower shaded region is more private—away
from other swimmers. The upper region keeps the children in view of everyone’s
watchful eyes and provides them a larger swimming area. The upper shaded region
only represents part of the region where the water is 5 feet or less.

Problems 6–7 (Student page 30)Each circle is a curve of constant distance from
you. When any ripple first touches a side of the pool, all the rest of that ripple is within
the pool. Swimming to the point of tangency gets you to a side; swimming to any
other point on that circle leaves you farther to go.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

Problem 8 (Student page 31)The part of the ripple that would have expanded
beyond the wall will travel back toward the center of its origin, as if reflected over a
tangent line.

Problem 9 (Student page 31)After a ripple has expanded beyond tangency to the
wall, it touches (locally) in two places. Between those places, the distance to the pool
wall is less than the radius of the expanding ripple, and so is closer than the places
where the ripple intersects the wall.

Problem 10 (Student page 31)

a. Draw the perpendicular bisector of the line segment connecting the goalGiven any line and any two
points not on the line, can
you construct (using a
straightedge and compass
or geometry software) a
circle that passes through
the two points and is
tangent to the line? That’s
an interesting challenge.

posts. Call the intersection of this line with the line of playersP. Draw the
circle whose center isM , the midpoint of the segment connecting the goal
posts, and whose radius isMP. This circle will be tangent to the line of
players atP. Now use Problem 21 of Investigation 6.2.

b. The angle first increases and then decreases as you move from left to right
across the field. The graph on the next page (created with Cabri Geometry
II TM) gives a more quantitative picture of how the angle varies. (To create
such a graph, set the player on a horizontal line, measure the angle to the
two goal posts in some suitable unit, and then transfer that numerical mea-
surement, as if it were a length, to a vertical ray from the player. Trace the
resulting point as the player moves.) The angle is at its greatest when the
player is centered between the goal posts (given that the line is parallel in
this case); as the player moves toward either side of the field, beyond either
goal post, the angle decreases most rapidly.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

Goal Posts

Player

•

•

•

c. In theory, for any less-than-optimal angle, there are exactly two spots along
the line of a player lineup that afford that angle. They are symmetrically
placed on either side of the optimal spot. In practice, in this case, there
would be a discrete number of players standing at particular spots along the
line. You’d use the theory to inform practice.

d. No matter how small the angle, there are spots from which the “view” of the
goal posts fills only that angle. For an angle of 1◦, those spots are definitely
not on the “line” (segment) the coach drew on the playing field, but will exist
in two places on the infinitely long linethroughthe coach’s line. The many
points that afford a kicking angle of 1◦ lie on a circle whose center has a
kicking angle of 2◦. This is avery large circle; the only parts of the circle
that would actually lie on the playing field would be, in a player’s words,
“practically in line with the goal posts.”

Problem 11 (Student page 31)The sketch should be a circular arc through the
goal posts.

• •

••••••••

Goal Post Goal Post

•

The relevant theorem is developed in Problems 19–21 in Investigation 6.2:
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(continued)

THEOREM Inscribed Angles

Angles inscribed in the same circular arc have the same measure.

This problem asks for a weak converse, also true, of thisInscribed Anglestheorem:

THEOREM Inscribed Angles Converse

The locus of vertices of congruent angles whose rays pass through two fixed
points is two (congruent) arcs joined at their endpoints.

To be a true converse, we’d expect the theorem to end: “. . . an arc.” But look at the
picture:

6 AP B is congruent not only to6 ARB, but also to6 ASB.

A

B
S

P

R

For practical reasons (soccer is played only in front of the goal posts) the second arc
is of no interest here, so the players stand on one circular arc. They would all have a
kicking angle of 40◦.
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

Problems 12–13 (Student page 32)The contour lines are all circular arcs because
the angles inscribed in each circle that passes through the goal posts have the same
measure, whereas the angles along a line in front of the goal will either increase or
decrease. As you move away from the goal, the numbers decrease. Larger arcs are
contour lines for smaller kicking angles; an additional contour line will represent the
value for a kicking angle between the values of the lines between which it was placed.

Goal Posts

Problem 14 (Student page 32)There are some very important ideas here. A
picture of the full contour map and running path looks like this:

B

A

P
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

Some of the contour lines do not cross your path. They afford better kicking angles,
but are inaccessible (if you remain on the path).

Intuition has already told us that for any less-than-optimal kicking angle, there are
two places along your path that give that angle. Both of the following pictures show
6 AP B at 12◦ below its maximum. The contour circle intersects the path at the two
different places whereP causes6 AP B to have this value.

If we cross contour lines while running along the path, the value of the angle isThis notion of tangency of
contour lines optimizing
some value is revisited
often in mathematics. The
horizontal tangent to the
curve that students study in
calculus is one example.

changing, so we cannot be at its maximum value. The contour line of the maximum
value is one that we just touch, but do not cross (for, if we cross it, we are at a higher
value).

When 6 AP B is at its maximum, its contour line is tangent to the path.

Problem 17 (Student page 33)As you dragP around, the value for the function
f will change. But there are certain sets of points for which the function has some
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CONTOUR LINES AND CONTOUR PLOTS
(continued)

particular constant value. These sets of points, or paths, of constant total distance
(PA+PB) form ellipses, withA andB as foci. One way to visualize this is to imagine
(or build a model) ofP as a washer on a string attached at either end toA andB.

Problem 18 (Student page 34)Here each contour line is a circle. Contour lines
are lines of fixed value for the function. Functiong evaluates distance from a single
point, so curves of constant value forg are located at constant distances from a fixed
point, which means they are circles. The full contour map is a set of concentric circles
aroundC.

Problem 19 (Student page 34)Points in space a constant distancer from a line`

lie on a cylinder of radiusr , with ` as its axis. (Likè , the cylinder will have infiniteThe axis is the line through
the center of a cylinder,
perpendicular to its faces.

length.) If in looking for these points you restrict your search to a plane that contains
`, you will find the points lie on the intersection between the cylinder and that plane:
two lines parallel tò . This example in the plane is the first in this module in which
contour lines are not single, connected curves. That is, the contour “line” for “one
inch away” (when the value off is 1 inch) is really two parallel lines, one on either
side of`.

Problem 20 (Student page 35)

a.–c. The contour lines here are ellipses. The numbers that could belong to theThis problem foreshadows
Problems 27, 36, and 41. “new” contour line would have to be in between the values for the original

second and third contour lines.

d.–e. The way to use the contour lines to locate the point along some arbitrary line
or circle (or even arbitrary curve) for whichf produces the smallest value
follows exactly the same logic as described in the solution for Problem 14.
As long as your arbitrary line (or curve) does not intersectAB, there will beIf your line intersects AB,

then the point of
intersection yields the
smallest value for f .

an ellipse to which it is tangent. That point will yield the smallest value for
f . (You may not havedrawn that particular ellipse, and, if not, it will lie
inside the smallest ellipse your line intersects.)

f. Function f computes the sum of the distances from a point toA andB. The
Triangle Inequality tells us that that sum cannot be less than the distance
betweenA and B. Thus, values smaller than that are not in therange
(cannot be values) off —no contour lines would correspond to them.
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Problems 21–22 (Student page 35)These two problems are extensions of the
thinking that is being developed here. For both problems the contour plots might beThe string-and-nails

technique suggested in the
Student Module encourages
you to think of physical
models and specifically
foreshadows models to be
encountered later.

sketched by hand or using the “slider point” method with geometry software. For
a detailed description of the latter, see the section “Drawing Curves with Geometry
Software” on pages 24–32 in theTeaching Notesfor Investigation 6.4.

Here is a brief outline of the method using Problem 21 as the example. Construct a
segment, sayGJ of lengthk, with a slider point,H , that breaks the segment into two
parts. Next, construct two circles of radiusG H andH I = 1

2 H J centered atE andF .
As H is slid back and forth alongGJ the intersections of the two circles,Z andZ′, will
trace out the egg-shaped set of points that represent the constant sumk = Z E+2Z F.

For Problem 22, the method is analogous. The slider point breaks a segment into
two parts, the sum of whose lengths is constant. These parts can be used to generate
figures other than circles; the set of possible loci that students can build depends
only on the available primitives. To solve Problem 22, the authors had to wait until
Cabri Geometry IITM built in conic sections as primitives. What we want here is “a
generalized ellipse with three foci,” that is, the locus of pointsP so thatPA+PB+PC
is constant. It can be obtained from the intersection of an ellipse and a circle:

PA+ PB+ PC = RS

In this sketch,RSis divided atE. An ellipse with major axisESis constructed withTo generate the locus, slide
E back and forth along RS. foci A and B, and a circle with radiusRE is constructed with centerC. P is the

intersection of the ellipse and the circle.

Problem 23 (Student page 36)The contour lines are circular arcs like those in
Problems 11–14. An important but subtle point left unsaid there is that becauseh(A)

andh(B) are not defined points,A and B cannot be included on the contour plot.
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(6 APBneither has a natural definition whenP coincides with eitherA or B, nor can
a limiting argument be used to assign an unambiguous meaning to it.)

Problem 24 (Student page 36)If P is above
←→
AB andm6 AP B = 90◦, this contour

line is a semicircle.m6 APB is less than 90◦ whenP is outside this contour line and
greater than 90◦ whenP is inside the contour line.

Problems 27–29 (Student pages 37–38)We use ellipses again. The loop-around-
two-nails technique described in Problem 31 helps in drawing these by hand. The
information immediately preceding Problem 32 will help in constructing them with
software.

In the figure on the left below, the ellipse shown is the contour line for the optimal
spot. All the points on the ellipse have the same value as the best spot: the minimum
total distance from your spot (You) to the river to the Tent. Other spots on the river
represent greater values for the function that calculates the total distance. The contour
lines for those values will be larger ellipses, and will not be tangent to the line of the
river but will intersect it.

The smaller the total distancek is (computed asAP+ BP), the “flatter” the ellipse.
The largerk is, the more the curve resembles a circle. A way to think about this is
to imagine extreme cases. Very large values ofk dwarf the distance between the two
foci. Thus the curve is (more or less) the set of all pointsk distance from thatone
place: a circle. Very small values ofk (it cannot be smaller than the distance between
the two foci) generate a line segment between the two foci.

Problem 30 (Student page 39)Yes, the two definitions are equivalent. Suppose
pointsA andB are fixed. The first definition says that if you pick a numberk, the set
of all points P for which P A + P B = k is an ellipse. This is exactly the same set
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(continued)

of points as in the contour line consisting of all pointsP such thatf (P) = k, which
is the second definition. For any positive numberk, both definitions define the same
locus of points, so they are equivalent.

Problem 31 (Student page 39)The important point is that the string is kept taut.
If the tip of the pencil is at pointP, then the sum of the distances fromP to the nails
is equal to the length of the string. This length doesn’t vary asP moves, so all the
points traced by the pencil will have the same total distance to the two nails.

If A and B are the locations of the nails, what you’re really doing is constructing a
contour line for the functionf (P) = P A + P B from the previous problem. If the
length of the string isk, you are drawing all the pointsP for which f (P) = k.

Problems 32–34 (Student page 41)If k is too small, the ellipse does not intersect
the riverbank. You cannot get to the river and back to the Tent with such little running!Here’s a way to remember

the definition of an ellipse:
“Points a constant total
distance k from A and B lie
along an ellipse.”

If k is too large, the ellipse for that value ofk intersects the riverbank twice. Inside
the contour line, between these two intersections, is some spot or a number of spots,
along the riverbank that will yield a shorter distance. Those better spots have contour
lines of their own. If any of these new contour lines intersect twice, then the places
between those intersections are inside the curve and are therefore even better places
to be.

Only one contour line is tangent, and only for the value ofk of that contour line is
there no better place—no place inside the curve—to which You could run. Thus the
contour line method should agree with the reflection method discussed earlier.

Problem 35 (Student page 41)Place a ball on each focus of an elliptical billiard
table. Shoot one ball inany direction hard enough to travel a distance equal to the
major diameter of the table, and it hits the other ball! Why?
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Draw an ellipse with fociA andB, and draw a tangent
←→
ST to the ellipse, intersecting

it at P.

We have seen that, if you are atA and your burning tent is atB, then the best place
to stop at the river (

←→
ST) is at P. But the best place to stop at the river is also at the

place where the line betweenA and the reflection ofB over
←→
ST intersects

←→
ST:

B′ is the image of B over
←→
ST .

So, P must be the intersection of
←→
ST with

←→
AB′ . But since6 SPA∼= 6 TPB′ (vertical

angles) and6 TPB′ ∼= 6 TPB(one is the reflection of the other), we have6 SPA∼= 6 TPB.
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Problem 36 (Student page 42)The set of points that represent a constant sum ofThis problem is essentially
equivalent to Problem 20 of
this investigation.

distances toK andL will be ellipses, and the spot where the one ellipse is tangent to
the circular edge of the pool is the spot that minimizes the total length Natasha has to
swim. The problem is that the ellipses (the contour lines) can be tangent to the circle
in several different ways:

Which of these ellipses is tangent in the best spot for Natasha to leave her sunglasses?
What properties do the other intersections have?

Problem 37 (Student page 42)

a. There are two main distinguishing differences. A topographic map is a
two-dimensional picture that draws attention to features of constant value,
whereas a relief map, or surface plot, is a three-dimensional model or map.
(However, people often refer to apictureof a relief map as a relief map—
that can be confusing.) The second important difference is in the nature of
the representation of features. Topographic maps and contour plots depict
information in discrete steps; there are gaps between values, and many of
the contour lines cannot be pictured. Relief maps and pictures of them are
continuous (there are no gaps or holes in between any of the points or features
represented).

b. The relief map would look like an upright cone, balanced on its point. The
topographic map would look like a bullseye—a bunch of concentric circles.

c. The relief map forg is an elliptical cone opening upward or a bowl shape with
a line segment for its foundation instead of a point. The line segment lies
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on a base plane; imagine vertical rays perpendicular to the plane from each
endpoint. Successive planes will cut ellipses with foci at the intersections
with the vertical rays. Here are some pictures generated inMathematica.Mathematica® is a piece of

software designed
specifically for doing
mathematics. It will do
algebraic manipulations
and make pictures like
these, among other things.

The contour plot Two views of the surface plot

d. The contour plot would look like a series of equally-spaced concentric
squares. Plotting packages that create pictures like this compound the diffi-
culty of visualizing the contour plot by cutting off the surface in ways that do
not necessarily fit the contour of the surface. That is why we see irrelevant
corners on this surface. Trimmed differently, it would be easier to see that
this surface is the nonbase surface of an inverted square pyramid; thus, each
slice through the surface parallel to the base is a square.
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Problem 38 (Student page 43)First you may want to decide how much longer it
takes you to run with a full bucket than with an empty bucket. If it takes you twice as
long, then the problem is similar to Problem 21 (except that here we are looking only
at points along a line, not any point in the plane). The apparatus shown in the sidenote
to Problem 21 on page 35 of the Student Module will help in drawing the contour
lines. See commentary “Using Technology” of Investigation 6.2 in the section of the
Teaching Notesfor Problems 3 and 8 of Investigation 6.2. Coordinate techniques can
also be used to generate a function whose graph shows the optimal spot. (See, for
example, page 9 in the “Mathematics Connections” section of theTeaching Notesfor
Investigation 6.2.)

Problem 40 (Student page 44)If you think of the best viewing angle as the
widest angle, then this is just another version of the soccer problem (see Problem 8
of Investigation 6.3). Suppose your location on the highway isX, and A and B are
the two front corners of the building. Then you want to find which position forX
maximizes the measure of angle6 AX B. As in the soccer problem, the solution is to
construct a circle through pointsA, X, andB, and then find the location forX that
makes the circle tangent to the line representing the highway.

Problem 41 (Student page 44)This problem is essentially equivalent to Prob-
lems 20 and 36. See the solutions for those problems.

Problem 42 (Student page 45)See the solution for Problem 38. This is the same
problem except thatL has been reflected over the shoreline.

Problem 43 (Student page 45)There are at least two problems here. The proposed
solution is to find the smallest ellipse withA and B as foci that does not cross the
refuge. But there is no need for the entire ellipse to exist outside of the refuge. In other
words, there might exist an ellipse with the property that part of it intersects the refuge,
but part of it doesn’t; it is on this second part where a good location for the recreation
center might lie. Restricting attention to only those ellipses which completely contain
the refuge might rule out some solutions.

Second, the given answer doesn’t consider some other important questions. For
example, the recreation center should be conveniently located to both cities. It would
not be fair if the people in one city had to drive much longer than the people in the
other city, even if such a solution minimized the total amount of new roadway needed.

Problem 44 (Student page 45)In the figure on the next page, two contour lines
are shown. The one smallest in value is the perpendicular line segment from pointE
to `. Any point along that line segment will result in the same value for functionf .
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The second contour line is the union of two curves, and each of these curves is a pieceCan you generate these
contour lines with your
geometry software?

of a parabola. The best way to see this is to use analytic geometry. Set things up so
that` is thex-axis andE is on the positivey-axis.

E

`

Problem 45 (Student page 46)The function describes concentric spheres. A
contour plot, because it’s two-dimensional, would look like a series of concentric
circles.
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Problem 2 (Student page 47)If a mathematical statement has been proved, it is
known as a theorem. If the statement is something that is believed to be true, such
as an educated guess, it’s a conjecture. There exist a number of famous conjectures
in mathematics—unproved statements that have existed for years and which most
mathematicians believe to be true. These are still conjectures, however; no matter
how many people believe them, they remain conjectures until they are proved.

Problem 3 (Student page 47)

a. The measure of6 NLP is 90◦, sinceNL is perpendicular to line
←→
L M .

b. When we talk about distance fromQ to
←→
L M , we mean the length of the

shortest path fromQ to
←→
L M . The shortest path from a point to a line is the

perpendicular line segment between them; this would beQM. Hence, the
distance is 2.2 cm.

c. We are not given the length ofLP, but we do know the lengthsLN andPN,
and we know that we have a right triangle with verticesL, N, andP. By
the Pythagorean Theorem,

(LP)2 + (LN)2 = (PN)2

(LP)2 = (PN)2 − (LN)2

(LP)2 = (5.2)2 − (4.1)2 = 10.23.

SoLP = √
10.23 cm≈ 3.2 cm.

d. PN = 5.2 cm andPQ = 8.2 cm. Thus,P is not equidistant fromN andQ;
P is closer toN.

e. Yes,NL andQM are parallel because they both are perpendicular to
←→
L M .

f. As P moves to the right alongLM, the lengthNPwill increase. AsP moves
to the right,4 NLP changes; the heightNL stays fixed, but the baseLP
becomes longer. This means that the hypotenuseNP lengthens also; thus,
NP increases.

Here’s a way to be certain that the hypotenuse gets longer asP moves to the right
alongLM: SupposeP moves to the right to a new pointP′. Look at the right triangles
4 NLPand4 NLP′. The Pythagorean Theorem says that

(NL)2 + (LP)2 = (NP)2

and
(NL)2 + (LP′)2 = (NP′)2.
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It is clear thatLP′ > LP, so that(LP′)2 > (LP)2. Therefore, the equations above tell
us that(NP′)2 > (NP)2, soNP′ > NP (as they are both positive quantities).

Problem 4 (Student page 48)

a. Imagine thatNQ is drawn and look at4 N P Q. By the Triangle Inequality,
NP+ PQ > NQ, so the given statement is false.

b. The given statement is false. The lengthNP+ PQwill vary as P moves. In
fact, you know whereP should be to minimizeNP+PQ; this is the burning
tent problem.

c. The given statement is true. This is the definition of midpoint.

d. The given statement is false. IfP is at the midpoint ofLM, thenLP = PM;
call this lengthx (or calculatex using the given measurements). Now apply
the Pythagorean Theorem to4 LNPand4 MPQ:

(4.1)2 + x2 = (NP)2

(2.2)2 + x2 = (PQ)2.

If NP = PQ, then the equations above would show that 4.1 = 2.2! There-
fore, the two lengths are not equal.

e. By the Triangle Inequality,NL + LP > NP, so the given statement is false.

f. False; if 6 NPQ= 90◦, then we know that

m6 LPN + m6 QPM = 90◦

since a straight line measures 180◦. We also know that

m6 LPN + m6 LNP = 90◦

and
m6 QPM+ m6 PQM = 90◦

since the sum of the angle measures in a triangle is 180◦.

The first two equations above tell us that

m6 QPM = m6 LNP,

while the first and the third tell us that

m6 LPN = m6 PQM.
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Therefore, ifNP = PQ, 4 LNP and4 PQM would be congruent by the
ASA Postulate. That would mean that

LP = QM = 2.2

and
LN = PM = 4.1,

implying thatLM = 2.2 + 4.1 = 6.3. However, using the measurements
we were originally given (see Problem 3c), we can calculate thatLM =√

10.23 + √
62.4, which is approximately 11, not 6.3. AlthoughP is

allowed to move,LM is fixed, so its length can’t vary. Thus, the given
statement is false.

g. By reflectingN aboutLM, we get the pointN ′ which forms a line segment
N′L perpendicular toLM, and also has the property thatN′L = NL. See
the picture below. Thus,LM is the perpendicular bisector ofNN′. Recall
that any point on the perpendicular bisector of a segment is equidistant
from the endpoints of the segment. This means thatPN = PN′. Clearly
LP = LP, so by the SSS Postulate,4 NLP ∼= 4 N′LP. This tells us that
m6 NPL = m6 N′PL.

N

N′

P

M

L

N

N′

P

M

L

Problem 5 (Student page 48)If you picture the bottom of the pool as a straight
line, l , the problem becomes the same as the burning tent problem. First of all, the
swimmer tries to make a long dive and enter the water as close to the opposite end of
the pool as possible. Call the point where the swimmer enters the waterA. Call the
point which is at the top of the water at the far end of the poolB. Then the problem is
just to find the pointP on line l which minimizes the lengthAP + P B, the burning
tent problem.

Problem 6 (Student page 48)Recall the solution to the burning tent problem: we
reflectA about the linel (the river) to form a new pointA′; we constructA′B, and then
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find point P whereA′B intersectsl . Call this point the “best spot” forP. We want
to show that asP varies, the length of the pathAP+ PB will also vary, and that this
length is shortest whenP is located at the best spot.

BecauseP is on the perpendicular bisector ofAA′, we know thatPA = PA′, so
AP+ PB = A′P + PB. Therefore, it suffices to look at the pathA′P + PB. As P
varies, so does this path. At exactly one spot (the best spot)A′P+PBwill be a straight
line; at all other spots it willnotbe straight. ButA′P+ PB is a path fromA′ to B, and
we know that the shortest path between two points along a straight line. Thus, when
P is at any place other than the best spot,A′P + PB will be longer than it is whenP
is at the best spot. Therefore,AP+ PB is also minimized whenP is at the best spot;
the lengthA′P + PBdoes not stay constant.

Problem 7 (Student page 49) Xwill not always be the midpoint. It makes sense to
try some special cases, such as right triangles, isosceles triangles, and obtuse triangles.
PointX will be the midpoint ofAC if and only if 4 ABC is isosceles. Using what you
know from the burning tent problem, see if you can write a proof of this.

Consider4 ABC. Let 6 1 = 6 AXM1 and let 6 2 = 6 CXM2. Recall from the burning
tent problem that becauseX is the point that makes pathM1X + X M2 as short as
possible, we know thatm6 1 = m6 2.

First, assume thatX is the midpoint ofAC; thusAX = XC. SinceX is a midpoint,
segmentsXM1 andXM2 aremidlinesof 4 ABC. (A midlineof a triangle connects the
midpoints of two consecutive sides.) We then apply the following theorem:

THEOREM

A midline of a triangle is parallel to the third side of the triangle.This is the half of the
Midline Theorem, which
has been discussed in
earlier modules and is
proved in the module The
Cutting Edge.

This theorem tells us that segmentsXM1 andBC are parallel, as are segmentsXM2

andAB. This implies that
m6 1 = m6 M2CX,

and
m6 2 = m6 M1AX,

respectively. Therefore, sincem6 1 = m6 2, we have that

m6 M2CX = m6 M1AX.
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This lets us conclude that4 ABC is isosceles.

For the other half of the proof we assume that4 ABC is isosceles, and show thatX is
the midpoint ofAC. Since the triangle is isosceles, we know that

m6 M1AX = m6 M2CX

and also that
AM1 = C M2.

Sincem6 1 = m6 2, we see that4 AM1X ∼= 4 XM2C. Therefore,

AX = XC,

so X is the midpoint ofAC.

The shortest distance exists when m6 AX M1 = m6 C X M2.
4 ABC on the right is isosceles.

Problem 8 (Student page 49)

a. PointT will be inside the new square. This might be hard to see intuitively,
but you can reconstruct the situation on the computer or with paper and ruler
to try to discover the correct answer. A proof of this is given below the
answers to the questions for part b.

b. The area of the first farm is 4 km2. Each child’s farm has a perimeter of
6 km and area of

√
3 km2. (Divide an equilateral triangle into two 30–60–90

triangles to find this area.) The total perimeter of the land owned by the
family is 16 km, while the total area of this land is 4+ 4

√
3 (≈ 10.9) km2.

The farm with maximum area given a perimeter restriction is circular. To
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find the area of a circle with circumference 16 km, first find the radius:

C = 2πr

r = C

2π
= 16

2π
= 8

π
,

So the radius of the circle is8
π

cm. Now find the area:

A = πr 2

= π

(
8

π

)2

= 64

π
≈ 20.4.

The maximum possible land area is 20.4 cm2.

It is a fact that a circle maximizes area when the perimeter is fixed. Indeed, this is the
isoperimetricproblem. The last section of this module, “The Most Area,” is devotedIso- is a prefix meaning

equal or uniform. What do
you think isoperimetric
means?

to this problem. The solution can be conjectured at this point and will be proved later.

Proof that T is inside the square: Let M be the midpoint ofNP. Since1N T P is
equilateral,TM is an altitude andT M = √

3. Since
√

3 < 2, T M < O N, soT is
inside the square.

2

2

2

2

Q M

PN

O
T

M

2

1
3

Problem 9 (Student page 50)The best solution here is for the farmer to once
again purchase a circular region of land surrounding her farm. Suppose the original
farm is a square with area ofx2 km2. Then each child’s farm must have an area of
1
4x2 km2, so the total area of land will be 2x2 km2.
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Since the amount of fencing needed for the original farm will never change, the total
amount of fencing needed will be minimal when the outside perimeter of the family’s
land is minimal. Therefore, we have a fixed area, and want to find the shape enclosing
this area with the smallest perimeter. The answer is once again a circle; this too will
be dealt with in the last section of this module, “The Most Area” (see Problem 8
of Investigation 6.20). The best idea is to purchase a circular area surrounding the
original farm and then divide the area outside of the original farm into 4 equal pieces
for the children. Since we know that the area of the circle is 2x2 km2, we can find the
radius and then use the radius to find the circumference.

A = πr 2

2x2 = πr 2

r 2 = 2x2

π

r = x

√
2

π
km,

and

C = 2πr

= 2πx

√
2

π

= (2πx)

√
2√
π

·
√

π√
π

= 2πx
√

2π

π

= 2x
√

2π km.

Thus, the total amount of fencing needed will be 2x
√

2π km.

Problem 10 (Student page 50)The volume of the typical box is 273 cm3

(l ×w ×h). The size and shape of a rectangular-based juice box that will use the least
cardboard for its surface area will always be a cube. Because in this problem you were
given that the fixed fluid volume of approximately 250 ml is contained by a shape the
volume of which is 273 cm3, the question is reduced to finding the dimensions of a
cube of that volume (a cube of edgelength3

√
273).

The cube is the rectangular box that minimizes surface area. Consider the problem in
two dimensions. Instead of a rectangular box we have a rectangle, instead of volume
we have area, and instead of surface area we have perimeter. You already know that of
all rectangles with a fixed area the square has the smallest perimeter (see Problem 24 of
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USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

Investigation 6.3 of the Student Module). If the answer is a square in two dimensions,
this kind of reasoning by analogy leads us to believe it’s a cube in three dimensions!

You could also try calculating several examples of different boxes with that same
volume of 273 cm3. For instance, if the box has dimensions 180 cm× 1 cm× 1 cm,
the surface area equals 722 cm2, which is quite large. If the dimensions are 18 cm× 5
cm× 2 cm, the surface area is 272 cm2. In the 10 cm× 6 cm× 3 cm case, the surface
area is 216 cm2, and with dimensions 5× 6 × 6, the surface area equals 192 cm2. It
seems as if the surface area becomes smaller as the sides of the box become closer to
each other in length. The pattern in these results would also lead one to surmise that
perhaps a cube is the best solution for minimal surface area.

To prove that the answer is, in fact, a cube, we make use of thearithmetic-geometric
mean inequalityfor three variables. It states that ifa, b, andcare positive real numbers,
then

3
√

abc≤ a + b + c

3
.

Recall that we used this earlier for two variables: ifa andb are positive real numbers,See Problem 5 of
Investigation 6.3 for details. then √

ab ≤ a + b

2
.

The Proof If x, y, andz represent the sides of the box, the surface area is given
by 2(xy + xz+ yz). To minimize surface area, it suffices to minimize the quantity
xy+ xz+ yz. We will call this quantityS, soS = xy+ xz+ yz. Let V represent the
volume.

Remember thatV = xyz. Now let

a = xy

b = xz

c = yz.

The inequality says that
3
√

abc≤ a + b + c

3
,
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USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

So with substitution, we have

3
√

(xy)(xz)(yz) ≤ xy + xz+ yz

3
3

√
(xyz)2 ≤ xy + xz+ yz

3
3

√
(V)2 ≤ S

3

3
3

√
(V)2 ≤ S.

Therefore,Smust be minimal when

S = 3
3

√
(V)2.

This happens whenx = y = z because when this is true we havex = 3
√

V , and
x2 = 3

√
(V)2, so it follows that

S = x2 + x2 + x2 = 3
3

√
(V)2.

For a proof of the
arithmetic-geometric mean
inequality, see the
“Mathematics Connections”
section of the Teaching
Notes.

Surface area is minimized whenx = y = z, that is, when the box is a cube.

Problem 11 (Student page 50)The point of tangency is the point on the tangent
line closest to the center of the circle. A segment drawn from the center to any other
point on the line must at least contain a radius of the circle and therefore is longer than
the radius. A radius drawn to the point of contact with the tangent line is perpendicular
to the tangent.

Problem 12 (Student page 51)This is a classic problem, due to Hermann Aman-
dus Schwarz. Schwarz (1843–1921) was a distinguished mathematician at the Uni-
versity of Berlin and one of the great contributors to modern function theory and
analysis. The solution is quite surprising: The smallest perimeter triangle is obtainedA beautiful attempt at the

“real essence of
mathematics” along a path
from “the very elements to
. . . the substance of modern
mathematics” is found in
What Is Mathematics? by
Richard Courant, Herbert
Robbins and Ian Stewart
(Oxford University Press,
New York, 1996).

by connecting the feet of the altitudes of the outside triangle. For a proof, see Courant,
Robbins, and Stewart; and for a connection with an unsolved problem in geometry,
see Klee and Wagon’s book. (See the first sidenote on the next page.)
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USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

Problem 13 (Student page 51)There are many ways to approach this problem.
Variations on the solution forP that follows show the interplay between deduction
and experiment, as well as the use of habits of mind such as looking at special casesIn Unsolved Problems in

Plane Geometry and
Number Theory by Victor
Klee and Stan Wagon
(Mathematical Association
of America, 1991), the
authors present some of
the background for a
number of unsolved
problems, as well as some
of the techniques used to
produce partial results.

and performing thought experiments. A little experimenting shows that the best spot
to minimizeDE (subject to the constraints thatPD ⊥ AC, andPE ⊥ BC) seems to be
at the foot of the altitude fromC to AB. Why?

Let’s work backwards: The claim is thatDE is a minimum whenCP ⊥ AB. That
is, we think thatDE is a minimum whenCP is a minimum. That would follow if
DE = CP, which would be true if6 C were a right angle; thenDCEP would be a
rectangle and the diagonals of a rectangle are congruent. So we have a proof in the
special case where6 C is a right angle.

The proof that makes use ofDCEPwhen it’s a rectangle doesn’t generalize easily, butGeometry software is
especially convenient here
in coming up with a
conjecture. The proof,
however, is tricky.

it doesgeneralize. It turns out that, whileDE 6= CP in general,DE depends onCP in
such a way that one is a minimum precisely when the other is. Here’s how to see this.
First, reflectP overAC andBC to obtainP′ andP′′; then connect up some points:

Now convince yourself of three facts:

Fact 1. P′P′′ = 2DE (by the Midline Theorem);

Fact 2. CP′ = CP = CP′′ (they are all reflection images of each other);

Fact 3. m6 P′CP′′ = 2m6 ACB( 6 PCA∼= 6 P′CAand 6 PCB∼= 6 P′′CB).
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USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

So, by Fact 1, to minimizeDE, we need to minimizeP′P′′. Also, no matter whereTwo isosceles triangles that
have the congruent vertex
angles are similar by SAS
for similarity. Try this with
your geometry software.
Do the triangles look
similar?

you putP, Fact 2 implies that4 P′CP′′ is isosceles, so we want to minimize the base
of a family of isosceles triangles. Furthermore, by Fact 3, all these isosceles triangles
are similar. So, to find the smallest base, we only need to find the shortest leg. And
the legs are always the same length asCP, which is smallest whenCP ⊥ AB.

If you can use a little trigonometry, we can cement in a tighter connection with our
special case when6 C is a right angle.

Let DE = x andCP = y. ThenP′P′′ = 2x andCP′ = CP′′ = y. Use the Law of
Cosines on4 CP′P′′ to obtain

(2x)2 = y2 + y2 − 2 · y · y · cos6 P′CP′′

4x2 = 2y2 − 2y2 cos 26 ACB

2x2 = y2(1 − cos 26 ACB).

How nice: If m6 ACB = 90◦, then cos(26 ACB) = −1, so this says that 2x2 = 2y2,
andx = y. This is the special case of a right angle. But simplify some more to obtain

x and y are positive, so
taking square roots is
allowed.

x = y

√
1 − cos(26 ACB)

2
.

Using the sine half-angle formula for angles in quadrants I and II,

sin

(
θ

2

)
=

√
1 − cosθ

2
,

we have
x = y sin 6 ACB.
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USING OPTIMIZATION (continued)

So, since sin6 ACB is a positive constant (it’s 1 when6 ACB is a right angle!),x is a
minimum wheny is a minimum.

For fun, try graphingx againsty on a Cartesian graph.

Problem 14 (Student page 52)This problem is very tricky, and the solution is not
at all obvious. In fact, the best location forP might sometimes lie on

←→
AR but outside

of the triangle!

Here’s a method for constructing the best location forP: The first step is to double
FR, producingFX. Construct segmentAX, then extendPD, letting Y be the point
where it intersectsAX. Now formYF.

Our first goal is to show thatYF = DE. Then, instead of finding the location forP
which minimizesDE, we will find the location which minimizesYF, which will be
equivalent.

The problem states thatPD ‖ RF andPE ‖ AF. SinceE is anRF andD is onAF,
this tells us thatPD ‖ EF andPE ‖ AF. Therefore,DPEF is a parallelogram, so
DP ∼= FE, since opposites sides of a parallelogram are congruent. Also,

6 E P D ∼= 6 E F D(1)

since opposite angles of a parallelogram are congruent.

Since
←→
DF ‖ ←→

P E, we know that

6 F DY ∼= 6 E P D(2)
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because these are corresponding angles formed by the transversal
←→
Y P and the parallel

lines.

From equations (1) and (2) above, it follows that that6 F DY ∼= 6 E F D. It also follows
thatYF ‖ DE because if two lines are cut by a transversal and alternate interior angles
are congruent, the lines are parallel. We knew from the given information and the
construction thatYD ‖ FE. ThereforeYDEF is a parallelogram, so

YF = DE.

Thus, to minimizeDE, it suffices to minimizeYF. As point P moves, so doesY,
but YF will always be a path fromF to AX. The shortest path from a point to a
line is always the perpendicular one, soYF will always be smallest whenYF ⊥ AX.
Therefore, the best location forP is the spot for which the beginning construction
causesYF andAX to be perpendicular.

Some interesting questions remain: When doesP fall outside ofAR? What if the
original triangle is equilateral? What if it’s isosceles? There’s a lot of food for thought
here.

Problem 15 (Student page 52)At first thought, the answer seems simple: the
bigger the diameter of each log in the pile, the greater the total amount of wood in the
pile. It seems as if buying larger logs will guarantee that you are buying more wood
and less air. Play around with some examples, however. It turns out that, if each log
in the pile has the same diameter (and has a circular cross section as in the picture in
theStudent Module), then when you look at the cross section of the 4 ft× 4 ft × 8 ft
pile you will be looking at a total area of 4π square feet of wood in the pile. This will
be true no matter what the diameter of the logs; even if you buy just one large log.

Problem 16 (Student page 53)This problem will be studied extensively in the
next section of this module, but experiment with it now if you want to generate a few
conjectures.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
MAGICAL MIX

Student Page 54

This reading investigation provides an introduction to the second section of the module.
It contains no problems, so there are no solutions.
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Problem 2 (Student page 56)Rich realized that the desired sum of the distances
must not depend on pointD’s position inside the triangle. A position was never given,
so he decided that he was free to visualizeD traveling throughout the interior of the
triangle and that, even thoughD’s position would change, the sum of the distances to
the sides of the triangle would stay the same. Rich saw that as he chose a location for
D very, very close to a vertex but not quite there, one of the three distances wasalmost
the height of the triangle while the other two were extremely small. If the value for
the sum of the distances to the sides were the same foranypoint inside the triangle,
it must be the same for the points on the triangle itself. So he movedD to a location
where the sum would be the easiest to compute—a vertex. It was his reasoning by
continuity which convinced him that this would work.

What is reasoning by continuity? Suppose you have a function which acts on the
plane—in other words, the function assigns a value to each point in the plane. Rea-
soning by continuity is the kind of thinking you are doing when you identify the par-
ticular function under consideration as one that will assign continuous values (without
any gaps or jumps between values), and then use that understanding to interpret the
behavior of the values for points that are fairly close together. It is reasoning by con-
tinuity that allows us to assume that, given two points extremely close together and a
third point between those two, that the value assigned to that third point will also be
between the values for the first two points.

Problem 3 (Student page 56)The answer is B. Suppose that pointD is at vertex
C of the triangle, andCR is an altitude of4 ABC. You then have two smaller right
triangles,4 CARand4 CBR. Recall that the altitude of an equilateral triangle bisects
the base; therefore, the length ofRB is 5. Then apply the Pythagorean Theorem to
4 CBRto find that the answer to the multiple-choice question is B:

(RB)2 + (CR)2 = (CB)2

(5)2 + (CR)2 = (10)2

(CR)2 = 75

CR =
√

75

CR = 5
√

3.

Problem 4 (Student page 57)The sum of the lengthsx, y, andz remains constant,
soany individual lengthwill growor shrink toaccomodate the total increase ordecrease
in the length of the other two.
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A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

Problem 5 (Student page 57)There are many ways to build a mechanical model
of this situation. Here is one fairly simple design:

Use something like coat hanger wire to form an equilateral triangle. You might use
three nails as vertices to keep the wire firmly in the correct shape. Tie a piece of string
around a large washer and hold the washer inside the triangle. Loop the string around
one side of the triangle, and then back through the washer.

Loop the string around a second side, through the washer again, and then around the
third side. Pull the string taut through the washer so that the string is perpendicular
to the sides. The total length of the string will betwicethe sum of the distances from
the washer to the sides. This length should remain approximately constant regardless
of the position of the washer inside the triangle (give or take a little to account for
differences in the tautness of the string).

Jiggle the washer and string in moving it around to various positions inside the equi-
lateral triangle so the three loops of string remain perpendicular to the sides. Another
version of this model uses a weight attached to the end of the string and a sturdier tri-
angular frame. The weight hangs below the washer and maintains a constant pressure
to keep the string taut, but there’s still room for some error because you have to hold
the washer up, in the same plane as the triangle.

Problem 6 (Student page 58)Calculating something in two different ways (in this
case the area of the triangle) gives us twice as much information to work with, and in
order to create a proof, we’d like to have as much information as possible. Because the
area of the triangle is the same no matter how you calculate it, the different expressions
for the area may be set equal to each other and reworked according to the rules of
algebra. This technique often yields sought-after results.

Another thing to notice about the proof given in the Student Module is that a specific
location for D is never used. This is why the proof holds forany point inside the
triangle— no matter which interior point you use forD, you’ll be able to construct
three smaller triangles of heightsx, y, andz inside the original equilateral triangle.
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A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

Problem 7 (Student page 60)Here are the justifications for advancing to Steps 2
through 5:A proof without words is a

real proof, but the reader
has to provide the details:
the reader has to
mathematically justify each
step in order to understand
the proof.

Step 2: Construct three line segments passing throughD, each of which is parallel to
one of the three sides of4 ABC. Notice that this forms three smaller triangles inside
4 ABC(see the shaded areas in the picture below). Label the points where these new
line segments intersect the triangle asE, F, G, H, I , andJ as in the picture.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I
J

The most important fact about this picture, which will be used later, is that the three
small triangles,4 DEF, 4 DGH, and4 DIJ, are all similar to the large triangle, and
hence are all equilateral. Here we show why4 DIJ is equilateral (the work for the
other two triangles is similar):

BecauseAC is parallel toJG, m6 DJ I = m6 A = 60◦. (6 A and 6 DJ I are corre-
sponding angles formed when parallel lines are cut by a transversal.) BecauseFI is
parallel toCB, m6 DI J = m6 B = 60◦. Now it follows thatm6 J DI = 60◦, so4 DIJ
is equilateral.

Step 3: 4 DE F has been translated upwards to the top of4 ABC. It fits perfectly
since sideFD was constructed to be parallel toCG. 4 J DI has been translated to the
right to fit into the lower right corner of4 ABC. It also fits perfectly since sideDI is
parallel toHB.

Step 4: Here is where we use the fact that the three small triangles are equilateral. In
this step, the top two triangles are rotated; the top one is rotated 60◦ to the left, and
the middle one is rotated 60◦ to the right. Because the triangles are equilateral, it is
possible to perform these rotations without changing the positions of the triangles. As
a result of these rotations, the three lengths we are interested in are now the vertical
altitudes of the three small triangles. An equilateral triangle remainsinvariant upon
rotation by 60◦.
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A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

Step 5: This final step requires noticing that the sum of the lengths of these three
altitudes is equal to the length of the altitude of4 ABC. This means precisely that
the sum of the lengths of the perpendiculars fromD equals the height of the triangle,
which is what we needed to show.

Problem 8 (Student page 61) Draw perpendicularsWH, WI, andWJ from W
to the sides of the triangle, whereH , I , andJ lie on EF, FG, andEG, respectively.
Theorem 6.3 tells us that

DA + DB + DC = WH + WI + WJ,

since each of these sum is equal to the height of4 E FG.

Next remember that the shortest distance from a point to a line is along a perpendicular
path. ThereforeWA> WH, WB> WI, andWC> WJ, implying that

WA+ WB+ WC> WH + WI + WJ.

Substitute from the equation above to obtain

WA+ WB+ WC> DA + DB + DC.

Problem 9 (Student page 61)This question asks you to apply the theorem to a
specific example. The answer is 4

√
3.

Problem 11 (Student page 62)TriangleABCis a right triangle with base of length
12 and height 5. Therefore, its area is 30. By applying the Pythagorean Theorem to
4 ABC, we find thatAC = 13. Now take the base of the triangle to beAC. Since
AC = 13, we know that 30= 1

2(13)(BN), so BN = 60
13. Notice that we have used

the technique of calculating area in two different ways again.

Problem 12 (Student page 62)TriangleABC is a right triangle with area 30.
TriangleASThas area (

1

2

)
(ST)(SA) =

(
1

2

)
(ST)

sinceSA= 1. TrapezoidBSTChas area(
1

2

)
(SB)(ST+ BC) =

(
1

2

)
(4)(ST+ 12) = 2(ST+ 12).
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A STUDENT OUTSMARTS THE TEST (continued)

Decompose the area of4 ABC into two pieces.

Area(4 ABC) = Area(4 AST) + Area(BSTC)

30 =
(

1

2

)
(ST) + (2)(ST+ 12)

30 =
(

5

2

)
(ST) + 24

Thus,ST= 12
5 .

We can also findSTby using similar triangles. (See theConnected Geometrymodule
A Matter of Scalefor a complete discussion of similarity.) Look at1AST and
1ABC. These two triangles share a common angle(6 A) and each has a right angle,
so1AST∼ 1ABC by the AA Similarity Theorem. Corresponding sides of similar
triangles are proportional, so

AS

AB
= ST

BC
.

We are givenAB = 5 andSB = 4, so AS = 1. SubstituteAS = 1, AB = 5, and
BC = 12 in the proportion above:

1

5
= ST

12
.

Use cross multiplication to solve forST:

5ST = 12

ST = 12

5
.

Problem 13 (Student page 62)The proof is similar to the picture proof given
earlier in the Student Module in that the key step involves rotating an equilateral
triangle. This proof is simpler, though; sinceD is on the triangle, there are only two
perpendiculars instead of three.
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Here is the proof:

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

Assume thatD is on sideBCof the triangle, and construct perpendiculars to sidesAC
andAB. DrawDE parallel toAB. Thenm6 CED = m6 CAB= 60◦, since the original
triangle4 ABC is equilateral. Sincem6 ECDalso equals 60◦, we know that4 EC D
is equilateral. We then rotate4 EC D so that the perpendicular becomes a vertical
altitude. It is then clear that the sum of the lengths of the two perpendiculars equals
the length of the altitude of4 ABC.

Problem 14 (Student page 63)Both frames below are squares of sidelengthj +k.
In the original frame, the large square is made up of four right triangles each of area
1
2 jk, plus the interior square of areaq2. In the second frame, two of the triangles have
been translated and rotated in order to line up with the other two triangles. We still
have four right triangles of area12 jk, but now are left with two smaller interior squares
of areasj 2 andk2.

q

jk

j
q

k
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Thusq2 + 2 jk = j 2 + k2 + 2 jk, soq2 = j 2 + k2. Thus, “the sum of the squares of
the legs of a right triangle equals the square of the hypotenuse.”

There’s one other interesting problem here: how do we know that the interior quadri-
lateral really is a square? It looks like it from the picture, but we have to be sure. We
know that each side has lengthq, but we need to verify that each angle is 90◦. To
check this, label the angles in the drawing as shown below.

k

q1

2

3

j

Notice that
m6 1 + m6 2 + m6 3 = 180◦.

But angles6 1 and6 3 are the two nonright angles of the right triangle, so

m6 1 + m6 3 = 90◦.

Thus, 6 2 is a right angle. This same argument can be repeated to show that we do
indeed have a square.
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Problem 1 (Student page 64)Here are some suggestions for alternatives to each
of the five assumptions:

• Instead ofthe sum of distances, try: the product of the distances, the maximum
distance from a point to a side, or the minimum distance from a point to a side.

• Instead offrom a point, try: from a side, or from a vertex.

• Instead ofinside, try: outside, or on the triangle.

• Instead ofan equilateral triangle, try: an isosceles triangle, a scalene triangle, or
a square.

• Instead ofto the sides of the triangle, try: the vertices of the triangle.

In this investigation, we will look at what happens if pointD moves outside of the
triangle or if the triangle is not equilateral. In the third section of this module, “The
Airport Problem,” we will look at what happens with the sum of the distances to the
vertices of any triangle.

Problems 3–4 (Student pages 65 and 68)As point D strays outside the triangle,
the value for the function no longer remains constant; asD moves away from the
triangle, the values increase.

If you’re using software, you might experience problems with the construction of
the perpendiculars. For some locations ofD, it is still possible to construct three
segments perpendicular to the sides of the triangle. But for other locations ofD, the
perpendiculars disappear. To solve this problem, connectD perpendicularly to the
line through that side of the triangle. Then you’ll be able to construct a perpendicular
segment, although it will lie outside of the triangle. This changes the problem in some
sense, but the flavor of the original problem hasn’t changed.

Problem 5 (Student page 68)

a. The function is not constant on the exterior of the triangle. The farther away
you get from the sides of the triangle, the larger the values of the function
become. This makes sense. What is surprising, however, is that there are
regions in which the function does remain constant.

b. There aren’t any places outside the triangle that produce a smaller value than
the value on the interior. The minimum value for the function is the constantWe know this through

reasoning by continuity, not
because we can check the
value for every point
outside the triangle.

value it obtains asD moves throughout the interior.

c. Since the sum of the distances continues to grow asD moves farther from
the triangle, there is no maximum value for the function.
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

d. The constant regions, or contour lines, are hexagons surrounding the triangle,
three sides of which are parallel to the sides of the triangle. For a detailedSoftware may give you a

good idea of where the
values increase for D, but
you may find it easier to
sketch the contour lines on
paper by approximating
points of constant value
with a ruler.

analysis of this see the solution for Problem 10.

Problem 7 (Student page 69)Recall that a contour line is a set of points whose

Can you give a more formal
description of a contour
plot?

assigned values from a function are all the same. A contour plot is a collection of
contour lines, all drawn in the same picture, with information given to let you estimate
the different values of the function. A surface plot is a three-dimensional drawing
where each contour line is lifted up to its appropriate height.

The difference between contour plots and surface plots is the difference between
topographical maps and relief maps. If you have a surface plot and would like to
picture the corresponding contour plot, one way is to imagine pushing the surface plot
down and flattening it out. The resulting lines would form a contour plot. Similarly, if
you start with a contour plot and imagine lifting the lines up to their assigned heights,
you will be visualizing the surface plot (or the outline of it).

Suppose again that you have a surface plot. If you take the surface and slice it with
a plane parallel to the floor, the outline of the cross section will be a contour line. If
you slice the surface at a variety of different heights, you will have a contour plot. Or,
if your surface plot happens to be concave upward, you can imagine it as a tub filled
with water. If you fill the tub up to different heights, when projected to the floor the
resulting water marks will give a contour plot.

Problem 8 (Student page 69)The surface plot corresponding to the dartboard
would look like an extended telescope or a stack of cylinders of ever-decreasing radii.
Whether the telescope is standing on its smallest or largest cylinder would depend on
whether you imagined the contour lines of the dartboard being lifted up or pushed
down.

Problem 9 (Student page 69)The important idea here is to convey the concept
of a series of different hexagons surrounding the triangle at different distances away
from it. Opposite sides of the hexagons are parallel, and they are parallel to a side
of the triangle. One contour line is pictured in the solution for Problem 10 on the
following page.
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

Problem 10 (Student page 69) One way to do this problem makes nice use of
geometry and reasoning by continuity. You want to show that the sum of the distances
is constant on a hexagon like this:

First show that the sum is constant alongXY. To do this, look at4 X AY. Show that
it’s isosceles (indeed, it’s equilateral), and then use an area argument to show that
x + z is constant asD moves back and forth onXY. (Break the area of4 X AY into
the sum of the areas of4 X ADand4 Y AD. The first of these two triangles has base
XA and heightx. The second of these two has baseYAand heightz. But X A = Y A.
When you write it all out, you find thatx + z is always equal to the height fromY to
XA.) We also know thaty is constant asD moves alongXY becauseBC is parallel to
XY, so we have shown that the sumx + y + z is constant.

Similarly, show thatx + y + z is constant on the other sides of the hexagon (the
argument is exactly the same on the long sides and almost the same on the short
sides). Now all you have to do is to show that these constants all agree at the corners
of the hexagon. That’s where the continuous nature of this function comes in. If you
approachX alongWX, the value of Rich’s function should get closer to the value of
the function as you approachX alongXY. So the value can’t be 10 alongWXand then
suddenly 12 alongXY.
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

Problem 11 (Student page 69) The surface plot for Rich’s function looks like
this:

It was generated in Mathematica®. There are seven planar regions. The middle one
is directly over the equilateral triangle (it is parallel to the triangle and ish units above
it, whereh is the height of the triangle). Imagine that this is a tub filled with water.
What would the water lines look like? If the water lines are projected onto the floor,
you get the contour lines. (The bottom of the tub would be the equilateral triangle;
above that, the water lines at any level will be hexagons.)

Problem 12 (Student page 69)It doesn’t make sense to say “the sum of the
distances to the sides of a nonequilateral triangle will always be equal to the height
of the triangle,” since a nonequilateral triangle has no one distinct height! It depends
from which vertex you measure the height.

A student might hear this and ask, “How can you talk about the area of the triangle,
then, since area is12 base times height?” This is why the area formula is so nice; it
shows that, although we may get different heights from each vertex, these heights are
related to the lengths of the corresponding bases, and this relation involves the area
of the triangle.
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

Problem 13 (Student page 70)The reasoning in the solution for Problem 12 does
not indicate that the function that calculates the sum of the distances to the sides can’t
be constant on the interior of a nonequilateral triangle. But it does point out that the
function can’t be constant and equal to the height of the triangle, since that height is
not well-defined. The function could still be constant but equal to some other value.

Problem 14 (Student page 70)Make sure you consider “special” triangles, such
as isosceles or right triangles, as well as acute and obtuse scalene triangles. It’s
important to see that this is not a completely new problem, but rather a generalization
of Rich’s problem.

The behavior of this function is not constant on the interior of the nonequilateral
triangle. You may have noticed that often just one of the vertices seems to be the spot
where the function has a minimum value but that this is notalwaystrue. (What do the
heights of the various triangles have to do with this?)

Problem 15 (Student page 71)To see what goes wrong if we try to adapt the
two proofs we used for the equilateral triangle, start by mimicking each proof. This
new triangle can still be divided into three smaller triangles:4 AC D, 4 C DB, and
4 ADB. Their bases areAC, CB, andAB, respectively. The problem is that these
small triangles no longer have bases of the same length because4 ABC isn’t equilat-
eral.

The algebraic proof we used in Problem 6 of Investigation 6.7, however, relies on
these three triangles all having congruent bases with lengths calledb. The proof fails
at this point.

Similarly, when4 ABC is not equilateral, the picture proof from Problem 7 of Investi-
gation 6.7 also fails. The three smaller triangles formed will each fail to be equilateral,
and the rotation step of the proof will not be possible.

Problem 16 (Student page 72)The function takes on the smallest value whenD
is at the vertex opposite the longest side (the vertex of the largest angle). It takes on
the largest value whenD is at the vertex opposite the shortest side (the vertex of the
smallest angle).

Problem 17 (Student page 72)The minimum and maximum values for the func-
tion are equal to the lengths of the shortest and longest altitudes of the triangle.
Actually, the function can never take on those values, since pointson the triangle are
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

not in the triangle. But you can never get a value less than this “minimum” or more
than this “maximum.” How close can you get to these values?

Suppose we lethA, hB, andhC be the lengths of the altitudes of the triangle from vertices
A, B, andC, respectively. (See the picture below.) Assume thathA ≤ hB ≤ hC. This
means thatm6 A ≥ m6 B ≥ m6 C, and also thatAB is the smallest side of4 ABC,
while BC is the largest side. Also, letx, y, andz be the distances fromD to the sides
of the triangle.

We can try to prove the above statements by trying to mimic the earlier proof as much
as possible. Let’s once again calculate the area of4 ABC two different ways:

Area(4 ABC) = Area(4 ADB) + Area(4 C DB) + Area(4 ADC)

1

2
(AB)hC = 1

2
(AB)z + 1

2
(C B)x + 1

2
(AC)y

≥ 1

2
(AB)x + 1

2
(AB)y + 1

2
(AB)z

= 1

2
(AB)(x + y + z)

This means thathC ≥ x + y + z.

Notice what we did above: We started out the same way as in the earlier proof, but
when we ran into difficulty (all sides not being the same length), we substituted an
inequality for the equality and continued along. Similarly, we can use the fact thatBC
is the largest side to show thathC ≤ x + y + z. This proves that the minimum and
maximum values of the function are the lengths of the shortest and longest altitudes
of the triangle.
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

The function achieves its maximum value whenx + y + z = hC. If D is at the vertex
C, theny = x = 0 andz = hC, implying thatx + y + z = hC. Also, if D is at theAre these the only places

where x + y + z = hC or
x + y + z = hA?

vertexA thenz = y = 0 andx = hA, implying thatx + y + z = hA and the function
is at its minimum value.

Problem 18 (Student page 72)When the minimum and maximum values ofThis is different from the
case of an isosceles
triangle, where you may
have two vertices sharing
the minimum value or two
sharing the maximum.

the function on the interior of a triangle are equal, all altitudes of the triangle will
have the same length, and hence the triangle is equilateral. Further, if the maximum
and minimum values of the function are equal, then the function is constant. This is
precisely what we knew already, that the function is constant on an equilateral triangle.

Problem 19 (Student page 72)We can model this on the situation in the last
problem, but assume thatz = 0, for this is exactly what it means forD to lie onAB.

Therefore, the results are that the smallest value of the function is the minimum ofhA

andhB, while the largest value is the maximum ofhA andhB. The function achieves
its maximum value whenD is at the vertex of the the smaller ofA and B, because
the larger altitude is from the smaller angle. Furthermore, the function achieves its
minimum value whenD is at the vertex of the larger of6 A and6 B, because the smaller
altitude is from the larger angle.

One point about this problem is a bit subtle. The function is still constant when the
triangle is equilateral, but now it is also constant when the triangle is isosceles and
segmentsAC andBC are congruent.

Problem 20 (Student page 73)

a. This is the same as Problem 13 of Investigation 6.5. The position forD
that minimizes the value of the function is at the foot of the altitude from
C. When we presented a solution there, we promised you another one.
Although this one uses a bit of trigonometry, we thought you might enjoy it.
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

First, convince yourself that, if a circle has radiusr and diameterd, and if
its chord has length̀ and central angleα, then` = 2r sin α

2 = d sin α

2 .Hint:

` = d sin α
2

Since the measure of an inscribed angle is half the measure of the corre-
sponding central angle, we see that if an inscribed angleβ intercepts a chord
of length`, then

` = d sinβ,

whered is the diameter of the circle.

` = d sinβ
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

Now, back to the situation at hand.

Since triangles4 DQC and4 DRCare right triangles, there is a circle withWhy is this?
diameterCD that passes throughQ, D, R, andC:

Applying the equatioǹ = d sinβ to chordQR, diameterCD, and inscribed
angleACD, we obtain

QR= CDsin 6 ACB.

But sin6 ACB is constant(because6 ACB is), andQR is some (positive)
constant multiple ofCD. Therefore,QR is smallest whenCD is. ButCD is
smallest whenCD ⊥ AB. That is, whenD is at the foot of the altitude from
C to AB.

Notice that this also gives the minimumvaluefor QR, h sin 6 ACB, whereh
is the height fromC to AB.

b. The position forD that yields a maximum value forQR depends upon the
size of the angle atC. If m6 ACB= 90◦, the maximum value is the length
of the longer of the two sides (eitherAC or CB). If 4 ABC is a nonright,
nonisosceles triangle, the position forD that will produce the maximum
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

value forQR is the spot that’s as close as it can get, while maintaining the
perpendiculars to the sides, to the vertex of the longer of the two sides. (An
isosceles triangle will have two such points.)

When the angle at C is
obtuse or acute, the
maximum length of QR
can’t come close to the
length of the longer side
because either a
perpendicular threatens to
extend beyond the
boundary of the triangle or
D reaches the vertex of the
longer side.

Problem 21 (Student page 74)One way to do this is by using the slider point
method, described in detail in theTeaching Notesfor Investigation 6.4. Another way
is to use the built-inContour-Plot primitive in Mathematica. That produces a picture
like this:
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VARIATIONS ON A PROBLEM (continued)

The curvy corners in the contour lines are due to the inaccuracies of the software. One
can prove that they are, in fact, straight lines (see theTeaching Notesfor Investiga-
tion 6.4).

Problem 22 (Student page 74)Try to visualize (and then sketch) the surface plot
for the function over a nonequilateral triangle by looking at the contour lines drawn for
the solution to Problem 21 and by referring back to the solution to Problem 20. Three
points that might be easiest to start with are the vertices of the triangle. In the surface
plot, each of these vertices will be locatedh units directly above the corresponding
vertices of the original triangle. At each of these points, the value forh will be equal
to the length (in the original triangle) of the altitude from the corresponding vertex to
the opposite side. So the planar region that contains these three points and sits aboveIt’s not easy to see that the

regions in the surface plot
will be planar. A proof that
they are indeed planar may
be obtained by writing to
the authors.

the original triangle will not be parallel to the original triangle—it will slant upward.

A surface plot generated in Mathematica shows all seven planar regions:

Start at the lowest vertex
of the nonequilateral base
of this very funny tub, and
imagine tracing a few
contour lines around it. You
get quadrilaterals. What
else do you get as you trace
out contour lines of greater
values?

If you were asked to imagine that this is a tub filled with water, could you describe
what the water lines would look like? When the water lines are projected onto the
floor, you get the contour lines. What kinds of polygons can show up as contour lines?
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MAKING CONNECTIONS IN
MATHEMATICS

Student Pages 75–78

Problem 1 (Student page 78)This is a fictional version of something that really
happened with a telephone company. Rather than hook up each office to the other two
so that the network would form a triangle, the company connected two of the offices
through the third, choosing the shortest two sides of the triangle. All communication
routed through that “middle” office, until one day, when a client realized that having
four offices could incur less in telecommunication costs than the company’s setup did
for three.

Problem 2 (Student page 78)There are many spots inside the triangle formed by
New York City, Miami, and Kansas City for which the sum of the distances to the
three cities is less than the smallest sum of the lengths of any two sides of the triangle.

Problem 3 (Student page 78)There is one spot inside the triangle which minimizes
the sum of the distances—here you might want to focus on the “why” rather than the
“where,” which is the focus of the third section of this module, “The Airport Problem.”
Reasoning by continuity tells us that the contour lines for this function will shrink
down to a line segment or a point.
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USING THE MAGICAL MIX

Student Pages 79–81

Problem 1 (Student page 79)

a. GJ = FJ becauseHJ is a median.

b. GJ ngGH

c. FK = FJ. SinceGK andHJ are medians,FK = 1
2FH, andFJ = 1

2FG. But
FH = FG, soFK = FJ.

d. FJ + JH > FK + KH. BothFJ + JH andFK + KH are paths fromF to H ,
butFK + KH is shorter, as it is a straight line segment.

e. Area(4 G J H) = Area(4 H K G). The two triangles are congruent, so their
areas are equal.

f. m6 KHG > m6 JGK. We knowm6 KHG = m6 JGH because4 FG H is
isosceles. It is clear thatm6 JGK < m6 JGH, so we know thatm6 JGK <

m6 KHG.

g. Area(4 F K G) = Area(4 H K G). Draw the altitude fromG to FH. Let
P be the foot of this perpendicular. Observe thatGP is an altitude of both
triangles. (For obtuse triangleF K G, this is the altitude that falls outside
the triangle.) SinceF K = H K (becauseGK is a median),1F K G and
1H K G have equal-length bases and the same altitude, so they must have
the same area.

h. The distance fromG to K is greater than (or perhaps equal to) the distanceThe distances will be equal
only if the triangle is
equilateral. In an
equilateral triangle, every
median is also an altitude,
so the distance from G to
FH would be GK.

from G to FH. The shortest distance from a point to a line is along a
perpendicular path; that is what is meant by the distance fromG to FH.
PointK is onFH, yetGK does not intersectFH perpendicularly. Therefore,
GK is greater than the distance fromG to FH.

i. JK < GH. The baseGH is the “widest” part of the triangle.

Problem 2 (Student page 79)One way to approach this problem is to study the
reasoning used in the solution for each part of Problem 1 and see where the assumption
that the triangle is isosceles was used. If it wasn’t used, then the same reasoning will
still hold. This is another chance to emphasize the importance of studying proofs to
see where things go wrong if certain assumptions are changed or relaxed.

a. GJ = FJ. This is the same, by the definition of a median.

b. GJ ngGH. This is the same.

c. FK ngFJ. This is changed to an ng because nowFG 6= F H , but we don’t
know which is larger.
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USING THE MAGICAL MIX (continued)

d. FJ + JH > FK + KH. This is the same; in Problem 1d, the fact that the
triangle was isosceles was never used.

e. Area(4 G J H) = Area(4 G H K). These two triangles are no longer con-
gruent, but they still have equal areas: First, the triangles share a common
base,GH. SinceJ andK are still midpoints, the Midpoint Theorem tells us
thatJK ‖ GH. Therefore, the perpendicular segments fromJ to G H and
from K to GH will have the same length. This means that the triangles have
the same base and height, so their areas must be equal.

f. m6 KHG ng m6 JGK. Again it’s changed to an ng because the solution for
Problem 1f required that the two sides of the triangle were congruent.

g. Area(4 F K G) = Area(4 H K G). This is the same as in Problem 1g since
GK is still a median.

h. The distance fromG to K is greater than the distance fromG to FH. This
is the same as in Problem 1h except that here the distances cannot possibly
be equal.

i. JK < GH. This is the same as in Problem 1i.

Problem 4 (Student page 80)Equilateral triangles have many interesting proper-
ties. You may think of some more that are not listed here.

1. Every equilateral triangle has three congruent sides (by definition). This is not
true for any other kind of triangle.

2. Every equilateral triangle has three congruent angles, each measuring 60 degrees.
This is not true for any other kind of triangle.

3. All equilateral triangles are similar. This is not true of all isosceles, scalene,
right, acute, or obtuse triangles.

4. All medians of an equilateral triangle are congruent. In an isosceles triangle, two
of the medians are congruent, while in a scalene triangle none of the medians
are congruent.

5. All altitudes of an equilateral triangle are congruent. In an isosceles triangle, two
of the altitudes are congruent, while in a scalene triangle none of the altitudes
are congruent.

6. All angle bisectors of an equilateral triangle are congruent. In an isosceles
triangle, two of the altitudes are congruent, while in a scalene triangle none of
the angle bisectors are congruent.
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USING THE MAGICAL MIX (continued)

7. In an equilateral triangle, the median, altitude, and angle bisector drawn from any
chosen vertex are all the same segment. Such a segment divides the equilateral
into two congruent 30–60–90 triangles. This property is only true for equilateral
triangles.

8. Each of the segments mentioned in item 7 above forms a line of symmetry for
the triangle. This property is only true for equilateral triangles.

9. The area of an equilateral triangle of sidelengths is given by the formula

A = s2
√

3

4
.

This is a special formula for equilateral triangles only.

10. If an equilateral triangle is rotated 120 degrees either clockwise or counterclock-
wise about its center, the new triangle will coincide exactly with the original
one. Other kinds of triangles do not have this property.

11. Of all triangles with the same perimeter, the equilateral one has the greatest area.

Problem 5 (Student page 80)A reasonable definition might be, “a function is a
rule which assigns a unique value to each element of some set.” A rule which assigns
to every number its square roots isn’t a function because this rule assigns more than
one value to each number.

Problem 6 (Student page 80)

i. The measure of6 AP B is constant and always equal to 90◦ since6 AP B
is inscribed in a semicircle.

ii. The distance fromP to O is always 2 sinceOP is always a radius of the
circle.

iii. The perimeter of4 AP Bchanges. This one is tricky. We know thatAB
stays fixed, as it is the diameter of the circle, so we just need to look at
what happens toAP+ PB. Let x = AP andy = PB. Then it turns out
that the quantityx + y varies between the values 4 and 4

√
2 ≈ 5.66.

WhenP is at pointA, x + y = 4. The value then increases untilP is at
the point on top of the circle wherePO is perpendicular toAB; here the
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USING THE MAGICAL MIX (continued)

value ofx + y is 4
√

2. Then the value decreases, reaching 4 again when
P = B. It then increases untilP is at the bottom of the circle, whereIf you are familiar with the

Law of Cosines from
trigonometry, you can use it
to actually solve for x and y
in terms of each other, and
use that to see how the
quantity x + y varies.

PO is perpendicular toABand then decreases again untilP = A.

iv. The area of4 AP Bchanges. IfP starts atA, where there is no triangle,
the area is 0. It increases untilP gets to the top of the circle, where the
area is 4, and then decreases again asP gets closer and closer toB. It
then increases again untilP gets to the bottom of the circle and then
once again decreases untilP is back toA.

v. The ratio of the circumference of a circle to the diameter of a circle is
constant and equal toπ .

vi. The sum of the distancesAP + P B changes. This is exactly what we
analyzed when discussing the perimeter in part iii.

vii. The ratio ofAP to BA changes. The valueBA is constant, as it is the
diameter of the circle. AsP moves fromA to B, this ratio increases from
0 to 1. AsP continues, moving fromB back toA, the ratio decreases
from 1 to 0.

viii. The ratio ofAP to PBchanges. AsP moves fromA to B, AP increases
while PB decreases. The ratio thus increases. AsP moves fromB to
A, PB increases andAPdecreases, causing the ratio to decrease.

ix. The distance fromM to N, whereM is the midpoint ofAP and N is
the midpoint ofPB, never changes sinceM N = 1

2 AB by the Midline
Theorem, andAB is constant.
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GETTING STARTED

Student Page 82

Problem 1 (Student page 82)The importance of choosing a location for the airportWhat do you think of this
idea? Put the cities on a
coordinate plane. Each city
is now an ordered pair.
Scale each pair by the city’s
population, add the
resulting points, and divide
by 3. In what sense is this
“fair”?

that is either fair to the people in all three cities, or that is environmentally preferable,
is discussed in later questions. Here are some other points to keep in mind. When
looking at maps to choose a location, be aware of local geography. What if the spot
that looks equidistant from all three cities happens to be in the middle of a lake or at
the top of a mountain? The relative size of the cities is important, also. If the majority
of the travelers using the airport will come from one of the cities, it probably makes
sense to place the airport nearer to that city. Another point of interest might be to look
for a place where there is enough undeveloped land available.
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WHAT IS MEANT BY
BEST?

Student Pages 83–86

Problem 1 (Student page 83)There are many mathematical definitions of “best”
which could be adopted: finding the point equidistant from all three cities, finding the
point which minimizes the sum of the distances to the cities, or perhaps finding the
point on some fixed line which minimizes the sum of the distances. In terms of what
should be recommended to a city council, keep in mind what might be important to
the people living in the cities. In other words, the mathematics is very important, but
in real-life situations there are often other considerations; the very best mathematical
solution may not be socially ideal.

There’s an important distinction to make here: there’s a solution to the mathematical
problem of finding a point subject to some well-defined constraints, and there’s a solu-
tion to the much more complex socio-political problem of locating an airport. While
the former can inform the latter, these problems aredifferent. Extra-mathematical
considerations are crucial in political considerations, but they are not at all part of the
mathematical investigation.

Problem 2 (Student page 83)The “fairness” solution to the airport problem
amounts to finding a spot that is equidistant from all three cities. This means finding
the center of a circle that passes through each of the cities:

A circle around4 ABC

If the airport is at the centerO, then the distances from the airport to each of the cities
will be equal to the radius of the circle. This circle is thecircumcirclefor the triangle,
and its center is the triangle’scircumcenter. The easiest way to construct it is to find
the intersection of the perpendicular bisectors of any two sides of the triangle. This
construction works because of the Perpendicular Bisector Theorem: A point is on the
perpendicular bisector of a segment if and only if it is equidistant from the endpoints
of the segment. This theorem was discussed in Investigation 6.2.
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WHAT IS MEANT BY BEST? (continued)

Problem 3 (Student page 83)Here are some possible ideas of situations where
the fairness solution might not be the best place to put the airport:

• If two cities are very close and the third is far away, the fairness solution would
be an inconvenience for the two neighboring cities.

• Likewise, if the triangle formed by the three cities has a “very obtuse” angle
(an angle much larger than 90◦), the fairness solution may unnecessarily force
everyone to drive a relatively long distance to the airport.

Problem 4 (Student page 83)The environmental solution minimizes the amount of
new roadway which would have to be built. Mathematically, this means minimizing
the sumof the distances from the airport to each of the three cities. The fairness
solution, on the other hand, amounts to finding the center of the circle passing through
the three cities. For most triangles, these two solutions are very different. Sometimes,
however, they do occur at the same spot in particular triangles. For the moment, it is
left to you to conjecture or explain in which triangles that might occur. Later on, you
may even prove why they coincide in particular cases.

Problem 5 (Student page 85)Think back to the function examined in the second
section of this module (Rich’s function): find the point inside a triangle where the
sum of the distance from the point to the sides of the triangle is minimized. This is a
perfect example of a continuous system. As pointD moves inside the triangle, you
calculate the sum of the distances at each location and observe how the value changes
in relation to the change in the location ofD.

Problems 6–8 (Student pages 85–86)These problems are meant as opportunities
for you to experiment and to come up with conjectures for the question of where to
put the airport. We won’t spoil the fun by providing answers just yet. In fact, the
investigation that follows focuses solely on different ways of analyzing this system.
We hope the problems there provide enough examples of different ways of thinking
about it to get you started and to give you the time and experience needed to develop
and support a conjecture about the best spot.
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SPECIAL CASES AND
MODELS

Student Pages 87–95

Problem 1 (Student page 87) If given only two cities, sayA andB, the problemIf D is between A and B,
AD + DB = AB. If D is not
between A and B,
AD + DB > AB by the
Triangle Inequality.

is reduced to finding a pointD so that the sumAD+ DB is as small as possible. IfD
is anywhere onAB (between or at the endpointsA andB), it will always be true that
AD+ DB = AB. Any other location forD will produce a larger value: anywhere else
on theline containingA and B will be bad; if D is not on that line, thenAD + DB
will be a path fromA to B which is not a straight line segment—the valueAD + DB
will be greater thanAB. Thus, the total minimum distance to the airport is the lengthWhen we also want to

consider the fairness
question, then the best
place for D would clearly be
midway between A and B.

of AB.

Thus, for the environmental (or economical) solution, there are many spots: all of the
points onAB.

Problem 2 (Student page 87)Suppose the cities are laid out like this on a line
segment.

If D is still the roving airport looking for a home, we’ll want to minimizeAD+DC+Draw a few pictures of
locations for D or imagine
them in your mind.

DB. We know from the Triangle Inequality that

AD + DC ≥ AC,

with equality occurring only whenD is betweenA andC. ThusThis is an example of the
most economical solution
not necessarily being the
fairest — the people living
in City C won’t have to
spend any money on roads
to the airport. On the other
hand, an airport in City C
may not make the people
who live in City C very
happy. Is there a way to
keep everyone relatively
happy?

AD + DC + DB ≥ AC+ DB,

with equality occurring, again, whenD is betweenA andC. So, to minimize the sum,
D must be betweenA andC. But if D is so placed,

AD + DC + DB = AC+ DB ≥ AC+ CB,

with equality occurring whenD = C. Hence, the absolute minimum happens when
D = C, and the minimum sum isAD + DB = AB.
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

Problem 3 (Student page 87)Now the question becomes whetherD, in repre-
senting the best environmental solution, will remain onAB, as close as possible toC,This problem is best done

experimentally using
software that can measure
the tiny differences in
distance. Theoretically, it’s
about whether, for a right
triangle with another angle
between 60◦ and 90◦, the
Triangle Inequality can be
amended to say that the
length of the hypotenuse
will be less than the sum of
the length of the longest
leg and half the length of
the shortest leg.

or whether it will move off withC as the location forC moves just offAB. As it turns
out, D does go withC as long asC is almostcollinear withA andB. (See the figure
below.) We see thatAD + B D (whereC D = 0) < AD′ + C D′ + B D′, whereD′

is located at the previous spot forC on AB. So D sticks withC at first, but clearly
separates fromC somewhere, as you will see in the case of equilateral triangleABC
in Problem 5, whereD is located in some kind of center for the triangle. The question
is, when doesD separate, and does it still get pulled along byC, only more slowly,
or not at all?

At first, the airport (D) is at the same place as C. Then the
airport moves with C, while

AD < AD′ + 1

2
CD′.

Finally, the airport (still shown by D), separates from C,
and stays inside4 ABC.

Problem 4 (Student page 88)The best location to minimize total distance to the
airport is quite a bit closer toAB than shown in the picture in the Student Module. So
when one city is very far away from the other two, the position forD is relatively near
the two cities that are close to each other.

Reasoning by continuity, this means that becauseD at first moves off ofAB along
with C (asC moves constantly farther and farther away fromAB), that D will stay
with the location forC until some point at which it either: 1) stops whileC keeps
going; or 2) begins to move only part of the distanceC moves. As you experiment
with this some more, you will find that, no matter how far out CityC is placed, at
some point the airport location just doesn’t move at all. This argues for the first of the
two hypotheses we have just made.

Take the example given in the Student Module for this problem: If nothing else
changes except that CityC is twice as far fromAB as shown in the figure, the best
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

position for the airport atD does not change. Thus,C’s distancefrom AB must not
be the primary player in this system. If not distance, what other relationship between
A, B, andC might be the determining factor for the location ofD?

Problem 5 (Student page 89)In an equilateral triangle, the airport does indeed
go in the “center”—that’s the spot that minimizes total distance to the vertices of the
triangle. If you start with three collinear cities, where one city lies at the midpoint
between the other two, and you gradually move the middle city out along the perpen-
dicular bisector of the segment between the other two cities, then the location for the
airport “leaves” the middle city at this particular spot, which is some kind of center of
an equilateral triangle. Furthermore, the location for the airport separates from that
middle city longbeforethe three cities form, and evenafter they no longer form an
equilateral triangle.

Problem 6 (Student page 89)

a. To locate the spot for the airport that is a minimum total distance from the
three cities, you find the place which makes angles of 120◦ with each pair
of cities. This coincides with the various centers of an equilateral triangle,
and is the “Fermat point” for nonequilateral triangles. You can find thisYou can read more about

the Fermat point in
Investigation 6.15.

spot by trial and error or by devising some sort of pre-fabricated 120◦ point
on translucent paper or with wire, and placing this on top of the triangle.
Some triangles don’t have this 120◦ point on their interior. Then the spot
that minimizes total distance to the three vertices is located at the vertex with
the largest angle.

b. Besides coming up with a proof that this is the spot that minimizes distance,
one way to convince people might be to use a reasoning-by-continuity ar-
gument. Start with line segments of various lengths, and work through theThis argument does require

an awful lot of examples of
different triangles. At some
point, a proof will be
needed to really convince
people.

argument that, whileC is collinear or “nearly collinear” withA andB, the
spot for the airport remains atC, but as soon as6 AC B is greater than 120◦,
the spot for the airport falls inside the triangle.

Problem 7 (Student page 90)This is another example of reasoning by continuity.
Here is the idea: Suppose you have a pointD, but then you move the point to a new
location, which is just a little bit closer toB. The distance toB has decreased a bit,
but what has probably happened is that the distances toA andC have increased a
little. Thus, the net effect is that the sum of the distances changes very little whenD
is moved only a small distance.
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

This can be demonstrated using the Triangle Inequality. Suppose the pointD is moved
slightly to the pointD′; by “slightly” we mean that the distanceDD′ is very small.
We want to look atAD′ + BD′ + CD′ and compare it toAD + BD + CD.

The Triangle Inequality says that

AD′ ≤ AD + DD′

BD′ ≤ BD + DD′

and
CD′ ≤ CD + DD′.

Therefore,

AD′ + BD′ + CD′ ≤ (AD + DD′) + (BD + DD′) + (CD + DD′)

= 3DD′ + (AD + BD + CD).

This means that

(AD′ + BD′ + CD′) − (AD + BD + CD) ≤ 3DD′.

Since we know that 3DD′ is a small quantity, this tells us that movingD to D′ did notIn fact, you could make the
difference on the left of this
equation as small as you
like by making D close
enough to D′.

greatly affect the sum of the distances.

Problem 8 (Student page 90)One way to approach this problem is to draw
a contour plot and see whether the contour lines, as they get smaller and smaller,
converge to a line or a point. In this case, the contour lines seem to converge to a
point.
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

Problems 9–10 (Student page 92)The length of the string represents (double)
the distance to the cities. In this model, if the ring (airport) is at a point where there is
any slack in the string, this means that “extra string” is being used, which translates
to extra roadways being built to connect the cities to the airport. By pulling out the
slack, you’re using the shortest bit of string possible, hence the smallest lengths of
roads. The ring will then be at the best location for the airport.

Problem 11 (Student page 92)The fact that this function (the function that takes
any point and produces the sum of the distances from that point to the vertices of the
triangle) has a unique minimum is not an easy thing to establish rigorously. You might
think about questions like:

• If you laced the string differently (for example, starting atA rather thanC) would
the “best spot” come out the same?

• How do you know that, if the string is tight, the ring won’t move? (Try it with
two cities; the string gets tight but the ring slides back and forth.)

• How do you know that, if the ring moves, the string is slack? (This is the same
question as the previous one. Why?)

• What do the contour lines for this function look like?

Problem 12 (Student page 92)To use the string and nails device to draw contour
lines, you need to allow a little slack into the system. Hold the string so that the
amount of slack present remains constant as you move the ring around. By holding
the amount of slack fixed, you will be tracing all points where the sum of the distances
to the cities is some fixed value. This value is the length of the amount of slack you
are allowing. By readjusting the amount of slack and starting over, you can draw aIf you can put a pencil or

pen in the center of the
ring, you can draw a
contour line.

different contour line.
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

In the solution for Problems 21–22 of Investigation 6.4, we discussed how to use Cabri
Geometry II to draw contour lines for the functionP 7→ PA+ PB+ PC. These are
contour lines for the airport function. Here’s a picture from a Cabri session that shows
some of the contour plot:

Check that your string sketch produces “cam-shaped” contour lines like these. NoticeWhat is a cam?
how the contour lines tend to converge to one point. This point will be the best spot for
the airport. Compare these contour lines with those for the following functions: (1) the
function that minimizes total distance to two points, (2) the function that minimizes
distance to the sides of an equilateral triangle, and (3) the function that minimizes
distance to the sides of a nonequilateral triangle.

Problem 13 (Student page 92)Suppose that you use a contour plot to discover
what seems to be the best spot for the airport, only to discover that there is some
obstacle at this location, such as a power plant or a lake. Then you could choose the
smallest contour line you can find which completely avoids this obstacle; any placeIn this way, contour lines

can be used to find second
choice locations as well as
the best spot.

on this line will be a good choice.

Problem 14 (Student page 93) If you experiment with the amount of slack you
allow for each contour line, the construction in this problem will produce a family of
ellipses. The connection between the contour lines for this problem, for the airport
function, and for Rich’s function, suggests a whole family of functions that map points
on the plane to the real numbers. See Problems 10 and 11 for more about generalized
ellipses.
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

Problem 15 (Student page 93)

a. Liquid soap films have what students in one class called “a slight elastic
quality”—they seek to cover minimal surfaces. Given a little time, the
shape of an oblong bubble blown with a wand and set free to float away will
tend toward a sphere. This has to do with surface tension and the generalFor more information about

this, see Cyril Isenberg’s
book The Science of Soap
Films and Soap Bubbles
(Dover Publications, Inc.,
New York, 1992).

thermodynamic concept that systems always tend to minimize their overall
energy.

b.

The figure above shows the minimal road-building solution for an airport
for four cities. Rather than a single point location, there is a line segment
along which the airport might be built, and which represents some shared
roadway between pairs of cities.

Problem 16 (Student page 94)

a. The equilibrium point for this string-and-weights system solves the airport
problem because when the weights hang freely, they pull out all the slack.
This minimizes the amount of string above the board; as the string represents
the sum of the distances from the knot to each of the three holes, it represents
the solution to the airport problem.

b. The four-hole system of strings will not show a minimal network of roads
for the four-city airport problem if you tie the strings together at one spot.
It does solve the problem for the case that none of the cities is able to share
any roadway with another.
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SPECIAL CASES AND MODELS (continued)

Computer Experiment (Student page 94)Minimizing the total distance means
making the sumj + k + m as small as possible. This corresponds to the point where
P is closest toQ, so P will be at the endpoint of the locus it traces.

Problem 17 (Student page 95)If your software allows you to construct conic
sections, intersect them and trace a locus; then you should be able to draw contour
lines for the airport function. See the solutions for Problems 21–22 of Investigation 6.4
for more details.

If your software doesn’t allow the above constructions, you can still create contour
lines experimentally. Plot a pointD and measure the sumS = AD + B D + C D.
Then moveD around while keeping track of the sumAD + B D + C D; plot a point
every time you find a spot forD where this sum is this same valueS. After you get
enough points plotted, you will be able to see what the contour line for the valueS
should look like. You can then repeat this process for different values for the sum
AD + B D + C D.

Problems 18–19 (Student page 95)These two problems are further opportunities
to come up with your own conjecture for the airport problem. You may already have
your conjecture prepared.
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TESTING THE CONJECTURE

Student Pages 96–99

Problem 1 (Student page 96)Describe what you did that gave you insight on the
problem, or describe what others did that made sense to you.

Problems 2–3 (Student pages 97–98)The gadget will always find a location for
the airport, as long as no angle in the triangle formed by the cities is larger than 120◦.
(And as long as you don’t mind extending the legs of your gadget whenever one or
more of the cities is very far away from the others.) This type of gadget is really
helpful in seeing that there should only beonebest spot for the airport—it forces you
to find that unique best spot in triangles where no angle is larger than 120◦.

Problem 4 (Student page 98)This method does work. First, we will show that
4 EC B and4 ACG are congruent:

We know thatEC ∼= ACandCG ∼= CBbecause they are sides of equilateral triangles.
Also, if we letm6 AC B = y, then

m6 EC B = m6 EC A+ m6 AC B = 60◦ + y,

and
m6 ACG = m6 AC B+ m6 BCG = y + 60◦.

Therefore,
m6 EC B = m6 ACG,

and
4 EC B ∼= 4 ACG

by the SAS Postulate.

A B
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TESTING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

Now we know that
m6 BEC = m6 G AC

by CPCTC. Call this measurex. Next look at the circle passing throughE, C, andD.
It is clear that6 C AD and 6 C E D are the same angles as the two angles above, and so
each has measurex. SinceE lies on the circle, this means thatA must also lie on the
circle, for they are both angles of the same measure inscribed in the same arc.

So now we know that pointsE, C, D, andAall lie on this circle. Sincem6 C E A= 60◦,
it follows that

m6 C D A = 120◦,

as we would like. (Notice that6 C D A is an inscribed angle that intercepts a 240◦ arc.)
Similarly we can show that

m6 C DB = 120◦,

and then it has to follow that

m6 ADB = 120◦.

Therefore, pointD is the 120◦ point.

Problem 5 (Student page 98)Here is the complete solution to the airport problem:

If each of the angles of the triangle measures less than 120◦, the best
spot for the airport is at a point inside the triangle that makes 120◦ angles
with the vertices. Otherwise, the best spot is at the vertex of the largest
angle.

It’s not so easy to verify every part of this result. The complete solution is outlined
in the solution to Problem 13 of this investigation. Here is the part that you will
eventually prove:

If there is a point inside the triangle that makes 120◦ angles with theSuch a point exists if and
only if each of the angles of
the triangle measures less
than 120◦. That requires yet
another proof.

vertices, it minimizes the airport function.

Problem 7 (Student page 99)For any triangle, the fairness solution will be the
point which is equidistant from all three cities. This point is called the circumcenter
of the triangle; it lies at the center of the circle circumscribed about the triangle. It is
the spot where the perpendicular bisectors of the sides of the triangle intersect.
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TESTING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

Problem 8 (Student page 99)By definition, an ellipse is the set of all points theSee the solution for
Problem 6 of
Investigation 6.21 for a
detailed description of how
to find this point.

sum of whose distances from two fixed points is constant. A contour line for the airport
function is the locus of all points the sum of whose distances fromthreefixed points
is constant. This is why you could say the contour lines are generalized ellipses; the
only difference is the number of fixed points. An “ellipse” with four foci would be

Something similar to the
string-and-nails airport
construction would help to
draw these four-foci
ellipses.

defined similarly, with the difference being that there are now four fixed points instead
of two or three.

Problem 9 (Student page 99)One method of attack for this problem is to look at
a contour plot for the three-city airport problem. If the best spot happens to lie on the
line, you’re all set. If not, find the point on the line which is also on the contour line
representing the smallest value.

Geometry software could also be used to find an experimental solution. LetD be any
point on the line, and measure the sumAD + B D + C D; then moveD along the line
looking for the spot where the sum is smallest.

Problem 10 (Student page 99)A surface plot for the airport function looks like
this:

The little bubbles in the middle are real; they’re anchored at points above the triangle’s
vertices.
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ESTABLISHING THE
CONJECTURE

Student Pages 100–110

Problem 1 (Student page 107)If A′, D′, D, and C are all collinear, then
m6 C DD′ = 180◦. Sincem6 B DD′ = 60◦, this means thatm6 C DB = 120◦. This is
exactly what we want.

Problem 2 (Student page 107)Yes,m6 ADB = 120◦. Notice that4 A′B D′ ∼=
4 ADB by SSS:BA = BA′, BD = BD′, andDA = D′A′, all because of the rotation.
Thus,

m6 ADB = m6 B D′ A′.

We know that
m6 B D′ A′ = 120◦,

sincem6 A′D′D = 180◦ andm6 DD′B = 60◦, so

m6 ADB = 120◦.

Also,
m6 ADC = 120◦

since
m6 B D A+ m6 ADC + m6 C DB = 360◦.

Problem 3 (Student page 107)This is an important question. In order for the
Hoffman proof to be valid, it has to work no matter which side of the triangle we use
for the constructions. This means that, if we pick another side, we should get the same
point. If not, something is wrong with the proof.

Problem 4 (Student page 107)The phrase “by symmetry” in the proof in the
Student Module may seem confusing. What this means is that, if you start on the
proof and work through it successfully to reach the statement thatm6 B DC = 120◦,
you can then start all over again with different sides to obtain the same point forD and
to prove thatm6 ADB = 120◦, and then a third time to prove thatm6 ADC = 120◦.

Problem 5 (Student page 108)An advantage is that readers will learn a great deal
by struggling to fill in some of the details on their own. A disadvantage is that some
readers may not be able to fill in the missing information or that what is written will
be hard to decipher.

Problem 8 (Student page 108)If there is a point inside the triangle which forms
120◦ angles with each pair of vertices, it minimizes the airport function. If no such
point exists, the minimum value can be found at the city that forms the largest vertex
angle with the others.
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ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

Problem 9 (Student page 109)The construction you write should be an algorithm
showing how to go about finding the location for the airport. An example is the
following:

• Start with triangle4 ABCand a pointD anywhere in the interior.

• Rotate4 BDAby 60◦ counterclockwise aboutB, forming a new triangle,4 BD′A′.

• Move D around until you have found the location which makes the pointsA′, D′,
D, andC collinear. This will be the desired location forD.

Problem 10 (Student page 109)The picture below shows the construction we are
interested in.

A B

C
E

G

D

y

If we takeBA and rotate it 60◦ aboutB clockwise, we will getBE, because of the
equilateral triangle. SoE plays the part ofA′ from the Hoffman proof. Remember
from that proof that the ideal spot for the airport will lie somewhere onEB. Now, if
you rotateACclockwise by 60◦ aboutA, you will getAG. Again by Hoffman’s proof,
we know that the best spot for the airport will lie onAG. Thus this best spot must lie
on the intersection ofEBwith AG, which isD.

Problem 12 (Student page 109)If the third vertex is used for the Hoffman con-
struction, the line segment connecting the outer vertex of the rotated triangle to the
opposite vertex of the original triangle will pass through the point already found.
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ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

Problem 13 (Student page 109)

a. D would be a silly location because the airport shouldn’t be outside the tri-
angle formed by the three cities—that would certainly require extra driving.
You could prove this with the Triangle Inequality.

b. The best spot here is the vertex of the largest angle.

c. The Fermat point will be outside the triangle if any of the angles of the
triangle measures more than 120◦.

Here is what you’ve proven so far:

If there is a point inside the triangle that makes 120◦ angles with the
vertices, it minimizes the airport function.

When does such a point exist? If all the angles of the triangle are less than 120◦, the
construction we gave in Hoffman’s proof will, in fact, produce such a point. But (you
can prove this as an exercise), if any angle of the triangle is bigger than 120◦, the
proof won’t work. In this case, the student construction described in Problem 4 of
Investigation 6.14 will produce a point outside the triangle that makes one 120◦ angle
and two 60◦ angles with the vertices.

Let’s back up and be a little more careful. The string experiment (see Investigation
6.13 of the Student Module) shows that thereis a best spot to put the airport. Let’sTo really show that there is

a best spot, you need ideas
from calculus. The airport
function clearly grows in
value as you drag the point
off to infinity, so you can
confine attention to a large
disc. But a theorem from
calculus says that a
continuous function on a
disc actually attains a
minimum value. Showing
that there is only one in this
case takes more work.

call that pointD, and letDA = a, DB = b, andDC = c. There are two cases:

1. D is at a vertex;

2. D is not at a vertex.

SupposeD is at a vertex. Then a simple case analysis shows thatD has to be at the
vertex of the largest angle (because it is surrounded there by the two shortest sides of
the triangle). That was easy!
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ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

Now, suppose thatD is not at a vertex. Then each of the distancesa, b, andc is
positive;D lies at the intersection of three circles, of radiia, b, andc, with centersA,
B, andC respectively. Concentrate onC for a minute:

This makes nice connections
with Problem 32 of
Investigation 6.4 in the
Student Module.

D must lie on a circle of radiusc aroundC. Now, what pointD on this circle
minimizesD A + DB? Does this sound familiar? This is just like Problem 36 of
Investigation 6.4 except this timeA andB areoutsidethe “circular pool.” We’ll prove
they’re outside in a minute; let’s just assume for now thatA and B are outside the
circle. Which of these pointsD on the circle would you prefer?

In each picture, we’ve drawn the ellipse made up of points that have the same “sum of
distances” fromA andB asD does. In the first picture, there are points on the circle
that are inside the ellipse, so, if we pickedD at one of these points, we’d get a smaller
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ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

total sum. The conclusion is that the best spot forD is at the place where the ellipse
with foci A andB is tangent to our circle. So, here’s the situation:

Saying that “the ellipse with fociA and B is tangent to our circle atD” just means
that the ellipse and the circle share a common tangent line atD. By Problem 32 of
Investigation 6.4,6 EDB ∼= 6 FDA. So, by addition,6 CDB ∼= 6 CDA. Now repeat the
exact same construction with a circle of radiusa aroundA concluding that, ifD is the
best place for the airport,6 ADB ∼= 6 ADC. So, if D isn’t one of the vertices, it has to
make three congruent angles (and hence, 120◦ angles) withA, B, andC.This provides yet another

proof that the Fermat point
minimizes the sum of the
distances.

Now for that unfinished piece of business: How do we know that, ifD isn’t at a vertex,
thenA andB are outside the circle?
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ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

Suppose thatA is inside the circle. Thenc > AC. And, sinceD isn’t a vertex,
AD + DB ≥ AB (the Triangle Inequality). That is,a + b > AB. So, adding, we have

a + b + c ≥ AC+ AB,

and that says thatA is at least as good a spot for the airport asD, so we could have
takenD at a vertex, contradicting our assumption that the minimum wasn’t at a vertex.

This gives a complete solution.

Problem 14 (Student page 110)Label the vertices of the new triangle asE, F ,
andG, as in the picture below.

Let O be the center of the circle circumscribed about4 AC E. Then sincem6 C E A=
60◦, we know thatm6 AOC = 120◦. So, for any pointD on the upper arc between
A andC, it follows that m6 ADC = 120◦. We can apply similar reasoning to the
circle circumscribed about4 BC F. TakeD to be the point of intersection of these
two circles. We can conclude that

m6 ADC = m6 C DB = 120◦.

This implies that
m6 B D A = 120◦,
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ESTABLISHING THE CONJECTURE (continued)

so D must lie on the third circle, also. Therefore, the intersection of the three circles
is the Fermat point.

Problem 15 (Student page 110)Toricelli probably had already come up with the
120◦ conjecture before he began searching for a construction—a method to guarantee
the exact location of that 120◦ spot. Maybe he thought of 120◦ as one third of a 360◦

circle, which inspired him to look at circles. Or maybe he was thinking he needed
the intersection point of a couple of arcs of 120◦, which he could do with equilateral
triangles inscribed in circles because an inscribed angle is half the measure of the arc
it intercepts. Do you have any other ideas?
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THE AIRPORT REVISITED

Student Pages 111–116

Problem 1 (Student page 111)Both problems are examples of continuous sys-
tems, and both deal with a sum of distances to the triangle as a point moves throughout
the interior of a triangle. When working on a problem, mathematicians often try to
think of similar problems they have seen in the past and look for any connections that
could help them find a solution. This is an important habit of mind.

Problem 2 (Student page 112)It is possible to make4 E FG equilateral only
whenD is at the Fermat point. This will be true whether or not4 ABC has an angle
greater than 120◦.

Cities A, B, andC are fixed. Pick a pointD in the interior of4 ABC and construct
segmentsAD, BD, and CD. Construct perpendiculars to these segments to form
triangle4 E FG. As point D moves around, the segmentsAD, BD, andCD change,
as does4 E FG.

Now supposeD is at the Fermat point. This means that

m6 ADC = m6 ADB = m6 B DC = 120◦.

By the construction, we also know that

m6 D AE = m6 DBG = m6 DC E = 90◦.
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THE AIRPORT REVISITED (continued)

Look at the quadrilateral formed by the pointsA, E, C, and D. The sum of the
measures of the angles in any quadrilateral is 360◦, so

m6 D AE + m6 AEC+ m6 EC D + m6 C D A = 360◦

90◦ + m6 AEC+ 90◦ + 120◦ = 360◦

m6 AEC = 60◦.

We can repeat this process to establish that the measure of each angle in4 E FG is
60◦, so this triangle is equilateral.

Problem 3 (Student page 112)Suppose that4 E FG is equilateral.D might be
any point inside4 ABC, but because4 E FG is equilateral,

m6 G = m6 E = m6 F = 60◦.

As before, our construction guarantees that

m6 D AE = m6 DBG = m6 DC E = 90◦.

Again look at the angles in quadrilateralAECD.

m6 D AE + m6 AEC+ m6 EC D + m6 C D A = 360◦

90◦ + 60◦ + 90◦ + m6 C D A = 360◦

m6 C D A = 120◦

We can repeat this process to establish thatm6 ADB = 120◦ andm6 C DB = 120◦,
so D is the Fermat point for4 E FG. Combing our work from Problems 2 and 3, we
have shown that pointD is the Fermat point if and only if the corresponding triangle
4 E FG is equilateral.

Problem 4 (Student page 113)Add perpendiculars fromW to the sides of4 E FG.See the solution for
Problem 8 of
Investigation 6.7.

Use the fact that the sum of the lengths of the perpendiculars fromD equals the sum
of the lengths of the perpendiculars fromW; then use the Triangle Inequality to show
that the perpendiculars fromW are each less than each of the lengthsW A, W B, and
WC.
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THE AIRPORT REVISITED (continued)

Problem 5 (Student page 114)These pictures show what happens to the equilateral
triangle formed by constructing perpendiculars at the feet of the airport roads from
the Fermat point as the obtuse angle of the inner triangle gets larger and larger:

m6 B < 120◦ m6 B = 120◦

m6 B > 120◦

The outer triangle is always equilateral, but as6 B grows,D passes outside the triangle
andno longermakes three120◦ angleswith thevertices. In fact, itmakes two60◦ angles
( 6 ADB and 6 CDB in this picture), or one 120◦ angle (6 ADC). So, the construction
still gives something, but the argument that it gives aminimumpoint doesn’t workHere’s an idea: Look at the

Fermat point as a function
of B. That is, if D is defined
by the Toricelli construction,
what happens to it as you
drag B around?

anymore. The pointD is no longer a minimum—the minimum moves toB. For a
complete proof that the minimum “sticks” toB, see the solution to Problem 13 of
Investigation 6.15.

Problem 6 (Student page 114)Using what we’ve learned in this section, we know
that the sum of the distances from the cities to the Fermat point will be equal to the sum
of the distances from the airport (the Fermat point) to the sides of equilateral triangle
EFG, which can be found by drawing perpendiculars to the airport roads. Since this
sum is equal to the length of the altitude of4 E FG, it may be easier to find by
measuring only the length of the side of the equilateral (and doing a few calculations)
instead of trying to measure each of the three airport roads.
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THE AIRPORT PROBLEM

Student Pages 117–118

Problems 1–2 (Student page 117)With four cities, you really need to start from
scratch in the sense that you have to redefine what requirements the best location
should satisfy. Geometry software is always nicely suited for studying problems
involving continuous systems such as this. Many of the mechanical models can be
useful here. Set up a system with four nails and string, or one with a board and four
weights to help find the best spot if you’re interested in minimizing the sum of the
distances from the airport to the cities. The soap bubble model will be useful if you
want to minimize the total length of new roadway to be built.
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Problem 1 (Student page 119)

a. When thinking about what makes a good proof, there are two points of view
to keep in mind: To a professional mathematician, a good proof might be
one which is short, clean, and to the point—not encumbered with lots of
unnecessary details. On the other hand, to a student, a good proof is one
which is not extremely difficult to work through; this probably means one
with lots of clear explanations. In either case, some things which may make
a proof bad are poor grammar, awkward notation, explanations that are out
of order, redundancy, and the inclusion of some fact or theorem which really
isn’t necessary to the proof.

b. If each step in a proof can’t be verified using the given hypotheses, the proof
is invalid.

Problem 2 (Student page 119)There’s no need here to provide a very technical
definition of a rotation, but exactly what is being rotated, what point it is being rotated
about, and what the angle of rotation is should be specified.

Problem 3 (Student page 119)

a. 4 L P M has been rotated about the center,M , to 4 L ′ P′M .

b. We know thatm6 L M L ′ = m6 P M P′ = 60◦ from the rotation. Also, since
MP′ = MP andm6 P M P′ = 60◦, we know that4 P′ P M is equilateral.
Thus

m6 M P′ P = m6 P′ P M = 60◦.

c. All of the statements except the last are true:

i. LP = L′P′. This is true because the rotation doesn’t change the lengths
of the sides of the triangle.

ii. MP = MP′. This is true for the same reason.

iii. 4 M P P′ is isosceles. This is true. In fact this triangle is also equilateral,
from above.

iv. m6 M P P′ = m6 M P′ P = 60◦. This is also true; see above.

v. MP + PN = PP′ + PN. This is true, sinceMP = PP′.

vi. L′P′ + PP′ + PN = L′N. This is false, unlessL ′, P′, P, andN are all
collinear.
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Problem 4 (Student page 120)

a.–c. 4 AB D has been rotated 45◦ aboutB to 4 A′BD′.

d. Here are nine pairs of congruent objects:

1. 6 DB D′ ∼= 6 AB A′ (Both angles measure 45◦.)

2. BA ∼= BA′

3. BD ∼= BD′

4. A′D′ ∼= AD

5. A′D′ ∼= DC

6. 4 B A′D′ ∼= 4 B AD

7. 6 A′D′B ∼= 6 ADB

8. 6 AB D ∼= 6 A′B D′

9. 6 D AB ∼= 6 D′ A′B.

e. Using the given angle measures, we can determine the following angle
measures:

• m6 B AD = 95◦ since the sum of the measures of the angles in4 AB D
is 180◦.

• m6 AB D′ = 10◦ since we know thatm6 DB D′ = 45◦.

• m6 D′B A′ = 35◦ since4 B A′D′ ∼= 4 B AD (see part d).

• m6 C DB = 130◦ sinceA, D, andC are collinear andm6 ADB = 50◦.

• m6 DC B = 30◦, since the sum of the measures of the angles in4 DBC
is 180◦.

• Sincem6 ADB = 50◦, and6 ADB ∼= 6 A′D′B, weknow thatm6 A′D′B =
50◦.

• m6 B A′D′ = 95◦ since4 B A′D′ ∼= 4 B AD.
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USING IDEAS FROM THE AIRPORT PROBLEM
(continued)

f. If D were the center of rotation, and4 AB D were rotated 180◦, we would
have the following picture:

Problem 5 (Student page 121)There is no rotation in this picture. What has
happened is that4 AB D has been reflected aboutAD to form4 ADB′.

Problem 6 (Student page 121)

a. A point of concurrency is a point where lines or line segments intersect.
Here are definitions of the various points of concurrency in triangles:

• Thecentroid is the point where the medians are concurrent. It is also
the center of gravity of the triangle.

• The circumcenteris the center of the circle circumscribed about the
triangle. It is the intersection point of the perpendicular bisectors from
each side.

• Theincenteris the center of the circle inscribed in the triangle. It is the
intersection point of the angle bisectors.

• Theorthocenteris the point at which the lines containing the altitudes of
the triangle are concurrent. This point may fall outside of the triangle.

• The Fermat point, for triangles with no angle measure greater than 120◦,
is the point making angles of 120◦ with each pair of vertices. It is the
solution to the airport problem—it minimizes total distance to each of
the vertices. For “very obtuse” triangles, the Fermat point sits at the
vertex of the largest angle.

b. If you wanted the airport to be the same distance from all three cities, you
would find the circumcenter. If you were looking for a location which would
be equidistant from already-existing highways that connect each one of the
cities to the other two, you would be looking for the incenter. This is the
point where the distances to all three sides of the triangle are equal.
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USING IDEAS FROM THE AIRPORT PROBLEM
(continued)

c. Suppose you are asked the following:

At what point should a triangular board having uniform thick-
ness and density be supported so that it will balance?

The answer is the centroid, as it is the center of gravity; it’s also the answer
to the question of where to put the airport when you consider population
density. This site might be chosen if the goal is to cut down on air pollution
created by the cars traveling to the airport.

Problem 7 (Student page 122)

a. In an equilateral triangle, the medians, altitudes, angle bisectors, and per-
pendicular bisectors are all the same. Thus,G is also the orthocenter, the
incenter, and the circumcenter. It is also the Fermat point. To see this,
look at4 AG B: We know thatGD⊥ AB, and we also know thatm6 G B D
= m6 G AD = 30◦. By adding the angle measures in the two smaller
triangles,4 AG D and4 BG D, we see thatm6 AG D = m6 BG D = 60◦.
Therefore,m6 AG B = 120◦. Repeating this argument for one other triangle,
such as4 AGC gives us thatG is the Fermat point.

b. We found the following:

i. SegmentsCD,BF, andAEare all medians. There are three more medians
of small triangles, all the same length asGD. Each median is also an
angle bisector.

ii. Triangle4 E DF is equilateral, as each of its sides is a midsegment of
4 ABC. Other equilateral triangles are4 ADF, 4 DBE, and4 EC F.
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USING IDEAS FROM THE AIRPORT PROBLEM
(continued)

iii. There are six nonequilateral isosceles triangles: three similar to4 AG B
and three similar to4 G DE.

iv. The followingquadrilateralsare trapezoids:F E B A, DFC B, andE D AC.

v. The following quadrilaterals are rhombi:E D AF, DFC E, andE F DB.

vi. Kites: ADGF, BDGE, C EGF, three formed with the verticesF , D,
G, and E, and three formed with the vertices and center of the large
triangle, for exampleG AC B.

vii. We didn’t find any other convex four-sided polygons.

viii. There’s not enough asymmetry to allow for any other convex four-sided
polygons besides the kites listed above.

ix. Concave five-sided polygons: three congruent toABEGFand six con-
gruent toADGE F.

x. The equilateral triangles mentioned earlier are all regular polygons.

xi. There are six right congruent triangles, of which4 AC D is one.

Problem 8 (Student page 123) Cmust be the point(2, 2
√

3).

a. The slope of
←→
AC is

√
3.

b. Point D is on
←→
AB, so the slope is 0.

c. An equation for
←→
BC is y = −√

3x+4
√

3. An equation for
←→
AF is y = √

3x.
(These equations are written in slope-intercept form; they can also be written
in other forms.)

d. C = (2, 2
√

3), D = (2, 0), G = (2, 2
√

3
3 ).

e. The length ofAF is 2.

Problem 9 (Student page 123)The essential idea of the Hoffman proof is to
turn the problem into one where the thing you want to minimize is a path between
two points. Then all you have to do is to draw a straight line. That’s exactly the key
behind the run-and-swim problem, the burning tent problem, and other “shortest path”
problems.
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Problem 1 (Student page 124)For a polygon with any number of sides, the
solution to the isoperimetric problem will be the one which isregular (all sides and
all angles congruent). For triangles, this means an equilateral triangle.

Here’s an application of the isoperimetric problem for triangles:

An architect for a museum wants to construct a triangular reflecting pool
with a marble bench around it to place in front of the building. She can
only afford enough marble to build 45 feet of benches. What will be the
dimensions of the largest such pool?

The rest of this section of the module will focus onthe isoperimetric problem—the
one that considers all closed curves of a fixed perimeter—as well as a proof, some
history, and various extensions of the problem.The term closed curve

includes curves made up of
line segments as well as of
arcs. Rectangles, crescent
moons, and loops that cross
themselves can all be closed
curves.

Problem 2 (Student page 124)A circle is the closed curve which encloses the
greatest area. One way to see this is by using a piece of string with the ends tied
together. All shapes you form with the string will have the same perimeter, since the
length of the string is never changed. The area enclosed by the string will not be the
same, however. If the string forms a square, for example, you can create more area
simply by “rounding out” the sides of the shape. A circle made of string cannot be
adjusted to create more enclosed area.

Here’s another way to visualize what’s happening: Picture a closed loop of rope lying
on a flat surface in no particular shape. Pretend that some liquid is poured into the
center of the rope, and the liquid is pushing the rope out as far as it can be pushed.
Once the rope is pushed into the shape of a circle, it can’t be pushed outward any
farther.

Problem 3 (Student page 124)Here is one idea that can be used to try to prove the
conjecture: If you take a closed curve with a given perimeter that isnota circle, showThis idea will come up again

in later problems in this
investigation, for example,
Problems 13 and 14.

that you can always find a different curve that has the same perimeter yet encloses
more area.

Another approach is to make a list of properties belonging to the curve that encloses
the most area. Then perhaps you could show that this set of properties is unique to
circles. For example, suppose you could show that the best curve consists of all points
equidistant from some fixed point; this would let you conclude that the best curve is
a circle.
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

Problem 4 (Student page 124)Suppose you had two different (noncongruent)
closed curves,A andB, with the same perimeter. Suppose also that the area insideA
equals the area insideB. Now if every otherclosed curve with that same perimeter
encloseslessarea, then bothA andB could be considered best curves. This will notWe will always use the

term best curve to mean
the closed curve which
encloses more area than
any other closed curve with
the same perimeter.

turn out to be a possibility, but at this point there is no reason to believe this couldn’t
happen.

Or, suppose that no matter what closed curve of a specific perimeter you choose, there
is alwaysanother curve of the same perimeter withmorearea. This would mean there
would be no best curve at all. As we’ll soon see, this is not the case either.

For examples of
optimization problems with
either no solutions or more
than one solution, see
Problems 6, 7, and 15 in this
investigation.

Problem 5 (Student page 125)Proofs play a vital role in mathematics. Although
outside of mathematics class many statements may be taken at face value, in the field
of mathematics a statement must be proved before it can be accepted. For example,
for centuries, most mathematicians believed Fermat’s conjecture (known as Fermat’s
Last Theorem) to be true (see Investigation 6.15), although a proof had not been found.
Numerical data supported it in an enormous number of cases. Yet many people worked
on finding a proof, because, not until a proof was found, did the conjecture become a
definitive mathematical theorem.There are always new

mathematical proofs being
produced—mathematics is
far from a finished subject.

Think about how this emphasis on proof in mathematics is different from the nature
of many other fields. Do you prove conjectures in a paper for English class, or does it
suffice to provide facts which support opinions? What’s the role of making conjectures
in a math class?

For Discussion (Student page 126)The trickiest part here is seeing why Step 3
implies that you have a circle. See the solution to Problem 22 for a complete expla-
nation of this question.

Problem 6 (Student page 127)Here’s an example: Think off as a function
defined on the open interval 0< x < 1, given by f (x) = x + 1. What is the
maximum value off ? (“Open interval” in this case just means thatx is “strictly less
than” 1 and “strictly greater than” 0; it never takes on either of those two values.) The
function will never have a maximum value, because you can keep takingx’s closer
and closer to 1, yielding larger and larger values forf (x). f (x) gets closer and closer
to 2, but doesn’t get there becausex can never actually equal 1.

Here’s another example: With no restriction on the perimeter, draw a triangle with
the largest possible area or a triangle with the smallest possible area. (Clearly, you
can’t; if it has zero area, then it’s not really a triangle.) One reason the isoperimetric
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

problem has a solution, on the other hand, is that the perimeter of the curve is kept
fixed.

Problem 7 (Student page 127)The problem “find the shortest path from A to B
without touching the circle” is an optimization problem which has no solution because,
no matter what path fromA to B your partner draws, you can always draw yours so
it’s closer to the tangent to the circle that’s parallel toAB (without touching it). This
will make your path shorter. In theory, no one can ever win this game, although, since
our pencils aren’t infinitesimally narrow, someone might attempt to argue that they
could!

Problem 8 (Student page 127)

a. Here is one way to restate and summarize the proof:

We assumed thatx was the largest number smaller than 1, and
then using this we performed some calculations and discovered
that x was greater than or equal to 1. This doesn’t make any
sense, so such a numberx doesn’t exist. Thus, there is no
largest number less than 1.

This shows the thinking of someone who could look beyond the algebraic
details and see the heart of the proof.

b. The above summary misses one important point, however. The number
x + 1−x

2 is the numberpreciselyhalfway betweenx and 1 (the distance
betweenx and 1 is 1− x; add one half of this distance tox to get the
midpoint). Using this, the idea of what is happening in the proof can be
expressed differently:

We assumed thatx was the largest number less than 1. But we
can always find a number which is exactly halfway betweenx
and 1, namelyx + 1−x

2 . This midpoint is less than 1 but greater
thanx (simply due to its position on the number line). Thus,
we know there can’t be alargestnumber less than 1 because
another number (the midpoint) can always be found which is
bigger than the supposedly-largest number less than 1 and is
still less than 1.

Realizing thatx + 1−x
2 is halfway betweenx and 1 is a little subtle, but you

might boil it down to one student’s statement that “If there’s any difference
betweenx and 1, you can always split the difference in half and have a
number still larger thanx.”
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

c. In this particular proof, you assume that a largest number less than 1 exists,
and call itx. This assumption then leads to a contradiction (you show that
x ≥ 1). Therefore the assumption must have been false, so there is no
largest number less than 1.

This argument is an example of aproof by contradictionor indirect proof.
It’s a hard concept to get used to; you assume the exact opposite of what you
want to prove and proceed to show that this gets you into trouble and yields
a contradiction. By supposing the opposite and reaching a contradiction, it
means that what you wanted to prove originally must be, in fact, true.

Problem 9 (Student page 129) Many optimization problems are solved by first
findingthe best point (or number, position, curve, and so on) experimentally and then
proving it is the optimal one. The isoperimetric problem is perhaps a little more
mysterious in that the defining properties of the best curve are not known right away,
and the proposed “detective method” will be used to deduce them by first assuming
that a unique best curve exists.

Problem 10 (Student page 130)This is a classic problem, and there is a lot
happening here. The important idea to grasp is that lettingx be the sum is not a valid
thing to do. We definex as an infinite sum, but how do we know that this is a number
which evenexists? Actually,x is defined by way of ageometric series—an infinite
sum of positive powers of some number called theratio. Here the ratio is 2, asx is
defined as an infinite sum of powers of 2.

A geometric series is said toconvergeif the sequence of partial sums (say, the sum of
the first 10 terms, the sum of the first 100 terms, and so on) gets closer and closer to a
specific number. More precisely, the series converges toL if you can get as close as
you like to L by adding up enough terms of the series. The seriesdivergesif, as you
add more and more terms, the partial sums get larger and larger (in absolute value).
Moreover, a geometric series converges only if the absolute value of the ratio is lessThere exists a number

system in which the notion
of absolute value is defined
differently, causing the
given geometric series x to
actually converge. This
system is called the 2-adic
numbers.

than 1. Hence, in this example it diverges;x is not a finite number you can work with,
and all the remaining calculations in the Student Module for this problem are invalid.
Notice that solving the equationx = 2(1 + x) givesx = −2, which doesn’t make
sense in the original problem.

Problem 11 (Student page 130)Suppose the curve pictured in the Student Module
is the best possible curve. This would mean that it encloses more area than any other
curve with the same perimeter. But, we can increase the area by removing the concavity
of the polygon, either by imagining hinges at the vertices or (more rigorously) by
reflecting the “offending” vertex over the line connecting its two adjacent vertices.
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

Neither step affects the perimeter, but area is increased, contradicting the fact that this
was supposed to be the best curve.

Problem 12 (Student page 130)Suppose you have a curve made out of a closed
piece of string arranged like a figure eight. You could just “open up” the curve at the
center of the eight to get a new shape that doesn’t cross itself. Put another way, any
time a figure crosses itself it will be a concave figure. We have shown that concavity
in a figure is a property that can be removed to yield more area for the same perimeter.
This new shape definitely encloses more area than the figure eight, but it has the same
perimeter since the length of the string has not changed. Thus, you have a new curveThis argument shows that

the best possible curve
must be simple, that is, a
curve which doesn’t
intersect itself.

with the same perimeter that encloses more area. Now you can generalize this to any
curve which “crosses itself.”

Problem 13 (Student page 130)Refer back to Theorem 6.2 in Investigation 6.3

Of course, simply applying
a theorem from the Student
Module isn’t as much fun as
discovering the answer
yourself. You could
experiment by comparing
the area of several
quadrilaterals of equal
perimeter to understand
the theorem for yourself.
Examples of such
arguments are included in
the solution for Problem 3
of Investigation 6.21, and in
the “Mathematics
Connections” section of the
Teaching Notes for this
investigation.

of theStudent Module. Here is that theorem again:

THEOREM

Of all the polygons with a given perimeter and a given number of sides, the
regular polygon has the most area.

Using this theorem, if the best possible curve is a quadrilateral, it must be a square.

Problem 14 (Student page 130)In Problem 13, we concluded that if the best
possible curve is a quadrilateral, then it must be a square. If we now show that a
square cannot be the best curve, it will then follow that the best curve can’t be a
quadrilateral at all.

Suppose you have a square of sidelengtha which is the best curve. This means that
the square has more area than any other closed curve with perimeter 4a. Now consider
a circle with radiusr = 2a

π
. This circle has circumference 2πr = 4a, the same as

the perimeter of the square. The area of the square isa2 while the area of the circle is
πr 2 = π4a2

π2 = 4a2

π
. This is approximately equal to 1.3a2, which is greater thana2, the

area of the square.

So, given a square, we are always able to find a circle with the same perimeter that
encloses more area, which means that the best curve can’t be a square.
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

Here is another argument that it doesn’t require any area formulas. Consider a square
of sidelengtha. Cut off the lower right corner of the square, calling the lengths of the
sides of the resulting triangler, s, andt .

Now reflect the triangle about its lower left vertex, lining up the hypotenuse with the
base of the square. You now have a hexagon with the same area and perimeter as the
original square. The area is the same since you just cut off a piece of the square and
glued it elsewhere. To see that the perimeter is the same, add up the lengths of the six
sides. Starting at the top and proceeding clockwise, you get

a + (a − s) + (r + t) + s + [a − (r + t)] + a = 4a.

Let’s call this new curveC. The important fact aboutC is that it has the same area
and perimeter as the square, but isconcave. This means (from Problem 13) that there
exists a different curve with the same perimeter asC, but which encloses more area
(remove the concavity by a reflection). So the best curve can’t be a square!

This argument can be generalized to a polygon with any number of sides. If a polygon
is assumed to be the best curve, cut off a corner and attach it elsewhere to obtain a
concave polygon with the same perimeter. From this, you can remove the concavity
to obtain another curve with more enclosed area. We can now conclude that the best
curve cannot be any type of polygon.

Problem 15 (Student page 130)Suppose you’re asked to find the shortest path
between the North Pole and the South Pole (or any other two points exactly halfway
around the Earth from each other). This optimization problem has more than one
solution—a shortest path could go in any one of an infinite number of directions.

Other situations may involve some finite number of solutions. Say you’re in a city
where the streets are laid out in a grid. There will be more than one shortest path to
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

drive from one point to another (or on to a third, and so on), as long as your travel
involves two locations that aren’t both on the same line. If you want to move three
blocks east and one block north, for example, there are four shortest paths; if you want
to move two blocks west and five blocks north, there are 21 shortest paths.

Or think about ellipses. All the points on an ellipse represent places of constant value
for the function that gives the sum of the distances from each focus to those places.
Any object that can be tangent to an ellipse in more than one place, such as a circle, aWhat else might be tangent

to an ellipse in more than
one place?

rectangle, or a square, will yield a finite number of minimal path solutions (from one
focus to the object to the other focus).

Two spots represent the
shortest path from your
position to the side of the
circle to your friend’s
position.

Problem 16 (Student page 130)Recall that the detective method is being used
here to find the best possible curve. We are assuming such a curve exists, and we want
to discover its important characteristics. Each of Problems 13–16 can yield a little
more insight as to what this curve must be.

The result in Problem 13 shows that, if the best curve is a polygon, it has no concavity.
Such a curve is calledconvex. Then Problem 14 shows that the curve must be simple.
Through Problem 15, you can show that if the best curve is a quadrilateral then it
must be a square, but the conclusion of Problem 16 is that a square cannot be the best
possible curve. Recall also that Problem 16 could be generalized to show that the best
curve can’t be any polygon at all. Therefore, at this point, the best curve is simple,
has no concavity, and is not a polygon.
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A convex, simple, nonpolygon: how did we find these characteristics? In each case,
it was assumed that the curve had a specific property, and then a curve with the
same perimeter was found which enclosed more area, showing that the original curve
could not have been the best possible one. This is the main strategy being employed
throughout this investigation.

Problem 17 (Student page 131)Here’s an algorithm for constructing a line seg-In the same way that we
know that there is some
line which divides the
surface area of an
irregular-shaped lake, we
also know that there exists
some line which divides the
perimeter of any curve in
half.

ment which bisects the perimeter of the curve. Recall that the best possible curve is
simple, that is, it never crosses itself. Suppose the perimeter of the curve isx. Choose
a pointP on the curve; starting atP, move along the curve in either direction a length
of 1

2x. Call the point where you stopQ. Line segmentPQwill bisect the perimeter.

Problem 19 (Student page 132)The existence hypothesis is crucial in solving the
isoperimetric problem. You can’t proceed with Steps 2 and 3 unless you’ve established,

Refer back to ideas from
the discussion question
following Problem 9.

or assumed, that a best curve exists.

Problem 20 (Student page 132)We’ve established that the isoperimetric curve
must be a simple, closed, convex, nonpolygonal curve with the additional property that
any line that bisects the perimeter must also bisect the area (or it couldn’t qualify as
a contender for the best curve). Ellipses, egg-shapes, and other simple closed curves
made up of arcs still satisfy these properties. Not until Step 3 has been established
will noncircles be ruled out.

Take a look at the various kinds of lines that can bisect both the perimeter and the
area for these figures. Find some examples of lines that bisect perimeter and area
for an ellipse, but which are not lines of symmetry. Can you find such a line for a
symmetrical egg-shape? What about a nonsymmetrical egg-shape?

For Discussion (Student page 132)Suppose we have a closed curve which is the
solution to the isoperimetric problem. Then the top portion of the curve must solve
the reduced isoperimetric problem. For if it didn’t, there would be a curve of the same
length with endpoints on the diameter but enclosing more area. Then we could flip
this curve about the diameter to obtain a closed curve with more area than our best
closed curve, which isn’t possible.

This technique—looking at half of the geometric figure for which you’re looking to
maximize area—is essentially the same as the one used for several problems in Investi-
gation 6.3, most notably the pen-against-the-wall problems. For example, if trying to
maximize area for a five-sided fenced-in pen when one of the sides “doesn’t count”
because it’s a stone wall, it suffices to look at the four sides as forming half of a larger
figure to be maximized. In other words, it suffices to look at the shape that maximizes
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

area for an eight-sided figure (the regular octagon). The largest five-sided pen, then,
is half a regular octagon.

Similarly, if the circle is the shape that maximizes area for a given perimeter, then of all
the curves that have the same perimeter and two endpoints on a line`, the semicircle
whose diameter lies along̀is the shape that maximizes area.

Problem 21 (Student page 133)In Problem 6 of Investigation 6.3, we wanted
to maximize the area of a rectangular pen built against the wall. What we did was
look at the union of the pen and its reflection image over the wall and saw that the
area was maximized when we had a square, so we knew that the best pen would be
half the square. But in that problem we already knew that the best figure would be
a square, so we used it to solve the problem. If we already knew that the solution to
the isoperimetric problem was a circle, then we could use the same technique to show
that the solution to the reduced isoperimetric problem is a semicircle, but we don’t yet
know that as we haven’t finished the proof.

Notice we arenot saying that we can use the isoperimetric conjecture to solve the
reduced isoperimetric conjecture or vice versa. We are simply saying that the two
conjectures areequivalent, so instead of proving the isoperimetric conjecture it’s OK
if we prove the reduced conjecture. Be careful; this is tricky.

Problem 22 (Student page 133)Yes, if the angle formed by any point on the curve
and the two endpoints of the diameter is a right angle, then the curve is guaranteed
to be a semicircle. To see this, first suppose that, for any pointP on a given closed
curve, the line segments fromP to the endpoints of the diameter form a right angle.
We’ll show the curve is a circle. Draw a third line segment, a median fromP to the
diameter, creating two triangles. Letr be the length of half the diameter. Now apply
the following theorem:

THEOREM

The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equidistant from the
vertices of the triangle.

This theorem shows that the distance fromP to the midpoint of the diameter is also
equal tor . Therefore, we know that if at every pointP there is a right angle, then
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THE ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM (continued)

every pointP is the same distance from the midpoint of the diameter. Thus, the curve
we are working with must be a circle.

When we prove that the statement in Step 3 is true for the curve which encloses the
most area, we will have proved that this curve is a circle. This is because the property
in Step 3 is one which is intrinsic to circles. (An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a
right angle.)

Problem 23 (Student page 135)The idea here is that, if the angle is less than 90◦,If you did Problem 1 in
Investigation 6.3, you may
remember an argument
based on having two fixed
sidelengths and the area
formula for triangles. If
not, see the solution for
that problem.

the “hinge” atP can be opened more, forming a larger angle and a curve enclosing
more area. However, once the angle reaches 90◦, widening it more will not help.
For if the hinge is opened past 90◦, the curve will be pushed downward, causing the
amount of enclosed area to shrink. Therefore, the enclosed area is maximized when
the angle is a right angle. The problem is presented more formally below.

Let P be the point on the curve,x the measure of the angle atP, anda andb the
lengths of the line segments fromP to the endpoints of the diameter.

a

b

P

x°
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The area under the curve will be at a maximum precisely when the area of the triangle is
also maximized (because the shaded area is fixed). Let’s look at the triangle separately,
oriented so that its base has lengtha. Let h be the length of the altitude. We want the
area of the triangle to be largest whenx is 90

◦
.

Notice that the area of the triangle is given by Area= 1
2ah. As anglex changes,hFrom the solution to

Problem 1 of
Investigation 6.3: “the area
of the triangle will be half
the product of one of the
given sides and the height,
and the height is at a
maximum when it coincides
with the other given side
(that is, when the given
sides a and b are the height
and base of the triangle,
and the included angle,
therefore, is 90◦).”

will change, but we will always haveh ≤ b. Whenx is less than or greater than 90◦,
b is the length of the hypotenuse of a right triangle which has one side of lengthh, in
which caseh < b. Whenx is a right angleh = b. Soh ≤ b. Therefore, since the
area1

2ah is largest whenh is largest (sincea is fixed), we know it will be maximized
whenh = b andx is 90

◦
.

If you know a little trigonometry, you can see this more rigorously. Looking at the
right triangle formed by the altitude, with hypotenuse of lengthb, notice that sinx = h

b

implying h = bsinx. So the area of the triangle is given by Area= 1
2ah = 1

2absinx.
Sincea andb are fixed lengths, the area will be largest when sin(x) is largest, that is,
whenx is 90

◦
.

Problem 24 (Student page 135)A complete proof will:

• State the problem.

• State the existence hypothesis.

• Eliminate curves which are concave or which are not simple.

• Show the best curve has a diameter which bisects the area.

• Explain the reduced isoperimetric conjecture.

• Include and explain the right angle argument.
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• Explain why the right angles for every pointP on the curve implies that a semi-
circle is the solution to the reduced isoperimetric problem.

• Provide a conclusion.
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Student Pages 136–138

Problem 1 (Student page 136)Princess Dido used the fact that a semicircle
encloses more area than any other curve with its endpoints on a fixed line; this is
essentially the reduced isoperimetric problem.

Problem 2 (Student page 136)It is reasonably clear from the context in which this
sentence appeared that we’re talking about the converse of the isoperimetric problem:
given a fixed area, what shape has the smallest perimeter? The answer is the same: a
circle. From a medical point of view, assuming that a wound heals first along and near
its edge, a wound with a small perimeter would heal the least per day and therefore heal
most slowly. Aristotle implies, without showing the details, that a geometer would
not only know that a circle has the smallest perimeter for a given area but would also
be able to prove it.

Problem 3 (Student page 137)Ptolemy said that one polygon is “more polygonal”
than another if it has more sides. If you consider two regular polygons of the same
perimeter, the one with the greater number of sides will enclose a larger area.

Ptolemy concluded that because adding more sides often increases the area, the circle
must contain the most area. This is because he is viewing the circle as a polygon
with infinitely many sides! Look at a series of regular polygons with a successivelyOf course this depends a

little on the sidelength as
well: a regular polygon
with 1000 sides of length 1

4

cm will look very much like
a circle, but what about
sides of length 1 meter?

increasing number of sides, you’ll see that the shapes of the polygons begin to approach
the shape of a circle. Thus, the circle can be thought of as the limiting shape for the
regular polygons.

Problem 4 (Student page 137)Zenodorus’s first theorem appeared in Investiga-
tion 6.6. For example, we know that an equilateral triangle with sides of length 6 has
more area than any other triangle with perimeter 18, and a square with sides of length
5 has more area than any other quadrilateral with perimeter 20.

Zenodorus’s second theorem says that a circle with the same perimeter of any regular
polygon will have the greater area (see Problem 16 of Investigation 6.19 for the
example of a square). Thus, suppose you have a circle of radius 3. Its circumference
is 6π , and its area is 9π . This means that any other polygon of perimeter 6π will have
areasmallerthan 9π .

In the third theorem, a segment of a circle refers to part of the interior of a circle—it
is that piece which is bounded by both an arc and a chord of the circle. Zenodorus
proved that, of all segments of circles with a fixed perimeter, the semicircle has the
greatest area. For instance, suppose we consider all segments of circles with perimeter
5π +10. The one with the largest area would be a semicircle; in fact it would be half of
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a circle with diameter 10. (The perimeter of a semicircle is one half the circumference
plus the diameter, which in this case is( 1

2)(π)(10) + 10 = 5π + 10.)

Problem 5 (Student page 137)A segment of a circle looks like the area enclosed
by a simple curve (the arc of the circle) with endpoints along a fixed line segment
(the chord of the circle). Asking which segments of circles with fixed perimeter have
largest area is really just asking the reduced isoperimetric question, which is exactly
what Dido solved.

Problem 6 (Student page 137)Using Zenodorus’s first theorem, we see that, given
a fixed perimeter, if the best curve is a polygon then it must be a regular polygon. His
second theorem then tells us that the circle having that fixed perimeter contains more
area than any regular polygon with the same perimeter, no matter the number of sides.
This doesn’t tell us that the circle is the best curve; it only shows that the circle is
better than any polygon.

Zenodorus did not prove the isoperimetric conjecture. For example, do his theorems
convince us that a circle encloses more area than an ellipse with the same perimeter?
Does he tell us a circle contains more area than a figure eight with the same perimeter?
Zenodorus contributed a very important part of the solution, but not the entire proof.

Problem 8 (Student page 138)It’s certainly easier to make the conjecture that of
all curves with a fixed area, the circle has the smallest perimeter. You can compute
lots of examples by hand or with software—for example, suppose we fix an area of
100. A square of area 100 would have to have sides of length 10 and perimeter 40.
Consider a 25× 4 rectangle. It too has area 100, and its perimeter is 58. A right
triangle with base 4 and height 50 has area 100, and its perimeter is approximately
104. A circle of area 100 has a radius of10√

π
, so its circumference would be 20

√
π ,

which is approximately 35. This leads to the conjecture that the circle will have the
smallest perimeter of all closed curves with area 100.

The proof is trickier. First we present a proof for a specific area (area 100). This isSee Problem 24 of
Investigation 6.3 for a
similar proof.

followed by a general proof for any arbitrary fixed area.

Area 100: The circle with area 100 has radius10√
π

and circumference 20
√

π . We

want to show thatany othershape with area 100 has perimeter greater than 20
√

π .
Suppose thatS is a shape such that Area(S) = 100, andS has some perimeterk
with k ≤ 20

√
π . Look at the circleC with perimeter equal tok. If r is the radius

of C, 2πr = k, so r = k
2π

. Now C and S have the same perimeter, but we know
from the isoperimetric problem that the circle has more area. So Area(C) > Area(S).
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We know Area(C) = πr 2 = π( k
2π

)2 = k2

4π
. So,

Area(C) > Area(S)

k2

4π
> 100

k2 > 400π

k > 20
√

π.

This is a contradiction since we assumed above thatk ≤ 20
√

π . This means there is
no shape of area 100 with perimeter smaller than that of the circle of area 100.

General proof: Suppose we fix an areaA. We want to show that the circle of area
A has smaller perimeter than any other curve of areaA. A circle of areaA has radius√

A
π

and perimeter 2
√

Aπ . So supposeS is a closed curve with areaA, but that the

perimeter ofS is k andk ≤ 2
√

Aπ . Let C be the circle of perimeterk. So if C has
radiusr we knowr = k

2π
, and so Area(C) = k2

4π
. As before, we have thatC andS

both have perimeterk, butC has greater area since it’s a circle. So,

Area(C) > Area(S)

k2

4π
> A

k2 > 4π A

k > 2
√

Aπ.

Again we have a contradiction, soS can’t exist. Thus, of all closed curves with area
A, the circle has the smallest perimeter.

Below is another argument; it’s perhaps more intuitive, but it’s not as concise.

Fix an areaA. Look at all closed curves enclosing this area. One will be the circle
with areaA; call it C. Now imagine taking every other curve and either stretching
or shrinking it so that it has the same perimeter asC. Now we have a collection of
closed curves all with a fixed perimeter, although their areas vary. The isoperimetric
problem says thatC encloses more area than any of these new curves. In other words,
all these curves have area less thanA, so all of the original curves had to be shrunk in
order to get their perimeters to equal that ofC; none was stretched. But this means
thatC has a smaller perimeter than any other closed curve enclosing areaA. This is
what we wanted to show.

Problem 9 (Student page 138)We need to fence in 100,000 square feet using
only vertical and horizontal segments of fence. The answer is that we will minimize
the perimeter if we use a square fence with sides of length

√
100,000= 100

√
10.
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The first step in the solution is to show that the desired fence must be a rectangle. This
seemspretty clear; if we build the fence with lots of zigzags in it, we will just be using
an excessive amount of material and needlessly increasing the perimeter. The idea is
that the fence with the smallest perimeter will have a minimal number of zigzags—it
will be a rectangle.

In the second step, we once again take advantage of previous work. We already know
that, of all rectangles with a fixed area, the square has the smallest perimeter. (Refer
back to Problem 24 of Investigation 6.3 for a proof.) So, once we show that the best
fence is a rectangle, we can immediately conclude that it is a square.This habit of using what

has been previously done
to solve a problem is a very
important one!

Let’s focus on the first step in the solution, showing that the fence must be a rectangle.
This is one of those mathematical facts which seems to just “make sense” but is kind of
tricky to prove. Suppose we have any fence which is composed strictly of horizontal
and vertical segments, encloses 100,000 square feet, and is not a rectangle. Call this
fenceF . We want to show that there is some rectangleRwhich also encloses 100,000Is it possible to have a fence

composed of an infinite
number of segments yet
enclosing a finite area?

square feet but has smaller perimeter thanF . To simplify matters, we shall safely
assume that the fenceF has a finite perimeter and a finite number of horizontal and
vertical segments.

Take R to be the smallest rectangle which completely enclosesF (see the picture
below). There will be several vertices ofF which also lie onR. In fact there will be
at least one such point on each of the four sides ofR, because if there weren’t, then
we could find a smaller rectangle containingF . Label these pointsa, b, c, and so on.
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Our plan is as follows:

• Starting at pointa, we travel clockwise around the perimeter ofR, measuring the
length of the path alongR from a to b, and then fromb to c, and then fromc to
d, and so on. We then travel clockwise around the fenceF , again measuring the
lengths of the pathsa to b, b to c, c to d, and so on.

• Notice that the paths alongR between adjacent points always have lengths less
than or equal to the lengths of the paths alongF between the same points.

• The above lets us conclude that the perimeter ofR is less than or equal to the
perimeter ofF .

• The rectangleR must have area greater than 100,000, sinceR containsF . Now
shrink R until it contains exactly 100,000 square feet; letR′ be the resulting new
rectangle. The shrinking decreased the perimeter, soR′ is a rectangle containing
100,000 square feet but having a smaller perimeter thanR. Therefore,R′ has a
smaller perimeter thanF ; this is exactly what we need to show.

These items let us conclude that the fence with the smallest perimeter enclosing the
desired area must be a rectangle; given any other fence, we found a rectangular fence
that is better.

The second item on the list above may be the tricky one—seeing that the path between
any two points alongR will be less than or equal to the path between the same two
points alongF . If the two points are on the same side ofR, then it is clear: the
shortest distance between them is along a straight line, and that line contains the side
of the rectangleR. If the two points are on adjacent sides ofR, then the path between
them which lies onR will consist of a horizontal line segment followed by a vertical
one, or a vertical line segment followed by a horizontal one. No other path between
the points consisting of vertical and horizontal line segments will have shorter length
than this path alongR; any such path has to cover the same horizontal and vertical
distance, and may likely backtrack and cover more distance and hence be longer.
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For Discussion (Student page 139)These problems are designed to show some-
thing of the type of work current mathematicians do, and how this work, though very
difficult, is related to the problems in previous investigations. They are not necessarily
meant to be solved, but to be discussed and thought about.

Problem 1 (Student page 140)Let P be the point where the two arcs meet. Then
construct the tangent lines to both the first and the second arcs atP. The angle between
these two lines will be the angle between the two arcs.

How might one think of this? Up to this point, the only angles discussed have been
angles between lines. In order to use what you already know, you have to introduce
lines into this problem.

Problem 2 (Student page 140)Here is a construction for a double-bubble, made
with geometry software:

1. Create three lines that meet at 120◦ angles. The three lines that started this
construction intersect at pointB.

2. Create two circles, each with a center on one of the lines, and usingB as a radius
point. In this sketch, the two circles have centersA andC. They intersect at
another point, labeledE in the sketch shown on the next page.

3. Construct a line through the centers of the two circles, and find its intersection
with the remaining line throughB. That makes pointD in the sketch.

4. Use pointD as the center of a third circle that passes through pointsB andE.

5. Create the appropriate arcs on each circle, from pointB to pointE. The intended
arcs are thicker in the sketch on the following page. The arcs will meet at 120◦

angles to form a “standard double bubble.”
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Problem 3 (Student page 142)The shape that minimizes perimeter while enclos-
ing two prescribed areas is the double bubble. It is formed by three arcs, each of a
different circle, that form 120◦ angles with each other. Below are two examples:

Problems 4–5 (Student page 142)If the two fixed areas are of equal measure,This is one of the questions
Scott Greenleaf’s group
worked on. We might call
the answer to this problem
something like the “double
rectangle.”

then the figure will look like two congruent squares attached along one side, so that
the perimeter is made up of seven sides. But, if one of the areas is larger than the
other, then the overall shape depends upon the ratio of the two areas. If the first area
is the largest, then the first area will always take the shape of a square. If the second
area is not less than12 the first area, then the two rectangles will completely share one
side.
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But as soon as the second area is≤ 1
2 the first area, that second area takes the shape of

a rectangle the dimensions of which have the ratio1
2. This is the generalized answer

to the pen-against-the-wall problems (Problems 6–7 of Investigation 6.3).

The perimeters of these shapes, which are restricted to horizontal and vertical paths,
may be called “taxicab” perimeters. The geometric system which allows measurement
of distance only along horizontal and vertical paths may be called “taxicab geometry”
because, when traveling by car, you can’t always take the shortest route—you have to
drive on the roads, which in a city usually run north to south and east to west!

Problem 6 (Student page 143)Suppose you have a triangle,4 ABC, and wish to
construct a circle passing through its vertices. We know that such a circle will exist,
as any three points determine a unique circle passing through them.

First construct the perpendicular bisector ofAB; call it `1. Recall how to do this: using
a compass draw a portion of a circle with center atA, and then draw a portion of a
circle with the same radius, with center atB. Draw enough of the circles so that they
intersect in two places. Connect these two points to form the perpendicular bisector
of AB.

A

B

C

`1
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Similarly, form the perpendicular bisector ofBC and call it`2. Label the point of
intersection of̀ 1 and`2 point P. Now draw the circle centered atP with radius
the length ofPA; this circle will pass through all three vertices of the triangle. (See
Problem 7a for a proof).

A

B

C

`

`

1

2

P

The pointP above is called thecircumcenterof 4 ABC. It has the special property
of being equidistant from all three vertices. It is a fact that, if`3 is the perpendic-
ular bisector ofCA, then`3 will also intersect̀ 1 and`2 at P. The position of the
circumcenter can vary greatly—check it out for a smattering of different triangles. It
turns out that the circumcenter of an obtuse triangle is outside of the triangle, and the
circumcenter of a right triangle is on the hypotenuse (recall that the midpoint of the
hypotenuse is equidistant from its vertices).

For the second part of this problem, draw an assortment of quadrilaterals to see which
of them allow a circle to pass through all four of the vertices. One way to do this is
to first look at only three of the vertices. We know from above how to construct the
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unique circle passing through them, and we just need to check if this circle passes
through the fourth vertex. If this circle doesn’t work, then no other one will, as any
circle passing through all four vertices would have to pass through the first three, and
there’s only one circle which does that. Here are some examples:

Notice that, for the examples above involving a square and a rectangle, the circle we
constructed did in fact pass through all four vertices. Why is this? In both of those
polygons, the diagonals are equal and bisect each other. This means that the pointP,
where the diagonals intersect, is equidistant from all four vertices, so a circle centered
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at P will pass through all four. The solution for Problem 7 below tells how to tell if
an arbitrary quadrilateral is cyclic.

Problem 7 (Student page 143)

a. Suppose we have a triangle4 ABC. We want to show that the triangle is
cyclic. Let`1 and`2 be the perpendicular bisectors ofAB andBC, respec-
tively, and letP be their point of intersection. Draw line segmentsPA, PB,
andPC.

If we reflect PA about`1, we getPB. Since such a reflection preserves
distance, we know thatPA = PB. If we reflectPB about`2 we getPC,
soPB = PC. Therefore,PA = PB = PC, meaningP is equidistant from
all three vertices. Hence, the circle centered atP with radiusPA will pass
through all the vertices, so the triangle is cyclic.

A

B

C

P

`

`

1

2

c. Experimenting with different quadrilaterals using some kind of geometry
software could be pretty useful here in coming up with a conjecture that a
quadrilateral is cyclic if and only if its opposite angles are supplementary.
A proof of this follows.As we’ve said before,

there’s a huge difference
between being able to
work through a proof and
being able to produce it
yourself. Students reading
this proof needn’t think we
expected more than their
conjecture at this point.
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Let ABCDbe a quadrilateral. First we show that ifABCD is cyclic, then its
opposite angles are supplementary. It suffices to just show this for angles
A andC, since the same proof will work for anglesB and D. Since the
quadrilateral is cyclic, we know there is a circle passing through all four
vertices. Call the center of the circleO.

Now we use the fact that the measure of an inscribed angle of a circle equals
one half the measure of the arc it intercepts. This means that

m6 A = 1

2
m

_
BCD

and

m6 C = 1

2
m

_
BAD .

Thus,

m6 A + m6 C = 1

2
(m

_
BCD + m

_
BAD) = 1

2
(360◦) = 180◦

since arcsBC D andB AD together form the entire circle. Thus, anglesA
andC are supplementary, and a similar proof shows that anglesB andD are
also supplementary.

Now we are going to show that if the opposite angles are supplementary, then
quadrilateralABCD is cyclic. So, assume thatm6 DAB+ m6 BCD = 180◦

andm6 ABC+ m6 ADC = 180◦. Pick three vertices, sayA, B, andD; draw
the unique circle passing through these three points. Three things could
happen: vertexC is either on the circle, inside the circle, or outside the
circle. In order forABCD to be cyclic, we need to show thatC is on the
circle, so we have to eliminate the other two possibilities.
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Let’s see what happens ifC is outside the circle. DrawAC and letE be the
point of intersection ofAC with the circle. DrawEBandED.

Look at quadrilateralABED; it is cyclic since all vertices lie on the circle.
This means, by our proof on the previous page, that its opposite angles are
supplementary. So we know thatm6 DAB+ m6 DEB = 180◦. Remember
that by our beginning assumptionABCDhas supplementary opposite angles,
som6 DAB+ m6 BCD = 180◦. This means that

180◦ = m6 DAB+ m6 DEB = m6 DAB+ m6 BCD.

This tells us thatm6 DEB = m6 BCD.

But now remember an important fact (see Problems 19–21 of Investiga-
tion 6.2). SinceC is outside the circle,6 BCD is smaller than ifC were
on the circle. This means thatm6 BCD < m6 DEB, contradicting the con-
clusion above that the two angles have the same measure. Since this is a
contradiction, it means that we can’t haveC outside the circle.

We’re almost done. Now let’s see what happens ifC is inside the circle.
Again drawACand continue it until it intersects the circle, calling this point
E. DrawEBandED.
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Again we see thatABED is a cyclic quadrilateral, so by our first proof we
know thatm6 DAB+ m6 DEB = 180◦. Remember from our assumption that
the opposite angles ofABCDare supplementary, som6 DAB+ m6 BCD =
180◦. Thus,

180◦ = m6 DAB+ m6 DEB = m6 DAB+ m6 BCD.

This implies thatm6 DEB = m6 BCD.

Now we need another important fact, namely that6 BCD is larger than it
would be ifC were on the circle. In other wordsm6 BCD > m6 DEB, giving
a contradiction once again.

So we’ve seen that we get into trouble ifC is either inside or outside of the
circle. Therefore,C must be on the circle, which means quadrilateralABCD
is cyclic. This completes the proof.

Problem 8 (Student page 144)If four lengths are fixed, saya, b, c, andd, then
the quadrilateral with sides of those lengths containing the most area will be a cyclic
quadrilateral. There’s an interesting proof of this which nicely makes use of the
isoperimetric problem.

One fact we need for the proof is that, given the four values, we can always find a
quadrilateral with sides of these four lengths which is cyclic. This seems possible
using the main fact we know about cyclic quadrilaterals, which is that the opposite
angles have to be supplementary. Imagine we have four sticks of lengthsa, b, c,
andd. We should be able to find an arrangement of the sticks so that they form a
quadrilateral whose angles have this desired property. This quadrilateral will then be
cyclic. There’s a more rigorous proof that a cyclic quadrilateral with these given sides
exists; it uses the Law of Cosines, and is given at the end of this solution for those
classes in which students have already studied some trigonometry.
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Suppose that lengthsa, b, c, andd are given. LetQ be a cyclic quadrilateral with sides
of these lengths and letC be the circle in whichQ is inscribed (see picture below).
We want to show thatQ contains more area than any other quadrilateral having sides
of these lengths.

Notice that any quadrilateral with sides of lengtha, b, c, andd can be formed by
deformingQ; imagine thatQ has hinges at its vertices, and by opening and closing
these hinges we can get any other such quadrilateral. As the hinges open and close,
the circleC will be deformed to other closed curves in which the new quadrilaterals
are inscribed. The area outside the quadrilaterals and inside the curves (the shaded
area in the picture) will not change, however, nor will the perimeter of the curves. So
by manipulating the hinges we get all quadrilaterals with sides of lengthsa, b, c, and
d, and we get different closed curves with the same perimeter asC. We will have
found the quadrilateral with maximal area precisely when we have the closed curve
with maximal area (because the shaded area is fixed). Now we use the isoperimetric
problem. The area inside the curve will be largest when the curve is the circleC. This
will happen when the quadrilateral is the cyclic quadrilateralQ, which is what we
wanted.

Here is a trigonometric proof that givena, b, c, andd, we can always find a cyclic
quadrilateral with sides of these lengths. Form a quadrilateral with sides these lengths,
and label the angles of the quadrilateralx1, x2, x3, andx4 (see measures in the picture
on the next page).
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The quadrilateral will be cyclic whenx3 = 180− x1 andx4 = 180− x2. See the
solution for Problem 7c. If we can solve for these angles, then we just arrange the
sides of the quadrilateral so as to obtain these four interior angles; then we will have
a cyclic quadrilateral.

Let r be the length of the diagonal shown in the figure. Looking at the triangle formed
with sides of lengtha, d, andr , and using the Law of Cosines we see that

r 2 = a2 + d2 − 2adcosx1.(1)

Looking at the triangle with sides of lengthc, b, andr , and again using the Law of
Cosines, we see that

r 2 = b2 + c2 − 2bccosx3

r 2 = b2 + c2 − 2bccos(180− x1).

Apply the trigonometric identity cos(180− x) = − cosx, we obtain

r 2 = b2 + c2 − 2bc(− cosx1) = b2 + c2 + 2bccosx1.(2)

Equating the expressions forr 2 from equations (1) and (2), we have

r 2 = a2 + d2 − 2adcosx1 = b2 + c2 + 2bccosx1.

So

(2bc+ 2ad) cosx1 = a2 + d2 − b2 − c2

cosx1 = (a2 + d2) − (c2 + b2)

2(bc+ ad)
.

This equation lets us solve forx1, and thus forx3.

Lettingsbe the length of the other diagonal and using an argument similar to that above,
we can solve forx2 andx4. As we said earlier, these angles completely determine a
cyclic quadrilateral with lengthsa, b, c, andd.
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